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PREFACE.

The works by which Professor Green has hitherto been

chiefly known to the general public are his Introduction to

Messrs. Longmans' edition of Hume's Philosophical Works,

and his articles in the Contemporary Review on some doctrines

of Mr. Spencer and Mr. Lewes.

When in the year 1877 Mr. Green became Whyte's Pro-

fessor of Moral Philosophy, his main desire was, both in his

teaching and writing, to develope more fully and in a more

constructive way the ideas which underlay his previous

critical writings and appeared in them. The present treatise

is the first outcome of that desire ; and doubtless it would

have been only the first but for the premature and un-

expected death of the author in March, 1882.

Even the Prolegomena to Ethics (the title is the author's

own) was left unfinished. The greater part of the book had

been used, some of it twice over, in the Professorial lectures

;

and about a quarter of it (the first 103 pages) was printed

in the numbers of Mind for January, April, and July, 1882.

But, according to a letter of the author written not long

before his death, some twenty or thirty pages remained to

be added, and, though with this exception the whole was

written out nearly ready for printing, no part of it can be

considered to have undergone the final revision.

At his death Mr. Green left the charge of the manuscript

to me ; and I have now only to explain the course I have

followed in preparing it for publication.

The manuscript was written in paragraphs, but otherwise

was continuous ; and I may add that it was composed

without regard to arrangement in Books and Chapters. For

b
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VI PREFACE.

that arrangement I am responsible, and also for the num-

bering and occasional re-division of the sections, and for the

frequent division of a section into two or more paragraphs.

I have also made the few corrections in expression which

seemed to be necessary, and in one case I have ventured,

for the sake of clearness, to transfer a passage from one

place to another. References have been verified and supplied
;

translations of Greek quotations have been given, where

their meaning was not obvious from the text ; and a few

notes have been added by way of explanation or qualifica-

tion, for the most part only where a mark in the author's

manuscript showed that he intended to reconsider the

passage. The Editor's notes, except where they give merely

a reference or translation, are enclosed in square brackets.

My desire throughout has been to make no changes except

in passages which I felt sure Mr. Green would have altered

had his attention been called to them. With the further

object of rendering the work as intelligible as possible to

the general reader I have ventured to print an analysis.

Mr. Green would probably have followed the plan he adopted

in the Introduction to Hume, and have placed a short

abstract on the margins of the pages. I have thought it

better to print my analysis as a Table of Contents, as that

arrangement clearly separates my work from the author's,

and will also probably be the most useful to those who care

to read an analysis at all. Perhaps I may further suggest

to any reader who is unaccustomed to metaphysical and

psychological discussions that much of the author's ethical

views, though not their scientific basis, may be gathered from

the Third and Fourth Books alone.

It has been already explained that the book was left un-

finished. But on the whole I thought it best to make no

attempt to add anything, especially as the comparison which

occupies the last chapter seems to have reached a natural

conclusion. The reader will also find in the text indications

of subjects which were to have been discussed. In particular
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the author—at any rate at one time—intended to introduce

a criticism of Kant's ethical views (see page 163). But I

think this intention must have been abandoned during the

composition of the book, and, as it is hoped that before long

Mr. Green's published writings will be collected and edited,

together with a short biography and selections from his

unpublished manuscripts, it seemed best that the materials

on this subject furnished by the author's notes for lectures

should be reserved for a future occasion.

I have received material assistance in preparing the present

work for the press. Mrs. Green has compared the whole of

the book in proof with the original manuscript. Professor

Edward Caird, of Glasgow University, and Mr. R. L. Nettle-

ship, Fellow of Balliol, read through the proofs and the

analysis and sent me many suggestions. I feel, in particular,

that but for Professor Caird's very full and valuable notes

the analysis must have been far more imperfect than it

remains. But it would seem to me, and to those who have

helped me, out of place to express any gratitude for work

given to a book which, more than any writing of Mr. Green's

yet published, may enable the public outside Oxford to

understand not only the philosophical enthusiasm which his

teaching inspired, but the reverence and love which are felt

for him by all who knew him well.

A. C. BRADLEY.
TJniveksitt College, Liverpool,

April, 1883.

There is no change in the Second or Third Edition

beyond the correction of a few verbal mistakes and errors

of the press.
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desired is really some ulterior object, and not less so, if what is desired

is merely the pleasure of eating . . . . . . . .128
125. And apart from self-consciousness ' animal ' desire would have no moral

character . . . . . . . . . . . .129
126. But (2) most of our desires are for objects which are not directly de-

pendent on animal susceptibility at all, or which, even where so dependent,

are transformed by the addit on of new elements derived from self-

consciousness itself . ...... .... 130

127. And (3) the same action of self-consciousness is farther implied in the

qualification of desires by one another and by the idea of a happiness

on the whole

;

. . . . . . . . , . .131
128. a qualification present even where effort seems to be concentrated on

the satisfaction of a single desire 132

129. Thus there is a real unity in all our de>ires ; only it is not Desire, but

the self. But this is also the unity in all acts of intellect ; how then

are we to reconcile this with the obvious difference of intellect from

desire? ............. 133

Desire and Intellect.

130. Neither is reducible to the other, and each is dependent on the other.

For (i) each involves the consciousness of self and of a world as opposed,

and the effort to overcome this opposition . . . . . -134
131. Desire, to the consciousness desiring, strives to remove the opposition

by giving reality in the world to an object which, as desired, is only

ideal 135

132. Intellect strives to reduce a material apparently alien and external to

intelligibility; i.e. to make ideal an object which at first presents itself

as only real . . . . . . . . . . . . ^37

133. And this unity in desire and intellect may be expressed by calling the

soul, as desiring, practical thought, and the soul, as understanding,

speculative thought . . . . . . . . . .138
134. (2) Further, each is necessarily accompanied by the other : for intellect

would not work unless the end of its working were desired ; and desire

involves intellect, at least in the apprehension of the conditions on which

the reality of the desired object depends . . . . . . 13^^

135. And in some cases there is a still more complete involution of desire
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and intellect; an intellectual process {e.g. that of the artist) being

throughout a realisation of desire, and a desired end in practical life

involving intellect in its constitution ....... 140

136. Desire and intellect, then, are different manifestations of one self-

consciousness, each involved in every complete spiritual act . . . 141

Desire and Will.

137- Will seems to be distinct from desire and capable of opposing it (as v/ell

as intellect). In case of such conflict, where is the unity of self-

consciousness?........... 142

138. Even if it is true that a man desires, at the same time and in the same

sense, incompatible objects, yet the conflicting desires, like the desire

defeated but still felt, differ entirely from the desire with which the man
identifies himself . . . . . . . . . . .143

139. This latter desire is said (a) to be simply the strongest of the conflicting

desires, or (b) not to be desire at all, but will ..... 144
140. The first view is certainly incorrect : for the relation of the self to the

so-called strongest desire is different in kind from its relation to the

desires as still conflicting . . . . . . . . .145
141. And this is equally the case, whether the adopted desire is good and the

defeated desires bad, or vice versa . . . . . . . .146
142. On the other hand, if we accept the second view, we must understand

that will means the adoption of a desired object ; and also that-will acts

even where it is not preceded or accompanied by any conflicting or

defeated desires 146

143. Thus, while the use of language fluctuates, the essential distinction is

that between the mere solicitations of desire and the identification of the

self with a desired object (§ 103 foil.) 148

144. To refuse to call this identification 'desire' would be arbitrary; and in

this sense of desire will and desire are not different nor in conflict . .148
145. But to call the will ' the strongest desire ' is to obliterate the distinction

between the mere solicitations of desire and the desire which the self

has identified with itself . . . . . . . . .150
146. The former act upon the man, but in the latter the man himself acts : .151
147. and this equally whether he acts on impulse or after a conflict of

'desires' 151

Will and Intellect.

148. In spite of the involution of intellect and desire or will (§ 134 foil.),

there is a clear distinction between the speculative and practical em-

ployments of the mind ; and therefore, if the former be called thought

and the latter will, these may be distinguished and even opposed . .152
] 49. But it is misleading to say that mere thought is not will, or that will is

more than thought ; whether by ' thought ' is meant speculative activity

in general (for this is not an element in will but co-ordinate with it) ; . 154

150. or (2) the otiose contemplation of an action as a possible future event

(for thinking in this sense is not the thinking involved in willing) ; • 155

151. or (3) the thought which is involved in willing (for such thought is, like

the desire involved in willing, not a separable part, but only a distinguish-

able aspect, of will) ... 156
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152. The desire and thought which are separable from will and from each

other are antecedent conditions of will, but are not the desire and thought

in will . . . . . . , . . . . . .157
153. The will then is not some distinct part of a man, separable from intel-

lect and desire, nor a combination of them. It is simply the man himself,

and only so the source of action 158

BOOK III.

The Moral Ideal and Moral Progress.

CHAPTER I.

GOOD AND MORAL GOOD.

154. The distinction between the good and the bad will is the basis of

Ethics. The form of all acts of will being the identification of the self

with the idea of an object in which self-satisfaction is sought, the moral

quality of the act depends on the nature of this object . . . .160
155. Different senses in which these statements could be accepted by a

Utilitarian and by Kant . . . . • . . . .161

Pleasure and Desire.

156. If the difference between objects willed is a difference in respect oi motive,

there can be, according to strict Hedonism, no intrinsic difference between

them ; the moral quality of an act depends on its effects, and while these

differ the motive is always the same, viz. pleasure. .... 163

157- But this theory, which offends the unsophisticated mind, owes its

plausibility to a confusion . . . . . . . . .164
158. For, although in all desire self-satisfaction is sought, and although in all

self-satisfaction there is pleasure, it does not follow that the object de-

sired is pleasure . . . . . . . . . . -165

159. Not only is self-satisfaction sought in ways known to involve a sacrifice

of pleasure certain never to be made good ; ...... 166

160. but whatever object a man seeks self-satisfaction in,—whether he be a

voluptuary or a saint or an ordinary man,—it is not the pleasure of self-

satisfaction that he seeks . . . . . . . . .166
161. For this presupposes direct desire for the object; and though desire for

the object may be reinforced by desire for the pleasure expected in it,

yet if the latter desire supersede the former it tends to defeat itself . 167

162. Owing to the confusion just indicated. Mill is unaware that in holding

some kinds of pleasure to be intrinsically more desirable than others he

gives up the first principle of Hedonism . . . . . . .168

163. For if pleasure alone is the ultimate good or desirable, on what ground

can some pleasures be described as in their quality better than others? . 169

164. On the ground, according to Mill, that men knowing both do prefer the

former to the latter. But, if the strongest desire is always for the

greatest pleasure, this only shows that the former are, for such men,

quantitatively superior . . . . . . . . . .170
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165. Mill's meaning however is not this, but that (for example) the sense of

dignity is much more essential to such men's happiness than the re-

jected pleasures . . . . . . . . . . -i?^

166. But the inconsistency of this position with Hedonism is not perceived,

because the desire for the sense of dignity is confused with the desire for

the pleasure it may bring . . . . . . . . • i73

167. Whereas, in truth, to say that the desired object is essential to happi-

ness is not to say that the desire for it is a desire for pleasure . • 1 74

168. The same confusion is present in other arguments on which Mill rests

the proof of Utilitarianism . . . . . . . . -174
169. It is only through it that certain desires, on the reality of which he

insists, can be considered desires for pleasure: e.g. the disinterested

desire of virtue, and the desires of money, power, and fame . . .176

170. It appears therefore that Hedonism involves the denial of an intrinsic

difference between the good and the bad will, and that the grounds of

this denial will not bear examination 177

TAe Intrinsic Nature of Moral Good.

171. Good, then, being defined as that which satisfies desire, true good or

moral good will be that which satisfies a moral agent, as such . .178

172. What in its fulness this true good is we cannot tell ; but the idea that it

is is the spring of progress towards it, and we can see in what direction

it lies by this progress as so far made . . . . .
'

. -179
173. The assumptions that it is, that it is present to a divine consciousness,

that the idea of it has been the spring of progress hitherto and is the

condition of further moral effort, . . . . . . . .181

174. rest in part on future discussions, in part on the conclusions arrived at

already, that intellectual and moral activity necessarily imply the repro-

duction in man of an eternal consciousness which is object to itself. .181

175. As being such reproduction under limitations, man is not merely deter-

mined by natural wants, but has the idea of himself as differently or more

completely realised or satisfied than he is . . . . . .182

176. Hence comes the search, and the vanity of the search, for satisfaction

in mere pleasure or other selfish ends ; hence also the differentia of

moral goodness, search for satisfaction in devotion to an end absolutely

desirable 1S2

177. And this implies the union of developed will with developed reason

;

i.e. the seeking for satisfaction in that which contributes to realise a

true idea of the end 184

178. In this definition a certain precedence is given to reason, because

(though it is also the condition of vice), as rightly developed, it has

the Mii^/rtftye of all virtue ; . . . . . . . . .185

. 179. the good actually pursued being in most cases discrepant from, or in-

adequate to, the idea of true good; and this idea being the medium through

which the object of actual pursuit is changed or developed. At the

same time this language must not be taken to imply an unreal separation

of will and reason . . . . . . . . . . . 1S6
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CHAPTER 11.

CHABACTERTSTICS OF THE MORAL IDEAL.

A. The Personal Character of the Moral Ideal.
PAGE

180. If moral goodness then is devotion to the moral end or ideal, and if the

idea of this end is a divine principle of improvement in man, . . .189
181. what is its relation to the will and reason of man? Does it realise

itself in individuals, or in a society to which individuals are only means,

or in ' Humanity ' ? .......... 190
182. In any case in persons (personality meaning self-consciousness) ; for it

is only because we cannot reduce this self-objectifying consciousness to

anything else that we believe that a divine principle realises itself

in man . . . . . . . . . . . . .191
183. But the development of our personality depends on society, and on the

other hand is thereby so limited as to seem incapable of realising the

ideal 191

184. Hence we suppose it to be realised in nations, or in the progress of

Humanity towards a perfect society. But, while it is true that apart

from the nation the individual is an abstraction, it is also true that a

nation or national spirit is an abstraction unless it exists in persons . 193

185. Progress of Humanity, again, can mean only progress of personal

character to personal character : however we try to explain the imper-

fection of this progress on the earth, it must be personal . . -194
186. Whatever be the difficulties attending it, the idea of human progress or

development, which, like any idea of development, does not rest ulti-

mately on observation of facts and cannot be destroyed by it, involves

necessary presuppositions:......... 195

187. (i) that the capacities gradually realised in time are eternally realised

for and i« the eternal mird; . . . . . . . .196

188. (2) that the end of the process of development should be a real fulfil-

ment of the capacities presupposed by the process. And if it be objected

that our knowledge of these capacities is not such as to give us an idea

of the end that would fulfil them, . . . . . . . .198

189. we may answer that from our knowledge of them we can say (i) that

their development cannot be a mere process to infinity, but must have

its end in an eternal state of being ; and (2) that no state of being could

be such end, in which the self-conscious personality presupposed by the

process was either extinguished or treated as a mere means . . .198

190. On the other hand, as society implies persons regarding themselves and

others as persons, so also the realisation of human personality means its

realisation in a society .......... 199

191. And although this realisation would seem to imply a difference of

functions in the different members of society, it would imply in all the

fulfilment of the idea of humanity, i.e. devotion to the perfection of man 201

B. The Formal Character of the Moral Ideal or Law.

192. Thus the idea which the good will seeks to realise is identical in form

with the idea of the end as realised in the eternal mind. We have now
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to see how it becomes the medium through which the latter idea deter-

mines the moral development of man ....... 202

193. It does so by presenting to ua an unconditional good, and by laying on

us an unconditional law of conduct 203

194. When asked what this good is, we can only answer that it is the good

will or the object of the good will ; which again is the will for the un-

conditional good (§§ 171, 172). Hedonism avoids this circle, but only

because its ideal is not a moral ideal ....... 204

195. The circle is inevitable ; for in the account of an agent whose develop-

ment is governed by an ideal of his own perfection the good will must

appear both as end and means . . . . . , . .205
196. This ideal, in a being who has other impulses than those which draw to

it, must take the form of a law or categorical imperative : but this again

cannot enjoin unconditionally anything but obedience to itself . . 206

197. It does enjoin, however, at least all the particular duties in which pro-

gress is made towards the realisation of man ; and it enjoins them un-

conditionally as against everything except some new application of itself 207

198. The practical value of the idea of good as a criterion will be considered

later (Book iv) : the present question is the historical one, how this idea

can have defined itself in the formation of particular duties and virtues . 208

CHAPTER III.

THE OEIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE MORAL IDEAL.

A. Reason as Source of the Idea of a Common Good.

199. The idea of the end or unconditional good is that of the self as realised.

And this self is social ; i.e. its good includes that of others, who are also

conceived as ends in themselves . . . . . . . .210
200. This social interest is a primitive fact, and though it may have been

conditioned by, it cannot have been developed from, any animal sym-

pathy in which it is not presupposed . . . . , . ,210
201. It implies the consciousness of self and others as persons, and therefore

the consciousness of a permanent well-being in which the well-being of

others is included . . . . . . , . . . .212
202. The idea of unconditional good then will express itself in some form

of general social requirement, in-espective of likes and dislikes ; and this

is what underlies the more developed ideas both of moral and legal

right 213

203. In this sense Reason, as necessary to the idea of an absolute and a com-

mon good, is ' the parent of Law,' in the wider sense of law ; . .214
204. and must have been present in any primitive state from which our

present state has been, in the strict sense, developed : . . . .215
205. for there is no identity between the developed state of man and any

state which has not these characteristics. What then are the move-

ments into which development from this germ may be analysed ? . .216

B. The Extension of the Area of Common Oood.

206. In the first place (cf. § 218), this development consists in the extension

of the range of persons whose common good is sought. The primitive

duty to a narrow circle gradually widens into a duty to man as man . 217
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207. This duty is felt by the highest minds to be morally as binding as any
legal obligation, and cannot be explained as a modification of self-

interest . , . . . . . . . . . .218
208. The humanitarian idea is no unreal extension of the social obligations of

man, and must, as it becomes part of recognised morality, greatly further

the development of human capabilities ; and that not only for the many . 220

209. Hastened in various ways, and especially through its expression by
Stoic philosophers, Roman jurists, and Christian teachers, it is yet the

natural outcome of the original idea of a common good . , , . 221

210. and is now fixed to a certain extent in law and in social requirement . 222

211. If we take its abstract expression in the formula * suum cuique,' what does

this imply as to the ideals of good and hence of conduct ? . . . 223

212. It implies a refinement of the sense of Justice ; i.e. that no one should

seek the good, either of himself or of any one else, by means which hinder

the good of others, or should measure the good of different persons by

different standards 224

213. The recognition of this idea by Utilitarianism in the formula, ' Every

one to count as one, and no one as more than one,' has been the main

source both of its beneficence and of its unpopularity .... 225

214. The formula is however inferior to Kant's maxim, 'Treat humanity

always as an end ' ; since, strictly interpreted in accordance with He-
donistic principles, it could only command equality of treatment in case

that equality led to greater total pleasure 226

215. This idea of justice, and of a duty to man as man, is at once a 'priori,

as an intuition of conscience, and a posteriori, as a result of social pro-

gress embodied in institutions . . • . . . . .228
216. For the extension of the range of duty to the whole of humanity is the

work of the same reason which is implied in the most elementary idea of

common good, and the immanent action of which has overcome and

utilised the opposition raised to it by selfishness ; . . . . .229
217. Reason being the beginning and end of the process, and its action with-

out the individual and within him being only different aspects of the

operation of one and the same principle 230

CHAPTER IV.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MORAL IDEAL—CONTINUED.

C. The Determination of the Idea of Common Good.

218. In the second place, moral progress is not only the widening of the range

of persons whose common good is sought, but the gradual determination

of the content of the idea of good ........ 232

Pleasure and Common Good.

219. Owing to the presence of reason in man, the self is distinguished from

particular desires, and their satisfaction is accompanied or followed by

the idea of something that would give full and lasting satisfaction . . 233

220. And this idea of a good on the whole, by relation to which the value of

a particular satisfaction is estimated, is involved in all moral judgment . 233

221. It is supposed, on the ground that all desire is for pleasure, to be the

C 2
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idea of a greatest sum of pleasures. But if all desire is for pleasure, it

rather follows that a sum of pleasures cannot be desired, since it is not a

pleasure and can only be conceived, not felt or imagined : . . . 234

222. so that, if a sum of pleasures is, as a matter of fact, desired, this fact

only shows that there is in man a desire wholly different from the desire

for pleasure, viz. a desire for the satisfaction of a permanent self . . 236

223. But can the good which satisfies the self be a sum of pleasures ? No
;

for the good is conceived as at least relatively permanent . . .237
224. If, nevertheless, many persons affirm that their idea of this good is the

idea of a sum of pleasures, the reason is that the desire for objects which

will yield satisfaction is misinterpreted as desire for pleasure, whence

the conclusion is drawn that good on the whole must be a number of

pleasures ............ 238

225. And even when the misinterpretation is rejected and a disinterested

desire for the good of others is asserted, this is supposed to be a desii-e

for their pleasure . . . . . . . . . . .240

226. Such a view however requires us to suppose two co-ordinate principles

of moral action and judgment, viz. Reasonable Self-Love and Benevo-

lence ; and this result can be avoided onlyby reducing Benevolence to Self-

Love, or by showing that the object of Self-Love is not a sum of pleasures 241

227. That the second alternative is the truth is seen when we consider that

a sum of pleasures cannot be enjoyed, and that each successive enjoyment

of pleasure brings us no nearer to the good pursued .... 241

228. And, though it is true that a man might think of his good or happiness

(not indeed as a sum of pleasures, but) as a continuous enjoyable existence,

still what men really do pursue is not this, but a well-being consisting in

the attainment of desired objects ........ 243

229. Such an ideal and permanent object, and probably the most generally

prevalent one, is the welfare of a family : and the desire for this is abso-

lutely different from a desire for pleasure ...... 244

230. Whether or no the true good was at first identified with family well-

being, it must have had the two characteristics of inspiring an interest

and of being permanent like the self it has to satisfy .... 246

231. And the well-being of a family, which is identified by a man with his

own well-being and outlasts his life, has these characteristics . .246
232. Thus the true good is, and in its earliest form was, a social good, in the

idea of which a man does not distinguish his own good from that of others 247

233. Even if it were conceived as a succession of pleasures, desire for it would

still not be reducible to desire for an imagined pleasure (§ 222) ; and, on

the other hand, the Self-love and Benevolence which would, on this sup-

position, each be directed to pleasures, would remain co-ordinate, not

identical ............ 249

234. But in reality the good which a man seeks for himself is not a succession

of pleasures, but objects which, when realised, are permanent contribu-

tions to a social good which thus satisfies the permanent self . . -250

235. And this obviously involves the permanent good of others : so that,

though a man may aUo seek his own pleasure, or, again, their pleasure,

his idea of the true good is not an idea of pleasure, and in it there is no

distinction of self and others 251

236. The happiness he seeks for them is the same as that he seeks for himself,

*7'«. the satisfaction of an interest in objects . . . . . .252
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237- If he nevertheless supposed that he sought pleasures for others, thia

mistake, though probably of no great practical moment, would still be a

mistake............. 253

238. And this would be seen if the questions were considered, (i) whether

he values the pleasures he supposes himself to seek for others by their

quantiiii alone, and (2) whether what he seeks for others is not some

permanent good such as is not to be found in experiences of pleasure . 255
239. This permanent good may be conceived in very different forms accord-

ing to circumstances, but in any of its forms it consists not in pleasures,

but in a realisation of a good common to self and others . . . 255

Virtue as the Common Good.

240. There is a common basis in the lowest form of interest in the continued
' being ' of the family, and in the highest form of interest in social ' well-

being'; and the latter developes out of the former .... 256

241. For the former already involves the idea of a good which consists in the

development of the capacities of persons ; and this idea, acting un-

consciously, gradually creates institutions and modes of life, reflection

upon which shows what these capacities really are . . . . .258
242. In the early stages of this progress the social good may appear to be con-

ceived merely as material well-being ; but reflection would show that

this was not its whole content, and that the interest in it was really an

interest in persons capable of a like interest, i.e. an interest in virtue . 259

243. At some time such reflection has arisen, and with it a conscious interest

in virtue ; as is shown by the distinction made in the earliest literature

between the possession of external goods and merit, or goods of the soul . 260

244. The progress from this beginning to the conviction that the only true

good is to he good is complementary to the process described above

(§§ 206-217) J
for the only good that is really common is the good will . 262

245. And if the idea of the community of good for all men has even now
little influence, the reason is that we identify the good too little with

good character and too much with good things ..... 263

CHAPTER V.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MORAL IDEAL—CONTINUED.

D. The Greek and the Modern Conceptions of Virtue.

246. Thus progress with regard to the standard and practice of virtue means

the gradual recognition that the true end consists not in external goods,

nor even in the virtues as means to these, but in the virtues as ends in

themselves:............ 264

247. the recognition, that is, that the true end is the good will, which is to be

conceived not merely as determined by the idea of moral law, but as

active in the various endeavours to promote human development . .265

248. Out of the earliest conception of virtue as valour in the struggle for

common good grows the more complete Greek idea of it as including any

eminent faculty, but the estimation of it has always been governed by an

interest in man himself, not in what happens to him .... 267

249. At a certain stage of reflection arises an effort to discover a unitvin the
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virtues and the various aspects of the good ; and this effort, as is clear

in the case of Socrates and his successors (to whom we owe our chief

moral categories), has a great practical importance .... 26S

250. By such reflection the reason which had been active in social develop-

ment became aware of its achievement, and so produced not merely an

ethical theory but a higher order of virtue ...... 269

251. For the idea of virtue as one and conscious is equivalent to the idea of

the good will or of purity of heart

;

....... 270

252. and this is what Plato and Aristotle require, when they insist that the

condition and unity of all virtue lie in the conscious direction of the

will to the human good.......... 271

253. That good was to them not pleasure but the exercise of the virtues them-

selves. In this respect their definition of the good is final ; and if they

could only imperfectly define the content of the idea, that defect is due

mainly to the nature of morality itself . . . . . . .272

254. The good was defined, to the extent then possible, by the actual pursuit

of it in the recognised virtues : 274

255. and the philosophers still further defined it, and also raised and purified

the idea of it, by making men realise that these virtues were different

expressions of one principle 275

256. Thus we inherit from the Greek philosophers both the principle of

morality and the general articulation of that principle . . . -275

257. Only our idea of the end has become fuller, because the end is more fully

realised ; and accordingly the standards of virtue, though identical in

principle, are more comprehensive in their demands. This will appear

if we examine the ideas of Fortitude and Temperance . . . .276

258. Fortitude seems at first sight to have changed its character since Aris-

totle's time. For, with the recognition of human capacities in all and

not merely in a few, . . . . . . . . . .277

259. Fortitude has come to involve, not merely the self-devotion of the

citizen-soldier to his state, but self-devotion to the service of others,

even of those whom the Greeks would have regarded as ignoble and

useless . . . . . . . . . . . . .278

260. But the principle of unlimited endurance for the highest social cause

known remains the same, and the motive is neither more nor less pure . 280

261. Temperance and Self-denial were limited by Aristotle to the pleasures

of animal appetite . . . , . . . . . , .281

262. But the principle on which these pleasures were to be controlled or

renounced was the same as in our wider virtue of self-denial, even when
most ascetically conceived . . . . . . . . .281

263. The motive of temperance was interest in something wider and higher

than these pleasures, this higher object being to the Greek his state . 282

264. To us also the higher object is the state or some other association;

but the requirements of this virtue, as of fortitude, have become much
more various and comprehensive 283

265. Accordingly, if we dismiss, as mistaken, the idea that the pleasures in
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266. we find (i) that the really tenable principles used by Aristotle did

not yield a standard adequate to the modern ideal of sexual morality.

But the fault lay not in these principles, which are the only true ones,

but in the social conditions of the time : . • . . . . .286
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267. just as a further improvement now must depend mainly on a further

improvement in social conditions, and especially in the jwdition of

women ............. 288

268. Further, (2) the range of the actions which issue from temperance, as

conceived by Aristotle, is far more limited than that of the actions in
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PKOLEGOMENA TO ETHICS.

INTRODUCTION.

1 . A WRITER who seeks to gain general confidence scarcely goes

the right way to work when he begins with asking whether

there really is such a subject as that of which he proposes to

treat ; whether it is one to which enquiry can be directed with

any prospect of a valuable result. Yet to a writer on Moral

Philosophy such a mode of procedure is prescribed, not only by

the logical impulse to begin at the beginning, but by observation

of the prevalent opinions around him. He can scarcely but be

aware that Moral Philosophy is a name of somewhat equivocal

repute; that it commands less respect among us than was

probably the case a century ago; and that any one who pro-

fesses to teach or write upon a subject to which this name is

in any proper or distinctive sense applicable, is looked upon

with some suspicion.

There is, indeed, no lack of utterance in regard to the great

problems of life or the rights and wrongs of human conduct.

Nor does it by any means confine itself to what are commonly

counted secular or ^ positive ' considerations. Guesses as to some

* sweet strange mystery,

Of what beyond these thinga may lie,

And yet remain unseen,'

are announced with little reserve and meet with ready accept-

ance. These, we may say, are for the multitude of the educated,

who have wearied of the formulas of a stereotyped theology,

but still demand free indulgence for the appetite which that

theology supplied with a regulation-diet. But the highest

poetry of our time—that in which the most serious and select

spirits find their food—depends chiefly for its interest on what
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has been well called ' the application of ideas to life

;

' and the

ideas so applied are by no means sensibly verifiable. They

belong" as little to the domain of natural science, strictly so-

called, as to that of dogmatic theology. A moral philosopher

may be excused for finding much excellent philosophy, in his

special sense of the word, in such poems as the ' In Memoriam '

of Lord Tennyson and Mr. Browning^s ' Rabbi ben Ezra/ to say

nothing of the more explicitly ethical poetry of Wordsworth.

Presented in the rapt unreasoned form of poetic utterance, not

professing to do more than represent a mood of the individual

poet, it is welcomed by reflecting men as expressing deep con-

victions of their own. Such men seem little disturbed by the

admission to a joint lodgement in their minds of inferences from

popularised science, which do not admit of being reconciled with

these deeper convictions in any logical system of beliefs.

But if any one, alarmed at this dangerous juxtaposition, and

unwilling that what seem to him the deepest and truest views

of life should be retained merely on scientific sufferance, seeks to

find for them some independent justification, in the shape of a

philosophy which does not profess to be a branch either of dog-

matic theology or of natural science, he must look for little

thanks for his trouble. The most intelligent critics had rather, it

would seem, that the ideas which poetry applies to life, together

with those which form the basis of practical religion, should be

left to take their chance alongside of seemingly incompatible

scientific beliefs, than that anything calling itself philosophy

should seek to systematise them and to ascertain the regions to

which they on the one side, and the tniths of science on the

other, are respectively applicable. ' Poetry we feel, science we
understand

;

'—such will be the reflection, spoken or unspoken, of

most cultivated men;—^theology professes to found itself on

divine revelation, and has at all events a sphere of its own in

the interpretation of sacred writings which entitles it at least to

respectful recognition; but this philosophy, which is neither

poetry nor science nor theology, what is it but a confusion of all

of these in which each of them is spoilt ? Poetry has a truth of

its own, and so has religion—a truth which we feel, though from

the scientific point of view we may admit it to be an illusion.

Philosophy is from the scientific point of view equally an illu-
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sion, and has no truth that we can feel. Better trust poetry

and relig-ion to the hold which^ however illusive, they will always

have on the human heart, than seek to explain and vindicate

them, as ag-ainst science, by help of a philosophy which is itself

not only an illusion but a dull and pretentious one, with no in-

terest for the imagination and no power over the heart/

2. With such opinion in the air all around him, it must

be with much misgiving that one who has no prophetic utter-

ance to offer in regard to conduct, but who still believes in the

necessity of a philosophy of morals which no adaptation of

natural science can supply, undertakes to make good his posi-

tion. He will gain nothing, however, by trying to sail under

false colours, or by disguising his recognition of an antithesis

between the natural and the moral, which can alone justify his

claim to have something to say that lies beyond the limits of

the man of science. It is better that he should make it clear

at the outset why and in what sense he holds that there is a

subject-matter of enquiry which does not consist of matters of

fact, ascertainable by experiment and observation, and what

place he assigns to morals in this subject-matter. In other

words, at the risk of repelling readers by presenting them first

with the most difficult and least plausible part of his doctrine,

he should begin Avith explaining why he holds a ' metaphysic of

morals'" to be possible and necessary; the proper foundation,

though not the whole, of every system of Ethics.

This has not been the method commonly pursued by English

writers on the subject, and, in the face of present tendencies, is

likely to seem something of an anachronism. To any one who

by idiosyncrasy, or by the accident of his position, is led to

occupy himself with Moral Philosophy, the temptation to treat

his subject as a part of natm-al science is certainly a strong

one. In so doing he can plead the authority of eminent names

and is sure of intelligent acceptance ; nor can he fail by patient

enquiry to arrive at a theory of some j)henomena of human hfe,

which, though it may leave certain primary problems untouched,

shall be not only plausible but true so far as it goes. He can

reckon securely on having more to show for his life's work, when

it comes to an end, than if he spent himself on questions which

he may recognise as of real interest, but to which he will also be

B 3
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aware ttat experiment and observation, strictly so called, cannot

afford an answer. It thus would not be wonderful that, with

most enquirers and teachers, the interest once taken in Moral

Philosophy should be mainly transferred to the physical science

conveniently called Anthropology, even if the insufficiency of

the latter to deal with the most important questions of Moral

Philosophy were admitted.

This admission, however, has of late been fast coming to be

thought unnecessary. That a physical science of Ethics is not

intrinsically impossible, however difficult it may be rendered by

the complexity, and inaccessibility to direct experiment, of its

subject-matter; that there are no intelligible questions—no

questions worth asking—as to human life which would be be-

yond the reach of such a science; this would seem to be the

general opinion of modern English ' culture,^ so far as it is in-

dependent of theological prepossessions. And it is natural that

it should be so. The questions raised for us by the Moral

Philosophy which in England we have inherited, are just such

as to invite a physical treatment. If it is the chief business of

the moralist to distinguish the nature and origin of the pleasures

and pains which are supposed to be the sole objects of human

desire and aversion, to trace the effect upon conduct of the im-

pulses so constituted, and to ascertain the several degrees in

which different courses of action, determined by anticipation of

pleasure and pain, are actually productive of the desired result

;

then the sooner the methods of scientific experiment and obser-

vation are substituted for vague guessing and an arbitrary

interpretation by each man of his own consciousness, the better

it will be. Ethics, so understood, becomes to all intents and

purposes a science of health, and the true moralist will be the

physiologist who, making the human physique his specialty,

takes a sufficiently wide view of his subject; who traces the

influence of historical and political factors, or of what it is now
the fashion to call the ' social medium,^ in giving a specific

character to those susceptibilities of pleasure and pain on which,

according to the theory supposed, the phenomena of human
action depend.

3. There were two elements, indeed, in the system of popular

ethics inherited from the last century, which were long thought
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incompatible with its complete reduction to the form of a physical

science. These were the doctrines of free-will and of a moral

sense. Each, however, was understood in a way which suggested

to the naturalist a ready explanation of its supposed claim to lie

beyond his sphere. The moral sense, according* to the accepted

view, was a specific susceptibility to pleasure or pain in the con-

templation of certain acts. What was the quality in the acts

which excited this pleasure or pain in the contemplation of

them? If it were something in the conception of which any

originative function of the reason was implied, then the exist-

ence of the moral sense would have meant that there was a de-

termining agent in the inner life of man, of which no natural

history could be given. But those writers who had made most of

the moral sense had been very indefinite in their account of the

quality in action to which it was relative. The most consistent

theory on the subject was Hume^s. According to him the

pleasure of moral sense is pleasure felt in the 'mere survey* of

an act, independently of any consequences of the act to the

person contemplating it ; and that which occasions this pleasure

is the tendency of the act to bring pleasure to the agent himself

or to others ^. Moral sense, in short, is a social sentiment either

of satisfaction in the view of such conduct as has been generally

found to increase the pleasure or diminish the pain of others, or

of uneasiness in the reverse, quite apart from any expectation of

personal advantage or loss. It is thus properly not by the action

of the person feeling it, but by that of others, that it is excited.

An act of a man's own, necessarily proceeding, according to

Hume, from some desire for pleasure which it satisfies or fails to

satisfy, must have personal consequences for him, incompatible

with that disinterested survey which alone yields the pleasure

or pain of moral sense, properly so called. Sympathy, however,

with the effect which he knows that his act produces on the

moral sense of others, may modify the feeling which it causes to

the doer of it. An act, in gratification of some passion, which

he would otherwise look forward to as pleasant, may become so

painful in anticipation from sympathy with the general un-

easiness which he knows would arise upon the contemplation of it

that, without any fear of punishment, he abstains from doing it.

1 Treatise on Human Nature, Book III, Pt. i. §§ i, 2, and Pt. iii. § i.
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4. Thus moral sense and sympathy jointly, as understood by

Hume, serve plausibly to explain the office ordinarily ascribed

to conscience^ as the judge and possible controller in each man
of his own acts. At the same time the lines are indicated

along which a physical theory of ' conscience ' might be logically

attempted. The problem which Hume bequeathed to a successor

who adopted his principles was mainly to account for the two-

fold fact, that the mere survey of actions as tending to produce

pleasures in which the eontemplator will have no share, is yet

a source of pleasure to him; and that, among the pleasures

taken into account in that estimate of the tendency of an action

which determines the moral sentiment, are such as have no direct

connexion with the satisfaction of animal wants. A theory

which will account for this will also account for the affection of

the agent by sympathy with the sentiment which the contem-

plation of his action excites in others. Can we find any scientific

warrant for believing in a process by which, out of susceptibility

to pleasures incidental to the merely animal life, there have

grown those capacities for enjoyment which we consider essential

to general well-being, and those social interests which not only

make the contemplation of general well-being an independent

source of pleasure, but also make the pleasure of exciting this

pleasure—the pleasure of satisfying the moral sentiment of

others—an object of desire so strong as in many cases to deter-

mine action ? If we can, it would seem that we have given to

our national system of ethics—the ethics of moral sentiment

—

the solid fovmdation of a natural science.

5. It is no wonder, therefore, that the evolutionists of our day

should claim to have given a wholly new character to ethical

enquiries. In Hume's time a philosopher who denied the in-

nateness of the moral sentiments, and held that they must have

a natural history, had only the limits of the individual life

within which to trace this history. These limits did not give

room enough for even a plausible derivation of moral interests

from animal wants. It is otherwise when the history may be

supposed to range over an indefinite number of generations.

The doctrine of hereditary transmission, it is held, explains to

us how susceptibilities of pleasure and pain, of desire and aver-

sion, of hope and fear, may be handed down with gradually
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accumulated modifications which in time attain the full measure

of the difference between the moral man and the greater ape.

Through long ages of interaction between the human organism

and the social medium in which it lives, there has been de-

veloped that ' sensibility of principle which feels a stain like

a wound ;^ that faculty oE moral intuition which not only pro-

nounces unerringly on the social tendencies of the commoner

forms of human action, but enables us in some measure to see

ourselves as others see us; that civil spirit through which the

promptings of personal passion are controlled even in the in-

dividual by the larger vision and calmer interest of society.

Thus it would seem that for the barren speculation of the old

metaphysical ethics we should seek a substitute in a scientific

' Cultur-geschichte ; Mn a natural history of man conducted on

the same method as an enquiry into any other form of life

which cannot be reduced to the operation of strictly mechanical

laws. For the later stages of this history we have, of course,

abundant materials in the actual monuments of human culture

—linguistic, literary, and legal—and these, the physiologist may

say, have yet to be considered in connexion with the data which

his own science furnishes. It is true that, however far they

carry us back, however great the variations of moral sentiment

to which they testify, they do not bring us to a state of things

in which the essential conditions of that sentiment were absent.

The most primitive man they exhibit to us is already conscious

of his own good as conditioned by that of others, already capable

of recognising an obligation. But the theory of descent and

evolution opens up a vista of possibilities beyond the facts, so

far ascertained, of human history, and suggests an enquiry into

the antecedents of the moralised man based on other data than

the records which he has left of himself. Such enquiry, it is

thought, will in time give us the means of reducing the moral

susceptibilities of man to the rank of ordinary physical facts,

parts of one system, and intelligible by the same methods, with

all the natural phenomena which we are learning to know. Man
will then have his ascertained place in nature, as perhaps the

noblest of the animals but an animal still.

6. When the moral sentiment has been explained on the prin-

ciples of natural science, free-will is not likely to be regarded as
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presenting any serious obstacle to the same mode of treatment.

By those of our national philosophers who have asserted its ex-

istence^ it has generally been understood as a faculty of deter-

mining action apart from determination by motives ; as a power,

distinct alike from reason and from desire, which chooses between

motives without being itself dependent on any motive. So

crude a notion must long ago have given way before the ques-

tions of science, if there had not been a practical conviction

behind it which it failed fairly to interpret. What after all^ it

is asked, is any faculty but an hypostatised abstraction? A
faculty is no more than a possibility. Whatever happens im-

plies no doubt a possibility of its happening. Voluntary action

implies a possibility of voluntary action, just as the motion of a

billiard-ball implies a possibility of that motion ; but the possi-

bility in each is determined by definite conditions. In the case

of the billiard-ball these conditions, or some of them, are so

obvious that we do not think of treating the possibility of the

ball's moving as a faculty inherent in the ball, and" of ascribing

the ball's motion to this faculty as its cause ; although, as we

know, when the causes of a motion are less" apparent, the unin-

structed are quite ready to ascribe it to a faculty or power in

the moving body. In ascribing any voluntary action to a

faculty in man we are doing, it is said, just the same as in

ascribing any particular motion to a facility in the moving body.

The fact is the particular voluntary action, which must be

possible, no doubt, or it would not be done, but of which the

real possibility consists in the assemblage of conditions which

make up its cause. To include any faculty of action among

these is merely to express our ignorance of what they are or

our unwillingness to examine them. Among them, it is true,

is the wish which happens to be predominant in the agent at

the moment of action; but this, too, has its definite conditions

in the circumstances of the case and the motives operating on

the agent. It may be owing to the character of the agent that

one of these motives gets the upper hand; but his character

again is only a name for an assemblage of conditions, of which

it may be scarcely possible for us completely to trace the ante-

cedents, but which we are not on that account justified in

assigning to a cause that is no cause, but merely a verbal sub-
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stantiation of the abstraction of our ig-norance. Human freedom

must be understood in some different sense from that with which

our anthropologists are familiar, if it is to stand in the way of

the scientific impulse to naturalise the moral man,

7. We will sujipose then that a theory has been formed which

professes to explain, on the method of a natural history con-

ducted according- to the principle of evolution, the process by

which the human animal has come, according" to the terminolog-y

in vog-ue, to exhibit the phenomena of a moral life—to have a

conscience, to feel remorse, to pursue ideals, to be capable of

education throug'h appeals to the sense of honour and of shame,

to be conscious of antagonism between the common and private

good, and even sometimes to prefer the former. It has generally

been expected of a moralist, however, that he should explain

not only how men do act, but how they should act : and as a

matter of fact Ave find that those who regard the process of

man's natural development most strictly as a merely natural one-

are as forward as any to propound rules of living, to which they

conceive that, according to their view of the influences which

make him what he is, man ought to conform. The natural

science of man is to them the basis of a practical art. They

seek to discover what are the laws—the modes of operation of

natural forces—under which we have come to be what we are,

in order that they may counsel us how to seek our happiness by

living according to those laws.

Now it is obvious that to a being who is simply a result of

natural forces an injunction to conform to their laws is un-

meaning. It implies that there is something in him independent

of those forces, which may determine the relation in which he

shall stand to them. A philosopher, then, who would recon-

struct our ethical systems in conformity with the doctrines of

evolution and descent, if he would be consistent, must deal less

scrupulously with them than perhaps any one has yet been found

to do. If he has the courage of his principles, having reduced

the speculative part of them to a natural science, he must abolish

the practical or preceptive part altogether. Instead, for instance,

of telling men of a greatest sum of pleasures which they ought

to seek, and which by acting in the light of a true insight into

natural laws they may attain, he will content himself with ascer-
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taining-, so far as he can, whether such and such a temperament

under such and such circumstances yields more frequent, durable,

and intense pleasures than such another temperament under such

other circumstances. He will not mock the misery of him who
fails, nor flatter the self-complacency of him who prospers, by

speaking- of a happiness that is to be obtained by conformity to

the laws of nature, when he knows that, according- to his own
principles, it is a struggle for existence determined by those laws

which has brought the one to his wretchedness and the other to

his contentment. He will rather set himself to show how the

phraseology of ' ought ' and ' ought not,' the belief in a good

attainable by all, the consciousness of something that should be

though it is not, may according to his philosophy be accounted

for. Nor, if he has persuaded himself that the human con-

sciousness, as it is, can be physically accounted for, will he find

any further difficulty in thus explaining that language of moral

injunction which forms so large an element in its expression.

He will probably trace this language to the joint action of two

factors—to the habit of submission to the commands of a physical

or political superior, surviving the commands themselves and the

memory of them, combined with that constant though ineffec-

tual wish for a condition of life other than his own, which is

natural to a being who looks before and after over perpetual

alternations of pleasure and pain.

8. The elimination of ethics, then, as a system of precepts, in-

volves no intrinsic difficulties other than those involved in the

admission of a natural science that can account for the moralisa-

tion of man. The discovery, however, that our assertions of

moral obligation are merely the expression of an ineffectual wish

to be better off than we are, or are due to the survival of habits

originally enforced by physical fear, but of which the origin

is forgotten, is of a kind to give us pause. It logically carries

with it the conclusion, however the conclusion may be disguised,

that, in inciting ourselves or others to do anything because it

ought to be done, we are at best making use of a serviceable

illusion. And when this consequence is found to follow logically

from the conception of man as in his moral attributes a subject

of natural science, it may lead to a reconsideration of a doctrine
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important outcome of modern enlightenment. As the first charm

of accounting for what has previously seemed the mystery of

our moral nature passes away, and the spirit of criticism re-

turns, we cannot but enquire whether a being that was merely

a result of natural forces could form a theory of those forces as

explaining himself. We have to return once more to that

analysis of the conditions of knowledge, which forms the basis

of all Critical Philosophy whether called by the name of Kant

or no, and to ask whether the experience of connected matters of

fact, which in its methodical expression we call science, does not

presuppose a principle which is not itself any one or number of

such matters of fact, or their result.

Can the knowledge of nature be itself a part or product of

nature, in that sense of nature in which it is said to be an ob-

ject of knowledge ? This is our first question. If it is answered

in the negative, we shall at least have satisfied ourselves that

man, in respect of the function called knowledge, is not merely

a child of nature. We shall have ascertained the presence in

him of a principle not natural, and a specific function of this

principle in rendering knowledge possible. The way will then

be so far cleared for the further question which leads us, in the

language of Kant, from the Critique of Speculative to that of

Practical Reason : the question whether the same principle has

not another expression than that which appears in the determina-

tion of experience and through it in our knowledge of a world

—

an expression which consists in the consciousness of a moral

ideal and the determination of human action thereby.
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METAPHYSICS OF KNOWLEDGE.

CHAPTER I.

THE SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLE IN KNOWLEDGE AND IN NATURE,

0. The question Can tlie knowledge of nature be itself a part

or product of nature ? must not be confused with that commonly

supposed to be at issue between spiritualists and materialists.

It is one which equally remains to be put, in whatever way we

understand the relation between body and mind. We may
have admitted most unreservedly that all the so-called func-

tions of the soul are materially conditioned, but the question

how there come to be for us those objects of consciousness,

called matter and motion, on which we suppose the operations

of sense and desire and thought to be dependent, will still

remain to be answered. If it could be admitted that matter

and motion had an existence in themselves, or otherwise than as

related to a consciousness, it would still not be by such matter

and motion, but by the matter and motion which we know, that

the functions of the soul, or anything else, can for us be ex-

plained. Nothing can be known by help of reference to the

\mknown. But matter and motion, jvist so far as known, consist

in, or are determined by, relations between the objects of that

connected consciousness which we call experience. If we take

any definition of matter, any account of its 'necessary qualities,'

and abstract from it all that consists in a statement of relations

between facts in the way of feeling, or between objects that we
present to ourselves as sources of feeling, we shall find that

there is nothing left. Motion, in like manner, has no meaning

except such as is derived from a synthesis of the different
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positions successively held by one and the same body; and we
shall try in vain to render an account to ourselves of position or

succession, of a body or its identity, except as expressing rela-

tions of what is contained in exjierience, through which alone

that content possesses a definite character and becomes a con-

nected whole.

What then is the source of these relations, as relations of the

experienced, in other words, of that which exists for conscious-

ness? What is the principle of union which renders them

possible ? Clearly it cannot itself be conditioned by any of the

relations which result from its combining and unifying action.

Being that which so organises experience that the relations

expressed by our definitions of matter and motion arise therein,

it cannot itself be determined by those relations. It cannot be

a matter or motion. However rigidly, therefore, we may ex-

clude from our explanations of phenomena all causes that are

not reducible to matter and motion, however fullj we may
admit that the nature which we know or may know is know-

able only under strictly physical laws, we are none the less in

effect asserting the existence of something which, as the source

of a connected experience, renders both the nature that we know
and our knowledge of it possible, but is not itself physically

conditioned. We may decide all the questions that have been

debated between materialists and spiritualists as to the ex-

planation of particular facts in favour of the former, but the

possibility of explaining them at all will still remain to be

explained. We shall still be logically bound to admit that in

a man who can know a nature—for whom there is a ' cosmos of

experience ^ '—there is a principle which is not natural and which

cannot without a varepov irpoTepov be explained as we explain

the facts of nature.

10. There are certain accepted doctrines of modern philo-

sophy

—

e.ff., that knowledge is only of phenomena, not of

anything unrelated to consciousness, and that object and sub-

ject are correlative—from which this conclusion seems to follow

so inevitably, that any one who has adopted it must enquire

anxiously why it is not more generally recognised. If nothing

can enter into knowledge that is unrelated to consciousness; if

* I borrow the phrase from Mr. G. H. Lewes.
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relation to a subject is necessary to make an object, so that an

object which no consciousness presented to itself would not be

an object at all; it is as difficult to see how the principle of

unity, through which phenomena become the connected system

called the world of experience, can be found elsewhere than in

consciousness, as it is to see how the consciousness exercising-

such a function can be a part of the world which it thus at least

co-operates in making ; how it can be a phenomenon among the

phenomena which it unites into a knowledge. "Why then do

our most enlightened interpreters of nature take it as a matter

of course that the principle of unity in the world of our ex-

perience is something which, whatever else it is—and they can

say nothing else of it—is at any rate the negation of conscious-

ness, and that consciousness itself is a phenomenon or group of

phenomena in which this 'nature'' exhibits itself or results?

And why is it that, when we have professedly discarded this

doctrine, we still find it to a great extent controlling our ordi-

nary thoughts ? There must be reasons for this inconsistency,

which should be duly considered if we would understand what

we are about in maintaining that there is a sense in which man
is related to nature as its author, as well as one in which he is

related to it as its child.

11. The reader is probably acquainted with Kant^s dictum

that ' the understanding makes nature.' It gives no doubt a

somewhat startling expression to the revolution in philosophy

which Kant believed himself to have introduced, and which he

compared to the change effected by the Copernican theory in

men's conception of the relative positions of the earth and the

sun. When we enquire, however, into the precise sense in which

Kant used the expression, we find that its meaning is subject to

a qualification which testifies to the difficulty experienced by

Kant himself in carrying out the doctrine which the words

seemed to convey. ' Macht zwar der Verstand die Natur, aber er

schafft sie nicht/ The understanding ' makes ' nature, but out

of a material which it does not make. That material, according

to Kant, consists in phenomena or 'data' of sensibility, given

under the so-called forms of intuition, space and time. This

apparent ascription of nature to a twofold origin—an origin in

understanding in respect of its form as a nature, as a single
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system of experience ; an origin elsewhere in respect of the

^ matter ' which through the action of understanding becomes a

nature—cannot but strike us as vmsatisfactory. Perhaps it may
not be a doctrine in which we can permanently acquiesce, but

meanwhile it represents fairly enough on its two sides the con-

siderations which on the one hand lead us to regard nature as

existing only in relation to thought, and those on the other

which seem obstinately opposed to such a view.

12. To say with Kant that the understanding is the principle

of objectivity, that only through understanding is there for us

an objective world, is sure to seem at first sight the extreme of

perversity. "We have come to think of the understanding as

specially an agency of our own, and of the objective world as

specially that which is presented to us independently of any

such agency; as that which we find and do not make, and by

which we have to correct the fictions of our own minds. When
we ask, however, whether any impression is or represents any-

thing * real and objective,^ what exactly does the question mean,

and how do we set about answering '\ij It is not equivalent to

a question whether a feeling is felt./ Some feeling must be felt

in order to the possibility of the question being raised at all. It

is a question whether a given feeling is what it is taken to be

;

or, in other words, whether it is related as it seems to be related.

It may be objected indeed that, though so7ne feeling or other

must be felt in order to give any meaning to the question

as to the objectivity of the impression or its correspondence

with reality, yet still this qiiestion may and often does mean

merely whether a particular feeling is felt, /^his is true ; but

a particular feeling is a feeling related in a certain way,

and the question whether a particular feeling is really felt is

always translatable into the form given—Is a feeling, which

is undoubtedly felt, really related as some one thinking

about it takes it to be? If an engine-driver, under certain

conditions, permanent with him or temporary, ' sees a signal

wrong,' as we say, his disordered vision has its own reality

just as much as if he saw right. There are relations between

combinations of moving particles on the one side and his visual

organs on the other, between the present state of the latter and
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certain determining- conditions^ between the immediate sensible

effect and the secondary impressions which it in turn excites,

as full and definite—with sufficient enquiry and opportunity, as

ascertainable—as in any case of normal vision. There is as

much reality in the one case as in the other, but it is not the

same reality : i. e., it does not consist in the same relations. The

eng-ine-driver mistakes the effect of one set of relations for that

of another, one reality for another, and hence his error in action.

He may be quite imiocent of a scientific theory of vision, but

he objectifies his sensations. He interprets them as related in

a certain way, and as always the same in the same relations ; or,

to use an equivalent but more familiar expression, as signs of

objects from which he distinguishes his feeling's and by which

he explains them. Were this not the case, his vision mig-ht be

normal or abnormal, but he would be incapable of mistaking

one kind of reality for another, since he woidd have no concep-

tion of reality at all.

13. The terms *real^ and 'objective,^ then, have no meaning

except for a consciousness which presents its experiences to itself

as determined by relations, and at the same time conceives a

single and unalterable order of relations determining them, with

which its temporary presentation, as each experience occurs, of

the relations determining it may be contrasted. For such a

consciousness, perpetually altering its views of the relations

determining any experience under the necessity of combining

them in one system with other recognised relations, and for

such a consciousness only, there is significance in the judgment

that any experience seems to be so and so, i. e., to be related in

a certain way, but really is otherwise related. We shall have

afterwards [§ 19 and foil.] to consider the question whether the

consciousness, for which alone this contrast of the real and the

apparent is possible, has anything to do with the establishment

of the relations in which it conceives reality to consist—whether

the conception of reality has any identity with the act by which

reality is constituted. But even if this latter question is waived

or answered in the negative, there will still be an important

sense in which understanding, or consciousness as acting in the

manner described, may be said to be the principle of objectivity.

It will be through it that there is for us an objective world

;

c
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through it that we conceive an order of nature^ Avith the unity

of which we must reconcile our interpretations of phenomena,

if they are to be other than ' subjective ' illusions.

14. Of course it may very well be that many a man would dis-

claim any such conception, who is yet constantly acting- upon the

distinction between what he believes to be mere appearance and

what he believes to be reality. But want of familiarity with

the abstract expression of a conception, want of ability to analyse

it, is no evidence that the conception is inoperative upon the

experience of the person who, from this want of familiarity or

ability, would say, if he were asked, that he had it not or knew

not what it meant. The proof of the necessity of certain ideas

has never been supposed, by any one who knew what he was

about, to rest upon the fact that every one was aware of

having them. Such a proof, to say nothing of the well-worked

appeal to savages or the uneducated, would be at the mercy

of every lively gentleman who was pleased to say that he

searched his breast for such ideas in vain. The necessity of a

conception, as distinct from the logical (or rather rhetorical)

necessity of a conclusion contained in premisses already con-

ceded, means that it is necessary to the experience without

which there would not for us be a world at all ; and there can

be neither proof nor disproof of such necessity as is claimed

for any conception, but through analysis of the conditions which

render this experience possible. Unless the accuracy or suf-

ficiency of the analysis can be disputed, the necessary character

of the ideas which it exhibits as operative in the formation of

experience, is unaffected by the inability of any one to recognise

them in that abstract form to which the analysis reduces them,

but which, just because they are operative in a concrete ex-

perience, is not the form of their familiar use.

Thus a man who is quite at home with the distinction be-

tween facts and fancies may think it strange to be told that

the distinction implies a conception of the world as a single

system of relations ; that this is the conception on the strength

of which he constantly sets aside as fancy what he had taken

to be fact, because he finds that the supposed relations, which

for him formed the nature of the fact, are not such as can be

combined with others that he recognises in one intelligible
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system. Such language may convey no meaning to him, but

the question will still remain whether upon reflection the dis-

tinction can be otherwise accounted for. When we analyse our

idea of matter of fact, can we express it except as an idea of a

relation which is always the same between the same objects ; or

our idea of an object except as that which is always the same

in the same relations ? And does not each expression imply

the idea of a world as a single and eternal system of related

elements, which may be related with endless diversity but

must he related still ? If we may properly call the con-

sciousness which yields this idea ' vmderstanding/ are we not

entitled to say that understanding is the som-ce of there being

for us an objective world, that it is the principle of objec-

tivity ?

15. So far we have only reached the conclusion that a con-

ception, to which understanding is related as faculty to function,

is the condition of our ability to distinguish a real from the

unreal, matter of fact from illusion. It will be said perhaps that

so much pains need not have been spent on establishing a propo-

sition w^hich in effect merely tells us that without a conception

of an order of nature we could not conceive an order of nature.

Is not this, it may be asked, either an identical proposition or

untrue—an identical proposition, if understood strictly as thus

put ; untrue, if taken to mean that the conception of an order of

natm-e does not admit of being generated out of materials other

than itself? Now it is just the difficulties in the way of

explaining the origin of the conception in question out of any-

thing else than judgments which presuppose it, that we wish

to exhibit. They are the difficulties which beset any theory

that would treat the knowledge of nature as itself the result of

natural processes. It is through experience that every such

theory must suppose the resulting knowledge to be produced.

But experience, as most students of philosophy must now be

aware, is a term used in very different senses. In this case an.

experience which is to yield the required result must not be

merely an experience in the sense in which, for instance, a plant

might be said to experience a succession of atmospheric or

chemical changes, or in which we ourselves pass through a

definite physical experience during sleep or in respect of the
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numberless events which affect us but of which we are not

aware. Such an experience may no doubt gradually alter to

any extent the mode in which the physical organism reacts

upon stimulus. It may be the condition of its becoming organic

to intellectual processes^ but between it and experience of the

kind which is to yield a knowledge of nature there is a chasm

which no one, except by confusion of speech, has attempted to

fill. Or to speak more j^recisely, between the two senses of

experience there is all the difference that exists between change

and consciousness of change.

16. Experience of the latter kind must be experience of matters

of fact recognised as stick. It is possible, no doubt, to imagine a

psychological history of this experience, and to trace it back to

a stage in which the distinction between fact and fancy is not

yet formally recognised. But there is a limit to this process.

An experience which distinguishes fact from fancy cannot be

developed out of one which is not, in some form or other, a con-

sciousness of events as related or as a series of changes. It

has commonly, and with much probability, been held that

the occurrence of the unexpected, by exciting distrust in pre-

viously established associations of ideas, has at any rate a large

share in generating the distinction of what seems from what is.

But the shock of surprise is one thing, the correction of a belief

quite another. Unless there were already a consciousness alike

of the events, of which the ideas have become associated, as a

related series, and of the newly observed event as a member of

the same, the unfamiliar event might cause a disturbance of the

nerves or the ' psychoplasm,"* but there would neither be an

incorrect belief as to an order of events to be corrected by it,

nor any such correlation of the newly observed event with what

had been observed before as could suggest a correction. But a

consciousness of events as a related series—experience in the

most elementary form in which it can be the beginning of

knowledge—has not any element of identity with, and there-

fore cannot properly be said to be developed out of, a mere

series of related events, of successive modifications of body or

soul, such as is experience in the former of the senses spoken

of. No one and no number of a series of related events can be

the consciousness of the series as related. Nor can any product
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of the series be so either. Even if this product could be any-

thing else than a further event, it could at any rate only be

something that supervenes at a certain stage upon such of the

events as have so far elapsed. But a consciousness of certain

events cannot be anything that thus succeeds them. It must

be equally present to all the events of which it is the conscious-

ness. For this reason an intelligent experience, or experience

as the source of knowledge, can neither be constituted by events

of which it is the experience, nor be a j)roduct of them.

17. ^ Perhaps not/ it may be replied, ' but may it not be a pro-

duct oij)>'^vioi(S events ? ' If it is so, a series of events of which

there is no conscious experience must be supposed to produce a

consciousness of another series. On any other supposition the

difficulty is only postponed. For if the series of events which

produces a certain consciousness of other events is one of which

there is a consciousness, this consciousness, not being explicable

as the product of the events of which it is the consciousness,

will have in turn to be referred to a prior series of events ; and

ultimately there will be no alternative between the admission

of a consciousness which is not a product of events at all and

the supposition stated—the su2:)position that the primary con-

sciousness of events results from a series of events of which

there is no consciousness. But this supposition, when we think

of it, turns out to be a concatenation of words to which no

possible connexion of ideas corresponds. It asserts a relation

of cause and effect, in which the supposed cause lacks all the

characteristics of a cause. It may be questioned whether we

can admit anything as a cause which does not explain its

supposed effect, or is not equivalent to the conditions into

which the effect may be analysed. But granting that we may,

a cause must at least be that to which experience testifies as the

uniform antecedent of the effect. Now a series of events of

which there is no consciousness is certainly not a set of condi-

tions into which consciousness can be analysed. And as little

can it be an antecedent uniformly associated wdth consciousness

in experience, for events of which there is no consciousness

cannot be within experience at all.

18. It seems necessary, then, to admit that experience, in the

sense of a consciousness of events as a related series—and in
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no other sense can it help to account for the knowledge of an

order of nature—cannot be explained by any natural history,

properly so called. It is not a product of a series of events.

It does not arise out of materials other than itself. It is not

developed by a natural process out of other forms of natural

existence. Given such a consciousness, the scientific conception

of nature, no less than the everyday distinction between fact

and fancy, between objective reality and subjective illusion, can

be exhibited as a development of it, for there is an assignable

element of identity between the two. But between the con-

sciousness itself on the one hand, and on the other anything

determined by the relations under which a nature is presented

to consciousness, no process of development, because no com-

munity, can be really traced. Nature, with all that belongs to

it, is a process of change : change on a uniform method, no

doubt, but change still. All the relations under which we

know it are relations in the way of change or by which change

is determined. But neither can any process of change yield a

consciousness of itself, which, in order to be a consciousness of

the change, must be equally present to all stages of the change

;

nor can any consciousness of change, since the whole of it must

be present at once, be itself a process of change. There may be

a change into a state of consciousness of change, and a change

out of it, on the part of this man or that ; but within the con-

sciousness itself there can be no change, because no relation of

before and after, of here and there, between its constituent

members—between the presentation, for instance, of point A
and that of point B in the process which forms the object of

the consciousness.

19. From the above considerations thus much at any rate would

seem to follow : that a form of consciousness, which we cannot

explain as of natural origin, is necessary to our conceiving an

ordei" of nature, an objective world of fact from which illusion

may be distinguished. In other words, an understanding—for

that term seems as fit as any other to denote the principle of

consciousness in question—irreducible to anything else, 'makes

nature ' for us, in the sense of enabling us to conceive that there

is such a thing. Now that which the understanding thus pre-
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sents to itself consists, as we have seen, in certain relations re-

garded as forming" a single system. The next question, then,

will be whether understanding can be held to ' make nature ' in

the further sense that it is the source, or at any rate a condition,

of there being these relations. If it cannot, we are left in the

awkward position of having to suppose that, while the concep-

tion of an order of nature on the one side, and that order itself

on the other, are of different and independent origin, there is

yet some unaccountable pre-established harmony through which

there comes to be such an order corresponding to our conception

of it. This indeed might be urged as a reason for seeking some

way of escape from the conclusion at which we have just arrived.

But before we renew an attempt which has often been made and

failed, let us see whether the objections to the other alterna-

tive—to the view that the understanding which presents an

order of nature to us is in principle one with an understanding

which constitutes that order itself—have really the cogency

which common-sense seems to ascribe to them.

20. The traditional philosophy of common-sense, we shall find,

speaks upon the point with an ambiguity which affords a pre-

sumption of its involving more difficulty than might at first

sight appear. No one is more emphatic than Locke in opposing

what is real to what we * make for ourselves,' the work of nature

to the work of the mind. Simple ideas or sensations we cer-

tainly do not ^make for ourselves.' They therefore and the

matter supposed to cause them are, according to Locke, real ^.

But relations are neither simple ideas nor their material arche-

types. They therefore, as Locke explicitly holds, fall under the

head of the work of the mind, which is opposed to the real 2.

But if we take him at his word and exclude from what we have

considered real all qualities constituted by relation, we find that

none are left. Without relation any simple idea would be un-

distinguished from other simple ideas, undetermined by its sur-

roundings in the cosmos of experience. It would thus be un-

qualified itself, and consequently could afford no qualification of

the material archetype, which yet according to Locke we only

know through it or, if otherwise, as the subject of those ' primary

* Essay concerning Human Understanding, II. xii. I.

* Ibid. II. XXV. 8.
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qualities^ which demonstrably consist in relations^. In short,

the admission of the antithesis between the real and the work

of the mind, and the admission that relation is the work of the

mind, put together, involve the conclusion that nothing- is real

of which anything can be said.

Our ordinary way out of the difficulty consists in keeping the

two admissions apart, without, however, surrendering either.

We maintain the opposition between the real and the work of

the mind exactly as it was asserted by Locke; and if we are

less explicit in accoimting relations to be the work of the mind,

it is not because we have any theory of the real which more

logically admits them than does Locke''s. Yet we have no

scruple in accepting duly verified knowledge as representing

reality, though what is known consists in nothing else than

relations. We neither ask ourselves how it can be that a know-

ledge of relations should be a knowledge of reality, if the real is

genuinely simple sensation or that which copies itself in simple

sensation, nor what other account we can give . of the real

without qualifying the antithesis between the work of the mind

and it. It is in fact from our adoption of this antithesis that

we come to accept that identification of the real with simple

sensation or its archetype which, as Locke was aware, implies

the unreality of relations. But when in our processes of know-

ledge we have virtually recognised relations as constituting

the very essence of reality, we do not reconsider our definition

of the real in the light of this recognition. We do not lay our

procedure in what we regard as knowledge of the real alongside

Locke's view of the real, which is also ours, so as to ask whether

they are consistent with each other. And hence we are not

led to call in question the antithesis on which that view

depends.

21. As it is a serious matter, however, to accept a view of the

real which such a thinker as Locke could not reconcile with the

reality of relations, and which logically implies that knowledge

is not of the real ; and as on the other hand there is something

in the opposition between the real and the work of the mind

which seems to satisfy an imperative demand of common-sense

;

it becomes important to enquire whether we interpret that de-

' Essay concerning Human Understanding, II. viii. 15 and 23; xxx. 2.
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mand aright. Is there not a conception of the real behind the

opposition in question, which seems to require us to accept it,

but which in truth we misinterpret in doing- so ?

We constantly find Locke falling back on the consideration

that of simple ideas ' we cannot viake one to ourselves/ They

'force themselves upon us whether we will or no/ It is this

which entitles them in his eyes to be accounted real, ' The

work of the mind/ on the other hand, he considers arbitrary.

A man has but to think, and he can make ideas of relation for

himself as he pleases. Locke thus indicates what we may call the

operative conception—operative as governing the action of our

intelligence—which underlies the opposition between the real

and the work of the mind. This is the conception which we have

described already as that of a single and unalterable system

of relations. It is not the work of the mind, as such, that

we instinctively oppose to the real, but the work of the mind as

assumed to be arbitrary and irregularly changeable.

22. In truth, however, there is no such thing. The very

question, What is the real ?—which we seem to answer by help

of this opposition—is a misleading one, so far as it implies that

there is something else from which the real can be distinguished.

We are apt to make merry over the crude logic of Plato in sup-

posing that there are objects, described as /x?) ovTa, which stand

in the same i-elation to ignorance as to. ovra to knowledge, and

other objects, described as to. jxera^v, which stand in a cor-

responding relation to mere opinion. Of this fallacy, as of most

others that are to be found in him, Plato himself supplies the

correction, but much of our language about the real implies that

we are ourselves its victims. If there is a valid opposition

between the work of the mind and something else which is not

the work of the mind, the one must still be just as real as the

other. Of two alternatives, one. Either ' the work of the mind '

is a name for nothing, expressing a mere privation or indetermi-

nateness, a mere absence of qualities,—in which case nothing is

conveyed by the proposition which opposes the real or anything

else to it : or, on the other hand, if it has qualities and relations

of its own, then it is just as real as anything else. Through not

understanding the relations which determine the one kind of

object—that ascribed to the work of the mind—as distinct from
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those which determine the other—that ascribed to some other

agency—we may confuse the two kinds of object. We may
take what is really of the one kind to be really of the other.

But this is not a confusion of the real with the unreal. The

very confusion itself, the mistake of supposing- what is related in

one way to be related in another, has its own reality. It has its

history, its place in the development of a man^s mind, its

causes and effects; and, as so determined, it is as real as any-

thing else.

23. It is thus in vain that we seek to define the real by finding,

either in the work of the mind or elsewhere, an unreal to which

it may be opposed. Is there, then, no meaning in an opposition

which is constantly on our tongues ? Undoubtedly that which

any event seems to us to be may be—nay always is—more or

less different from what it really is. The relations by which we
judge it to be determined are not, or at any rate fall short of,

those by which it is really determined. But this is a distinction

between one particular reality and another ; not between a real,

as such or as a whole, and an unreal, as such or as a whole.

The illusive appearance, as opposed to the reality, of any event

is what that event really is not ; but at the same time it really

is something. It is real, not indeed with the particular reality

which the subject of the illusion ascribes to it, but with a reality

which a superior intelligence might understand. The relations

by which, in a false belief as to a matter of fact, we suppose the

event to be determined, are not non-existent. They are really

objects of a conceiving consciousness. As arising out of the

action of such a consciousness, as constituents of a world which

it presents to itself, they are no less real than are the actual con-

ditions of the event which is thought to be, but is not really,

determined by them. It is when we reflect on the judgments in

which we are perpetually deciding that what has previously

been taken to be the reality of a particular event is a mere

appearance, i. e., not the reality of that particular event— or

rather when we reflect on the language in which those jvidg-

ments have been expressed—that we come to speak of the real,

as an abstract universal, in contrast Avith another abstract uni-

versal, the unreal. Thus for a contrast which is in truth a con-

trast between two acts of judgment—the act of judging an event
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to be determined by certain relations whichj according- to the

order of the universe^, do determine it, and that of judg-ing- it to

be determined by relations other than these—we substitute

another, which exists merely in words^ but to which we fancy

that we give a meaning- by identifying- the unreal with the work

of the mind^ as opposed to a real which has some other origin, we

cannot say what.

24. What we have so far sought to show has been (1), generally,

that an attempt to define the real by distinction from anything

else is necessarily futile—the result of a false abstraction from

the distinction between the real nature of one event or object

and that of another—and {%), specially, that the antithesis be-

tween the real and the work of the mind is invalid, not because

the real is the work of the mind—whether it is so or not we

have yet to enquire—but because the work of the mind is real.

The 'mere idea^ of a hundred thalers, to use the familiar in-

stance, is no doubt quite different from the possession of them,

not because it is unreal, but because the relations which form

the real nature of the idea are different from those which form

the real natm-e of the possession.

So much it was necessary to show, in order that the enquiry,

whether it is due to 'understanding' not merely that we are

able to conceive a nature but that there is such a thing as

nature at all, might not be prejudiced by a preconception which

would make it seem equivalent to an enquiry whether the real

could be the work of the unreal. If now from the futile question.

What is the real ? which we can only answer by saying that the

real is everything, we pass to one more hopeful—How do we

decide whether any particular event or object is really what it

seems to be, or whether our belief about it is true ?—the answer

must be that we do so by testing the unalterableness of the

qualities which we ascribe to it, or which form its apparent

nature. A certain hill appears to-day to be near: yesterday

under different conditions of atmosphere it appeared to be re-

mote. But the real nature of the event which took place in

yesterday^s appearance cannot, we judge, thus change. What it

was really, it was unalterably. There may have been a change

from that appearance to another, but not a change of or in what-

ever was the reality of the appearance. The event of yesterday's
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appearance^ then, must have been determined by conditions other

than those which determine to-day's. But if both appearances

depended solely on the position of the hill^ they would be de-

termined by the same conditions. Therefore we must have

been wrong- in believing- the hill to be so remote as we believed

it to be yesterday, or in believing it to be so near as we be-

lieved it to be to-day, or in both beliefs : wrong in respect of

the relation which we supposed to exist between the several

appearances and the distance of the hill.

25. With sufficient time and command of detail it would not

be difficult to show how the conviction here illustrated, that

whatever anything is really it is unalterably, reg-ulates equally

our most primitive and our most developed judg-ments of reality

—the every-day supposition of there being- a multitude of

separate thing-s which remain the same in themselves while

their appearances to us alter, and the scientific quest for uni-

formity or unalterableness in a law of universal change. Through

a slig-ht confusion of thought and expression, this conviction

may issue either in the sensational atomism of Locke or in the

material atomism of popular science. A sensation is the un-

alterable effect of its conditions, whatever those conditions may
be. It is unalterably related to other sensations. Our opinion

about its conditions or relations may vary, but not the con-

ditions or relations themselves, or the sensation determined by

them. Hence when a man looks into his breast, as Locke bids

him do, simple feeling-s—feelings apart from intellectual inter-

pretations and combinations of them—seem alone unalterable

in contrast with oxir judgments about them. In truth the un-

alterableness belongs not to any simple feeling, for our feelings

change every moment upon us, but, as we have said, to the

relation between it and its conditions or between it and other

feelings; and such a relation is neither itself a feeling nor re-

presented in our consciousness by a feeling. This distinction,

however, is overlooked. The unalterableness of the fact that

a certain feeling is felt under certain conditions, is ascribed

to the simple feehng, or simple idea, as such : and unalterable-

ness being the test by which we ascertain whether what we
have believed to be the nature of any event is really so or not,

the simple feeling, which by itself cannot properly be said to
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be really anything^, comes to be regarded either as alone real,

according- to the ideal form of sensationalism, or as alone re-

presenting an external reality, according to the materialistic

form of the same doctrine.

On the other hand, reflection upon the 'perpetual flux' of

sensation suggests the view that it is not real in the same sense

as its material conditions. The old dictum ascribed to Demo-

critus— yo'jUfa) yXvKV koX vofjua iriKpov, v6[X(a depjxdv, v6\x(^ \p-v\p6v,

voixu) xpon']' krifi 8e aTop.a koI K€v6v ^—expresses a way of think-

ing into which we often fall. The reality which in truth lies

in the relations, according to one law or system of relation,

between feelings and their material conditions—not in the

material conditions abstracted from the feelings any more than

in the feelings abstracted from their material conditions—we
are apt to ascribe exclusively to the latter. We think obsciu-ely

of matter and motion as real in some way in which nothing

else is. Nor do we stop here. The demand for unalterableness

in what we believe to be real, when once we are off the right

track of seeking it in a uniform law of change, leads us to

suppose that the 'reality of things' is only reached when we
have penetrated to atoms which in all changes of their motion

and distribution remain intrinsically the same.

26. Let us consider now how we stand. We have rejected

the question. What is or constitutes the real ? as intrinsically

unmeaning, because it could only be answered by a distinction

which would imply that there was something unreal. The

question arises, we have seen, out of an abstraction from our

constant enquiry into the real nature of this or that particular

appearance or event—an enquiry in which we always seek for

an unchanging relation between the appearance and its condi-

tions, or again for an unchanging relation between these and

certain other conditions. The complete determination of an

event it may be impossible for our intelligence to arrive at.

There may always remain unascertained conditions which may
render the relation between an appearance and such conditions

of it as we know, liable to change. But that there is an un-

* Sweet, bitter, hot, cold, colour, are by convention ; only atoms and void are

real.
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alterable order of relations, if we could only find it out, is the

presupposition of all our enquiry into the real nature of appear-

ances ; and such unalterableness implies their inclusion in one

system which leaves nothing- outside itself. Are we then en-

titled to ask—and if so^ are we able to answer—the further

question, "What is implied in there being such a single, all-

inclusive, system of relations ? or, What is the condition of its

possibility ? If this question can be answered, the condition

ascertained will be the condition of there being a nature and of

anything being- real, in the only intelligible sense that we can

attach to the words ^ nature ' and ' real/ It would no doubt

still be open to the sceptic, should this result be attained, to

suggest that the validity of our conclusion, uj)on our own show-

ing, depends upon there really being such an order of nature as

our quest of knowledge supposes there to be, which remains

unproven. But as the sceptic, in order to give his language

a meaning, must necessarily make the same sujiposition—as he

can give no meaning to reality but the one explained—his

suggestion that there really may not be such an order of nature

is one that conveys nothing at all.

27. First, then, is there any meaning in the question just put ?

Having set aside as unmeaning the question, What is the real ?

can we be entitled to ask. What is implied in there being a

nature of things ? If the former question would have been only

answerable on the self-contradictory supposition of there really

being something other than the real from which it could be dis-

tinguished, will not the latter in like manner be only answerable

on the equally impossible supposition of there being something

outside the nature of things, outside the one all-inclusive system

of relations, by reference to which this nature or system can be

explained? To this we reply that the question stated is or is

not one that can be fitly asked, according as the conception of

nature, of a single all-inclusive system of relations, is or is not

one that can stand alone, is or is not one that requires some-

thing else to render it intelligible. To suppose that this ' some-

thing else,'' if nature were found unthinkable without it, is

related to those conditions, of which the relation to each other

forms the system of nature, in the same way in which these are

related to each other, would no doubt be in contradiction with
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our account of this system as one and all-inclusive. It could

not therefore be held to be related to them as, for instance, an

invariable antecedent to an invariable sequent, or as one body-

to another outside it. But there would be no contradiction in

admitting- a principle which renders all relations possible, and

is itself determined by none of them, if, on consideration of what

is needed to constitute a system of relations, we found such

a principle to be requisite.

28. This, then, is the consideration which we have now to

undertake. Relation is to us such a familiar fact that we are

apt to forget that it involves all the mystery, if it be a mystery,

of the existence of many in one. Whether we say that a related

thing" is one in itself, manifold in respect of its relations, or that

there is one relation between manifold things, e.g., the relation

of mutual attraction between bodies—and one expression or the

other we must employ in stating the simplest facts—we are

equally affirming the imity of the manifold. Abstract the many
relations from the one thing, and there is nothing. They, being

many, determine or constitute its definite unity. It is not the

case that it first exists in its unity, and then is brought into

various relations. Without the relations it would not exist at

all. In like manner the one relation is a unity of the many
things. They, in their manifold being, make the one relation.

If these relations really exist, there is a real unity of the mani-

fold, a real multiplicity of that which is one. But a plurality

of things cannot of themselves unite in one relation, nor can

a single thing of itself bring itself into a multitude of relations.

It is true, as we have said, that the single things are nothing

excej)t as determined by relations which are the negation of

their singleness, but they do not therefore cease to be single

things. Their common being is not something into which their

several existences disappear. On the contrary, if they did not

survive in their singleness, there could be no relation between

them—nothing but a blank featureless identity. There must,

then, be something other than the manifold things themselves,

which combines them without effacing their sevei-alty.

29. With such a combining agency we are familiar as our

intelligence. It is through it that the sensation of the present

moment takes a character from comparison with the sensation
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of a moment ago, and that the occurrence, consisting in the

transition from one to the other, is presented to us. It is

essential to the comparison and to the character which the

sensations acquire from the comparison, essential, too, to their

forming an observable event or succession, that one should not

be fused with the other, that the distinct being of each should

be maintained. On the other hand, in the relation to which

their distinctness is thus necessary they are at the same time

united. But if it were not for the action of something which

is not either of them or both together, there would be no alter-

native between their separateness and their fusion. One might

give place to the other, or both together might be combined

into a third ; but a unity in which their distinctness is preserved

could not be constituted without the relating act of an intelli-

gence which does not blend with either.

The above is an instance of relation between sensations which,

as brought into relation by intelligence, become sensible objects

or events. But the same or an analogous action is necessary to

account for any relation whatever—for a relation between mate-

rial atoms as much as any other. Either then we must deny

the reality of relations altogether and treat them as fictions of

our combining intelligence; or we must hold that, being the

product of our combining intelligence, they are yet ' empirically

real ' on the ground that our intelligence is a factor in the real

of experience ; or if we suppose them to be real otherwise than

merely as for us, otherwise than in the ' cosmos of our experi-

ence,^ we must recognise as the condition of this reality the

action of some unifying principle analogous to that of our

understanding.

30. As we have seen, the first of these alternative views, if

consistently carried out, will not allow us to regard anything as

real of which anything can be said, since all predication is

founded on relation of some kind. It therefore naturally leads

to the second. All that we in fact count real turns out to be

determined by relations. Feeling may be the revelation or the

test of the real, but it must be feeling in certain relations, or it

neither reveals nor tests anything. Thus we are obliged to

recognise a reality, at least of that kind which in our every-day

knowledge and action we distinguish from illusion, in what is
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yet the work of the mind, or at any rate must be held to be so

until relations can be accounted for without a relating act or

that act referred to something- else than the mind. Hence with

those who adhere to the opposition between the real and the

work of the mind, and who at the same time cannot ignore the

work of the mind in the constitution of relations, there arises

a distinction between i-eality in some absolute sense—the reality

of ' things-in-themselves,^ which are supposed to be wholly

exempt from any qualification through relating acts of the

mind, but of which, for that reason, nothing can be known or

said—and the ' empirical ' reality of that which we distinguish

from illusion, as standing in definite relations to the universe of

our experience.

31. This distinction governs the theory of Kant. It is more

easy to point out the embarrassments and inconsistencies into

which it leads him, than to get rid of the distinction itself.

Ordinary criticism of Kant, indeed, has not taken much heed of

the distinction or of its perplexing results. It has been too busy

in refuting his doctrine that ' laws of nature ' are derived from

understanding, to enquire closely into his view of the relation

between nature, in his sense of the term, and ' things-in-them-

selves.-' It has been gaining apparent triumphs, due to a

misunderstanding of the question at issue, over the strongest

part of his system, while it has left the weakest unassailed.

There have been abundant proofs of what was not in dispute,

that our knowledge of laws of nature is the result of experience

;

but the question whether phenomena could be so related as to

constitute the nature which is the object of our experience

Avithout the unifying action of understanding is seldom even

touched. Given an experience of phenomena related to each

other in one system—so related that, whatever an object is

really, or according to the fulness of its relations, it is unalter-

ably—it is easy to show that our knowledge of laws of nature

is derived from it. Such experience in its most elementary

form is already implicitly a knowledge that there are laws of

nature, and only needs to be reflected on in order to become so

explicitly. When it has become so explicitly, the development

of the experience—through cognisance of relations of which there

has previously been no experience, or of which the experience

D
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has not been reflected on—becomes a growing knowledge of

what the laws of nature in particular are.

But the derivation of knowledge from an experience of un-

alterably related phenomena is its derivation from objects un-

alterably related in consciousness. If the relation of the objects

were not a relation of them in consciousness^ there would be no

experience of it. The question then arises how a succession

of feelings becomes such a relation of objects in conscious-

ness. If a relation of objects existed or could be known to exist

otherwise than for consciousness, this would not help to account

for what has to be accounted for, which is wholly a process of

consciousness. The feelings which succeed each other are no

doubt due to certain related conditions, which are not feelings.

But granting for the moment that these conditions and their

relation exist independently of consciousness, in accounting for

a multitude of feelings they do not account for the experience

of related objects. Of two objects which form the terms of a

relation one cannot exist as so related without the other, and

therefore cannot exist before or after the other. For this reason

the objects between which a relation subsists, even a relation

of succession, are, just so far as related, not successive. In

other words, a succession always implies something else than

the terms of the succession, and that a ^ something else ' which

can simultaneously present to itself objects as existing not

simultaneously but one before the other.

32. Thus, in order that successive feelings may be related

objects of experience, even objects related in the way of succes-

sion, there must be in consciousness an agent which distinguishes

itself from the feelings, uniting them in their severalty, making

them equally present in their succession. And so far from this

agent being reducible to, or derivable from, a succession of

feelings, it is the condition of there being such a succession

;

the condition of the existence of that relation between feelings,

as also of those other relations which are not indeed relations

between feelings, but which, if they are matter of experience,

must have their being in consciousness. If there is such a

thing as a connected experience of related objects, there must

be operative in consciousness a unifying principle, which not

only presents related objects to itself, but at once renders them
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objects and unites tlicm in relation to each other by this act of

presentation ; and which is sinj^le throughovit the experience.

The unity of this principle must be correlative to the unity of

the experience. If all possible experience of related objects

—

the experience of a thousand years ago and the experience of

to-daj'', the experience which I have here and that which 1

mig-ht have in any other region of space—forms a single system

;

if there can be no such thing as an experience of unrelated

objects; then there must be a corresponding singleness in that

principle of consciousness which forms the bond of relation

between the objects.

33. It is such a principle that Kant sj)eaks of sometimes

as the ' synthetic unity of apperception/ sometimes simply as

' understanding.'' For the reasons stated there seems no way of

escape from the admission that it is^ as he says, ^the basis of

the necessary regularity of all phenomena in an experience^:'

the basis, that is to say, not merely of our knowledge of uniform

relations between phenomena, but of there being those uniform

relations. The source of the relations, and the source of our

knowledge of them, is one and the same. The question, how it

is that the order of nature answers to our conception of it—or,

as it is sometimes put, the question, whether nature really has,

or, having, will continue to have, the uniformity which belongs

to it in our conception—is answered by recognition of the fact

that our conception of an order of nature, and the relations

which form that order, have a common spiritual source. The

uniformity of nature does not mean that its constituents are

everywhere the same, but that they are everywhere related ; not

that ^the thing which has been is that which shall be,'' but

that whatever occurs is determined by relation to all that has

occurred, and contributes to determine all that will occur. If

nature means the system of objects of possible experience, such

uniformity necessarily arises in it from the action of the same

j^rinciple which is implied in there being any relation between

the objects of experience at all. A relation not related to all

other relations of which there can be experience, is an impossi-

bility. It cannot exist except as constituted by the unifying

' Kant's Werke, eel. Kosenkranz, II. p. 114; ed. Hartenstein (1867), III.

p. 585.
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subject of all experienced relations, and this condition of its

possibility implies its connexion with all other relations that are,

or come to be, so constituted. Every real relation, therefore,

that is also knowable, is a necessary or ^objective'' or unalterable

relation. It is a fact of which the existence is due to the action

of that sing-le subject of experience which is equally, and in the

same way, the condition of all facts that can be experienced;

a fact which thus, through that subject, stands in definite and

imchang-eable connexion with the universe of those facts, at

once determining- and determined by them.

34. The result of this view is to overcome the separation,

which in our ordinary thinking we assume, between the faculty

or capacity or subjective process of experience on the one side

and the facts experienced on the other. In first reflecting on

our knowledge of a world, we always regard the facts known as

existing quite independently of the activity by means of which

they are known. Since it is obvious that the facts of the world

do not come into existence when this or that person becomes

acquainted with them, so long as we conceive of no intellectual

action but that which this or that person exercises, we neces-

sarily regard the existence or occurrence of the facts as inde-

pendent of intellectual action. Hence arises the antithesis

between the known or knowable world and the subject capable

of knowing it, as between two existences independent of each

other, or of which the former is at any rate independent of the

latter. The mind is supposed to derive its materials from, and

to act only in response to, the action of the world upon it ; but

the relations which it establishes between the materials, so

derived, in its processes of distinction and comparison, of con-

ception, judgment, and discourse, are supposed to be quite

different, and to have a different source, from the relations

between things or matters of fact in the world known. Upon

further reflection, however, the untenableness of this view

becomes apparent. It renders knowledge, as of fact or reality,

inexplicable. It leaves us withovit an answer to the question,

how the order of relations, which the mind sets up, comes to

reproduce those relations of the material world which are

assumed to be of a wholly different origin and nature. Nor,

as we pursue the analysis of the operations involved in the
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simplest pereeptiou of fact, are we able to detect any residuary

phenomenon amounting to a fact at all, that can be held to

be given independently of a combining and relating activity,

which, if the antithesis between the work of the mind and the

work of things be accepted, must be ascribed to the former.

35. The necessity, therefore, of getting rid of the antithesis

in question forces itself upon us : and it is natural that the

way of doing so, which at first sight most commends itself to

us, should consist in treating the mind and its work as a

secondary result of what had previously been opposed to it as

operations of nature. The weakness of such a method is twofold.

In the first place there is the objection upon which we have

already dwelt and which may be put summarily thus : that

' nature ' is a inocess of change, and that the derivation of a

consciousness of change from such a process is impossible.

Secondly, such an explanation of the work of the mind, if

nothing is known of it otherwise, is an explanation of it by

the inexplicable. It is taking nature for granted, and at the

same time treating that as a result of nature which is necessary

to explain the possibility of there being such a thing as nature.

For nature, as a process of continuous change, implies something

which is other than the chang-es and to which they are relative.

As a system of related elements it implies a unity, through

relation to w^hieh the elements are related to each other. But

with the reduction of thought or spirit or self-consciousness

to a result of nature, if such reduction were possible, we should

be eliminating the only agent that we know as maintaining

an identity with itself throughout a series of changes, or as

a principle that can unite a manifold without cancelling its

multiplicity. In so explaining spirit we should be rendering

the basis of our explanation itself inexplicable.

36. From the Kantian point of view, the dualism of nature

and knowledge is disposed of in a different way. They are not

identified but treated as forming an indivisible whole, which

results from the activity of a single principle. It is not that

first there is nature, and that then there comes to be an ex-

perience and knowledge of it. Intelligence, experience, know-

ledge, are no more a result of nature than nature of them. If

it is true that there would be no intelligence without nature, it
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is equally true that there would be no nature without intel-

ligence. Nature is the system of related appearances, and

related appearances are impossible apart from the action of an

intelligence. They are not indeed the same as intelligence;

it is not reducible to them nor they to it, any more than one of

us is reducible to the series of his actions or that series to him

;

but without it they would not be, nor except in the activity

which constitutes them has it any real existence. Does this

then imply the absurdity that nature comes into existence in

the process by which this person or that begins to think ? Not

at all, unless it is necessary to suppose that intelligence first

comes into existence when this person or that begins to under-

stand— a svipposition not only not necessary, but which, on

examination, will be found to involve impossibilities analogous

to those which prevent us from supposing that nature so comes

into existence.

The difference between what may be called broadly the

Kantian view and the ordinary view is this, that whereas,

according to the latter, it is a world in which thought is no

necessary factor that is prior to, and independent of, the process

by which this or that individual becomes acquainted with it,

according to the former it is a world already determined by

thought, and existing only in relation to thought, that is thus

prior to, and conditions, our individual acquaintance with it.

The growth of knowledge on our part is regarded not as a

process in which facts or objects, in themselves unrelated to

thought, by some inexplicable means gradually produce intel-

ligible counterparts of themselves in thought. The true account

of it is held to be that the concrete whole, which may be

described indifferently as an eternal intelligence realised in the

related facts of the world, or as a system of related facts ren-

dered possible by such an intelligence, partially and gradually

reproduces itself in us, communicating piece-meal, but in in-

separable correlation, understanding and the facts understood,

experience and the experienced world.

37. There are difficulties enough, no doubt, in the way of

accepting such a form of ' idealism,'' but they need not be

aggravated by misunderstanding. It is simply misunderstood

if it is taken to imply either the reduction of facts to feelings—
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impressions and ideas, in Hume's terminology—or the ol)litera-

tion of the distinction between illusion and reality. The re-

duction of facts to relations is the very reverse of their reduction

to feelings. No feeling, as such or as felt, is a relation. We
can only suppose it to be so through confusion between it and

its conditions, or between it and that fact of its occurrence which

is no doubt related to other facts, but, as so related, is not felt.

Even a relation between feelings is not itself a feeling or felt.

A feeling can only be felt as successive to another feeling, but

the terms of a relation, as we have seen, even though the rela-

tion be one of succession, do not succeed one another. In order

to constitute the relation they must be present together; so

that, to constitute a relation between feelings, there must be

something other than the feelings for which they are equally

present. The relation between the feelings is not felt, because

it is only for something that distinguishes itself from the feel-

ings that it can subsist. It is our cognisance of the successive-

ness or transitoriness of feelings that makes us object intuitively

to any idealism which is understood to imply an identification

of the realities of the world with the feelings of men. Facts,

we are sure, are in some way permanent. They are not ' like

the bubble on the fountain,'' a moment here, then ' g'one, and for

ever.'' But if they w^ere feelings as we feel them, they would be

so. They would not be ' stubborn things

;

' for as each was felt

it would be done with. They would not form a world to which

we have to adapt ourselves ; for in order to make a world they

must coexist, which feelings, as we feel them, do not.

But the idealism which interprets facts as relations, and can

only understand relations as constituted by a single spiritual

principle, is chargeable with no such outrage on common-sense.

On the contrary, its very basis is the consciousness of objectivity.

Its whole aim is to articulate coherently the conviction of there

being a world of abiding realities other than, and determining,

the endless flow of our feehngs. The source of its differences

from ordinary realism lies in its being less easily satisfied in its

analysis of what the existence of such a world implies. The

mere statement that facts are not feelings, that things are not

ideas, that we can neither feel nor think except contingently

upon certain functions of matter and motion being fulfilled, does
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not help us to understand what facts and things, what matter

and motion, are. It does not enable us, when we seek to

understand these expressions, to give them any meaning except

such as is derived from experience, and, if from experience, then

from relations that have their being only for an intelligent

consciousness.

38. So far we have been following the lead of Kant in en-

quiring what is necessary to constitute, what is implied in there

being, a world of experience—an objective world, if by that is

meant a world of ascertainable laws, as distinguished from

a world of unknowable ' things-in-themselves.' We have fol-

lowed him also, as we believe every one must Avho has once

faced the question, in maintaining that a single active self-

conscious principle, by whatever name it be called, is necessary

to constitute such a world, as the condition under which alone

phenomena, i.e. appearances to consciousness, can be related to

each other in a single universe. This is the irrefragable truth

involved in the proposition that 'the understanding makes

nature/ But so soon as we have been brought to the accept-

ance of that proposition, Kant^s leading fails us. We might be

forward, from the work thus assigned to understanding in the

constitution of nature, to infer something as to the spirituality

of the real world. But from any such inference Kant would at

once withhold us. He would not only remind us that the work

assigned to understanding is a Avork merely among and upon

phenomena ; that the nature which it constitutes is merely a

unity in the relations of phenomena ; and that any conclusion

we arrive at in regard to ' nature •' in this sense has no applica-

tion to "^ things-in-themselves.-' He insists, further, on a dis-

tinction between the form and matter of ' nature ' itself, and,

having assigned to its ' form ' an origin in understanding, ascribes

the ' matter ' to an unknown but alien source, in a way which

seems to cancel the significance of his own declarations in

regard to the intellectual principle necessary to constitute its

form. We do not essentially misrepresent him in saying that

by the ' form ' of nature or, as he sometimes phrases it, ' natura

formaliter spectata,^ he means the relations by which phenomena

are connected in the one world of experience; by its 'matter,'
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or ' natura materialitor spcetata/ the mere phenomena or sensa-

tions xindetermined by those relations ^. ^ Natura formaliter

spectata ' is the work of understanding ; but ' natura materia-

liter spectata^ is the work of unknown things-in-themselves,

acting in unknown ways upon us.

39. Now, if the distinction, thus drawn, between the form

and matter of the world of experience were necessary or even

admissible, the effect of tracing those relations between pheno-

mena, which form the laws of nature as we know it, to the action

of a spiritual principle, would simply have been to bring us to a

dead-lock. The distinction imi)lies that phenomena have a real

nature as effects of things-in-themselves other than that which

they have as related to each other in the universe of our ex-

perience : and not only so, it puts the two natures in a position

towards each other of mere negation and separation, of such a

kind that any corresj^ondence between them, any dependence of

one upon the other, is impossible. As effects of things-in-them-

selves, phenomena are supposed to have a nature of their own,

but they cannot, according to Kanfs doctrine, be supposed to

carry any of that nature with them into experience. All the

nature which they have in experience belongs to them in virtue

of relations to each other which the action of the intellectual

principle, expressly opposed to the action of things-in-them-

selves, brings about. The nature which a sensation is supposed

to possess ' materialiter spectata/ as the appearance of a thing-

in-itself, must not be confused ^\^th its nature as conditioned by

a particular mode of matter and motion—the nature which the

man of science investigates. It is probably from this confusion

that Kant^s doctrine of the relation between phenomena and

things-in-themselves derives any plausibility which it may have

for most of his readers : but, after what has been said above, a

moment's consideration will show how vmwarrantable according

to his principles it is. The nature of a sensation, as dependent

upon any motion or configuration of molecules, is still a nature

determined by its relation to other data of exjierience—a relation

which (like every other relation within, or capable of coming

within, experience) the single self-distinguishing principle, which

* Kant's Werke, ed. Rosenkranz, II. p. 755; ed. Hartenstein (1867), III.
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Kant calls understanding, is needed to constitute. It is not

such a nature, but one to wtiicli no experience or interrogation

of experience brings us any the nearer, that we must suppose to

belong- to the phenomenon as an appearance of a thing-in-itself,

if Kant''s antithesis is to be maintained.

And if phenomena, as ' materialiter spectata,^ have such

another nature, it will follow—not indeed that all om* know-

ledge is an illusion in the ordinary sense of the term, for that

implies a possibility of correction by true knowledge—but

that there is no ground for that conviction of there being some

unity and totality in things, from which the quest for know-

ledge proceeds. The ' cosmos of our experience,^ and the order

of things-in-themselves, will be two wholly unrelated worlds,

of which, however, each determines the same sensations. All

that determination of a sensible occurrence which can be the

object of possible experience or inferred as an explanation of

experience—its simple position of antecedence or sequence in

time to other occurrences, as well as its relation to conditions

which regulate that position and determine its sensible nature

—will belong to one world of which a unifying self-consciousness

is the organising principle : while the very same occurrence, as

an effect of things-in-themselves, will belong to another world,

will be subject to a Avholly different order of determinations,

which may have—and indeed, in being so described, is assumed

to have—some principle of unity of its own, but of which, be-

cause it is a world of things-in-themselves, the principle must

be taken to be the pure negation of that which determines the

world of experience. If this be so, the conception of a universe

is a delusive one, Man weaves a web of his own and calls

it a universe; but if the principle of this universe is neither

one with, nor dependent on, that of things-in-themselves,

there is in truth no imiverse at all, nor does there seem to

l)e any reason why there should not be any number of such

independent creations. We have asserted the unity of the

world of our experience only to transfer that world to a larger

chaos.

40. A tempting but misleading way out of the difficulty is to

reduce the world of experience to deiDendence on that of things-

in-themselves by taking the intellectual principle, which, in the
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sense explained, ' makes ' the world of experience, to be not, as

Kant considered it, an independent tbing--in- itself, but itself

a product of thing-s-in-themselves. Our readiness to confuse

things-in-tbemselves, as just pointed out, with the material

conditions of sensation, may easily bring us to put the case in

this way to ourselves. Certain combinations of moving matter,

we are ready to believe, issue, by processes yet to be ascertained,

in those living organisms which again, in reaction upon certain

modes of motion, yield sensation; and the sensitive svibject,

under a continuance of like physical influences, somehow grows

into the intellectual subject of which the action is admitted to

be necessary to constitute the ' cosmos of our experience/ But

we have learnt Kant^s lesson to very little purpose if we do not

understand that the terms, which in such psychogenesis are

taken to stand for independent agents, are in fact names for

substantiated relations between phenomena; relations to which

an existence on their own account is fictitiously ascribed, but

which in truth only exist for, or through the action of, the

unifying and self-distinguishing spiritual subject which they

are taken to accoimt for. If this subject is to be dependent on

things-in-themselves, something else must be understood by

these ' things •* than any objects that we know or can know ; for

in the existence of such objects its action is already implied.

The question then arises whether, when we have excluded

from things-in-themselves every kind of qualification arising

from determination by, or relation to, an intelligent subject,

any meaning is left in the assertion of a dependence of this

subject upon them. Does not any significant assertion of that

dependence, either as a fact or even as a mere possibility, imply

a removal of the things-in-themselves from the region of the

purely unknowable, and their qualification by an understood re-

lation to the intelligent subject said to be dependent on them ?

But if this is so, and if it is impossible for such a relation, any

more than any other, to exist except through the unifying

action of spirit, what becomes of the independence of the things-

in-themselves ? Are they not being determined by a spiritual

action exactly of that kind which is being alleged to depend on

them, and their exclusion of which is i\\Q one point expressed

by their designation as things-in-themselves ?
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41. These considerations seem to preclude us^ when once we

have recognised the ground of distinction between a world of

experience and a world of thing^s-in-themselves, from any at-

tempt to overcome that absolute separation between the two

worlds, which Kant^'s doctrine implies, by treating the organising

subject of the world of experience as in any sense a product of

things-in-themselves. Kant himself lends no countenance to

any such attempt; but on further reflection we may begin to

question whether the view, which Kant himself gives, of the

relation between things-in-themselves and the ' matter •* of ex-

perience, or • natura materialiter spectata
'—the view out of

which the whole difficulty arises—is not itself open to the same

charge of inconsistency as that method of escape from its con-

sequences which we have examined. When we say that sensa-

tions, or phenomena in resj^ect of their mere ' matter,' are effects

of things-in-themselves, we may exclude as carefully as possible

all confusion of the things-in-themselves with the ascertainable

material conditions, or formal causes, of feeling, but we cannot

assert such a relation of cause and effect between the things and

sensation without making the former a member of a relation

which, as Kant himself on occasion would be ready to remind

us, we have no warrant for extending beyond the world of ex-

perience, or for considering as independent of the intellectual

principle of unity which is the condition of there being such

a world. Causation has no meaning except as an unalterable

connexion between chang-es in the world of our experience—an

unalterableness of which the basis is the relation of that world

throughout, with all its changes, to a single subject. That sen-

sations therefore, the matter of our experience, should be con-

nected as effects with things-in-themselves, of which all that

can be said is that they belong to a world other than the world

of our experience and are not relative to the subject to which

it is relative, is a statement self-contradictory or at best un-

meaning.

That Kant should not have seen this merely goes to show

that his own doctrine, being the gradual conquest of his later

years, had not obtained full possession of his mind. The anti-

thesis between the real and the work of thought had still such

command over him that, after he had himself traced the agency
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of thoug'lit in all that gives the world of experience a defhiite

character, he still could not help ascribing- to this world, in

terms of the knowable, a relation to an unknowable opposite;

though that very relation, if it existed, w^ould according- to his

own showing' bring- the unknowable opposite within that world

(dependent on an intelligent subject) from which it is expressly

excluded.

43. At this point we may probably anticipate a rejoinder to

some such effect as the following-. It appears to be impossible to

take the matter of experience to be the effect of things-in-them-

selves, since these things, if they are to be things-in-themselves,

cannot be supposed to exist in a relation which only holds for

the world of experience, as determined by an intelligent subject.

But it must be equally impossible to consider it a product of

the intelligent subject, to which, when we have allowed every

fimction that can be claimed for it in the way of uniting in a

related system the manifold material of sensation, we must still

deny the function of generating- that material. Yet we cannot

ignore sensation. We cannot reduce the world of experience to

a web of relations in which nothing- is related, as it w^ould be if

everything were erased from it which we cannot refer to the

action of a combining- intellig-ence. After all our protests

ag-ainst Dualism, then, are we not at last left with an unac-

countable residuum—an essential element of the real world of

experience, which we cannot trace to what we reg-ard as the

org-anising principle of that world, but which is as necessary to

make the world what it is as that principle itself ? What do

we gain by excluding other ways of accounting for it, if it is

finally irreducible to the only agency by which we can explain

the order of the world? Does it not remain a thing-in-itself,

alien and opposite to anything that we can explain as the con-

struction of intelligence, just as much as if it were admitted to

be the product of an unknowable power ?

43. The best hope of answering these questions lies in con-

sidering further how they arise. They are due to the abstrac-

tion of the ' matter ' from the ' form ' of experience. This ab-

straction we inevitably make in reflecting on the process by

which we obtain such knowledge as we have, but it deceives us

when we make it a ground for supposing a like separation of
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elements in tlie world of experience. It is true indeed^ accord-

ing' to the doctrine previously stated, that the principle which

enables us to know that there is a world, and to set about

learning its nature, is identical with that which is the con-

dition of there being a world ; but it is not therefore to be

imagined that all the distinctions and relations, which we pre-

sent to ourselves—and necessarily present to ourselves—in the

process of learning to know, have counterparts in the real

world. Our presentation of them, as a part of our mental

history, is a fact definitely related and conditioned in the

reality of the world; but the distinctions presented may exist

only for us, in whom the intellectual principle realises itself

under special conditions, not in the world as it is in itself or

for a perfect intelligence.

The distinction between the form and matter of experience

is a distinction of this kind. In reflecting on the process by

which we have come to know anything, we find that, at any

stage we may recall, it consists in a further qualification of

a given material by the consideration of the material under

relations hitherto unconsidered. Thus as contrasted with, and

abstracted from, the further formation which upon continued

observation and attention it may acquire, any perception, any

piece of knowledge, may be regarded as an unformed matter.

On the other hand, when we look at what the given perception

or piece of knowledge is in itself, we find that it is already

formed, in more complex ways than we can disentangle, by the

synthesis of less determinate data. But there is a point at

which the individuals retrospective analysis of the knowledge

which he finds himself to possess necessarily stops. Antece-

dently to any of the formative intellectual processes which he

can trace, it would seem that something must have been given

for those processes to begin upon. This something is taken

to be feeling, pure and simple. When all accretions of form,

due to the intellectual establishment of relations, have been

stripped off, there seem to remain the mere sensations without

which the intellectual activity would have had nothing to

deal with or operate upon. These then must be in an ab-

solute sense the matter— the matter excluding all form—of

experience.
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44. Now it is evident that the ground on which we make this

statement, that mere sensations form the matter of exi^erience,

warrants iis in making- it, if at all, only as a statement in regard

to the mental history of the individual. Even in this reference

it can scarcely be accepted. There is no jDositive basis for it

but the fact that, so far as memory goes, we always find our-

selves manipulating some data of consciousness, themselves

independent of any intellectual manipulation which we can

remember applying to them. But on the strength of this to

assume that there are such data in the history of our experience,

consisting in mere sensations, antecedently to any action of the

intellect, is not really an intelligible inference from the fact

stated. It is an abstraction which may be put into words, but

to wdiicli no real meaning can be attached. For a sensation can

only form an object of experience in being determined by an

intelligent subject which distinguishes it from itself and contem-

plates it in relation to other sensations; so that to suppose a

primary datum or matter of the individuaPs experience, wholly

void of intellectual determination, is to suppose such experience

to begin with what could not belong to or be an object of

experience at all.

45. But the question we are here concerned with is not

•whether any such thing as mere sensation, a matter wholly

unformed by intelligence, exists as a stage in the process by

wliich the individual becomes acquainted with the world; it is

the question whether there is any such element in the world

of knowable facts. Has nature—the system of connected

phenomena, or facts related to consciousness, which forms the

object of experience—a reality of that kind which Kant de-

scribes as 'natura materialiter spectata;^ a reality consisting

of mere sensations, or sensations of which the qualities, whatever

they may be, are independent of such determination as arises

from the action of a unifying and self-distinguishing subject ?

Or has it in any other sense a ' matter ' which does not depend

on a combining intelligence for being what it is, as much as

does the relation between my experience of to-day and that of

my previous life ?

Phenomena are facts related to consciousness. Thus, when
we enquire whether there is such a thing in the world of
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phenomena as sensation undetermined by tlioug-ht, the question

may be considered in relation either to the facts, as such, or to

the consciousness for which the facts exist. It may be put

either thus—Among the facts that form the object of possible

experience, are there sensations which do not depend on thought

for being what they are ? or thus—Is sensation, as unqualified

by thought, an element in the consciousness which is necessary

to there being such a thing as the world of phenomena ?

46. After what has been already said, the answer to these

questions need not detain us long. If it is admitted that we

know of no other medium but a thinking or self-distinguishing

consciousness, in and through which that unification of the

manifold can take place which is necessary to constitute rela-

tion, it follows that a sensation apart from thought—not deter-

mined or acted on by thought—would be an unrelated sensation

;

and an unrelated sensation cannot amount to a fact. Mere

sensation is in truth a phrase that represents no reality. It is

the result of a process of abstraction ; but having got the phrase

we give a confused meaning to it, we fill up the shell which our

abstraction has left, by reintroducing the qualification which

we assumed ourselves to have got rid of. We present the mere

sensations to ourselves as determined by relation in a way that

would be impossible in the absence of that connecting action

which we assvnne to be absent in designating them mere sen-

sations. The minimum of qualification which we mentally

ascribe to the sensation in thus speaking of it, is generally such

as implies sequence and degree. A feeling not characterised

either by its connexion with previous feeling or by its own

intensity we must admit to be nothing at all, but at first sight

we take it for granted that the character thus given to a feeling

would belong to it just the same, though there were no such

thing as thought in the world. It certainly does not depend on

ourselves—on any power which we can suppose it rests with

our will to exert or withhold—whether sensations shall occur

to us in this or that order of succession, with this or that degree

of intensity. But the question is whether the relation of time

between one sensation and another, or that relation between a

sensation and other possible modes of itself which is implied

in its having a degree, could exist if there were not a subject
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for whicli the several sensations, or modes of the same sensa-

tion, were equally present and equally distinguished from itself.

If it is g-ranted that these relations, which constitute the mini-

mum determination of a sensible fact, only exist through the

action of such a subject, it follows that thought is the necessary

condition of the existence of sensible facts, and that mere sen-

sation, in the sense supposed, is not a possible constituent in

the realm of facts.

47. Or, if the consequence be disputed, the dispute can only

turn on a secondary question as to the fitness of the term
* thought ' to represent a function of which the essential nature

is admitted. If by thought is necessarily understood a faculty

which is born and dies with each man ; which is exhausted by

labour and refreshed by repose ; which is exhibited in the con-

struction of chains of reasoning, but not in the common ideas

which make mankind and its experience one; on which the

'great thinker' may plume himself as the athlete on the

strength of his muscles; then to say that the agency which

makes sensible facts what they are can only be that of a think-

ing subject, is an absurd impropriety. But if it appears that

a function in the w^ay of self-consciousness is implied in the

existence of relations, and therefore of determinate facts

—

a function identical in princii)le with that which enables the

individual to look before and after, and which renders his

experience a connected system—then it is more reasonable to

modify some of our habitual notions of thought as exercised

by ourselves than, on the strength of these notions, to refuse to

recognise an essential identity between the subject which forms

the unifying principle of the experienced world, and that which,

as in us, qualifies us for an experience of it. It becomes time

to consider whether the characteristics of thought, even as

exercised by us, are not rather to be sought in the unity of

its object as presented to all men, and in the continuity of all

experience in regard to that object, than in the incidents of an

individual life which is but for a day, or in abilities of which

any man can boast that he has more than his neighbour.

48. Our question, then, in the first of the two forms sug-

gested, must be answered in the negative. A fact consisting

of mere feeling, in the sense supposed, is a contradiction, an

E
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impossibility. This does not of course mean that no being* can

feel which does not also think. We are not called on here to

enquire whether there are really animals which feel but have

not the capacity of thinking-. All that the present argument

would lead us to maintain would be that^ so far as they feel

without thinking, their feeling's are not facts for them—for

their consciousness. Their feelings are facts ; but they are facts

only so far as determined by relations, which exist only for a

thinking consciousness and otherwise could not exist. And, in

like manner, that large part of our own sensitive life which

goes on without being affected by conceptions, is a series of

facts with the determination of which, indeed, thought, as ours

or in us, has nothing to do, but which not the less dej^ends for

its existence as a series of facts on the action of the same

subject which, in another mode of its action, enables us to

know them. But in saying this, it may be objected, we have

already admitted that there is such a thing as a merely feeling

consciousness; and, in the presence of this admission, what

becomes of the denial to feeling of any separate or independent

reality? The answer is that the distinction of the merely

feeling consciousness is just this, that what it is really it is not

consciously—that the relations by which it is really determined

do not exist for it, but for the thinking consciousness on' which

it and they alike depend for being what they are. Its very

characteristics as a merely feeling consciousness depend on con-

ditions, in the universe of things, by which it would not be

conditioned if it were really no more than it feels itself to be

;

if it were not relative to, and had not its existence for, another

form of consciousness which comprehends it and its conditions.

49. In the second of the forms in which the question before

us admits of being presented—Can sensation exist as an inde-

pendent element in a consciousness to which facts can appear?

—it has been virtually answered in being answered in the first.

To that thinking subject, whose action is the universal bond of

relation that renders facts what they are, their existence and

their appearance must be one and the same. Their appearance,

their presence to it, is their existence. Feeling can no more be

an independent element in that subject, as the subject to which

they appear, than it can be an independent element in it, as the
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subject through whose actiou the}^ exist. It is true on the one

hand, as has just been admitted, that in a great part of oiir

lives we feel without thinking and without any qualification of

our feelings by our thoughts ; while yet, on the other hand, we

are subjects to whom facts can appear, who are capable of con-

ceiving a world of phenomena. But just so far as we feel

without thinking, no world of phenomena exists for us. The

suspension of thought in us means also the suspension of fact

or reality for us. We do not cease to be facts, but facts cease

to exist for our consciousness. However then we may explain

the merely temporary and interrupted character of the action of

thought upon feeling in us, that temporary character affords no

reason why we should hesitate to deny that feeling unqualified

by thought can be an element in the consciousness which is

necessary to there being such a thing as a world of pheno-

mena.

50. Mere feeling, then, as a matter unformed by thought,

has no place in the world of facts, in the cosmos of possible

experience. Any obstacle which it seemed to present to a

monistic view of that world may be allowed to disappear. We
may give up the assumption that it needs to be accounted for as

a product of things-in-themselves ; or that, if not accounted for

in this way, it still remains an unaccountable opposite to

thought and its work. Feeling and thought are inseparable

and mutually dependent in the consciousness for which the

world of experience exists, inseparable and mutually dependent

in the constitution of the facts which form the object of that

consciousness. Each in its full reality includes the other. It

is one and the same living world of experience which, considered

as the manifold object presented by a self-distinguishing subject

to itself, may be called feeling, and, considered as the subject

presenting such an object to itself, may be called thought.

Neither is the product of the other. It is only when by a pro-

cess of abstraction we have reduced either to something which

is not itself, that w^e can treat either as the product of anything,

or apply the category of cause and effect to it at all. For that

category is itself their product. Or rather, it represents one

form of the activity of the consciousness which in inseparable

union they constitute. The connexion between a phenomenon

E 2
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and its conditions is one that only obtains in and for that

consciousness. No such connexion can obtain between that

consciousness and anything- else; which means that the con-

sciousness itself, whether considered as feeling or considered as

thought, being that by means of which everything is accounted

for, does not in turn admit of being accounted for, in the sense

that any ' whence ' or ' why ' can be assigned for it.

Any constituent of the world of possible exjierience we can

account for by exhibiting its relation to other constituents of

the same world ; but this is not to account for the world itself.

We may and do explore the conditions under which a sentient

organism is formed, and the various forms of molecular action

by which particular sensations on the part of such an organism

are elicited. We may ascertain uniformities in the sequence of

one feeling upon another. In the life of the individual and the

race we may trace regular histories of the manner in which

a particular way of thinking has been affected by an earlier, and

has in turn affected a later way ; of the determination of certain

ideas by certain emotions, and of certain emotions by certain

ideas. But in all this we are connecting phenomena with phe-

nomena within a world, not connecting the world of phenomena

with anything other than itself. We are doing nothing to

account for the all-uniting consciousness which alone can render

these sequences and connexions possible, for which alone they

exist, and of w^hich the action in us alone enables us to know

them. We can indeed show the contradictions involved in sup-

posing a world of phenomena to exist otherwise than in and for

consciousness, and upon analysis can discern what must be the

formal characteristic of a consciousness for which a system of

related phenomena exists. So far we can give an account of

what the world as a whole must be, and of what the spirit that

constitutes it does. But just because all that we can experience

is included in this one world, and all our inferences and expla-

nations relate only to its details, neither it as a w^hole, nor the

one consciousness which constitutes it, can be accounted for in

the ordinary sense of the word. They cannot be accounted for

by what they include, and being all-inclusive—at any rate so

far as possible experience goes—there remains nothing else by

which they can be accounted for. And this is equally true of
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each in its reality involves the other.

51. We are now in a position to reconsider the restriction

which Kant puts on the interpretation of his own dictum that

' imderstanding- makes nature.' This with him means that

understanding-, as the unifying* principle which is the source of

relations, acts formatively upon feelings as upon a material

given to it from an opposite source called ' things-in-themselves,'

rendering them into one system of phenomena called 'nature/

which is the sole object of experience, and to which all judg-

ments as to matters of fact relate. We demur to the inde-

pendent reality, or reahty as determined by something else than

thought, which is thus ascribed to feeling. It is not that we
would claim any larger function for thought than Kant claims

for understanding as separate from feeling, supposing that

separation to be once admitted. It is the separation itself that

is in question. We do not dispute the validity of Lockers

challenge to a man by any amount of thinking to produce a

single ' simple idea * to himself. We admit that mere thought

can no more produce the facts of feeling, than mere feeling can

generate thought. But we deny that there is really such a

thing as ' mere feeling ' or ' mere thought.' We hold that these

phrases represent abstractions to which no reality corresponds,

either in the facts of the world or in the consciousness to which

those facts are relative. We can attach no meaning to ' reality/

as applied to the world of phenomena, but that of existence

under definite and unalterable relations ; and we find that it is

only for a thinking consciousness that such relations can sub-

sist. Reality of feeling, abstracted from thought, is abstracted

from the condition of its being a reality. That great part of our

sensitive life is not determined by our thought, that the sensi-

tive life of innumerable beings is wholly undetermined by any

thought of theirs or in them, is not in dispute : but this proves

nothing as to what that sensitive life really is in nature or in

the cosmos of possible experience. It has no place in nature,

except as determined by relations which can only exist for a

thinking conscioiisness. For the consciousness which constitutes

reality and makes the world one it exists, not in that separate-

ness which belongs to it as an attribute of beings that think
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only at times or not at all, but as conditioned by a wliole which

thought in turn conditions.

As to what that consciousness in itself or in its completeness

is, we can only make negative statements. That there is such

a consciousness is implied in the existence of the world; but

what it is we only know through its so far acting in us as to

enable us, however partially and interruptedly, to have know-

ledge of a world or an intelligent experience. In such knowledge

or experience there is no mere thought or mere feeling. No
feeling enters into it except as qualifying, and qualified by, an

interrelated order of which a self-distinguishing subject forms

the unifying bond. Thought has no function in it except as

constantly co-ordinating ever new appearances in virtue of their

presence to that one subject. And we are warranted in holding

that, as a mutual independence of thought and feeling has no

place in any consciousness on our part, which is capable of

apprehending a world or for which a world exists, so it has none

in the world-consciousness of which ours is a limited mode.

52. The purpose of this long discussion has been to arrive at

some conclusion in regard to the relation between man and

nature, a conclusion which must be arrived at before we can be

sure that any theory of ethics, in the distinctive sense of the

term, is other than wasted labour. If by nature we mean the

object of possible experience, the connected order of knowable

facts or phenomena—and this is what our men of science mean

by it when they trace the natural genesis of human character

—

then nature implies something other than itself, as the condition

of its being what it is. Of that something else we are entitled

to say, positively, that it is a self-distinguishing consciousness

;

because the function which it must fulfil in order to render the

relations of phenomena, and with them nature, possible, is one

which, on however limited a scale, we om-selves exercise in the

acquisition of experience, and exercise only by means of such a

consciousness. We are further entitled to say of it, negatively,

that the relations by which, through its action, phenomena are

determined are not relations of it—not relations by which it is

itself determined. They arise out of its presence to phenomena,

or the presence of phenomena to it, but the very condition of
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their thus arising is that the unifying" consciousness which con-

stitutes them should not itself be one of the objects so related.

The relation of events to each other as in time implies their

equal presence to a subject which is not in time. There could

be no such thing as time if there were not a self-consciousness

which is not in time. As little could there be a relation of

objects as outside each other, or in space, if they were not

equally related to a subject which they are not outside ; a subject

of which outsideness to anything is not a possible attribute;

which by its synthetic action constitutes that relation, but is

not itself determined by it. The same is true of those rela-

tions which we are apt to treat as independent entities under

the names matter and motion. They are relations existing for

a consciousness which they do not so condition as that it should

itself either move or be material.

53. If objection is taken to the interpretation of matter as

consisting in certain relations, if its character as substance is

insisted on, it remains to ask what is meant by substance. It

is not denied that there are material substances, but their quali-

fication both as substances and as material will be found to

depend on relations. By a substance we mean that which is

persistent throughout certain appearances. It represents that

identical element throughovit the appearances, that permanent

element throughout the times of their appearance, in virtue of

wdiich they are not merely so many different appearances, but

connected changes. A material substance is that which remains

the same with itself in respect of some of the qualities which we
include in our definition of matter—qualities all consisting in

some kind of relation—while in other respects it changes. Its

character as a substance depends on that relation of appearances

to each other in a single order which renders them changes. It

is not that first there is a substance, and that then certain

changes of it ensue. The substance is the imj)lication of the

changes, and has no existence otherwise. Apart from the

changes no substance, any more than apart from effects a cause.

If we choose to say then that matter exists as a substance, we
merely substitute for the designation of it as consisting in rela-

tions, a designation of it as a certain correlatum of a certain

kind of relation. Its existence as a substance depends on the
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action of the same self-consciousness upon which the connexion

of phenomena by means of that relation depends.

And the subject^ of which the action is implied in the con-

nexion of phenomena in one system of nature by means of

this correlatum of change, is one that can itself be as little

identified with that correlatum—with any kind of substance—as

with the change to which substance is relative. It has already

been pointed out that a consciousness, to which events are to

appear as chang-es, cannot itself consist in those events. Its self-

distinction from them all is necessary to its holding them all

together as related to each other in the way of change. And, for

the same reason, that connexion of all phenomena as changes of

one world which is implied in the unity of intelligent expe-

rience, cannot be the work of anything which is the substance

qualified by those changes. Its self-distinction from them,

which is the condition of their appearance to it under this

relation of change, is incompatible with its being so qualified.

Even if we allow it to be possible that a subject, which connects

certain appearances as changes, should itself be qualified by

—

should be the substance persistent in—certain other changes, it

is plainly impossible that a subject which so connects all the

appearances of nature should be related in the way of substance

to any or all of them.

54. We may express the conclusion to which we are thus

brought by saying that nature in its reality, or in order to

be what it is, implies a principle which is not natural. By
calling the principle not natural we mean that it is neither

included among the phenomena which through its presence to

them form a nature, nor consists in their series, nor is itself

determined by any of the relations which it constitutes among

them. In saying more than this of it we must be careful not to

fall into confusion. We are most safe in calling it spiritual,

because, for reasons given, we are warranted in thinking of it as

a self-distinguishing consciousness. In calling it supernatural

we run the risk of misleading and being misled, for we suggest

a relation between it and nature of a kind which has really

no place except within nature, as a relation of phenomenon to

phenomenon. We convey the notion that it is above or beyond

or before nature, that it is a cause of which nature is the effect,
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a substance of wliicli the cliang-ing- modes constitute nature

;

while in truth all the relations so expressed are relations which,

indeed, but for the non -natural self-conscious subject woiild not

exist, but which are not predicable of it. If we employ language

about it in which, strictly taken, they are implied, it must only

be on a clear understanding of its metaphorical character.

On the other hand, there is no imperative reason why we
should limit ' nature ' to the restricted sense in which we have

been supposing- it to be used, if only the same sense can be

covered by another term. If we like, we may employ the term

'nature^ to represent the one whole which includes both the

system of related phenomena and the principle, other than

itself, which that system implies. But in that case, if we would

avoid confusion, we must find some other term than nature to

represent the system of phenomena as such, or as considered

without inclusion of the spiritual principle which it implies, and

some other term than ' natural ' to represent that which this

system contains. We are pretty sure, however, to fail in this,

and 'nature' in consequence becomes a term that is played

fast and loose with in philosophical writing-. It is spoken of

as an independent agent; a certain completeness and self-

containedness are ascribed to it ; and to this there is no

objection so long as we understand it to include the spiritual

principle, neither in time nor in space, immaterial and im-

movable, eternally one with itself, which is necessary to the

possibility of a world of phenomena. But it is otherwise if

' natui-e ' is at the same time thought of, as it almost inevitably

is, under attributes only applicable to the world of phenomena,

and thus as excluding- the spiritual principle which that world

indeed implies, but implies as other than itself. In that case, to

ascribe independence or self-containedness to it—if for a moment
the use of theological language may be allowed which it is gene-

rally desirable to avoid—is to deify nature while we cancel its

title to deification. It is to speak of nature without God in

a manner only appropriate to nature as it is in God. Or—to

employ language less liable to misleading associations—it is to

involve ourselves in perpetual confusion by seeking for a com-

pleteness in the world of phenomena, the world existing under

conditions of space and time, which, just because it exists under
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those conditions, is not to be found there. The result of the

confusion will g-enerally be that, being unable to discover any

perfection or totality or independent agency among the matters

of fact which we know, and having ignored the implication by

those facts of a spiritual principle other than themselves, we come

to assume that no perfect or self-determined being exists at all,

or at any rate in any relation to us.



CHAPTER II.

THE RELATION OF MAN, AS INTELLIGENCE, TO THE SPIRITUAL

PRINCIPLE IN NATURE.

55. The conclusion of the preceding chapter has broug-ht

us to the question which lies at the root of ethical enquiry.

In what relation do we ourselves stand to the one self-distin-

guishing' subject, other than nature, which we find to be implied

in nature ? To a certain extent an answer to this question has

been involved in the considerations which have led to the convic-

tion of there being such a subject. That if we were merely

phenomena among phenomena we could not have knowledge

of a world of phenomena, appears from analysis of the condi-

tions of an intelligent experience. Our experience, we have

seen, has two characteristics, of which neither admits of being

reduced to or explained by the other. On the one hand it is

an order of events in time, consisting in modifications of our

sensibility. On the other hand it is a consciousness of those

events— a consciousness of them as a related series, and as

determined in their relations to each other by relation to

something else, which is from the first conceived as other than

the modifications of our sensibility, and which with growing

knowledge comes to be conceived as involving relations between

objects that are not events at all, and between events that pre-

ceded or lie beyond the range of sentient life. But, as has been

further pointed out, a consciousness of related events, as related,

cannot consist in those events. The modifications of our sen-

sibility cannot, as successive events, make up our consciousness

of them. Within the consciousness that they are related in the

way of before and after there is no before and after. There is no

such relation between components of the consciousness as there

is between the events of which it is the consciousness. They
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form a process in time. If it were a process in time, it would

not be a consciousness of them as forming such a process.

56. Thus that man is not merely a phenomenon or succession

of phenomena, that he does not consist in a series of natural

events, is implied in the fact that phenomena appear to him

as they do, that for him or for his consciousness there is such

a thing- as nature. There are certain current phrases of modem
psychology, which no doubt have their warrant in facts to be

considered presently, but which, as commonly used, are apt to

blind us to this essential characteristic of the position in which

we stand towards the world we know. We use the term ' phe-

nomena of consciousness'' as if it covered the whole range of

knowledge and morality—all our thought about the world, all

our perceptions and conceptions of objects, all the ideas which

we seek to realise in action. We speak of consciousness uni-

versally, without qualification or distinction, as a succession of

states ; and the figure of the stream is the accepted one for ex-

pressing the nature of our spiritual life. Now it would be idle

to deny that there is an appropriateness in a way of speaking

which none of us can avoid, but it is important to call attention

to that kmd of activity undoubtedly exercised by us, implied in

all distinctively intelligent or moral experience, to which it is

wholly inappropriate.

If we reflect on what is contained in our knowledge, or in any

conception or perception contributory to it, we shall see that the

relation in which its constituents stand to each other is essen-

tially different from the relation between stages of the process by

which the knowledge or perception is arrived at. The figure of

the stream may be applicable to the latter, though the more

we think of it the less we shall find it so, but it is quite

inapplicable to the former. Successive states of consciousness

may be represented as waves of which one is for ever taking the

place of the other, but such successive states cannot make a

knowledge even of the most elementary sort. Knowledge is

of related facts, and it is essential to every act of knowledge

that the related facts should be present together in conscious-

ness. Between the apprehensions of those facts, so far as they

make up a certain piece of knowledge, there is no succession.

I may have apprehended some of them, no doubt, before I
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apprehend the rest; or, after having- apprehended the latter,

my consciousness may lose its hold on some apprehended before.

In this sense diiferent states of knowledge succeed each other in

the individual, but not so the manifold constituents of that

which in any act of knowledge is present to his mind as the

object knoNvn; not so the determinations of consciousness in

which those constituents are presented, and which make up the

complex act of knowledge. For a known object, as known, is

a related whole, of which, as of every such whole, the members

are necessarily present together; and the acts of consciousness

in which the several members are apprehended, as forming" a

knoAvledge, are a many in one. None is before or after another.

This is equally the case whether the knowledge is of successive

events or of the ' uniformities ' w^hich are said to constitute a law

of nature. For, as we have previously had occasion to point out,

between the constituents of a knowledge of succession there can

be no succession : so long as certain events are contemplated as

successive, no one of them is an object to consciousness before or

after another.

57. For this reason no knowledge, nor any mental act involved

in knowledge, can properly be called a ' phenomenon of conscious-

ness.' It may be of phenomena ; if the knowledge is of events,

it is so. The attainment of the knowledge, again, as an occur-

rence in the individual's history, a transition from one state of

consciousness to another, may properly be called a phenomenon

;

but not so the consciousness itself of relations or related facts

—

not so the relations and related facts present to consciousness

—in which the knowdedge consists. For a phenomenon is a sen-

sible event, related in the way of antecedence and consequence

to other sensible events ; but the consciousness which constitutes

a knowledge, or (if we may be allowed the use of a word which,

though unfamiliar in this connexion, avoids some ambiguity) the

content of such consciousness, is not an event so related nor

made up of such events. We cannot point to any other events,

as we can in the case of a phenomenon proper, from antecedence

or consequence to which it takes its character as an event.

As an instance, let us take a man's knowledge of a proposition

in Euclid. This means a relation in his consciousness between

certain parts of a figure, determined by the relation of those
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parts to other parts. The knowledge is made up of those

relations as in consciousness. Now it is obvious that there

is no lapse of time, however minute, no antecedence or con-

sequence, between the constituent relations of the consciousness

so composed, or between the complex formed by them and any-

thing else. To call such knowing consciousness a phenomenon,

in the ordinary meaning of a sensible event, is a confusion be-

tween it and the process of arriving at or losing it. That in the

learning or forgetting a proposition of Euclid, as in the acquisi-

tion or loss of any other piece of knowledge, a series of events

takes place, is plain enough ; and such events may legitimately

be called ' phenomena of consciousness.' But it must be noticed

that when these events of the mental history come to be re-

viewed in intelligent memory or experience—when we know

them as the connected facts of a history—their existence as in

consciousness is no longer that of events. They do not succeed

each other in time, but are present in the unity of relation, as

much as are the parts of a geometrical figure which has been

apprehended by, or taken into, an intelligent consciousness.

58. The discrepancy here pointed out, between the reality of

consciousness as exhibited in knowledge and anything that can

properly be called phenomena or successive states of conscious-

ness, would be more generally acknowledged but for two reasons.

One of these is the ambiguity attending all our terms expressive

of mental activity—knowledge, conception, perception, &c.

—

which may denote events in our mental history, the passing

into certain states of consciousness, as well as that of which in

those states we are conscious, the content and object of con-

sciousness. At the same time—and this is the second of the

reasons referred to—this content or object is looked upon as

existing quite otherwise than in or for consciousness; as inde-

pendent of it, though from time to time affecting it in a certain

way and producing a certain state of consciousness. Hence it

is only the successive changes in our apprehensive attitude

towards the objects of our knowledge and experience that are

commonly put to the account of consciousness. Its nature is

not taken to be exhibited in the structure of those objects, any

more than it would be if, instead of being objects known and

experienced, they were ' things-in-themselves.' By perception
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is understood a modification of our sensibility in which some

present external object is revealed to us. Conception we regard

equally as an occurrence in consciousness ; and, though wo

suppose it to take place in the absence of any object at the time

affecting- the senses, we practically separate in our thoughts the

conceived content or object from the conception, and imagine

it vaguely as residing elsewhere than in consciousness. We thus

avoid the necessity of facing the question how an object deter-

mined by relations can have its being in a consciousness which

consists of a series of occurrences. Even ' knowledge/ though

we often mean by it a system of known facts or laws, is apt to

lose this sense when we speak of it as a form of consciousness.

It then becomes merely the mental event of arriving at an

apprehension of related facts. It does not represent the relation

of the facts in consciousness. That there must be such a rela-

tion of them in consciousness, and that a consciousness consist-

ing of events cannot contain such a relation, is a conclusion

which we avoid by eviscerating knowledge of its content, and

transferring this content from consciousness to 'external things.^

59. Even those who recognise the difficulty of extruding the

object conceived or known, an object constituted by relations,

from the consciousness which conceives or knows, and in con-

sequence of describing conception and knowledge as mental

events or phenomena, will be apt to ignore the same difficulty

in regard to I'erception. The externality of the perceived object

to consciousness seems to be taken for granted, even by those

who would be quite ready to tell us that the ' things ' which we
talk of conceiving are but ' nominal essences.' This arises from

the connexion of perception with sensation, and from the real

explicability of sensation by external impact. It is admitted on

all hands that there can be no perception without (in Locke^s

phraseology) ' actual present sensation.' The difference between

a perception of the moon and any mere conception of it is that,

when it is perceived, although it is only in virtue of some con-

ception of relations that it is perceived as a qualified object,

there is necessarily some present sensation which those relations

are conceived as determining. From this necessary presence of

sensation in the act of perception, there easily arises a confusion

between the perceived object and the exciting cause of sensation;
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which again leads to an extrusion o£ the perceived object from

the consciousness in which perception consists, and to the view

of it as an external something to which perception is related

as an occurrence to its cause.

60. A little reflection, however, will show us that the exciting

cause, the stimulant, of the sensation involved in a perception is

never the object perceived in a perception. It is necessary to

a perception of colour that there should be a sensation, arising

out of a stimulus of the optic nerve by a particular vibration

of ether. That vibration, however—the external exciting cause

of the sensation—is not the object perceived in the perception

of the colour. That object, indeed, will not be the same for

every percipient. It will vary according to the fextent of his

knowledge and to the degree of attention aroused in him in the

pai-ticular case. The perception may be no more than con-

sciousness of the fact that a particular colour is presented to

him—a fact to be aware of which is already to be aware of a

certain rudimentary relation—or it may be a consciousness of

various relations by which this fact is determined. And the

relations thus apprehended in the perception may vary, again,

from those by which the colour is connected with accompanying

appearances in superficial experience, to those less obvious ones

which science has ascertained. It may thus come to include a

knowledge that the sensation of light arises out of a certain

relation between vibrations of ether and the optic nerve. If

the perception is that of a man of science, observing light or

colour for scientific purposes, it probably does so. Such know-

ledge is present to his mind in the perception. But it is a mere

confusion to imagine that, in this or any other form of such

a perception, the vibration of ether enters into the object per-

ceived—into the content of the perception—in the same sense

in which it acts as the exciting cause of the sensation; or

to suppose that this object or content is external to the per-

cipient consciousness, as the stimulant matter is to the sentient

organism.

The sentient organism to which the vibratory ether may be

considered external is not consciousness, either as exercised in

perception or in any other way, any more than the vibratory

ether, as external, is the object perceived. Strictly speaking, it
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is not a vibratory ether but the fact consisting- in the relation

between this and the optic nerve—this fact as existing- for con-

sciousness—that enters into or determines the perceived object,

as the scientific man perceives it. This fact, as forming part of

the content of the perception, is wholly within consciousness;

or, to speak more accurately, the opposition of without and

within has no sort of application to it. A within implies a

v-ithoid, and we are not entitled to say that anything- is without

or outside consciousness ; for externality, being a relation which,

like any other relation, exists only in the medium of conscious-

ness, only between certain objects as they are for consciousness,

cannot be a relation between consciousness and anything else.

An affection of the sentient organism by matter external to it

is the condition of our experiencing the sort of consciousness

called perception; a relation of externality between objects is

often part of that w^hich is perceived ; but in no case is there

such a relation, any more than a relation of before and after,

between the object perceived and the consciousness of it, or

between constituents of that consciousness.

61. If, having got rid of the confusion between the stimulant

of sensation and the perceived object, we examine the con-

stituents of any perceived object—not as a ' thing-in-itself,^ or

as we may vainly try to imagine it to be apart from om- per-

ception, but as it actually is perceived—we shall find alike that

it is only for consciousness that they can exist, and that the

consciousness for which they thus exist cannot be merely a series

of phenomena or a succession of states. For a justification of

this statement we may appeal to the account given of perception

by the accepted representatives of empirical psychology. ' Our

perception of an animal or a flower,^ says Mr. Lewes, ' is the

synthesis of all the sensations we have had of the object in

relation to our several senses ^.^ This object itself, he tells us,

is a ' group of sensibles

;

' which corresponds with MilFs account

of it as a combination of ^permanent possibilities of sensation.''

Such language is no doubt susceptible of a double interpretation,

and it is only upon one of the two possible interpretations

that it justifies the conclusion we shall draw from it. It is

true also that this interpretation is not sanctioned by the

* Problems of Life and Mind, I. 191.
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writers mentioned, wlio seem not to distinguish tlie two inter-

pretationSj and avail themselves sometimes of the one^ sometimes

of the other. It is the only interpretation of the definition,

however, that is really suitable to it as a definition of

perception.

62. What exactly is it that is combined in the synthesis

spoken of ? Is it a synthesis of feelings as caused by the action

of external irritants on the nervous system, or is it a synthesis

of known and remembered facts that such feelings have occurred

under certain conditions and relations ? The two kinds of syn-

thesis are perfectly distinct; and, though the former may be

presupposed in perception, it is the latter alone which con-

stitutes it in the distinctive sense. It is true, no doubt, that

an excitement of sensation by some present irritant may revive,

in a fainter degree, feelings that have been previously associated

with this sensation. But such a revival does not constitute

a perception. It cannot result in a synthesis of the feelings as

feelings of an object, or in the apprehension of a sensible fact,

recognised as a symbol of many other related facts of which

there would be experience if certain conditions on the part of

a sentient subject were fulfilled—in other words, as a symbol

of possibilities of sensation. If past feelings were reinstated

merely as feelings, they could not properly be said to be com-

bined in an object or in consciousness of an object at all, nor

would their reinstatement be in any sense an inference, such as

Mr, Lewes rightly holds to be involved in all perception^.

They could only be combined, either in the way of producing

and giving place to a further feeling, as little a consciousness of

fact or object as any of them, or in the sense that their effects

are accumulated in the nervous organism so as to modify its

reactions upon stimulus. Anything more than this—any com-

bination of the data of feeling as qualities of an object, or as

facts related to a certain sensation, which the recurrence of that

sensation may recall to us—implies the action of a subject which

thinks of its feelings, which distinguishes them from itself and

can thus present them to itself as facts.

Such action is as necessary to the original presentation of all

that is recalled in perception, as to the incorporation of what is

1 Problems of Life and Mind, I. 257.
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recalled in the total fact iiercelvecl. As we have seen, no feel-

ino^, as such or as merely felt, enters into the perceived object

—

not even the present sensation which is admitted to be a neces-

sary condition of perception. It is not the sensation, but the

fact, presented by the seK-distinguishing* subject to itself, that

such a sensation is here and now occurring, occurring under

certain relations to other experience—it is this that is the

nucleus on which the recalled experience gathers, suggesting

other possibilities of sensation, not themselves 'actual present

sensations/ but no less present, as facts, than the fact that the

given sensation is here and now being felt. The knowledge

of such possibilities of sensation is doubtless in every case

founded on actual sensation experienced in the past, but on

this as on an observed fact, determined by relation to other

like facts through the equal presence of all to a thinking sub-

ject. Except to an intelligence which has thus observed sensa-

tions as related facts, there can be no suggestion, upon the

recurrence of one of them, that others are possible upon certain

conditions being fulfilled.

The revival of the past sensations themselves, with whatever

intensity, is no such suggestion. It may be that the excite-

ment of sensation by an external stimulant, which is the occa-

sion of perception, is always followed by a revival, with some

less intensity, of the sensations known to be possible as accom-

paniments of the given sensation; but the knowledge of their

possibility—the apprehension of the relation between their

several possibilities, as facts, and the fact of the given sensation

occurring—this, the essential thing- in perception, is as different

from the revival of the sensations themselves or their images as

is the given sensation from the presentation of its occurrence

as a fact. And on this difference depends the susceptibility of

combination in a perceived object, of presentation as a many
in one, which belongs to known possibilities of sensation, to

known facts that certain feelings would occur under certain

conditions, in distinction from feelings as felt. Manifold feel-

ings may combine, as we have seen, in one result, but in that

one result their multiplicity as feelings is lost. The constituents

of a perceived object, on the contrary, whether we consider them

qualities or related facts, survive in theii* multiplicity at the

F 3
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same time that tliey constitvite a single object. The condition

of their doing- so is the self-distinction of the thinking subject

from the data of sensation, which it at once presents to itself in

their severalty as facts, and unites as related facts in vii'tue of its

equal presence to them all.

63. It thus appears that the common objects of experience

—

not those ' things in general ' which are sometimes supposed to

be the object of conception, but the particular things we per-

ceive, this flower, this apple, this dog—in the only sense in

which they are objects to vis or are perceived at all, have their

being only for, and result from the action of, a self-distinguish-

ing consciousness. As perceived, they consist in certain groups

of facts, which again consist in possibilities of sensation, known

to be related in certain ways to each other and to some given

fact of sensation. The extent of the group in the case of each

perception, and the particular mode in which the constituent

facts are related, depend on the experience and training of the

percipient, as well as on the direction of his mind at the time of

the perception. In every case the relations by which the given

sensation is determined in the apprehension of the percipient,

are but a minute part of those by which it is really determined.

The object which the most practised botanist perceives in his

observation of a flower, is by no means adequate to the real

nature of the flower. That real nature, indeed, if our previous

conclusions have been true, must consist in relations of which

consciousness is the medium or sustainer, though not conscious-

ness as it is in the botanist. It is not, however, with the real

nature of the flower, but with its nature as perceived—a frag-

ment of the real nature—that we are here concerned ; and it is

relations of which the percipient consciousness is the sustainer,

which exist only through its action, that make the object, as in

each case the percipient perceives it, what it is to him. Facts

related to those of which the percipient is aware in the object,

but not yet known to him, can only be held to belong to the

perceived object potentially or in some anticipatory sense ^, in so

far as upon a certain development of intelligence, in a direction

which it does not rest with the will of the individual to follow

or no, they will become incorporated with it. But they become

^ [See, however, § 69.]
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so incorporated mtli it only tliroug-h the same continued action

of a combining self-consciousness upon data of sensation, through

which this object, as the percipient already perceives it, has come

to be there for him.

64. Common sense is apt to repel such statements as these,

because they are taken to imply that we can perceive what we

like ; that the things we see are fictions of our own, not deter-

mined by any natural or necessary order. But in truth it

imjilies nothing of the sort, unless it is supposed that our whole

consciousness is a fiction of our own, of which it rests with our-

selves to make what we please. Objects do not cease to be

' objective,^ facts do not cease to be unalterable, because we find

that a consciousness which w^e cannot alter or escape from,

beyond w^hich we cannot place ourselves, /or which many things

indeed are external to each other but to which nothing can be

external, is the medium through which they exist for us, or

because we can analyse in some elementary way what it must

have done in order to their thus being there for us. It is not

the conception of fact, but the conception of the consciousness

for which facts exist, that is affected by such analysis.

So long as consciousness is thought to have nothing to do

with the constitution of the facts of which we are conscious,

it is possible to look upon it merely as a succession of events or

phenomena 'of the inner sense.^ The question how these inner

events or successive phenomena come to perform a synthesis of

themselves into objects is not raised, because no such work

of synthesis is thought to be required of consciousness at all.

The objects we perceive are supposed to be there for us inde-

pendently of any action of our minds ; we have but passively to

let their appearances follow each other over the mental mirror.

While this view is retained, the succession of such aj)pearances

and of the mental reactions upon them—reactions gradually

modified through accumulated effects of the appearances—may
fairly be taken to constitute our spiritual being. But it is

otherwise when we have recognised the truth, that a sensation

excited by an external irritant is not a perception of the irritant

or (by itself) of anything at all ; that every object we perceive

is a congeries of related facts, of which the simplest com-

ponent, no less than the composite whole, requires in order to its
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presentation the action of a principle of consciousness, not itself

subject to conditions of time, upon successive appearances, such

action as may hold the appearances together, without fusion,

in an apprehended fact. It then becomes clear that there is

a function of consciousness, as exercised in the most rudi-

mentary experience, in the simj)lest perception of sensible things

or of the appearances of objects, which is incompatible with

the definition of consciousness as any sort of succession of any

sort of phenomena. Something else than a succession of phe-

nomena is seen to be as necessary in the consciousness that

perceives facts, as it is necessary to the possibility of the world

of facts itself.

65. We have dwelt at length on this implication in ordinary

perception of a spiritual action irreducible to phenomena,

because the question whether and how far man is a part of

nature, is apt to be debated exclusively on what is considered

higher ground and, in consequence, without an admitted issue

being raised. The transcendence of man is maintained on the

ground of his exercising powers, which it may plausibly be

disputed whether he exercises at all. The notion that thought

can originate, or that we can freely will, is at once set down as

a transcendental illusion. There is more hope of result if the

controversy is begun lower doAvn, Avith the analysis of an act

which it is not doubted that we perform.

Now, if the foregoing analysis be correct, the ordinary per-

ception of sensible things or matters of fact involves the deter-

mination of a sensible process, which is in time, by an agency

that is not in time,—in Kant^s language, a combination of

'empirical and intelligible characters,''— as essentially as do

any of those ^ higher^ mental operations, of which the per-

formance may be disputed. The sensation, of which the pre-

sentation as a fact is the nucleus of every perception, is an

event in time. Its conditions again have all of them a history

in time. It is true, indeed, that the relation between it and

its cause, if its cause is understood strictly as the sum of its

conditions, is not one of time. The assemblage of conditions,

'external' and 'internal,' constitutes the sensation. There is

no 'Sequence in time of the sensation upon the assembled con-

ditions. But the assemblag-e itself is an event that has had
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a determinate history ; and each of the constituent conditions

has come to be what it is throug-h a process in time. So much
for the sensation proper. The presentation of the sensation,

ag-ain, as of a fact related to other experience, is in like manner

an event. A moment ago I had not so presented it : after

a brief interval the pei'ception will have given place to another.

Yet the content of the presentation, the perception of this or

that object, depends on the presence of that which in occur-

rence is past, as a fact united in one consciousness with the

fact of the sensation now occurring ; or rather, if the percep-

tion is one of what we call a developed mind, on numberless

connected acts of such uniting consciousness, to which limits

can no more be set than they can to the range of experience,

and which yield the conception of a world revealed in the

sensation. The agent of this neutralisation of time can as

little, it would seem, be itself subject to conditions in time as

the constituents of the resulting whole, the facts united in

consciousness into the nature of the perceived object, are before

or after each other,

66. We are not, hoAvever, fully stating the seemingly para-

doxical character of everyday perception, in merely saying that

it is a determination of events in time by a principle that is not

in time. That is a description equally applicable to fact and to

the perception of fact. For fact always implies relation deter-

mined by other relations in a universe of facts ; and such rela-

tions, again, though they be relations of events to each other

in time, imply, as has been previously pointed out, something

out of time, for which all the terms of the several relations

are equally present, as the principle of the synthesis which

unites them in a single universe. But, in thus explaining the

ultimate conditions of the possibility of fact, we need not assign

the events themselves, and the determination of them by that

which is not an event—the process of becoming, and the regula-

tion of it as an orderly process,—to one and the same subject

;

as if the events happened to and altered the subject that unites

them, or as if the source of order in becoming itself became.

We cannot indeed suppose any real separation between the

determinant and the determined. The order of becoming is
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only an order of becoming tliroug-li the action of that which

is not in becoming; nor can we think of this order as preceded

by anything that was not an order of becoming. We contradict

ourselves, if we say that there was first a chaos and then came

to be an order ; for the ^ first ' and ' then ' imply already an

order of time, which is only possible through an action not in

time. As little, on the other hand, can we suppose that which

we only know as a principle of unity in relation, to exist apart

from a manifold through which it is related. But we may avoid

considering this principle, or the subject of which the presence

and action renders possible the relations of the world of be-

coming, as itself in becoming, or as the result of a process of

becoming. It seems to be otherwise with our perceiving con-

sciousness. The very consciousness, which holds together

successive events as equally present, has itself apparently a

history in time. It seems to vary from moment to moment.

It apprehends processes of becoming in a manner which implies

that past stages of the becoming are present to it as known

facts ; yet is it not itself coming to be what it has not been ?

67. It will be found, we believe, that this apparent state of the

case can only be explained by supposing that in the growth of

our experience, in the process of our learning to know the world,

an animal organism, which has its history in time, gradually

becomes the vehicle of an eternally complete consciousness.

What we call our mental history is not a history of this con-

sciousness, which in itself can have no history, but a history of

the process by which the animal organism becomes its vehicle.

' Our consciousness ' may mean either of two things ; either a

function of the animal organism, which is being made, gradually

and with interruptions, a vehicle of the eternal consciousness

;

or that eternal consciousness itself, as making the animal

organism its vehicle and subject to certain limitations in so

doing, but retaining its essential characteristic as independent

of time, as the determinant of becoming, which has not and

does not itself become. The consciousness which varies from

moment to moment, which is in succession, and of which each

successive state depends on a series of ' external and internal
'

events, is consciousness in the former sense. It consists in

what may properly be called phenomena \ in successive modi-
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fications of the animal org-anism, which would not, it is tnie,

be what they are if tliey were not media for the realisation of

an eternal consciousness, but which are not this consciousness.

On the other hand, it is this latter consciousness, as so far

realised in or communicated to iis through modification of the

animal org-anism, that constitutes our knowledge, with the

relations, characteristic of knowledg-e, into which time does

not enter, which are not in becoming- but are once for all what

they are. It is this again that enables us, by incorporation of

any sensation to which attention is given into a system of

known facts, to extend that system, and by means of fresh

perceptions to arrive at further knowledge.

68. For convenience sake, we state this doctrine, to begin with,

in a bald dogmatic way, though well aware how vmwarrantable

or unmeaning, until explained and justified, it is likely to appear.

Does it not, the reader may ask, involve the impossible suppo-

sition that there is a double consciousness in man? No, we

reply, not that there is a double consciousness, but that the one

indivisible reality of our consciousness cannot be comprehended

in a single conception. In seeking to understand its reality we
have to look at it from two different points of view; and the

different conceptions that we form of it, as looked at from these

different points, do not admit of being united, any more than

do our impressions of oj)posite sides of the same shield ; and as

we apply the same term ' consciousness * to it, from whichever

point of view we contemplate it, the ambiguity noticed neces-

sarily attends that term.

In any case of an end gradually realising itself tlirough

a certain organism a like difficulty arises. If we would state

the truth about a living and growing body, we can only do

it by the help of two conceptions, which we shall try in vain

to reduce to a third. One will be the conception of the end,

the particular form of life realised in the body—an end real

and present, because operative, throughout the development

of the body, but which we cannot identify with any stage

of that development. The other will be that of the particular

body, or complex of material conditions, organic to this end, as

on the one hand dependent on an inexhaustible series of other

material conditions, on the other progressively modified by
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results o£ the action, the life, to which it is organic. The
particular living- being is not less one and indivisible because

we cannot dispense with either of these conceptions^ if we would

understand it aright, or because it is sometimes one, sometimes

the other, of them that is predominant in our usage of the term
' living being/ In like manner, so far as we can understand

at all the reality of consciousness, one and indivisible as it is in

each of us, it must be by conceiving both the end, in the shape

of a completed knowledge that gradually realises itself in the

organic process of sentient life, and that organic process itself

with its history and conditions. We have not two minds, but

one mind; but we can know that one mind in its reality only

by taking account, on the one hand, of the process in time by

which effects of sentient experience are accumulated in the

organism, yielding new modes of reaction upon stimulus and

fresh associations of feeling with feeling ; on the other, of the

system of thought and knowledge which realises or reproduces

itself in the individual through that process, a system into the

inner constitution of which no relations of time enter.

69. If we examine the notion of intellectual progress common
to all educated men, we find that it virtually involves this twofold

conception of the mind. We regard it as a progress towards the

attainment of knowledge or true ideas. But we cannot suppose

that those relations of facts or objects in consciousness, which

constitute any piece of knowledge of which a man becomes

master, first come into being when he attains that knowledge;

that they pass through the process by which he laboriously

learns, or gradually cease to be as he forgets or becomes con-

fused. They must exist as part of an eternal universe—and that

a spiritual universe or universe of consciousness—during all the

changes of the individuars attitude towards them, whether he

is asleep or awake, distracted or attentive, ignorant or informed.

It is a common-place indeed to assert that the order of the uni-

verse remains the same, however our impressions may change in

regard to it ; but as the common-place is apt to be understood,

the universe is conceived in abstraction from consciousness,

while consciousness is identified simply with the changing im-

pressions, of which the unchanging order is independent. But

the unchanging order is an order of relations; and, even if
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relations of any kind eonld be independent of consciousness,

certainly those that form the content of knowledge are not so.

As known they exist only for consciousness ; and, if in them-

selves they were external to it, we shall try in vain to conceive

any process by which they could find their way from without to

within it. They are relations of facts, which require a con-

sciousness alike to present them as facts and to unite them in

relation. We must hold then that there is a consciousness for

which the relations of fact, that form the object of our g-radually

attained knowledg-e, ali^ady and eternally exist ; and that the

growing- knowledg-e of the individual is a progress towards this

consciousness.

70. It is a consciousness, further, Avhich is itself operative

in the progress towards its attainment, just as elsewhere the

end realised through a certain process itself determines that

process; as a particular kind of life, for instance, informs the

processes organic to it. Every effort fails to trace a genesis of

knowledge out of anything which is not, in form and principle,

knowledge itself. The most primitive germ from which know-

ledge can be developed is already a perception of fact, which

implies the action upon successive sensations of a consciousness

which holds them in relation, and which therefore cannot itself

be before or after them, or exist as a sviccession at all. And
every step forward in real intelligence, whether in the way of

addition to what we call the stock of human knowledge, or of

an appropriation by the individual of some part of that stock,

is only explicable on supposition that successive reports of the

senses, successive efforts of attention, successive processes of

observation and experiment, are determined by the consciousness

that all things form a related whole—a consciousness which is

operative throughout their succession and which at the same

time realises itself through them.

71. A familiar illustration may help to bring home that view

of what is involved in the attainment of knowledge for which

we are here contending. We often talk of reading the book of

nature; and there is a real analogy between the process in which

we apprehend the import of a sentence, and that by which we

arrive at any piece of knowledge. In reading the sentence

we see the words successively, we attend to them successively,
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we recall their meaning successively. But throug-liout that

succession there must be present continuously the consciousness

that the sentence has a meaning- as a whole; otherwise the

successive vision, attention and recollection would not end in

a comprehension of what the meaning is. This consciousness

operates in them, rendering them what they are as organic to

the intelligent reading of the sentence. And when the reading

is over, the consciousness that the sentence has a meaning has

become a consciousness of what in particular the meaning is,

—

a consciousness in which the successive results of the mental

operations involved in the reading are held together, without

succession, as a connected whole. The reader has then, so far

as that sentence is concerned, made the mind of the writer his

own. The thought which was the writer^s when he composed

the sentence, has so determined, has so used as organs^ the suc-

cessive operations of sense and soul on the part of the reader, as

to reproduce itself in him through them j and the first stage in

this reproduction, the condition under which alone the processes

mentioned contribute to it, is the conviction on the reader^s part

that the sentence is a connected whole, that it has a meaning

which may be understood. This conviction, it is true, is not

wrought in him by the thought of the writer expressed in that

particular sentence. He has learnt that sentences have a mean-

ing before applying himself to that particular one. Before any

one can read at all, he must have been accustomed to have the

thought of another reproduced in him through signs of one

kind or another. But the first germ of this reproduction, the

first possibility or receptivity of it, must have consisted in so

much communication of some one else^s meaning as is implied

in the apprehension that he has a meaning to convey. It is

through this elementary apprehension that certain functions of

one man^s soul, the soul of a listener or reader, become so

organic to the thought of another, as that this thought gradually

realises itself anew in the soul of the listener.

May we not take it to be in a similar way that the system

of related facts, which forms the objective world, reproduces

itself, partially and gradually, in the soul of the individual who
in part knows it ? That this system implies a mind or con-

sciousness for which it exists, as the condition of the union in
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relation of tlie related facts, is not an arbitrary g-uess. We have

seen that it is the only answer which we have any ground for

giving- to the question, how such a union of the manifold is

possible. On the other side, our knowledge of any part of the

system implies a like union of the manifold in relation ; such

a presentation of feelings as facts, and such a determination

of the facts by mutual relation, as is only possible through the

action upon feelings of a subject distinguishing itself from them.

This being so, it would seem that the attainment of the know-

ledge is only explicable as a reproduction of itself, in the human
soul, by the consciousness for which the cosmos of related facts

exists—a reproduction of itself, in which it uses the sentient

life of the soul as its organ.

72. Because the reproduction has thus a pi'ocess in time for

its organ, it is at once progressive and incapable of completion.

It is ' never ending, still beginning,^ because of the constant

succession of phenomena in the sentient life, which the eternal

consciousness, acting on that life, has perpetually to gather anew

into the timeless unity of knowledge. There never can be that

actual wholeness of the world for us, which there must be for the

mind that renders the world one. But though the conditions under

which the eternal consciousness reproduces itself in our know-

ledge are thus incompatible with finality in that knowledge,

there is that element of identity between the first stage of

intelligent experience—between the simplest beginning of know-

ledge—and the eternal consciousness reproducing itself in it,

which consists in the presentation of a many in one, in the

apprehension of facts as related in a single system, in the

conception of there being an order of things, whatever that order

may turn out to be. Just as the conviction that a speaker

or writer has a meaning is at once the first step in the com-

munication of his thought to a listener or reader, and the

condition determining all the organic processes of reading and

listening which end in the reproduction of the thought, so the

conception described is at once the primary form in which that

mind to which the world is relative communicates itself to us,

and the influence which renders the processes of sensuous ex-

perience into organs of its communication. It is only as

governed by the forecast of there being a related whole that
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these processes can yield a growing, though for ever incomplete,

knowledge of what in detail the whole is.

73. There should by this time be no need of the reminder, that

the evidence of the action of this fore-casting idea, in the several

stages of our learning to know, does not depend on any account

of it which the learner may be able to give. Whether he is

able to give such an account or no, depends on the development

of his powers of reflection ; and the idea is at work before it is

reflected on. The evidence of its action lies in results inexpli-

cable without it. Nor must we imagine it, as the doctrine of

innate ideas might lead us to do, antecedent in time to the

processes of learning through which it realises itself, and which,

in so doing, it makes what they are. This would be the same

mistake as to suppose the life of a living body antecedent in

time to the functions of the living body. It is inconsistent

with the essential notion that the consciousness of a related

whole, so far as it is ours, is an end realising itself in and

determining the growth of intelligence. Thus when the question

is raised, whether the conception of the uniformity of nature

precedes or follows upon the inartificial or unmethodised exercise

of induction, the answer must be either that it does both or that

it does neither; or, better, that the question, being improperly

jmt, does not admit of an answer. The conception of the

uniformity of nature is one form of the consciousness on which

we have been dwelling ; and the processes of experience are

related to it as respiration or the circulation of the blood is

related to life. It is the end to which they are organic ; but, at

the same time, it is so operative in them that without it they

would not be what they are. It is no more derivable from

processes of sense, as these would he tvithout it—from excitements

and reactions of the nervous system—than life is derivable

from mechanical and chemical functions of that which does not

live. Under various expressions, it is the primary form of the

intellectual life in which the eternal consciousness, the spirit for

which the relations of the universe exist, reproduces itself in us.

All particular knowledge of these relations is a filling up of this

form, which the continued action of the eternal consciousness in

and upon the sentient life renders possible.



CHAPTER III.

THE FREEDOM OF MAN AS INTELLIGENCE.

74. Theoughol't the foreg-oing discussion of the conditions

of knowledge our object, it will be remembered, has been to

arrive at some conclusion in regard to the position in which

man himself stands to the system of related phenomena called

nature—in other words, in regard to the freedom of man; a

conclusion on wdiich the question of the possibility of Ethics, as

other than a branch of physics, depends. Arguing, first, from

the characteristics of his knowledge, postponing for the present

the consideration of his moral achievement, our conclusion is

that, while on the one hand his consciousness is throughout

empirically conditioned,—in the sense that it would not be what

at any time it is but for a series of events, sensible or related to

sensibility, some of them events in the past history of conscious-

ness, others of them events affecting the animal system organic

to consciousness,—on the other hand his consciousness would not

be what it is, as knowing, or as a subject of intelligent expe-

rience, but for the self-realisation or reproduction in it, through

processes thus empirically conditioned, of an eternal conscious-

ness, not existing in time but the condition of there being an

order in time, not an object of experience but the condition

of there being an intelligent experience, and in this sense

not ' empirical ^ but ^ intelligible.^ In virtue of his character

as knowing, therefore, we are entitled to say that man is, accord-

ing to a certain well-defaied meaning of the term, a ' free cause.^

Let us reconsider shortly what that meaning is.

75. By the relation of effect to cause, unless the ' cause ^ is

qualified by some such distinguishing adjective as that just

employed, we understand the relation of a given event, either to

another event invariably antecedent to it and upon which it

is invariably sequent, or to an assemblage of conditions which
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together constitute the event—into which it may be analysed.

Such a cause is not a ' free ' cause. The uniformly antecedent

event is in turn dependent on other events ; any particular sum

of conditions is determined by a larger complex, which we at

least cannot exhaust. But the condition of the possibility of

this relation in either of its forms—the condition of events

being connected in one order of becoming, the condition of

facts being united in a single system of mutual determination

—

is the action of a single principle, to which all events and facts

are equally present and relative, but which distinguishes itself

from them all and can thus unite them in their severalty. In

speaking of this principle we can only use the terms we have

got ; and these, being all strictly appropriate to the relations, or

objects determined by the relations, which this principle renders

possible but under which it does not itself subsist, are strictly

inappropriate to it.

Such is the term ^ cause.' So far indeed as it indicates the

action of something which makes something else what it is,

it might seem applicable to the unifying principle which makes

the world what it is. But we have no sooner so applied it than

we have to qualify our statement by the reminder, that to the

unifying principle the world, which it renders one, cannot be

something else than itself in the same way as, to ordinary

apprehension, a determined fact is something else than the con-

ditions determining it, or an event caused something else than

the antecedent events causing it. That the unifying principle

should distinguish itseK from the manifold which it unifies,

is indeed the condition of the unification; but it must not be

supposed that the manifold has a nature of its own apart from

the unifying principle, or this principle another nature of its

own apart from what it does in relation to the manifold world.

Apart from the unifying principle the manifold world would be

nothing at all, and in its self-distinction from that world the

unifying principle takes its character from it ; or, rather, it is in

distingviishing itself from the world that it gives itself its cha-

racter, which therefore but for the world it would not have.

76, It is true indeed of anything related as a cause to anything

else on which it produces effects, that its efficiency in the pro-

duction of those effects is an essential part of its natm-e, just as
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susceptibility to those effects is an essential part of the nature

o£ that in which they take place. No group of conditions would

be what they are but for the effect which it lies in them to

jn-oduce, no events what they are but for the other events that

arise out of them ; any more than, conversely, the conditioned

phenomenon, or necessarily sequent event, has a nature indepen-

dent of its conditions or antecedents. Still every particular

cause, whether ao>ent or assemblage of conditions or antecedent

event, has a nature, made for it by other agents, conditions, or

antecedent events, which appears but partially in any particular

effect ; and again the patient or conditioned phenomenon or

sequent event, in which that effect appears, has a nature other

than that which it derives from the particular cause. Therefore

in the determined world there is a sense in saying that a cause

is something on which something else depends for being what it

is, which no longer holds when the effect is the whole deter-

mined world itself, and the cause the unifying principle implied

in its determinateness. There is nothing to qualify the deter-

mined world as a wJtole but that inner determination of all con-

tained in it by mutual relation, which is due to the action of

the unifying principle; nor anything to qualify the unifying

principle but this very action, mth the self-distinction necessary

to it.

AVhen we transfer the term * cause,^ then, from a relation

between one thing and another within the determined world

to the relation between that world and the agent implied in

its existence, we must understand that there is no separate

particularity in the agent, on the one side, and the determined

world as a whole, on the other, such as characterises any agent

and patient, any cause and effect, within the determined world.

The agent must act absolutely from itself in the action through

which that world is—not, as does everything within the world,

under determination by something else. The world has no

character but that given it by this action; the agent no cha--

racter but that which it gives itself in this action.

77. This is what we mean by calling the agent a ' free cause.'

But the question at once arises whether, when we have thus

qualified the term ' cause ' by an epithet which effectually dis-

tinguishes it from any cause cognisable within the world of
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phenomena, it still has a meaning for us. The answer is that

but for our own exercise of such causality it would have none.

But, in fact, our action in knowledge—the action by which we
connect successive phenomena in the unity of a related whole

—

is an action as absolutely from itself, as little to be accounted

for by the phenomena which through it become an intelligent

experience, or by anything alien to itself, as is that which we

have found to be implied in the existence of the universal

order. This action of our own ' mind ' in knowledge—to say

nothing of any other achievement of the human spirit—becomes

to us, when reflected on, a cansa cognosceiidi in relation to the

action of a self-originating 'mind^ in the universe; which we

then learn to regard as the causa essendi to the same action,

exercised under whatever limiting conditions, by ourselves.

We find that, quite apart from the sense in which all facts and

events, including those of our natural life, are determined by

that mind without which nature would not be, there is another

sense in which we ourselves are not so much determined by

it as identified by it with itself, or made the subjects of its

self-communication. All things in nature are determined by

it, in the sense that they are determined by each other in a

manner that would be impossible but for its equal, self-dis-

tinguishing presence to them all. It is thus that the events of

our natural life are determined by it ; not merely the mechanical

and chemical processes presupposed by that life, but the life

itself, including all that can properly be called the successive

phenomena of our mental history. But to say that it is thus

determined, though it is true of our natural life, is not the full

account of it; for this life, with its constituent events or

phenomena, is organic to a form of consciousness of which

knowledge is the development, and which, if for no other

reason than that it conceives time, cannot itself be in time.

While the processes organic to this consciousness are deter-

mined by the mind to which all things are relative, in the sense

that they are part of a universe which it renders possible, this

consciousness itself is a reproduction of that mind, in respect, at

least, of its attributes of self-orignnation and unification of the

manifold.

78. It may be asked here, what after all is the conclusion as to
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the freedom of man himself to be drawn from these considera-

tions in regard to knowledge. ' Granted/ it may he said, ' that

the knowledge of nature is irreducible to a natural process, that

it implies the action of a principle not in time, which you may
call, if you please, an eternal mind ; still you admit that man's

attainment of knowledge is conditional on processes in time

and on the fulfilment of strictly natural functions. These pro-

cesses and functions are as essential to man, as much a part

of his being, as his knowledge is. How then can it be said

that the being itself, thus conditioned, is not a part of nature

but is free? Or, if this statement is made and can be justi-

fied, must it not be left alongside of an exactly contrary

statement ? Do you not after all leave man still " in doubt to

deem himself a God or beast ;
" still perplexed with the " partly

this, partly thaf conclusion, for which philosophy, if good for

anything, should substitute one more satisfactory, but which,

on the contrary, it seems merely to restate in a more prolix

form ?

'

79. We answer that, if the foregoing considerations have any

truth in them, we are not shut up in this ambiguity. To say

that man in himself is in part an animal or product of nature,

on the ground that the consciousness which distinguishes him

is realised through natural processes, is not more true than to

say that an animal is in part a machine, because the life which

distinguishes it has mechanical structures for its organs. If

that activity of knowledge on the part of man, to which

functions provisionally called natural are organic, is as absolutely

different from any process of change or becoming as w^e have

endeavoured to show that it is, then even the functions organic

to it are not described with full truth when they are said to be

natural. For the constituent elements of an organism can only

be truly and adequately conceived as rendered what they are

by the end realised through the organism. The mechanical

structure organic to life is not adequately conceived as a

machine, though, for the purpose of more accurate examination

of the structure in detail, it may be convenient to treat it as

such. And, for a like reason, the state of the case in regard to

a man is not fairly represented by saying that, though not

merely an animal or natural, he is so in respect of the processes

G 2
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of physical eliange througli which an intellig"ent consciousness

is realised in him. In strict truth the man who knows, so far

from being- an animal altogether, is not an animal at all or even

in part. The functions, which would be those of a natural or

animal life if they were not organic to the end consisting in

knowledge, just because they are so organic, are not in their

full reality natural functions, though the purposes of detailed

investigation of them—perhaps the purpose of improving man^s

estate—may be best served by so treating them. For one who

could comprehend the whole state of the ease, even a digestion

that served to nourish a brain, which was in turn organic to

knowledge, would be essentially different from digestion in an

animal incapable of knowledg-e, even if it were not the case

that the digestive process is itself affected by the end to which

it is mediately relative. And, if this is true of those processes

which are directly or indirectly organic to knowledge but do

not constitute or enter into it, much more is it true of the man

capable of knowledg'e, that in himself he is not an animal, not

a link in the chain of natural becoming, in part any more than

at all.

80. The question whether a man himself, or in himself, is

a natural or animal being, can only mean whether he is so in

respect of that which renders him conscious of himself. There

is no sense in asking what anything in itself is, if it has no self

at all. That which is made what it is wholly by relations to

other things, neither being anything but their joint result nor

distinguishing itself from them, has no self to be enquired about.

Such is the case with all things in inorganic nature. Of them

at any rate the saying ' Natur hat weder Kern noch Schale ' is

true without qualification. The distinction between inner and

outer, between what they are in themselves and what they are

in relation to other things, has no application to them. In an

organism, on the other hand, the distinction between its rela-

tions and itself does appear. The life of a living body is not,

like the motion of a moving body, simply the joint result of

its relations to other things. It modifies those relations, and

modifies them through a nature not reducible to them, not

constituted by their combination. Their bearing on it is dif-

ferent from what it would be if it did not live ; and there is so
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far a moaning- in saying that the organism is something* in itself

other than what its relations make it—that, while it is related

to other things according- to mechanical and chemical laws,

it has itself a natnre which is not mechanical or chemical.

There is a sig-nificance, accordingly, in the enquiry what this

nature in itself is, which there is not in the same enquiry as

apphed to anything' that does not live. But the living- body

does not, as such, present its nature to itself in consciousness.

It does not consciously distinguish itself from its relations.

Man, on the other hand, does so distinguish himself, and his

doing so is his special distinction. The enquiry, therefore, what

he in himself is, must refer not merely to a character which

he has as more, and other, than a joint result of relations to

other things—such a character he has as simply living,—but

to the character which he has as consciously distinguishing

himself from all that happens to him.

81. Now this distinction by man of himself from events is no

less essentially different from any process in time or any natural

becoming than is the activity of knowledge, which indeed

depends upon it. It is through it that he is conscious of time,

of becoming, of a personal history; and the active principle of

this consciousness cannot itself be determined by these relations

in the way of time or becoming, which arise for consciousness

through its action. The ' punctum stans,' to which an order of

time must be relative that it may be an order of time, cannot

itself be a moment or a series of moments in that order ; nor can

the 'pvmctum stans^ in consciousness, necessary to the presentation

of time, be itself a succession in consciousness. And that which

is ti-ue in regard to the mere presentation of time is true also

of everything presented in time, of all becoming, of every history.

To be conscious of it we must unite its several stages as related

to each other in the way of succession ; and to do that we must

ourselves be, and distinguish ourselves as being, out of the

succession. ^AvajKr] apa dixiyfj eTvai tov vovv, uKTirep <f)r]alv

'Ava^ayopas, iva Kparfj, tovto 8' earlv, iva yvoipiCj] ^. It is only

through our holding ourselves aloof, so to speak, from the

• Mind, then, must be unmixed with anything else, as Anaxagoras says, in

order that it may master things ; that is, in order that it may know them. Arist.

de anim. III. iv. 4.
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manifold affections of sense, as constant throughout their variety,

that they can be presented to us as a connected series, and thus

move us to seek the conditions of the connexion between them.

And again, when the conception of such conditions has been

arrived at, it is only through the same detachment of self from

the succession of its experiences that we can conceive the condi-

tions as united in their changes by an unchanging law, which, as

determining the order of all events in time, is itself unaffected

by time.

82. Thus, while still confining our view to man's achieve-

ment in knowledge, we are entitled to say that in himself, i. e.

in respect of that principle through which he at once is a self

and distinguishes himself as such, he exerts a free activity,—an

activity which is not in time, not a link in the chain of natural

becoming, which has no antecedents other than itself but is self-

originated. There is no incompatibility between this doctrine

and the admission that all the processes of brain and nerve and

tissue, all the functions of life and sense, organic to this activity

(though even they, as in the thinking man, cannot, for reasons

given, properly be held to be merely natural), have a strictly

natural history. There would only be such an incompatibility,

if these processes and functions actually constituted or made up

the self-distinguishing man, the man capable of knowledge.

But this, as we have seen, is what they cannot do. Human action

is only explicable by the action of an eternal consciousness, which

uses them as its organs and reproduces itself through them.

The question why there should be this reproduction, is indeed

as unanswerable as every form of the question why the world as

a whole should be what it is. Why any detail of the world

is what it is, we can explain by reference to other details

which determine it; but why the whole should be what it is,

why the mind which the world implies should exhibit itself

in a world at all, why it should make certain processes of

that world organic to a reproduction of itself under limitations

which the use of such organs involves—these are questions

which, owing perhaps to those very limitations, we are equally

unable to avoid asking and to answer. We have to content

ourselves with saying that, strange as it may seem, it is so.

Taking all the facts of the case together, we cannot express
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them otherwise. The unification of the manifold in tlie world

implies the presence of the manifold to a mind, for which, and

throug-h the action of which, it is a related whole. The uni-

fication of the manifold of sense in our comciousness of a world

implies a certain self-realisation of this mind in us throug-h

certain processes of the world which, as explained, only exists

throug-h it—in particular throug-h the processes of life and feel-

ing-. The wonder in which philosophy is said to begin will not

cease when this conclusion is arrived at ; but, till it can be shown

to have left some essential part of the reality of the case out of

sig-ht, and another conclusion can be substituted for it which

remedies the defect, this is no reason for rejecting- it.

83. Before proceeding-, it may be well to point out that it is a

conclusion which can in no wise be affected by any discovery, or

(legitimately) by any speculation, in regard either to the relation

between the human organism and other forms of animal struc-

ture, or to the development of human intelligence and the

connexion of its lower stages with the higher stages of the

intelligence of brutes. Having admitted that certain processes

in time are organic in man to that consciousness exercised in

knowledge which we hold to be eternal, we have no interest in

abridging those processes. If there are reasons for holding that

man, in respect of his animal nature, is descended from ^mere'

animals—animals in whom the functions of life and sense were

not organic to the eternal or distinctively human consciousness,

—

this does not affect our conclusion in regard to the consciousness

of which, as he now is, man is the subject ; a conclusion founded

on analysis of what he now is and does. This conclusion could

only be shaken by showing either that a consciousness of the

kind which, for reasons already set forth, we describe as eternal,

is not involved in knowledge, or that such a consciousness can

in some intelligible way be developed out of those successions

of feeling which can properly be treated as functions of the

animal system; and this must mean that it has some element

of identity with them. That countless generations should have

passed during which a transmitted organism was progressively

modified by reaction on its surroundings, by struggle for exist-

ence, or otherwise, till its functions became such that an eternal

consciousness could realise or reproduce itself through them

—
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this might add to the wonder with which the consideration of

what we do and are must always fill us, but it could not alter

the results of that consideration. If such be discovered to be

the case^ the discovery cannot affect the analysis of knowledge

—

of what is implied in there being* a world to be known and in our

knowing it,—on which we found our theory of the action of

a free or self-conditioned and eternal mind in man.

84. The question, however, of the development of the human

organism out of lower forms is quite different from that of the

relation between the intelligence exercised in our knowledge and

the mere succession of ' impressions and ideas/ i. e. of feelings

in their primary, or more lively, and in their secondary, or less

lively, stage. Till some flaw can be shown in the doctrine pre-

viously urged, we must hold that there is an absolute difference

between change and the intelligent consciousness or knowledge

of change, which precludes us from tracing any development

of the one into the other, if development implies any identity of

principle between the germ and the developed outcome. When
we speak of a development of higher from lower forms of intelli-

gence, there should be no mistake about what we mean, and

what we do not mean. We mean the development of an intelli-

gence which, in the lowest form from which the higher can

properly be said to be developed, is already a consciousness of

change, and therefore cannot be developed out of any succession

of changes in the sensibility, contingent upon reactions of the

* psychoplasm ' or nervous system, however that system may
have been modified by accumulated effects of its reactions in

the past.

To deny categorically on this account that the distinctive

intelligence of man, his intelligence as knowing, can be deve-

loped from that of ' lower ' animals would indeed be more than

we should be warranted in doing. We have much surer ground

for saying what, in respect of our knowledge, we are than for

saying what the animals are not. The analysis of what we do

and have done in knowledge, which entitles us to certain con-

clusions as to what we must be in order to do it, is inapplicable

to beings with whom we cannot communicate. If the animals

have a consciousness corresponding to that which we exercise

in knowledge, at any rate we cannot enter into it. Their
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actions, as observed from outside, would seem to be explicable

without it—explicable as resulting from the determination of

action by feeling- and that of feeling by feeling, in other words as

resulting from successive changes of the sensibility,—without

any need for ascribing to them any consciousness of change, any

synthesis of the modifications they experience as belonging to

an inter-related world. We are thus warranted in saying that

we have no evidence of the presence in 'brutes' of such an

intelligence as that which forms the basis of our knowledge;

and that, if it is absent, there can, properly speaking, have been

no development of our mind from such a mind as theirs. But
this hypothetical negation is quite compatible with the admis-

sion that there may have been a progressive development,

through hereditary transmission, of the animal system which

has become organic to the distinctive intelligence of man ; that

the particular modes of successive feeling upon which a unifying

intelligence supervenes in man, rendering them for him into a

related world, may be the result of a past experience on the part

of beings in whom such intelligence had not yet supervened,

and who were in that sense not human ; and that certain modi-

fications of the sensibility, arising from this pre-human history,

may have been the condition, according to some unascertained

law, of that supervention of intelligence in man.



BOOK II.

THE WILL.

CHAPTER I.

THE FREEDOM OF THE WILL.

85. So far we have ))een dealing with what we may venture

to call the metaphysics of experience or knowledg-e, as distinct

from the metaphysics of moral action. We have been consider-

ing the action of the self-conditioning and self-distinguishing

mind, which the existence of a connected world implies, in

determining a particular product of that world, vie. the animal

system of man, with the receptive feelings to which that system

is organic,—in so determining it as to reproduce itself, under

limitations, in the capacity for knowledge which man possesses.

The characteristic of this particular mode of its reproduction in

the human self is the apprehension of a world which is, as dis-

tinct from one which should he. It constitutes a knowledge of

the conditions of the feelings that occur to us, and of uniform

relations between changes in those conditions. But the animal

system is not organic merely to feeling of the kind just spoken

of as receptive, to im23re§sions, according to the natural meaning

of that term, conveyed by the nerves of the several senses. It

is organic also to wants, and to impulses for the satisfaction of

those wants, which may be in many cases occasioned by im-

pressions of the kind mentioned, but which constitute quite a

different function of the animal system.

These wants, with the sequent impulses, must be distinguished

from the consciousness of wanted objects, and from the effort to

give reality to the objects thus present in consciousness as

wanted, no less than sensations of sight and hearing have to be

distinguished from the consciousness of objects to which those
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sensations are conceived to be related. It has been sufficiently

pointed out how the i)resentation of sensible thing's, on occasion

of sensation, implies the action of a principle which is not, like

sensation, in time, or an event or a series of events, but must

ecpially be present to, and distinguish itself from, the several

stag-es of a sensation to Avhich attention is given, as well as

the several sensations attended to and referred to a single

object. In like manner the transition from mere want to

consciousness of a wanted object, from the imjnilse to satisfy

the want to an effort for realisation of the idea of the wanted

object, implies the presence of the want to a subject Avhich

distinguishes itself from it and is constant throughout successive

stages of the want.

So much is implied in the conversion of a want into the

presentation of a wanted object, though the want be of strictly

animal origin, and however slightly the object may be defined

in consciousness. Every step in the definition of the wanted

object implies a further action of the same subject, in the way
of comparing various wants that arise in the process of life,

along with the incidents of their satisfaction, as they only can

be compared by a subject which is other than the process, not

itself a stage or series of stages in the succession which it

observes. At the same time as the reflecting subject traverses

the series of wants, which it distinguishes from itself while it

presents their filling as its object, there arises the idea of a

satisfaction on the whole—an idea never realisable, but for ever

striving to realise itself in the attainment of a greater command
over means to the satisfaction of particular wants.

86. For the present we take no notice of any wanted objects

but such as arise from the presentation by a reflecting* subject

to itself of wants that are of a purely animal origin. With the

exception of the object consisting in a general satisfaction of

such wants, we take no account as yet of wants that are of dis-

tinctively human origin, of wants that arise out of conceptions.

The form of consciousness which we are considering does indeed

differ absolutely from the mere succession of animal wants ; but

it so differs, not in respect of the presence of such wants as

are not of animal origin, but in virtue of that distinction of

self from the wants, through which there supervenes upon the
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succession of wants a consciousness—not a succession—of wanted

objects. It is this consciousness which yields, in the most

elementary form, the conception of something- that sJiould he as

distinct from that Avhich is, of a world of practice as distinct

from that world of experience of which the conception arises

from the determination by the Ego of the receptive senses.

Whereas in perceptive experience the sensible object carries its

reality with it—in being presented at all, is presented as real,

though the nature of its reality may remain to be discovered,

—

in practice the wanted object is one to which real existence has

yet to be given. This latter point, it is true, is one which

language is apt to disguise. The food which I am said to

want, the treasure on which I have set my heart, are already

in existence. But, strictly speaking, the objects which in

these cases I present to myself as wanted, are the eating of

the food, the acquisition of the treasure; and as long as I

want them, these exist for me only as ideas which I am striving

to realise, as something which I would might be but which

is not.

Thus the world of practice depends on man in quite a dif-

ferent sense from that in which nature, or the world of experi-

ence, does so. We have seen indeed that independence is not

to be ascribed to nature, in the sense either that there would be

nature at all without the action of a spiritual self-distinguishing

subject, or that there could be a nature for us, for our appre-

hension, but for a further action of this subject in or as our

soul. It is independent of us, however, in the sense that it

does not depend on any exercise of our powers whether the

sensible objects, of which we are conscious, shall become real or

no. They are already real. On the other hand, it is charac-

teristic of the world of practice that its constituents are objects

of which the existence in consciousness, as wanted, is prior to,

and conditions, their existence in reality. It depends on a cer-

tain exercise of our powers, determined by ideas of the objects

as wanted, whether those ideas shall become real or no.

87. The same thing may perhaps be otherwise stated by

saying that the world of practice—the world composed of moral

or distinctively human actions, with their results—is one in

which the determining causes are motives ; a motive again being
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an idea of an end, which a self-conscious subject presents to

itself, and which it strives and tends to realise. Now, jwima

facie, as will be admitted on all hands, this causality of motives

effectually disting-uishes the world which moral action has

brought, and continues to bring', into being, from the series of

natural events. In the latter the occurrence of an event does

not depend on an idea of the event, as a desired object, being

previously presented. If then moral action is to be brought

within the series of natural phenomena, it must be on sup-

position that the motives which determine it, having natural

antecedents, are themselves but links in the chain of natural

phenomena; and that thus moral action, though distinguished

from other kinds of natural event by its dependence on prior

ideas, is not denaturalised, since the ideas on which it depends

are themselves of natural origin.

The question whether this is so is the point really at issue

in regard to the possibility and indispensableness of a Moral

Philosophy which shall not be a branch of natural science; or,

if we like to put it so, in regard to the freedom of moral agents.

It is not the question commonly debated, with much ambiguity

of terms, between ' determinists ' and ' indeterminists
'

; not the

question whether there is, or is not, a possibility of unmotived

willing; but the question whether motives, of that kind by

which it is the characteristic of moral or human action to be

determined, are of properly natural origin or can be rightly

regarded as natural phenomena.

88. If the foregoing analysis be correct, even those motives

(defined above) which lie nearest, so to speak, to animal wants,

are yet effectually distinguished from them and from any kind

of natural phenomena. No one would pretend to find more than

a strictly natural event either in any appetite or want incidental

to the process of animal life, or in the effect of such a want in

the way of an instinctive action directed to its satisfaction. But
it is contended that such appetite or want does not constitute

a motive proper, does not move to any distinctively human
action, except as itself determined by a principle of other than

natural origin. It only becomes a motive, so far as upon the

want there supervenes the presentation of the want by a self-
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conscious subject to himself^ and witli it the idea o£ a self-

satisfaction to be attained in the filling- of the want.

89. It is not indeed that the want is intrinsically altered, or

ceases to be a want, through the supervention upon it of the

moral motive, properly so called; but that, while it continues

or ceases and begins again, there arises a new ag-ency, other

than it, from its presence to a self-conscious subject which takes

from it an idea of an object in which self-satisfaction is to be

sought. And the new agency, thus resulting, is no more a

natural event or process, or the product of any such event or

process, than is the self-consciousness to which it owes its dis-

tinguishing character. We may illustrate the state of the case

from what takes place in physical life. A chemical process

does not cease to be a chemical process because it goes on in

a living organism, but it does become contributory to a result

wholly different from any which, apart from a living organism,

it could have yielded. On the other hand, life is not a chemical

or mechanical process because chemical and mechanical processes

are necessary to the living body, unless such processes can by

themselves constitute life. No more is any moral action, or

action from motives, a natural event because natural want is

necessary to it, unless the self-consciousness, in and through

which a motive arises out of the want, is itself a natural event

or series of events or relation between events.

90. That it is not so is scarcely less plain of self-consciousness,

in that relation to want which yields a motive, than it is of it in

that relation to sensation which yields perception and, through

it, knowledge. Can that be an event or phenomenon, whether

in the way of want or otherwise, which throughout the suc-

cessive stages, the abatements and revivals, of a want presents

the single idea of the self-satisfaction to be attained in its

filling; which unites successive wants in the idea of a general

need for which provision is to be made, and holds together the

successive wants and fillings as the connected but distinct

incidents of an inner life, as an experience of happiness or

the reverse? Can it, again, be a series of events, either the

series of which the connexion in an inner life thus arises

through its action, or any other series? Can it, finally, be

the connexion or relation thus arising, or any other relation?
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But when we have rejected all these alternatives, when we

have said that the practical self-consciousness, which is the

distinguishing factor in all motives, is not an event or series

of events or relation between events, we have said that it is

not natural in the ordinary sense of that term ; not natural at

any rate in any sense in which naturalness would imi)ly its

determination by antecedent events, or by conditions of which

it is not itself the source.

91. If the reader is satisfied by these considerations that there

is something more than natural in the motive to a moral or

distinctively human action, he may be apt to assume—since

there is no disputing the dependence on animal impulse at any

rate of those elementary motives to which we have so far con-

fined our view—that animal impulse is one component of the

motive, -while self-consciousness is another ; that the moral agent

is partly an animal, partly a rational or self-realising subject.

But against such a view we should protest as much as pre-

viously [§68] against the notion that the presence of a double

consciousness in man was implied in the distinction pointed

out between the process of sensation in time and its determina-

tion by a subject not in time, as alike necessary to perception

and knowledge. If it would be untrue to say of the functions

of life that they are partly chemical, because without chemical

processes they could not be exercised, it is even more imti-ue to

say of a motive, in the proper sense, that it is partly animal,

because, unless an animal want occurred, it would not arise. The

motive is not made up of a want and self-consciousness, any

more than life of chemical processes and vital ones. It is one

and indivisible ; but, indivisible as it is, it results, as perception

results, from the determination of an animal nature by a self-

conscious subject other than it ; so results, however, as that the

animal condition does not survive in the result.

The want, no doubt, may remain along with the new result

—

the motive, properly so called—which arises from its relation to

self-consciousness, but it is not a part of it. Hunger, for

instance, may siirvive along with the motive, involving some

form of self-reference, which arises out of it in the self-conscious

man—whether that motive be the desire to relieve himself from

pain, or to give himself pleasure, or to qualify himself for
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work, or to provide himself tlie means of living",—but hunger

neither is that motive nor a part of it. If it were, the result-

ing act would not he moral but instinctive. There would be no

moral agency in it. It would not be the man that did it, but

the hunger or some ' force of nature ' in him. The motive in

every imputable act for which the agent is conscious on reflec-

tion that he is answerable, is a desire for personal good in some

form or other ; and, however much the idea of what the personal

good for the time is may be affected by the pressure of animal

want, this want is no more a part or component of the desire

than is the sensation of light or colour, which I receive in

looking- at this written line, a component part of my perception

in reading it.

92. Whether our conclusion be accepted or no, it may be

hoped that the point which it is sought to make good in regard

to the distinctive character of motives has at least been made

clear. What instinct is, whether there are in truth merely

instinctive actions, is a question on which, though of late some

men seem almost to have argued themselves into believing the

contrary, there is much more room for doubt than there is as to

the nature and reality of motives and the moral action deter-

mined by them. If we have to explain what we mean by

instinct and instinctive action, we have to do it by excluding

the essential characteristic of our own motives and motived

action. By an instinctive action we mean one not determined

by a conception, on the part of the agent, of any good to be

gained or evil to be avoided by the action. It is superfluous to

add, good to himself; for anything conceived as good in such

a way that the agent acts for the sake of it, must be conceived

as Ms own good, though he may conceive it as his own good

only on account of his interest in others, and in spite of any

amount of suffering on his own part incidental to its attain-

ment. By a moral action, an action morally imputable or that

can be called good or bad, we mean one that is so determined

as the instinctive action is not. Clearly it is nothing but our

knowledge of -uhat moral or motived action is, that gives a

meaning to the negation conveyed in the description of another

sort of action as instinctive. Whether there in fact are actions,

either done by ourselves under certain conditions or by other
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ag-ents, that correspond to this nog-ativo description can never

be known with the same intimate certainty with which it

is known that actions belong-ing to our conscious experience

are related to motives in that manner o£ which the neg-ative

forms the meaning of the description of any action as in-

stinctive.

93. It is true that it makes no difference to the outward

form of an action whether it is so related to a motive or no;

whether it has a moral quality or—as would be the case, if it

were determined directly by animal want—is merely instinctive,

in the sense of not proceeding from a conception of personal

good. It may have the same effect on the senses of an on-

looker, the same nervous and muscular motions may be involved

in it, the same physical results may follow from it, in the one

case as in the other. But it is not by the outward form, thus

understood, that we know what moral action is. We know it,

so to speak, on the inner side. We know w^iat it is in relation to

us, the agents ; what it is as our expression. Only thus indeed

do we know it at all. In knowledge so derived, where from

the nature of the case our judgments are incapable of verification

in the ordinary sense by reference to matters of fact—for the

motive which an act expresses is not what we commonly mean
by a matter of fact—there is, no doubt, much liability to

arbitrariness in the interpretation of the self-consciousness to

which alone we can appeal. Against such arbitrariness, it

would seem, we can only protect ourselves by great circum-

spection in the adoption of our formulae, so that they may be

as nearly adequate as possible to the inner experience which we
mean them to convey, and by constant reference to the expres-

sion of that experience which is embodied, so to speak, in the

habitual phraseology of men, in literature, and in the institutions

of family and political life.

94. How^ever insufficient such safeguards may be, it remains the

case that self-reflection is the only possible method of learning

what is the inner man or mind that our action expresses; in

other words, what that action really is. Judgments so arrived

at must be the point of departure for all enquiry into processes

by which our actual moral nature may have been reached, and

into links of connection between it and that of animals other-

H
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wise endowed. Whatever tlie result o£ sucli enquiries, it can

only be through a confusion that we allow them to affect our

conclusions in regard to the actuality of our conscious life. Our

knowledge of what that life is may not seldom entitle us to reject

speculations as to a process by which it has come about, on the

ground that such a product as can be legitimately traced from

the process is not the inner life which we know. But no in-

ference from such supposed processes can entitle us to decide

that this life is not that which a sufficiently comprehensive view

of the evidence afforded by itself would authorise us in taking it

to be ; since the acceptance of this evidence as the given reality

is the presupposition of any enquiry into a process by which the

given reality has come to be.

95. It must be plainly admitted, then, that self-reflection is

the basis of the view here given in regard to the distinctive

character of the motives which moral actions represent. Any
one making this admission will of course endeavour to conduct

his self-reflection as circumspectly as possible, and to save it as

far as may be from errors which personal idiosyncracy might

occasion, by constant reference to the customary expressions of

moral consciousness in use among men, and to the institutions

in which men have embodied their ideas or ideals of permanent

good. In the interpretation, however, of such expressions and

institutions self-reflection must be our ultimate guide. Without

it they would have nothing to tell ; and it is to it, avowedly,

that we make our appeal when we say that to every action

morally imputable, or of which a man can recognise himself

as the author, the motive is always some idea of the man's

personal good—an idea absolutely different from animal want,

even in cases where it is from anticipation of the satisfac-

tion of some animal want that the idea of personal good is

derived.

Now a motive so constituted, like the perception which answers

to it in the sphere of speculative intelligence, clearly admits of

being considered in seemingly opposite ways. Two seemingly

incompatible, yet equally true, sets of statements may be made

in regard to it; which, however, are not really incompatible,

because one relates to the motive in its full reality, which is not

a sensible event, the other to a sensible event which is implied
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in it (as sensation is implied in perception) but is not it. The

sensible event or phenomenon, implied in the motive, is, like

every other event, determined by antecedent events according to

natural laws. The motive itself, thoug-h it too is in its own way
definitely determined, is not naturally determined. It is con-

stituted by an act o£ self-consciousness which is not a natural

event, an act in which the agent presents to himself a certain

idea of himself—of himself doing or himself enjoying-—as an idea

of which the realisation forms for the time his good. It is true

that the moral quality of this act, its virtue or its vice, depends

on the character of the agent. It is this that determines what

the kind of personal good, which under any set of circumstances

he presents to himself, shall be. This character, in turn, has had

its history, just as a man''s developed intelligence, as it at any

time stands, has had a history. But just as this latter history,

though to call it a history of an eternal consciousness would be a

contradiction, has yet taken its distinctive nature, as a history

of intelligence, fi'om a certain action of an eternal self-distinguish-

ing consciousness upon the processes of feeling; so the history of

human character has been one in which the same consciousness

has throughout been operative upon wants of animal origin,

giving rise through its action upon them to the specific quality

of that history.

96. The view which it is sought to convey may be made more

plain by an instance. When Esau sells his birthright for a mess

of pottage, his motive, we mig^it be apt hastily to say, is an

animal want. On reflection, if by ' motive ' is meant that which

an action represents or expresses, the inner side of that of

Avhich the action is the outer, we shall find that it is not so.

The motive lies in the presentation of an idea of himself as

enjoying the pleasure of eating the pottage, or (which comes

practically to the same thing) as relieved from the pain of

hunger. Plainly, but for his hunger Esau could have no such

motive. But for it his presentation of himself as a subject of

pleasure could have taken no such form. But the hunger is not

the presentation of himself as the subject of pleasure, still less

the presentation of that particular pleasure as under the circum-

stances his greatest good; and therefore it is not his motive.

If the action were determined directly by the hunger, it would

H 3
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have no moral character, any more than have actions done in

sleej), or strictly under compulsion, or from accident, or (so far

as we know) the actions of animals. Since, however, it is not

the hunger as a natural force, but his own conception of himself,

as finding" for the time his greatest good in the satisfaction of

hunger, that determines the act, Esau recognises himself as

the author of the act. He imputes it to himself, and it is

morally imputable to him—an act for which he is accountable,

to which praise or blame are appropriate. If evil follows from

it, whether in the shape of punishment inflicted by a superior,

or of calamity ensuing in the course of nature to himself or

those in whom he is interested, he is aware that he himself has

brought it on himself. Hence remorse, and with it the possi-

bility of change of heart. He may 'find no place for repentance^

in the sense of cancelling or getting rid of the evil which his

act has caused; but in another sense the recognition of him-

self as the author of the evil is, in promise and potency, itself

repentance.

97. ' But how,^ it will be asked, ' does this analysis of Esau's

motive affect the question of his moral freedom?' "We admit at

once that, if he is not free or self-determined in his motive, he is

not free at all. To a will free in the sense of unmotived we can

attach no meaning whatever. Of the relation between will and

desire more shall be said in the sequel. For the present the

statement may suffice, that we know of no other expression

of will but a motive in the sense above explained, or, as it may
be called to avoid ambiguity, a strongest motive. Such a motive

is the will in act. The question as to the freedom of the will

we take to be a question as to the origin of such a strongest

motive.

98. The assertion that Esau's motive, and with it the action

which expresses his character, is the joint outcome of his cir-

cumstances and character, however true it may be, throws

little light on the matter, unless followed by some further

analysis of the circumstances and character. One 'circum-

stance ' no doubt is his hunger, and this has a definite physical

history. The physiologist, with sufficient knowledge and oppor-

tunity of examination, could trace its determining- antecedents
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with the utmost precision. But even this hunger, as it affects

Fsau's action^ is not really what it would be in relation to a

merely natural ag-ent, any more than the visual sensation, which

this flower conve}'s to an intelligent person who attends to it, is

really the same as that which it conveys to a merely sentient

animal. The want in the one case, the sensation in the other,

may rightly be abstracted from the self-consciousness by re-

lation to which, in the cases supposed, it is really determined,

for the purpose of investigating those natural conditions and

antecedents which are unaffected by that relation ; but it

must not be forgotten that there is an abstraction in so

treating it, and that, when the moral bearing of the want is

in question, the abstraction may become misleading. The
circumstances which in combination with character affect moral

action, just because they are so combined, are no longer what

they would be merely as circumstances. They are not like

forces converging on an inert body Avhich does not itself modify

the dii-ection of the resulting motion. Thus even a circum-

stance in itself and in its antecedents so strictly physical as

hunger, if it is Esau's hunger, the hunger of an agent morally

endowed, has in effect a quality not determined by natural

antecedents.

Of the other circumstances bearing on Esau's action, or of the

most important among them, it could not be admitted that they

are merely physical at all, even in their origin or antecedents as

distinct from their bearing on his act. We may jDerhaps classify

them roughly under three heads—the state of his health, the

outward maimer of his life (including his family arrangements

and the mode in which he maintains himself and his family), and

the standard of social expectation on the part of those whom he

recognises as his equals. All these have their weight in affect-

ing the result which his character yields under the pressm-e of

animal w^ant, but they are all of them influences which have

come to be what they are through processes in which human
character or will has been an essential factor. Just as the result

to which they contribute in his conduct only arises from the

particular mode in which the self-presenting and self-seeking

Ego in him reacts upon them, so it is only through previous

conduct similarly determined, on his own part or that of others,
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that such circumstances have taken their actual shape. Their

formation at every stage has indeed been affected by events

which, like the particular experience of hunger in Esau's case,

have each had their definite chain of physical antecedents ; but

it has only been as detei-mined by relation to the human self that

these events have yielded the given result in the shape of these

particular circumstances. In the last resort, then, we are thrown

back on the question of the character of the agency so exerted,

alike in the formation of those circumstances by which the

motive expressed in any moral action is affected, and in that

reaction of the man upon the circumstances which actually yields

that motive.

99. When we thus speak of the human self, or the man, re-

acting upon circumstances, giving shape to them, taking a

motive from them, what is it exactly that we mean by this self

or man ? The answer must be the same as was given to a cor-

responding question in regard to the self-conscious principle

implied in our knowledge. We mean by it a certain reproduc-

tion of itself on the part of the eternal self-conscious subject of

the world—a reproduction of itself to which it makes the

processes of animal life organic, and which is qualified and

limited by the nature of those processes, but which is so far

essentially a reproduction of the one supreme subject, implied

in the existence of the world, that the product carries with it

under all its limitations and qualifications the characteristic of

being an object to itself. It is the particular human self or

person, we hold, thus constituted, that in every moral action,

virtuous or vicious, presents to itself some possible state or

achievement of its own as for the time its greatest good, and

acts for the sake of that good. The kind of good which at any

point in his life the person presents to himself as greatest

depends, we admit, on his past experience—his past passion

and action—and on circumstances. But throughout the past

experience he has been an object to himself, and thus the

author of his acts in the sense just stated. And as for the

circumstances, in the first place they only affect his action

through the medium of that idea of his own good upon which

he makes them converge; and, secondly, in respect of that

part of them which is most important in its bearing on conduct,
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they themselves presuppose personal, self-seeking^ agency of

the kind described.

100. It will probably be objected that it makes no practical

diffei-ence to the moral freedom of the individual, whether or no

the circumstances by which he is influenced are of strictly

natural or of specially human origin, so long as it is not to the

individuaFs own action that they are due. That there is a sense

of ' freedom/ indeed, in which it is very differently affected by

such a 'circumstance' as hunger or imminent death, and by

such another ' circumstance ' as the customs and expectations of

a society to which the individual belongs, will hardly be dis-

puted. The freedom of an action must be taken to mean simply

its imputability in the juristic sense, if it is alleged that it

makes no difference to its freedom whether the agent is in-

fluenced in doing it by the circumstance of pressing physical

need, or by the circumstance that his honour is appealed to by

his family or his state. Before taking further notice, however,

of the very various senses in which freedom is asserted of man,

and of the relation in which our doctrine stands to them, it will

be well to guard against further liability to misapprehension in

respect of the doctrine itself ^.

' Do you mean/ it may be asked, ' to assert the existence of a

mysterious abstract entity which you call the self of a man, apart

from all his particular feelings, desires, and thoughts—all the

experience of his inner life ? ' To such a question we should

reply, to begin with, that of 'entities' we know nothing, except as

a dyslogistic term denoting something in which certain English

psychological writers seem to suppose that certain other writers

believe, but in which, so far as known, no one has stated his own

belief. That the self, as we conceive it, is in a certain sense

' mysterious ' we admit. It is in a sense mysterious that there

should be such a thing as a world at all. The old question, why
God made the world, has never been answered, nor will be. We

' The distinction between that sort of self-seeking which is the characteristic of

all action susceptible of moral attributes, and that which is specially characteristic

of bad moral action, will be considered in the secjueL

* [The author must have determined, after this paragraph was written, to omit

the fuller account of the ditFerent senses of ' freedom ' which was sometimes

given in his lectures and is promised here. It is now (i 890) printed in the second

volume of Green's Works, edited by R. L. Nettleship.
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know not why the world should be; we only know that there

it is. In like manner we know not why the eternal subject

of that world should reproduce itself^ throug-h certain processes

of the world^ as the spirit of mankind, or as the particular self

of this or that man in whom the spirit of mankind operates.

We can only say that^ upon the best analysis we can make of

our experience, it seems that so it does. That in thus repro-

ducing- itself;, however, it remains an ' abstract ' self, apart from

the desires, feelings, and thoughts of the individual man, is just

the notion we seek to set aside. Just as we hold that our desires,

feelings, and thoughts would not be what they are—would not

be those of a man—if not related to a subject which distinguishes

itself from each and all of them; sowe hold that this subject would

not be what it is, if it were not related to the particular feelings,

desires, and thoughts, which it thus distinguishes from and

presents to itself. If we are told that the Ego or self is an

abstraction from the facts of our inner experience—something

which we ' accustom ourselves to suppose ' as a basis or sub-

stratum for these, but which exists only logically, not really, —

it is a fair rejoinder, that these so-called facts, our particular

feelings, desires, and thoughts, are abstractions, if considered

otherwise than as united in the character of an agent who is

an object to himself. The difficulty of saying what this all-

uniting, self-seeking, self-realising subject is—the ' mystery ^

that belongs to it— arises from its being the only thing, or a

form of the only thing, that is real (so to speak) in its own
right ; the only thing of which the reality is not relative and

derived. For this reason it can neither be defined by contrast

with any co-ordinate reality, as the several forms of inner ex-

perience which it determines may be defined by contrast with

each other ; nor as a modification or determination of anything*

else. We can only know it by a reflection on it which is its own
action ; by analysis of the expression it has given to itself in

language, literature, and the institutions of human life ; and by

consideration of what that must be which has thus expressed

itself.

101. Having said that the self, as here understood, is not

something apart from feelings, desires and thoughts, but that

which unites them, or which they become as united, in the
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fharac'ter of an ag-cnt who is an object to himself^ avc have

implied that there is a sense in which the self has a history,

thoug'h there is another in which it has none. As has already

often enough been pointed out, the eternal subject, which is the

condition of there being- a succession in time, cannot itself exist

as a succession. And its reproduction of itself in man carries

with it the same characteristic, in so far as the man presents

himself to himself as the subject to wdiicli the experiences of

a life-time and, mediately throug'h them, the events of the

world's history are relative. Such presentation is a timeless

act, through which alone man can become aware of an order

of time or becoming, or can be capable of such development as

can rightly be called moral ; of which it is an essential condition

that it be united by a single consciousness. On the other hand,

just as there is a growth of knowledge in man, though know-

ledge is only possible through the action in him of the eternal

subject, so is there a growth of character, though the possi-

bility of there being a character in the moral sense is similarly

conditioned. It grows with the ever-new adoption of desired

objects by a self-presenting and, in that sense, eternal subject

as its personal good. The act of adoption is the act of a subject

which has not come to be ; the act itself is not in time, in the

sense of being an event determined by previous events ; but its

product is a further step in that order of becoming which we

call the formation of a character, in the growth of some habit

of wall.

102. AVe can only express this state of the case by saying that

the form in which the self or Ego at any time presents a highest

good to itself—and it is on this presentation that conduct

depends—is due to the past history of its inner life ; but that,

throughout, to make this history there has been necessary an

action of the Ego, which has no history, has not come to be,

but which is the condition of our being conscious of any history

or becoming. The particular modes in which I now feel, desire

and think, arise out of the modes in which I have previously

done so ; but the common characteristic of all these has been

that in them a subject was conscious of itself as its own object,

and thus self-determined. Whatever influences have determined

it have done so through, or as taken into, its self-conscioiisness.
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It is to the Ego thus constituted, conscious o£ its nature

—

of all that makes it what it is, temper, character, ability—as its

own, that new feeling's and. desires occur from moment to

moment, upon the sug-g-estion (to use the most general term)

of circumstances. Just as feelings may, and constantly do, come

and go without being attended to, so desires constantly arise

and pass without exciting any reaction on the part of the Ego,

without its placing itself in an attitude of acceptance or rejection

towards them. In that case no action, in the moral sense, takes

place, and the character, in that sense in which it is the basis of

moral goodness or badness, is not affected; though probably

even from such ' unconscious ' ^ experiences there remain con-

sequences affecting the conditions with which the character

afterwards has to deal. In other cases the Ego does react upon

the experience of the moment. Through this reaction, in the

region of knowledge as distinct from practice, an image recur-

ring becomes an object to be thought about, a feeling becomes

a fact to be known ; other facts and objects are recalled from

past experience, to be brought into relation with the given fact

or given object, and there is thus constituted an act of specula-

tive thought or knowledge, an act in which the man sets himself

to understand something. Or, through another form of the

same reaction, the Ego identifies itself with some desire, and

sets itself to bring into real existence the ideal object, of which

the consciousness is involved in the desire. This constitutes an

act of will ; which is thus always free, not in the sense of being

undetermined by a motive, but in the sense that the motive

lies in the man himself, that he makes it and is aware of

doing so, and hence, however he may excuse himself, imputes

to himself the act which is nothing else than the expression of

the motive.

103. An ambiguity in the use of this term motive has

caused much ambigmty in the controversy that has raged over

' free-will.' The champions of free-will commonly suppose that,

1 I use the word ' unconscious ' here advisedly, in oi-der to call attention to an

ambiguity in the use of the term ; which is sometimes applied in a strict sense to

a process which is not one of consciousness at all, but merely nervous or auto-

matic, sometimes in a less strict sense to a process of consciousness not attended

to or reflected upon.
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before the act, a man is affected by various motives, none of

which necessarily determines his act; and that between these

he makes a choice which is not itself determined by any motive.

Their opponents, on the other hand, argue that there is no such

thing- as this unmotived choice, but that the motive which,

possibly after a period of conflict with other motives, ultimately

proves the strongest, necessarily determines the act. They have

to admit, indeed, that the prevalence of this or that motive

depends on the man^s character; but the character, they say,

itself results from the previous operation of motives, by which

they understand simply desires and aversions.

As against the former view it must be urged that, however

we may try to give meaning to the assertion that an act of will

is a choice wdthout a motive, we cannot do so. Unless there is

an object w^hich a man seeks or avoids in doing an act, there

is no act of will. Thus a motive is necessary to make such an

act. It is involved in it, is part of it; or rather it is the act

of -wall, in its relation to the agent as distinct from its relation

to external consequences. On the other hand, the motive which

is thus necessarily involved in the act of will, is not a motive

in the same sense in which each of the parties to the controversy

constantly uses the term. It is not one of the mere desires or

aversions, between which the advocate of 'free-will^ supposes

a man to exercise an arbitrary choice, and of which the strongest,

according to the opposite view, necessarily prevails. It is con-

stituted by the reaction of the man's self upon these, and its

identification of itself with one of them, as that of which the

satisfaction forms for the time its object.

104. We may say, for instance, that there are various ^mo-

tives,' i. e. desires and aversions, which tend to make A. B. pay a

debt, others which tend to prevent him from paying it. He
wishes for the good opinion of others, for the approval of his

conscience, for the sense of relief which he would obtain by

paying it. On the other hand, he wishes for sundry pleasures

which he would have to forego in paying it. Let us suppose

that finally the debt is paid. The act of payment represents,

expresses, is made what it is by a motive ; by the consciousness

of an object which the man seeks in doing the act. This object,

however, as an object of will, is not merely one of the objects
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of desire or aversion, of which the man was conscious before

he willed. It is a particular self-satisfaction to be gained in

attaining one of these objects or a combination of them. The

'motive^ which the act of will expresses is the desire for this

self-satisfaction. It is not one of the ' motives/ the desires or

aversions, of which the man was conscious previously to the act,

as disposing" him to it; at any rate, not one of these or a

combination of them, as they were before the determination of

the will, before the man ' made up his mind.^ It is only as they

become through the reaction of the self-seeking self upon them,

and through its formation to itself of an object out of them

—

only as they merge in an effort after a self-satisfaction to be

found in this object,—that they yield the motive of the act of

will, properly so called.

105. This motive does indeed necessarily determine the act;

it is the act on its inner side. But it is misleading to call it the

strongest motive ; for this implies a certain parity between it and

the impulses which have been previously soliciting the will.

The distinction of greater or less strength properly applies only

to 'motives^ in that sense in which they do not determine the

will—to desires and aversions, as they are without that reaction

of the self upon them which yields the final motive expressed

by the action. It may very well happen that the desire which

affects a man most strongly is one Avhich he decides on resisting.

In spite of its strength, he cannot make its object his object,

the object with which he seeks to satisfy himself. His character

prevents this. In other words, it is incompatible with his

steady direction of himself towards certain objects in which he

habitually seeks satisfaction.

If we like, we may express the state of the case by saying that

his strength of character overcomes the strength of the desire.

There is no intrinsic objection to this metaphorical application

of the term ' strength

;

' all our terms for what is spu-itual being

metaphors from what is physical. But, if we would save our-

selves from being misled by our metaphor, we must bear two

things in mind. In the first place the power by which the

* strong * desire or motive is overcome, is not that of a co-ordinate

desire or motive—not that of a desire or motive in the same

sense of the words—but the power of a desire with the satisfaction
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of whicli (as explained) the man has identified his good, as he

had not identified it with the satisfaction of the desire overcome.

In the second place, the term ' strength ' is not applied in the

same sense to the desire which affects a man, and to the character

which is the man. A ' strong- ' desire means generally a desire

which causes much disturbance in the tenour of a man^s con-

scious life : a strong character means that habitual concentration

of a man^s faculties towards the fulfilment of certain purposes,

good or bad, which commonly prevents the disturbance caused

by strong desire from making its outward sign, from appearing

in the man's behaviour. If we are sometimes tempted to say

that the weakest men have the strongest desires, the plausibility

of such a statement is due to the fact that the strength of the

stronger man's character makes us ignore the strength of his

desires.

What we call a strong character we also call a strong ' will.'

This is not to be regarded as a particular endowmient or faculty,

like a retentive memory, or a lively imagination, or an even

temper, or a great passion for society. A strong will means

a strong man. It expresses a certain quality of the man him-

self, as distinguishable from all his faculties and tendencies, a

quality which he has in relation to all of them alike. It

means that it is the man's habit to set clearly before himself

certain objects in which he seeks self-satisfaction, and that he

does not allow himself to be drawn aside from these by the

suggestions of chance desires. He need not therefore be a good

man; for the objects upon which he concentrates himself may
be morally bad, according to the criteria of badness which we

have yet to consider. But, on the other hand, the weak man,

taking his object at any time from the desire which happens to

affect him most strongly, cannot be a good man. Concentration

of will does not necessarily mean goodness, but it is a necessary

condition of goodness.

106. According to what has been said, the proposition, current

among ' determinists,' that a man's action is the joint result of

his character and circimistances, is true enough in a certain

sense, and, in that sense, is quite compatible with an assertion

of human freedom. It is not so compatible, if character and

circumstances are considered reducible, directly or indirectly, to
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combinations and sequences of natural events. It is so com-

patible^ if a * free cause/ consisting in a subject which is its own
object^ a self-distinguishing and self-seeking subject, is recog-

nised as making both character and circumstances what they

are. It is not necessary to moral freedom that, on the part of

the person to whom it belongs, there should be an indeterminate

possibility of becoming and doing anything and everything.

A man^s possibilities of doing and becoming at any moment of

his life are as thoroughly conditioned as those of an animal or

a plant; but the conditions are different. The conditions that

determine what a plant or animal or any natural agent shall do

or become, are not objects that it presents to itself ; not objects

in which it seeks self-satisfaction. On the other hand, whatever

conditions the man^s possibilities does so through his self-con-

sciousness. The climate in which he lives, the food and drink

accessible to him, and other strictly physical circumstances, no

doubt make a difference to him; but it is only through the

medium of a conception of personal good, only so far as the man
out of his relations to them makes to himself certain objects in

which he seeks self-satisfaction, that they make a difference to

him as a man or moral being. It is only thus that they affect

his character and those moral actions which are properly so

called as representing a character. Any difference which cir-

cumstances make to a man, except as affecting the nature of

the personal good for which he lives, of the objects which he

makes his own, is of a kind with the difference they make to

the colour of his skin or the quality of his secretions. He is

concerned with it, he cannot live as if it were not, but it is still

not part of himself. It is still so far aloof from him that it rests

with him, with his character, to determine what its moral bear-

ing on him shall be. For that moral bearing depends not directly

on the physical circumstances, but on the object which, upon

occasion or in view of the circumstances, he presents to himself.

The imminence of the same dangers will make a hero of one

man, a rake of another, a miser of a third. The character which

makes circumstances, physically the same, so diverse in their

moral influence, has doubtless had its history; but the history

which thus determines moral action has been a history of moral

action, i.e. of action in which the agent has been an object to
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himself, seeking to realise an idea of his own good which he is

conscious of presenting to himself.

107. The less patient reader may here be inclined to object

that, in professing to oppose the naturalistic view of human

action, we have given up the only position that w^as worth de-

fending, ^ Does not this account of moral action,' he will ask,

'though you call it a vindication of freedom, lead to all the

practical ill consequences to which the strictly physical theory

of the matter is said to lead ? If a man's character and circum-

stances together necessarily determine his action, is he not en-

titled to say, "I have got my character, it matters not how;

my circumstances are given; therefore I cannot help acting as

I do ""^
? And when once he has learnt to use this language, will

there not be an end to shame and remorse, and to all effort after

self-reformation ? ' Such an objection implies a misconception of

the real meaning of the doctrine objected to, which may be

partly due to the form in which it is commonly stated. That

moral action is a joint result of character and circumstances is

not altogether an appropriate statement of it. It would be better

to say that moral action is the expression of a man's character,

as it reacts \ipon and responds to given circumstances. We
might thus prevent the impression which the ordinary state-

ment, in default of due consideration, is apt to convey, the im-

pression that a man's chai'acter is something other than himself

;

that it is an alien force, which, together with the other force

called circumstances, converges upon him, moving- him in a

direction which is the resultant of the two forces combined,

and in which accordingly he cannot help being carried.

108. It can only be by some such impression as this that the

objection, just stated, is to be accounted for. It disappears upon

a due consideration of what is meant by character. An action

which expresses character has no rnust, in the physical sense,

about it. The ' can't help it' has no application to it. Where

it has any true application the action is not determined by

character, any more than is a sneeze, or a twitching produced by

a galvanic battery. A character is only formed through a man's

conscious presentation to himself of objects as his good, as that

in which his self-satisfaction is to be found. Just so far as an
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action is determined by character, it is determined by an object

which the agent has thus consciously made his own, and has

come to make his owti in consequence of actions similarly de-

termined. He is thus conscious of being- the author of the act

;

he imputes it to himself. The very excuses that he makes for it

—not less when they take the form of an appeal to some fatal-

istic or ' necessarian ' doctrine than in a more vulgar guise—are

evidence that he does so. And in such a case the evidence of

consciousness, fairly interpreted, is final. The suggestion that

consciousness may not correspond with reality is, here at least,

unmeaning. The whole question is one of consciousness, a

question of the relation in which a man consciously stands to

objects (those of desire) which exist only in and for conscious-

ness. If the man is consciously determined by himself in being

determined by those objects, he is so really : or rather this

statement is a mere pleonasm, for the only reality in question

is consciousness.

109. It is strictly a contradiction, then, to say that an action

which a man's character determines, or which expresses his

character, is one that he cannot help doing. It represents him

as standing in a relation to external agency, while doing the

act, in which he does not stand if his character determines it.

We may say, if we like, without any greater error than that

of inappropriate phraseology, that, given the agent's character

and circumstances as they at any time are, the action '^ cannot

help being done,' if by that we merely mean that the action is

as necessarily related to the character and circumstances as any

event to the sum of its conditions. The meaning in that case

is not untrue ; but the expression is inappropriate, for it implies

a kind of personification of the action. It speaks of the action,

as abstracted from the agent, in terms only appropriate to an

agent whose powers are directed by a force not his own.

It is probably a sort of confusion between the improper sense

in which it may be said that a moral action cannot help being

done, because the outcome of character in contact with certain

circumstances, and the proper sense in which it is said that a

man under compulsion cannot help doing something, which

generates the notion that, if an action is the result of character

and circumstances^ the agent cannot help doing it and is a
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necessary agent. All results are necessary results. If a man'<=

action is the result of his character and circumstances, we in

effect add nothing by saying that it is their necessary result.

If it is not the result of character or circumstances, or (as we

prefer to say) if it is not the expression of a character in contact

with certain circumstances, there must be some further element

that contributes to its determination. What is that further

element ? ' Free-will,' some one may say. Veiy well ; but

'free-wilP is either a name for you know not what, or it is

included, is the essential factor, in character. Rightly under-

stood, the ascription of an action to character as, in respect to

circumstances, its cause, is just that which effectually dis-

tinguishes it as free or moral from any compulsory or merely

natm*al action. It is simply a confusion to suppose that, be-

cause an action is a result—and if a result, a necessary result—of

character and circumstance, the agent is therefore a ' necessary

'

agent, in the sense of being an instrument of external force or

a result of natural events and agencies ; in other words, that ' he

cannot help"" acting as he does. Nay, it is more than a con-

fusion : it is an inference positively forbidden by the proposition

from which it is inferred. For to say that character is a deter-

minant of the act, is, as we have seen, to deny that it proceeds

from an agent in this sense ' necessary.''

110. The view, then, that action is the joint result of cha-

racter and circumstances, if we know what we are about when

we speak of character, does not render shame and remorse un-

accountable and imjustifiable, any more than, in those by whom
it is most thoroughly accepted, it actually gets rid of them.

On the contrary, rightly understood, it alone justifies them.

If a man^s action did not represent his character but an arbitrary

freak of some unaccountable power of unmotived willing, why
should he be ashamed of it or reproach himself with it? As

little does such a view render the impulse after self-reform un-

accountable, or, with those who accept it hona fide and not as an

excuse for the ^ sins they have a mind to,' actually tend to weaken

the impulse. There is nothing in the fact that what a man now

is and does is the result (to speak pleonastically, the necessary

result) of what he has been and has done, to prevent him from

seeking to become, or from being able to become, in the future
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other and better than he now is, unless the capacity for conceiving'

a better state of himself has been lacking- to him in the past or

has become lost to him at present : and that this is not so is

shown by the fact that he does ask the question whether and

how he can become better, even though he answer the question

in the negative. The dependence of a man^s present and future

on his past would indeed be fatal to the possibility of that self-

reform which is conditional upon the wish for it^ if his past had

not been one in which his conduct was determined by a con-

ception of personal good. But because his past has been of such

a kind, there has been in it, and has been continued out of it

into his present, a perpetual potentiality of self-reform, consist-

ing in the perpetual discovery by the man that he is not satisfied

;

that he has not found the personal good which he sought ; that,

however many pleasures he has enjoyed, he is none the better off

in himself, none the nearer to that which he would wish to be.

The capacity for the conception of being better, which such

an experience at once evinces and maintains, forms in itself both

the inchoate impulse to realise the conception, and the possi-

bility of its realisation. The possibility is no doubt very dif-

ferent from the realisation. The inchoate impulse may be

constantly overborne by other impulses, with the gratification

of which the man for the time, from habit or strength of

passion, identifies his personal good. Its actualisation, how-

ever, depends simply on its own relative strength, not on any

accessories or command of means. The prevalent wish to be

better constitutes the being better. Whether or no in any in-

dividual case it shall obtain that prevalence, depends (to use

the most general expression) on the social influences brought

to bear on the man ; but the influences effective for the purpose

all have their origin, ultimately, in the desire to be better on

the part of other men, as carrying with it a desire for the better-

ing of those in whom they are interested. The ' Grace of God '

works through no other channels but such as fall under this

general description. If, and so far as, in the past and present

of individual men and of the society which is at once constituted

by them and makes them what they are, this desire is operative,

the dependence of the individuaFs present on his past, so far

from being incompatible with his seeking or being able to
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become better than he is, is just what constitutes the definite

possibility of this self-improvement being- sought and attained.

If there were no such dependence, if I could be something to-

day irrespectively of what I was yesterday, or something' to-

morrow irrespectively of what I am to-day, the motive to the

self-reforming- effort furnished by regrets for a past of which

I reap the fruit, that growing success of the effort that comes

vAW\ habituation, and the assurance of a better future which

animates it, would alike be impossible.

111. That denial, then, of the possibility of a moral new birth,

which is sometimes supposed to follow logically from the ad-

mission of a necessary connexion between present and past in

human conduct, is in truth no consequence of this admission,

but of the view which ignores the action of the self-presenting-

Ego in present and past alike. Once recognise this action, and

it is seen that the necessary relation in which a man stands to

his o-VAii past may be one of such conscious revulsion from it, on

accoimt of its failure to yield the self-satisfaction which he seeks,

as amounts to what is called a conversion. But, though there

is no valid reason why the acceptance of ' determinism,'' in the

sense explained, should debar us from looking- for 'chang-es of

heart and life ' in the individual, it may yet be that a misunder-

standing- of the doctrine does sometimes in some degree tend to

paralyse the moral initiative and weaken the power of self-

reform. It is probably never fair to lay the blame of a moral

deterioration or enfeeblement primarily on intellectual misap-

prehension ; but in a speculative ag-e even misapprehension may
tend to promote viciovis tendencies, by interfering- with the con-

viction which would otherwise be the beg-inning- of their cure.

The form of misunderstanding- on the subject now before us,

most likely to be practically mischievous, mil be the confusion,

already noticed, between the true proposition that there is a

necessary connexion between character and motive, and between

motive and act, and the false proposition that man is a necessary

agent, in the sense of not being his own master but an instru-

ment of natural forces. Men may be found to argue, more or

less explicitly, that, if that which he is depends on what he has

been and has done, and if, further, whatever he may become in

the future wall depend on what he now is—that if this is so, as

I 2
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it cannot be denied that it is^ there is no good in his trying

painfully to become better; that he may as well live for the

pleasure of the hour as it comes. How may such self-sophisti-

cation most compendiously be met ?

112. In the first place, it should be pointed out that such

language implies in the highest degree, on the part of any one

who uses it, a self-distinguishing and self-seeking consciousness.

But for this he could not thus present to himself his own con-

dition, as determined by what he has been in the past and

determining what he will be in the future. Nor unless there

were something which he sought to become, a good of himself

as himself y^\Cvih. he sought to attain—unless he were thus deter-

mined by himself as an object to himself—could the question,

whether there was any use in trying to improve himself instead

of letting things take their course, have any meaning for him.

It should be shown, secondly, that this self-distinguishing

and self-seeking consciousness, with the yearning for a better

state of himself, as yet unattained, which it carries with it, in

a special sense makes him what he is, and has made that past

history of himself, on which his present state depends, what it

has been; that therefore, just so far as his future depends on

his present and his past, it depends on this consciousness, de-

pends on a direction of his inner life in which he is self-

determined and his own master, because his own object.

Further, it should be shown that, so far from the dependence

of his future upon what he now is and does being a reason for

passivity, for letting things take their course (which means,

practically, for following the desire or aversion of which the

indulgence gives him most present pleasure or saves him most

present pain), it would only be the absence of this dependence

that could afford a reason for such passivity. If I could Hrammel

up the consequence ' of that which at any time I am and do ; if

there could be any break of continuity between what I shall be

and what I am ; then indeed I might be reckless of what I do,

so long as it is pleasant, and, in what I allow myself to be,

might take no thoug-ht of what it is desirable that I should

become. It is the unthinkableness of any such break of con-

tinuity which, in the presence of the self-distinguishing and

self-seeking consciousness of man, makes it impossible for the
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most reckless sensualist to live absolutely for the moment, ami

forms the standings possibility of self-improvement even in him.

So long as a man presents himself to himself as possibly exist-

ing* in some better state than that in which he actually is—and

that he does so is implied even in his denial that the possibility

can be realised—there is something* in him to respond to \Adiat-

ever moralising influences society in any of its forms or institu-

tions, themselves the gradual outcome throug-h the ages of man^s

free effort to better himself, may bring to bear on him. The

claims of the family, the call of country, the pleading of the

preacher, the appeal of the Church through eye and ear, may at

any time awaken in him that which we call (in one sense, truly)

a new life, but which is yet the continued working of the spirit

which has never ceased to work in, upon, and about him.

113. ' But what becomes of this theory,^ the enlightened man
of pleasure may reply, ' if it can be shown that the human agent,

in that earliest stage of conscious personal being between which

and all the following stages you admit that there is a neces-

sary connexion, is a result of strictly physical forces and pro-

cesses ? Will it not then follow that the man^s life is through-

out determined in the same strictly physical way as is its earliest

stage of personal consciousness ; and, this being so, that it is as

much a delusion for him to suppose that he can alter himself for

better or for worse, as it would be for a plant or an animal to

suppose so ? Neither plant nor animal, indeed, is unimprovable.

The produce of the plant can be modified by grafting, and im-

i:)roved by tillage. Animals can be trained to behave in a way

in which, to begin with, they are incapable of behaving. So

man, the highest of animals, is capable of improvement ; but it

must be by circumstance, it must be initiated from without.

The improvement, the develoj)ment, will not come for the wish-

ing. It will come, for some, in the struggle for existence. To

those for whom it does not so come it will not come at all, and

they might as well not bother themselves about it.^

114. We answer that the improvement determined by the

wish to be better on the part of the improving subject—more

pi'operl}^, the improvement which that wish, so far as prevalent,

itself constitutes—has nothing in common with an improve-

ment of plants or animals such as that referred to, which is
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related to no such wish, and, i£ related to any wish at all, not to

one on the part of the animal or plant improved. That there

is such a wish, at any rate in the developed man, cannot be denied

even by those who may profess to regard it as ineffectual. We
meet them, then, by saying- that the child which is to be father

of the man capable of such a wish, cannot be the mere child of

nature ; or, conversely, that the mere child of nature cannot be

father of the man, as in our own persons we know the man to be.

More fully : when we say that the character of a man, and his

consequent action, as it at any time stands, is the result of what

his character has previously been, as gradually modified through

the varying response of the character to varying circumstances,

and the registration in the character of residua from these

responses, we must assume, as the basis of the character through-

out, a self-distinguishing and self-seeking consciousness.

Unless we do so, the proposition stated will not hold good.

No response to circtimstances of a being which has not, or is not,

this consciousness, will account for its coming to have or to be

it. Such a being could not be father of the moral man affiliated

to it. It will have to be admitted that the consciousness neces-

sary to a character and exhibited in moral action has supervened

from without upon the supposed primitive being. No true de-

velopment will be possible of the moral man from the state of

being from which he is said to have been developed, because no

true thread of identity can be traced between the two states.

If, recognising this, we ascribe to the man or cliild of the past,

whose character and action we suppose to have made the man of

the present what he is, that self-determining consciousness which

distinguishes the man as he is, the same impossibility meets us

again as soon as we try to affiliate this man or child of the past

to mere nature— to treat him as the outcome of natural forces

and processes. It is difficult, no doubt, to understand the rela-

tion to man^s self-determining consciousness of that in him which

is merely natural (or, to speak more properly, of that in him

which would be merely natural, if it were not related to such

a consciousness) ; but we do not overcome the difficulty by ignor-

ing the absolute difference between such a consciousness and

everything else in the world, a difference which remains the

same, whether we do or do not extend the meaning of ' nature
"
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so as to include modes of being thus absolutely different. In

its primitive, no less than in its most developed form, the self-

determining consciousness as little admits of derivation from

that which has or is it not, as life from that which has or is

it not.

The statement then, that the human being, in the earliest

stage of his conscious existence, between which and all the

following stages there is a necessary connexion, is a result of

forces and processes which exclude a self-determining conscious-

ness,—though if it were admitted, it would be fatal to any

doctrine of human freedom,—cannot be admitted without self-

contradiction. The earlier stage will not, under any modifica-

tion by circumstances, account for the latter, if'\t is the result of

the processes described, or unless it already involves the self-

determining consciousness which carries freedom with it in all

modes of its existence. Should the question be asked, If this

self-consciousness is not derived from nature, what then is its

origin? the answer is that it has no origin. It never began,

because it never was not. It is the condition of there being

such a thing as beginning or end. Whatever begins or ends

does so for it or in relation to it.



CHAPTER II.

DESIEE^ INTELLECT, AND WILL.

115. The ground upon which, rightly or wrongly, the redu-

eibility of moral conduct to a series of natural phenomena, and

with it the possibility of a physical science of ethics, is here

denied, should by this time be sufficiently plain. It lies in the

view that in all conduct to which moral predicates are applicable

a man is an object to himself ; that such conduct, equally whether

virtuous or vicious, expresses a motive consisting- in an idea of

personal good, which the man seeks to realise by action; and

that the presentation of such an idea is not explicable by any

series of events in time, but implies the action of an eternal con-

sciousness which makes the processes of animal life organic to a

particular reproduction of itself in man. The first impression of

any one reading this statement may probably be that in our zeal

to maintain a distinction of ethics from natural science we have

adopted a view which, if significant and true, would take away

the only intelligible foundation of ethics by reducing vu-tuous and

vicious action to the same motive ; a motive the rejection of which

by the will we virtually declare to be impossible, by treating it as

itself the act or expression of will. In order to avoid misappre-

hension on this point, and to explain how we understand that

distinction between the good and the bad will which undoubtedly

forms the true basis of ethics, it will be necessary to enter on

a fuller discussion of the nature of Will, in its relation to Desire

and Reason.

116. We are all familiar with the quasi-personifications of

Desire, Reason, and Will, which in one form or another have

governed the language of moral philosophy in all ages in which

such philosophy has existed. Sometimes desire and reason have

l)een represented as inviting the man in different directions,

\\'lule the will has been supposed to decide which of the two
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directions shall be followed. Sometimes the opposition has been

represented as lying rather between different desires, of which

reason however (according to the supposition) supplies the object

to the one, while some irrational appetite is the source of the

other ; the will being the arbiter which determines the action ac-

cording to the rational or irrational desire. Meanwhile criticism

has been always ready to suggest that the only possible conflict

is between desires, to which reason is related only as the minister

who counts the cost and calculates means, without having any-

thing to do with their initiation or their direction to an end;

that the only tenable distinction between irrational and rational

desires is really one between desire for the nearer pleasure and

desire for the more remote, or between desire for a pleasure

which a just calculation would pronounce to be overbalanced by

the pains incidental to or consequent upon its attainment,

and desire for one not liable to be thus cancelled in the total

result ^.

When this view is accepted, the will is naturally taken to be

merely a designation for any desire that happens for the time to

be strong enough to determine action. ' No doubt,-* it will be

said, ' there is a particular class of the phenomena observable by

the inner sense—a class called acts of will—which are dis-

tinguished from other events that take place in nature as being

directed by our feeling. But we are not entitled to suppose that

in the case of each man there is really a single agent or power

exei'ted in his acts of willing, a single basis of these phenomena.

To do so would be of a piece with the logical fiction of "things''

imderlying the several groups of phenomena which we connect

by a common name. Any act of willing is the result of the

manifold conditions which go to constitute the feeling by which

it is directed—conditions most various in the various cases of

willing.'

The same criticism may be applied to our iisual assumptions

in regard to ' desire/ and ' intelligence ' or ' reason,' which we
are apt to distinguish from will, as faculties having something in

common with it and yet different from it. ' No doubt,' it may
be said, ' there are certain inner acts or phenomena which in

' Cf. Hume, Treatise on Human Nature, Book II. Part III. §§ 3, 4.
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virtue of certain resemblances we describe by the common name
" desire ;

'^ others which on a similar g-round we designate " per-

ceptions/^ "conceptions •'"' and " inferences/^ and afterwards reduce

to the hig-her genus of intellectual acts. But we are deceived

by a process of lang-uage if^ having arrived at an abstract term

to indicate the elements of likeness in these several groups of

phenomena, we allow ourselves to believe in the existence of a

single agent or faculty—desire as such—underlying the manifold

desires of this or that man, and of another such faculty—intelli-

gence or reason as such—underlying his manifold perceptions,

conceptions and inferences/

117. We have then first to enquire whether there is any real

unity corresponding to the several terms, desire, intelligence,

will, on the part of spiritual principles to which these terms are

appropriate. Do they merely indicate each certain resemblances

between certain sets of inner phenomena, a single point of view

from which these several sets of phenomena may be regarded,

and thus a unity not in the phenomena themselves but on the

part of the person contemplating* them ? Or is there, on the

other hand, a single principle which manifests itself under end-

less diversity of circumstance and relation in all the particular

desires of a man, and is thus in virtue of its own nature desig-

nated by a single name ? And, in like manner, are our acts of

intelligence and will severally the expression of a single principle,

which renders each group of acts possible and is entitled in its

own right to the single name it bears ? We shall find reason to

adopt this latter view. The meaning we attach to it, however,

is not that in one man there are three separate or separable

principles or agents severally underlying his acts of desire, under-

standing, and will. We adopt it in the sense that there is one

subject or spirit, which desires in all a man^s experiences of

desire, understands in all operations of his intelligence, wills in

all his acts of willing; and that the essential character of his

desires depends on their all being desires of one and the same

subject which also understands, the essential character of his

intelligence on its being an activity of one and the same subject

which also desires, the essential character of his acts of will on

their proceeding from one and the same subject which also

desires and understands.
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118. Let us bog-in with the further consideration of (lesirc

The distinction has ah-eady been pointed out between instinctive

impulse and desire of that kind which is a factor in our human

experience. The latter involves a consciousness of its object,

which in turn implies a consciousness of self. In this con-

sciousness of objects which is also that of self, or of self

which is also a consciousness of objects, we have the dis-

ting'uishing- characteristic of desire (as we know it), of under-

standing- and of will, as compared with those processes of the

animal soul with which they are apt to be confused. And this

consciousness is also the common basis which unites desire,

understanding, and will with each other. Our habitual language

for expressing the life of the soul naturally lends itself to obscure

the distinction upon W'hich it is important here to insist. We
constantly speak of sensation as if it were in itself a conscious-

ness of an object by which it is excited. We speak of feeling

this thing and that, which we no doubt do feel, but which we

only feel because we are self-conscious; because in feeling we

distinguish ourselves from the feelings as their subject. The con-

fusion is complicated by the common usage of feeling and con-

sciousness as equivalent terms j which makes it difficult to mark

the difference between the feeling of self, implied in all pleasure

and pain, and that distinguishing presentation of self, as at once

the subject of feelings and other than them, which properly con-

stitutes self-consciousness. Nor when we have recognised the

distinction between mere feeling and feeling as it is in the self-

conscious man, is it easy to express it. If we use one set of

terms, we fail to convey the difference between sensation, as the

affection of a soul or of an individual subject properly so called,

and any affection of one material thing by another. Adopting

another set of terms, we seem to fall into the error just noticed,

of identifying mere sensation with the consciousness of self and

object.

119. The unity of an individual soul is implied in all feeling;

or perhaps we should rather say that feeling constitutes the

unity of the individual soul. The individual animal is not

merely one for us, who contemplate the connexion between the

members organic to its life. It is one in itself, as no material

atom or material compoimd is, in virtue of the common feeling
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through whichj if one member suffer^ all the members suffer

with it. It is not one, as the atom is supposed to be^ in the

sense of being absolutely simple and excluding everything else

from itself. Nor is it one, like the material universe, merely in

respect of unity of relation between manifold elements. It is

one in the sense that upon certain occurrences in the parts of

a peculiarly constituted body there supervenes feeling, which is

not any one or number of the occurrences, nor a result of their

combination, in the sense of being analysable into them ; which

does not admit of being analysed into or explained by anything

else, and would therefore be unknown but for our immediate

experience of it; which, while it is not the attribute of any or

all of the elements organic to it, is incommunicably private to

a subject experiencing it, affected by the past and affecting the

future of that particular subject, his own and not another^s.

The question of the distinction between animals and plants,

the question whether all ' animals " feel, whether any '^ plants ^ do,

is one of classification with which we are not here concerned.

However such a question may be answered, it does not affect the

importance of noticing the distinctive nature of the individuality

which feeling constitutes. It is only indeed from experience of

ourselves, not from observation of the animals, that we know

what this individuality is ; but according to all indications we

are justified in ascribing it at any rate to all vertebrate animals.

To say that they feel as men do, or that they are individual in

the same sense as men, is misleading, because it is to ignore the

distinctive character given to human feeling and human in-

dividviality by a self-consciousness which we have no reason to

ascribe to the animals. But the assertion that they feel no less,

and are no less individual, than om-selves seems to be within the

mark. And if by desire we mean no more than that felt im-

pulse after riddance from pain which pain carries with it to the

individual, or that felt want which survives a feeling of pleasure

;

if by will we mean no more than ' activity determhied by feeling •'

then we cannot do otherwise than ascribe desire and will to the

animals.

120. But though feeling, in the sense explained, constitutes

individuality, it does not in that sense amount to the full in-

dividuality of man. It does not make the human self what it
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is. Each of us is one or individual, not merely in the sense that

he feels and is so far conscious, but in the sense that he presents

his feeling's to himself, that he distinguishes himself from them,

and is conscious of them as manifold relations in which he, the

sing-le self, stands to the world,—in short, as manifold facts.

It is thus only as self-conscious that we are capable of know-

ledg"e, because only as self-conscious that we are aware of being-

in the presence of facts. Only in virtue of self-consciousness is

there for us a world to be known. In that sense man^s self-

consciousness is his understanding. This does not of course

mean that the abstract form of self-consciousness is an intelli-

gence of facts. We know nothing of self-consciousness apart

from feeling, and are probably entitled to assume that there is

no such thing. The self-consciousness therefore of w^hich we

speak includes feeling; not indeed feeling as it is before the

stage of self-consciousness is reached, but feeling as it is for the

self-conscious soiil, or feeling as manifold recognised relation

to an objective W'Orld. In this reality of its existence, in this

actual co-operation with the senses, self-consciousness is the

faculty/ of understanding, which in its full activity, with the pro-

gressive analysis of that which the senses contain or reveal,

becomes knowledge, or the actual understanding of a world. In

the same way self-consciousness is the faculty or possibility of

desire, in so far as it is the characteristic of desire to be directed

to objects present to the mind of the person desiring them.

If this statement seems strange, it is because we are misled

by our habit of abstraction. Regarding self-consciousness in

unreal detachment from the sensations w4iich to the self-con-

scious soul become intelligible facts, we find a paradox in the

statement that it is the basis of understanding. For a like

reason, because w^e are habituated to abstract self-consciousness

from the wants and impulses which are the sequelfs of sensation,

we stumble at the notion of our desires being founded on self-

consciousness. We suppose self-consciousness, in short, apart

from a soul and from the activities of sense and appetite which

belong to a soul before self-consciousness supervenes. We then

oppose it to those very facilities and acts of desire and under-

standing which are really its expression, in the sense that it is

only as self-conscious that the soul exhibits them. No doubt.
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if self-consciousness were not the self-consciousness of a soul, if

it did not supervene upon a sentient and appetitive life, it would

not exhibit itself as understanding and desire ; but neither would

it be what it is at all. The forms of psychical activity on

which it supervenes are carried on into it, thoug-h with a cha-

racter altered by its supervention. They form its content, its

filling; not one, however, which remains what it was upon the

first manifestation of self-consciousness in the soul, but one

which is constantly taking new determinations to itself through

the activity of which self-consciousness is the distinguishing form.

121. Just as the action of self-consciousness in understanding

becomes apparent as soon as we ask ourselves how the facts with

which our intelligence deals come to be there for us—how oc-

currences of sensation come to be apprehended by us as facts

—

so its action in desire becomes apparent as soon as we ask our-

selves how the objects to which our desires are directed, and

which make them what they are, come to arise in our minds.

To take an elementary instance, how do we come to desire food ?

Because we are hungry, is the answer that first suggests itself.

But, before we accept the answer, we must enquire more care-

fully what we mean by the desire. Do we mean by it (i)

hunger itself, as a particular sort of painful feeling ; or (2) an

instinctive impulse to obtain food, excited by this painful feeling

but without consciousness of an object to which the impulse is

directed ; or (3) an impulse excited by the image of a pleasure

previously experienced in eating*, such as we seem to notice in

a well-fed dog or cat when the dinner-bell rings ; or (4) desire

for an object in the proper sense; i.e. for something which the

desiring subject presents to itself as distinct at once from itself,

the subject that desires, and from other objects which might be

desired but for the time are not ?

It is only if we understand ' desire for food ' in the second of

these senses that any one can be said to desu-e food merely

because he is hungry. In the first sense the desire, being the

same thing as hunger, obviously cannot be explained by it, but

only by a physiological account of the way in which hunger

arises. In the two latter senses of the ' desire for food ' hunger

does not account for it. Hunger, whether considered simply as

a painful feeling or as involving an instinctive impulse to remove
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that feeling, may exist without the desire for food in either of

these senses. The quest and taking of food do not necessarily

imply more than hunger and an instinctive impulse to remove it.

They do not necessarily imply even the revival of an image of

pleasure previously associated with eating some sort of food

;

much less desire for an object, presented as such. To begin

with, even by the human infant, food must be sought and

obtained instinctively, without any previous experience of it as

something that will remove the pain of hunger, without any

presentation to the mind of the removal of pain as an end to

which means are to be sought. If the quest of food must thus

in some cases be instinctive, i. e. carried on without consciousness

of an object to which it is directed, there is nothing to show

that it is not so in all, except where an experience of our own,

or an experience which admits of commimication to us, testifies

to the contrary.

122. Now that which takes place in the soul of an animal

when hungry and seeking food is not an experience of this

kind. The reason, therefore, which we have for saying of our-

selves or our fellow-men that we desire food as an object of

which we are conscious, does not apply to animals. Those

animals indeed with which we chiefly associate, exhibit all the

signs of impulses to action excited by recm'rent images of

pleasTire previously experienced, but this recurrence of the image

of a past pleasure does not in itself amount to the consciousness

of a desired object consisting in a particular pleasure. Self-

consciousness is implied in the one as it is not in the other. The

mere revival in a sentient subject of the image of a past pleasure,

with the consequent impulse after the renewal of the pleasure,

does not imply any consciousness by the subject of itself in dis-

tinction from the pleasure, as the subject which has enjoyed it,

and may enjoy it again, and which has also enjoyed other

pleasures comparable wdth it; nor any consciousness of an

objective world to which belong the conditions of the pleasure

—

the means to it, and its consequences.

123. As our principal concern is to ascertain what desire in

ourselves is, not what desire in the animals is not, we need not

dwell on the objections which naturally suggest themselves to

the view that the actions of animals in all cases admit of being
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explained without the ascription to them of self-consciousness.

They are objections which would probably disappear when once

the difference was realised between the existence of an individual

soul and the individual's presentation of his individuality to him-

self—his distinction of himself from relations in which he stands

to a world. Even when the difference has been apprehended,

the affectionate observer of the dog- and the horse may be slow

to admit that their behaviour represents merely the sequence of

impulses upon images of pain and pleasure, without conscious

reference to self or to a world; which means without either

such memory or such perception, such fear or such hope, as ours.

We cannot deny, at any rate of the beasts friendly to man, that

in a certain sense they learn by experience; that the processes

by which the trained or practised animal seeks to obtain the

pleasure or avoid the pain, of which the imagination excites its

impulse, imply the association with the imagined pleasure or

pain of the images of many sensations which have been found to

be connected with that pleasure or pain. It is readily assumed

that such habitual sequence of images amounts to an experience

of facts like our own; to an apprehension of an objective world,

of which the necessary correlative is consciousness of self. The

assmnption becomes inveterate through the practice of describ-

ing the behaviour of animals in terms derived from our own
experience,—a practice constantly becoming more prevalent, as

the description of animal life becomes a more favourite subject of

literary art. It is not to the purpose here to criticise the as-

sumption in detail. It is enough to point out that it is an

assumption; that the consciousness of objects as such, whether

objects of knowledge or objects of desire, is more and other than

any established sequence of images or any direction of desire by

such sequent images; and that this consciousness of objects,

whether any animals partake of it or no, is the characteristic

thing in human experience, both in the experience through

which we become acquainted with nature and in that through

which morality arises.

124. The desu'e for food—to return to that primary instance

—

thoiigh there are senses in which it is independent of self-con-

sciousness, is not in those senses an element in our moral ex-

perience. As a determinant of our action as men, it is a desire
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for an object^ of the presentation of which self-consciousness is

the condition. Whether we take the object desired to be the

removal of a particular pain or enjoyment of a particular plea-

sure, or the maintenance of life and streng-th, or some further

object for the sake of which life and strength are sought; or

whether we suppose a wish for each of these ends to be in-

cluded in the unity of a will directed to the taking of food ; in

any case the object is rendered an object to us by a self which

distinguishes itself from its experience. The pain of hunger,

the pleasure of eating-, are alike presented as constituents in

a universe of pains and pleasures, which the subject contemplates

himself as possibly suffering* and enjoying-, and in relation to

which he places the pain or pleasure that for the time pre-

dominates in his imagination. There is for him a world of

feeling", however limited in its actual range yet boundless in

capacity, of which he presents himself as the centre. It is by

its relation to this world that any particular pleasure is defined

for him as an object of desire, and thus, however animal in its

origin, becomes to him, through such reference to a 'before

and after' of experience, what it is not to the animal that feels

but does not distinguish itself from its immediate feeling. This

being true even of animal pleasm-e, if desired as an object or as

we desire it, it is more plainly true of such an object as the

maintenance of life and strength, and of any end for the sake of

which life and strength are desired. To conceive his life as an

end, to conceive ends for which he seeks to live, are clearly the

functions only of a being who can distinguish the manifold of

his experience actual and possible from himself, and at the same

time gather it together as related to his single self.

125. Even those desires of a man, then, which originate in

animal want or susceptibility to animal pleasure, in the sense

that without such want or susceptibility they would not be,

yet become what they are in man, as desires consciously di-

rected to objects, through the self-consciousness which is the

condition of those objects or any objects being presented. And
it is only as consciously directed to objects that they have a

moral quality or contribute to make us what we are as moral

agents. To desire food, in the sense either of being hungry or

of having an impulse excited by an imagination of some pleasure
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of eating-, without reference to a self which presents the pleasure

to itself as a good among- other possible good things, is not a

function of our moral nature. If in our waking and sane life

we are capable of such a merely animal experience at all, it at

any rate does not affect us for the better or worse as men. It

has no bearing on the state of soul or character to which the

terms good or bad in the moral sense are applied. In order to

have such a bearing, however dependent on susceptibilities of

the animal soul, it must take its essential character from that

supervention of self-consciousness upon these susceptibilities

through which a man becomes aware of the pleasure derived

from them as an end which he makes his own.

126. Nor can it be admitted that those desired objects which

are of most concern in the moral life of the civilised and educated

man, who has outgrown mere sensuality, are directly dependent

on animal susceptibilities at all. It is not merely their character

as objects which the man makes his good that they owe to self-

consciousness. The susceptibilities in which the desires them-

selves originate, unlike the susceptibilities to the pain of hunger

or pleasure of eating, do not arise out of the animal system, but

out of a state of things which only self-conscious agents can

bring* about. The conflict of the moral life would be a much

simpler affair than it is if it were mainly fought over those

' bodily pleasures,^ in dealing with which, according to Aristotle,

the qualities of ' continence and incontinence ' are exhibited.

The most formidable forces which ' right reason ' has to subdue

or render contributory to some ' true good ' of man, are passions

of which reason is in a certain sense itself the parent. They are

passions which the anunals know not, because they are excited

by the conditions of distinctively human society. They relate

to objects which only the intercom-se of self-conscious agents can

bring into existence.

This is often true of passions which on first thoughts we might

be inclined to reckon merely animal appetites. The drunkard

probably drinks, as a rule, not for the pleasure of drinking, but

to drown pains or win pleasures—pains for instance of self-

reproach, pleasures of a quickened fancy or of a sense of good

fellowship—of which only the thinking man is capable. The

love which is apt to be most dangerously at war with duty is
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not a mere sexual impulse, but the passion for a person, in which

the consciousness on the lover's part both of his own individu-

ality and of that of the beloved person is at the utmost intensity.

Our envies, jealousies, and ambitions—whatever the resemblance

between their outward signs and certain expressions of emotion

in animals—are all in their proper nature distinctively human,

because all founded on interests possible only to self-conscious

beings. AVe cannot separate such passions from their exciting

causes. Take away those occasions of them w^hieh arise out of

our intercourse as persons with persons, and the passions them-

selves as we know them disappear. The advantages which I

envy in my neighbour, the favour of society or of a particular

person which I lose and he wins and which makes me jealous of

him, the superiority in form or powder or place of which the

imagination excites my ambition— these would have no more

existence for an agent not self-conscious, or not dealing with

other self-conscious agents, than colom* has for the blind.

127. It should further be noticed that not only do those

desires and passions which form part of our moral experience

depend on the action of a self-conscious soul in respect of the

presentation of their objects, many of them also in respect of the

conditions under which the susceptibility to them arises, but that

the same action is implied in the manner in which they qualify

each other. We are apt to speak of our desires for this object

and that as if each operated on us singly, or as if each had its

effect on us independently of the others, though our conduct

may represent their combined result. But such language is not

a true expression of our experience. We are never so exclusively

possessed by the desire for any object as to be quite unaffected

by the thought of other desired objects, of which we are conscious

that the loss or gain would have a bearing on our happiness.

In reflection upon our motives we abstract the predominant

desire from that qualification, whether in the way of added

strength or of abatement, which it derives from the belief on

the part of the desiring subject that its satisfaction involves the

satisfaction or frustration of other desires. But it is in fact

always so qualified. Our absorption in it is never so complete

but that the consideration of a possible happiness conditional

upon the satisfaction of other desires makes a difference to it,

K 3
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though it may not be such a difference as makes its sign in

outward conduct. We do not indeed desire the objects of our

ordinary interests for the sake of our general happiness, any

more than for the sake of the pleasure which the satisfaction of

desire constitutes. As has often been pointed out, if there were

not desires for particular objects other than the desire for hap-

piness, there could be no such thing as the desire for happiness
;

for there would be nothing to constitute the happiness desired.

But in every desire I so far detach myself from the desire as to

conceive myself in possible enjoyment of the satisfaction of other

desires, in other words, as a subject of happiness ; and the

desire itself is more or less stimulated or checked, according as

its gratification in this involuntary forecast appears conducive to

happiness or otherwise.

128. Even with the man of most concentrated purpose, the

object on which his heart is set

—

e.g. the acquisition of an estate,

election to Parliament, the execution of some design in literature

or art—thovigh it may admit of description by a single phrase,

really involves the satisfaction of many different desires. The

several objects of these admit of distinction, but they are not to

be considered so many separate forces combining to make up the

actual resultant motive. No one of them apart from the rest

would be what it is, because each, as it really actuates the man,

is affected by the desire for personal well-being ; and that well-

being presents itself to him as involving the satisfaction of them

all. In the cases of concentrated purpose supposed, the man has

come to identify his well-being ^\'itll his success in bringing

about a certain event or series of events. To him, as he fore-

casts his future, the possibility of that success being attained (his

acquisition of the estate, his election to Parliament) presents

itself as the possibility of his greatest good. It would not seem

so, indeed, unless he had (or had once had) various desires, each

directed to its specific object other than his well-being, and unless

he contemplated the satisfaction of these desires as involved in

this particular success ; but on the other hand no one of these

desires would actuate him as it does, in the way of directing all

his effort to the single end for which he lives, unless it were

strengthened and sustained by the anticipation of a well-

being, in which he conceives the satisfaction of the other desires
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to be as much involved as the satisfaction of this partleiilar one.

The conception of this well-being- is the medium throug-h which

each desire is at once qualified and reinforced by all the rest, in

directing the man^s effort to that end in which he presents to

himself the satisfaction of them all. In the case of men whose

effort is less concentrated in its direction, who live with more

divided aims, though ' chance desires ' have greater weight, yet

none of these is unaffected by the idea of a happiness not to be

identified with the satisfaction of any single desire.

Now it is only to the self-conscious soul, which distinguishes

itself from all desires in turn, that such an idea is possible. In

this further sense, then—not only as the condition (i) of the

presentation of objects, whether desired or perceived, and (2) of

the susceptibilities in which those of our desires which are of

most moral importance for good or evil originate, but (3) as the

source of the idea of happiness—it is self-consciousness that

makes the action of desire what it really is in the life of moral

beings. If it is true that no desire actuates us without quali-

fication by the consciousness of our capacity for other experience

than that which this particular desire constitutes, then, in that

sense, as well as in the other senses indicated, it is true that

every desire which actuates us has a character that self-con-

sciousness gives it. The objects of a man^s various desires form a

system, connected by memory and anticipation, in which each is

qualified by the rest ; and just as the object of what we reckon a

single desire derives its unity from the unity of the self-pre-

senting consciousness in and for which alone it exists, so the

system of a man^s desires has its bond of union in the single

subject, which always carries with it the consciousness of objects

that have been and may be desired into the consciousness of the

object which at present is being desired.

129. To revert then to the question from which this part of

our discussion started, we shall be right in refusing to admit

that particular desires are the only realities and that ' Desire ' is

a logical fiction ; right in asserting a real existence of Desire as

such, if by this we understand the one soul or subject, and that

a self-conscious soul or subject, which desires in all the desires of

each of us, and as belonging to which alone, as related to each

other through relation to it, our several desires are what they are.
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But if we mean anything else than this when we hypostatise

desire—as we do when we talk of Desire moving us to act in

svich or such a way, misleading us, overcoming us, conflicting

with Reason, &c.—then ' Desire ' is a logical abstraction which

we are mistaking for reality. It is thus equally important to

bear in mind that there is a real unity in all a man^s desires, a

common ground of them all, and that this real unity or common

ground is simply the man^s self, as conscious of itself and con-

sciously seeking in the satisfaction of desires the satisfaction of

itself.

But the real unity underlying the operations of intelligence is

also the man's self-conscious self. It is only in virtue of his

self-consciousness, as has previously been pointed out, that he

is aware of facts as facts, or that his experience reveals to him a

world of related objects. It is clear then that we must not

imagine Desire and Intellect, as our phraseology sometimes mis-

leads us into doing, to be separate agents or influences, always

independent of each other, and in the moral life often conflicting.

The real agent called Desire is the man or self or subject as

desiring ; the real agent called Intellect is the man as under-

standing, as perceiving and conceiving; and the man that de-

sires is identical with the man that understands. Yet, on the

other hand, to desire is clearly not the same thing as to under-

stand. How then is the state of the case to be truly repre-

sented ?

130. We commonly content ourselves with saying that the same

person has distinct faculties of desire and understanding ; and to

this statement, so far as it goes, no objection can fairly be made.

It is equally impossible to derive desire from intellect and intel-

lect from desire; impossible to treat any desire as a mode of

understanding, or any act of understanding as a mode of desire.

No reason can be given why any perception or conception should

lead to desire, unless the soul has to begin with some possibility

called into activity by the idea, but other than that of which

the activity constitutes the idea—the perception or conception.

And, conversely, we cannot explain how a desire should set

intellectual activities in motion except on a corresponding sup-

position. This being so, we must ascribe to the self-conscious
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soul or man two equally primitive, co-ordinate, possibilities of

desiring and understanding-. But we may not regard these as

independent of each other, or suppose that one can really exist

without the other, since they have a common source in one and

the same self-consciousness. The man carries with him into his

desires the same single self-consciousness which makes his acts

of understanding what they are, and into his acts of under-

standing the same single self-consciousness which makes his

desires what they are. No desire which forms part of our moral

experience would be w^hat it is, if it were not the desire of a

subject which also understands : no act of our intelligence would

be what it is, if it were not the act of a subject which also

desires.

This point would not be worth insisting on, if it meant merely

that desires and operations of the intellect mutually succeed each

other; that in order to the excitement of desire for an object, as

distinct from appetite or instinctive impulse, there must have

been a perception, involving at least some elementary acts of

memory and inference ; and that a desire, again, commonly sets

in motion an intellectual consideration of consequences and ways

and means. The meaning is that every desire which is within

the experience of a moral agent, involves a mode of consciousness

the same as that which is involved in acts of understanding;

every act of understanding a mode of self-consciousness the same

as that which is involved in desire. The element common to

both Kes in the consciousness of self and a world as in a

sense opposed to each other, and in the conscious effort to over-

come this opposition. This, however, will seem one of those

dark and lofty statements which excite the suspicion of common

sense. The reader^s patience is therefore requested during one

or two paragraphs of explanation.

131. Desire for an object may be said generally to be a con-

sciousness of an object as already existing in and for the con-

sciousness itself, which at the same time strives to give the object

another existence than that which it thus has—to make it exist

really and not merely in the desiring consciousness. A man

desires, let us suppose, to taste a bottle of fine wine, to hear a

certain piece of music, to see Athens, to do a service to a friend,

to finish a book that he has in hand. In each case the desired
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object, as such, exists merely in his consciousness, and the de-

sire for it involves the consciousness of the difference between

such existence of the desired object and that realisation of it

towards which the desire strives, and which, when attained, is

the satisfaction or extinction of the desire. In that sense the

desire is at once a consciousness of opposition between a man's

self and the real world, and an effort to overcome it by giving' a

reality in the world, a reality under the conditions of fact, to the

object which, as desired, exists merely in his consciousness. It

is true of course that the bottle of wine, the piece of music, the

city of Athens, exist quite independently of the consciousness of

any desiring subject ; but these are not the desired objects. The

experience of tasting the wine or hearing the music is the

desired object; and this does not, any more than the anticipated

service to the friend or the achievement of writing the book,

exist while desired except in and for the consciousness of the

person desiring it. So soon as it existed otherwise the desire

would cease. It is true also that, though the desired object is

one which for the person desiring it remains to be realised—to

have reality given it—yet his desire for it is a real and definitely

conditioned fact. To a superior intelligence contemplating the

state of the case, the man's desire, with the unattained object

which it implies, would be as real as anything else in the world.

And further, while it would be apparent to such an intelligence

that it was only in virtue of the man's self-consciousness that the

desired object existed for him, as such ; only through it that he

was capable of such an experience as that of which, if the desire

be not simply sensual, the forecast moves him ; on the other

hand it would be no less apparent that the desire, however dis-

tinctively human, presupposes and entails some modification of

the animal system. We are here considering, however, what

desire for an object is to the person experiencing the desire, while

experiencing it, not what it might be to another regarding it

speculatively as a fact. As so experienced, the common cha-

racteristic of every such desire is its direction to an object con-

sciously presented as not yet real, and of which the realisation

would satisfy, i. e. extinguish, the desire. Towards this extinction

of itself in the realisation of its object every desire is in itself an

effort, however the effort may be prevented from making its out-
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ward sign by the interference of other desires or by the circum-

stances of the case.

132. Such desire, then, implies on the part of the desiring

subject [a) a distinction of itself at once from its desire and from

the real world; {h) a consciousness that the conditions of the

real world are at present not in harmony with it, the subject of

the desire
;

(c) an effort, however undeveloped or misdirected, so

to adjust the conditions of the real world as to procure satis-

faction of the desire. Let us now turn for a moment to consider

the generic nature of our thought. Here too we find the same

general characteristic, a relation between a subject and a world

of manifold facts, of which at first it is conscious simply as alien

to itself, but which it is in constant process of adjusting to itself

or making its own. This is no less true of thought in the form

of speculative imderstanding, the process of learning to know

facts and their relations, than it is true of it in the practical form

of giving effect and reality to ideas. We have already seen how it

is only for a self-conscious soul that the senses reveal facts or

objects at all. The same self-consciousness which arrests succes-

sive sensations as facts to be attended to, finds itself baffled and

thwarted so long as the facts remain an unconnected manifold.

That it should bring them into relation to each other is the con-

dition of its finding itself at home in them, of its making them

its own. This establishment or discoveiy of relations—we

naturally call it establishment when we think of it as a function

of our own minds, discovery when we think of it as a function

determined for us by the mind that is in the world—is the

essential thing in all understanding. It is involved in those

perceptions of objects which we are apt improperly to oppose to

acts of understanding, but which all imply the discursive process

of consciousness, bringing different sensuous presentations into

relation to each other as equally related to the single conscious

subject ; and it is involved in those inferences and theories of

relations between relations which we commonly treat as the

work of understanding par excellence. Whatever the object

which we set ourselves to understand, the process begins with

our attention being challenged by some fact as simply alien and

external to us, as no othei*wise related to us than is implied in

its being there to be kno^\Ti ; and it ends, or rather is constantly
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approaching an end never reached^ in the mental appropriation

o£ the fact, through its being- brought under definite relations

with the cosmos of facts in which we are already at home.

133. Now if this is a true account of speculative thinking,

which it is our natural habit to put in stronger contrast with

desire than we do practical thinking, it is clear that between the

action of the self-conscious soul in desiring and its action in

learning to know there is a real unity. Each implies on the

part of the soul the consciousness of a world not itself or its own.

Each implies the effort of the soul in different ways to overcome

this negation or opposition—the one in the way of gathering the

objects presented through the senses into the unity of an intel-

ligible order; the other in the way of giving to, or obtaining

for, objects, which various susceptibilities of the self-conscious

soul suggest to it and which so far exist for it only in idea, a

reality among sensible matters of fact. The unity of the self-

conscious soul thvis exhibits itself in these its seemingly most

different activities.

Accordingly, if we understand by thought, as exercised ex

parte nostra, the consciousness in a soul of a world of manifold

facts, related to each other through relation to itself but at the

same time other than itself, and its operation in appropriating

that world or making itself at home in it, it will follow from

what has been said that thought in this sense is equally in-

volved in the exercise of desire for objects and in the employment

of understanding about facts. In the one case it appears in the

formation of ideal objects and the quest of means to their realisa-

tion; in the other, it appears in the cognisance of a manifold

reality which it is sought to unite in a connected whole. This

community of principle in the two cases we may properly

indicate by calling our inner life, as determined by desires for

objects, practical thought, while we call the activity of vmder-

standing speculative thought.

134. Nor is this all. The exercise of the one activity is always

a necessary accompaniment of the other. In all exercise of the

understanding desire is at work. The result of any process of

cognition is desired throughout it. No man learns to know
anything without desiring to know it. The presentation of a

fact which does not on the first view fit itself into any of our
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established theories of the world, awakens a desire for such ad-

justment, which may be effected either by further acquaintance

with the relations of the fact, or by a modification of our pre-

vious theories, or by a combination of both processes. All

acquisition of knowledge takes place in this way, and in every

stage of the process we are moved by a forecast, however vague,

of its result. The learner of course knows not how he will

assimilate the strange fact till he has done so, but the idea of

its assimilation as possible evokes his effort, precisely as, in a

case naturally described as one of desire, the idea, let us say, of

wmning the love of a woman evokes the effort of the lover to

realise the idea.

Thus the process of our understanding in its most distinctive

sense is necessarily accompanied by desire. But can it conversely

be maintained of desire, as we experience it, not only that it

has in common with understanding the essential characteristics

of conscious relation between self and a world, and of conscious

effort to overcome the opposition between the two, but that it

necessarily carries with it an exercise of understanding in the

distinctive sense, as we have just seen that our exercise of mider-

standing necessarily carries with it desire ? On reflection it

will appear to be only some arbitrary abridgment of our con-

ception of desire which makes us hesitate to admit that it is so.

So soon as any desire has become more than an indefinite yearn-

ing for we know not what, so soon as it is really desire for some

object of ivhich loe are conscious, it necessarily involves an employ-

ment of the understanding upon those conditions of the real

world which make the difference, so to speak, between the object

as desired and its reahsation. In the primary stages of desire

for an object, when it is either a desire on the part of a child

still feeling its way in the world, or desire for some object that

has newly suggested itself, the apprehension of the conditions of

its realisation may be of the most elementary kind; or, again,

the person desiring may be so familiar with those conditions that

he is scarcely aware of his mind dwelling on them. But in every

case, if desire is consciously directed to an object, and if that object

is presented as still unrealised and as dependent for its realisation

upon the fulfilment of certain conditions not yet fulfilled—and

otherwise it would be an object already attained, not desired—then
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a discursive action of understanding* among those conditions, essen-

tially the same as that by which we learn the nature of a matter

of fact, is the necessary accompaniment of the desire. To the

extent at least of an apprehension that there are conditions of

which the fulfilment is necessary to the attainment of the object,

it is implied in that merely inchoate desire (if it is consciously

directed to an object at all) which stops short of initiating any

actual exertion for the fulfilment of the conditions. Without it

the consciousness of distinction between the object as desired,

and those conditions of reality that would satisfy the desire,

could not exist.

135. Thus these two modes of our souFs action, desire and

intellect, or practical thought and speculative thought, have not

merely the element in common which is expressed by the de-

signation of each as thought, but, as has jast been shown,

neither action can really be exerted without calling the other

into play. This is so even when the matters of fact upon which

the understanding is employed are such as neither have any

bearing, or are not conceived as having any, upon the improve-

ment of man^s estate, nor make any appeal to the artistic

interest. It is so, again, when the object, of which the realisa-

tion is desired, is merely the enjoyment of a sensual pleasure.

But in other cases the mutual involution of desire and under-

standing, of practical and speculative thought, is even more

complete. There are processes, naturally described as intellectual,

in which desire is not merely involved in the sense that the

completion of the intellectual task is presented as an object

which stimulates effort ; while on the other hand there are pro-

cesses which we naturally ascribe to desire, but in which the

intellect is not merely involved as the apprehension of that

reality which the desired object, as desired, lacks, or as the quest

of means to its realisation. The activity of the artist, not merely

in the region which we call that of the fine arts, but in any form

affected by an ideal of perfect work, from that of the writer of

books to that of the craftsman, we naturally and properly count

intellectual. Yet it is throughout a realisation of desire. Of

the mathematician or man of science it may possibly be held

that he first thinks of his problem, or of facts not yet in-

telligible, and that the desire to solve the problem or to under-
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stand the facts is a subsequent and distinf^uishable activity.

But with the artist, of whatever kind, the intellectual conscious-

ness of the ideal, which initiates and directs his work, is itself

a desire to realise it. An intellectual passion is our natural

designation for his state of mind.

Again, if we consider any of the more worthy practical pur-

suits of men, which, as is implied in calling them pursuits, are

an expression of desire, we shall find not merely that implica-

tion of self-consciousness in the presentation of the object, which

may not be ignored even when the object is the enjoyment of

some animal pleasm-e, nor a mere sequence of intellectual action

upon previous desire for an end; we shall find that the end

itself is an object of understanding no less than of desire. It

is only the fallacy of taking the pleasure that ensues on satisfac-

tion of a desire to be the object of the desire, which blinds us to

this. If the end of a man whose chief interest is in the better

management of an estate, or the better drainage of the town

where he lives, or the better education of his family, or the

better administration of justice, were indeed the pleasure which

he anticipates in the success of his pursuit, it might be held

that, since pleasure (in distinction from the facts conditioning

it) is not an object of the understanding, the understanding was

not CO-operant with desire in the initiation of his pursuit. But,

as has often been pointed out, the possibility of pleasure in the

attainment of an object presupposes a desire directed not to that

pleasure but to the object ; and the object in the cases supposed

is plainly one that originates in intellectual conception—not in-

deed in a passionless intellect, if there is such a thing, but in

a soul which desires in understanding and in desiring under-

stands. The same is true in regard to objects of less worthy,

more selfish, ambition. The applause of a senate or a town-

council, the government of an empire or a borough, are objects

pursued for their own sake, not for the sake either of the plea-

sure of attaining them, or of ulterior pleasures to which they

may be the means ; and in order to the presentation of such

objects the soul must understand, in the proper and distinctive

sense, no less than desire.

136. On the whole matter, then, our conclusion must be that

there is really a single subject or agent, which desires in all the
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desires of a man, and thinks in all his thoughts, but that the

action of this subject as thinking-—thinkings speculatively or

understanding-, as well as thinking practically—is involved in all

its desires, and that its action as desiring- is involved in all its

thoug-hts. Thus thought and desire are not to be regarded as

separate powers, of which one can be exercised by us without, or

in conflict with, the other. They are rather different ways in

which the consciousness of self, which is also necessarily con-

sciousness of a manifold world other than self, expresses itself.

One is the effort of such consciousness to take the world into

itself, the other its effort to carry itself out into the world ; and

each effort is involved in every complete spiritual act—every

such act as we can impute to ourselves or count our own,

whether on reflection we ascribe the act rather to intellect

or rather to desire. If the ^ intellectual ' act implies attention

—

and otherwise we cannot ascribe it to ourselves—it implies

desire for the attainment of an intellectual result, though the

result be attained as quickly as, for instance, the meaning of

a sentence in a familiar language is arrived at upon attention

being drawn to it. If the desire is consciously for an object

—

and this again is the condition of its being imputable to our-

selves—it implies, as we have seen, an intellectual apprehension

at least of the difference between the object as desired and its

realisation. In all the more important processes of desire the

exertion of understanding is implied to a much more considerable

extent, just as in every intellectual achievement of importance

the action of desire is much more noticeable and protracted than

in the case just instanced of intelligent attention to the import

of a proposition, heard or read.

137. But if it be true that all desire is the act of a subject

which thinks in desiring, all thought the act of a subject which

desires in thinking, what is to be said of willing ? Any identifi-

cation of the will with any form of desire seems inconsistent with

the apparent fact that a man has the power, however seldom he

may exercise it, of willing to resist all his desires, even the

strongest, and of acting accordingly. The existence of such

a power has often been supposed to be the condition of any

disinterested performance of duty ; and the supposition is not
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one to be lig-litly set aside. Apart from any sueli ' transcendental
'

doctrine, the difference between desire and will, it may be said,

is too firmly established in the experience of men, as expressed in

our habitual language {i. e. in such phrases as ' I should like to,

but I won't-'), for all the psychologists to get over it. To
identify the will, again, with thought or judgment seems to

imply forgetfulness of the familiar fact that a man may ' know
the better and prefer the worse.' Even when it is our own
action that is the object of thought, our will as evinced by

action is apt not to correspond with our thought, with our

judgment of what is best ; while our merely speculative thoughts

seem to have as little connexion with the will as a proposition

of pure mathematics has to do with the happiness or goodness

of man. Our doctrine that the entire self-conscious subject,

desiring as well as thinking, is concerned in every complete

intellectual act, and in every desire for an object, may seem to

increase the difficulty. If this is so, what are we to make of

the man who is ' torn by conflicting desires ' ; who under the

influence of one desire wills to do what he knows to be in-

consistent with the satisfaction of another desire, which yet he

strongly feels ? "What of the man who has the truest thoughts,

not merely on scientific matters, but about the ideal of virtuous

conduct—thoughts which on our doctrine should involve desires

—and who yet is led by desire to act viciously ?

138. Let us first be sure what we mean by a conflict of

desires, and by the resistance of the will to desire. Does a man
ever really desire, at the same time and m the same sense, objects

which he recognises as incompatible with each other ? Our first

answer will probably be :
' Yes ; we are constantly divided

between conflicting desires. This is the explanation of our

ii'resolution before action, and of our regrets in action. We are

irresolute so long as the strength of competing desires is evenly

matched : we act with regret when, in following the desire

which prevails, we are conscious of foregoing the gratification of

another, only less strong.' But the question is whether, when a

man is in that state in which it can truly be said that conflicting

passions are striving for the mastery in him, he actually desires

an object at all ; and whether, conversely, when his desire is

consciously directed to a certain object, he at the same time and
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in the same sense desires another object, which is neither

included in it nor a means to it, but recognised as incompatible

with it. At any rate, if we are to allow that in the divided

state of mind supposed he desires an object at all, it is in quite a

different sense that he desires the object which, when the scale

is finally turned, he ^ makes up his mind ' to pursue. And, again,

he desires this object for the time in quite a different sense

from that in which he can be supposed at the same time to

desire the object which has come off second best in his choice.

The object of his final pursuit is one which he desires in the

sense that for the time he identifies himself with it. Living for

himself (as he necessarily does) he lives for it. The single self

of which he is conscious, the unit in which all the influences of

his life centre, but which distinguishes itself from them all, is

for the time directed to making it real. It is not in this sense

that any of the objects are desired, between which his interests

are divided while he is in the state of irresolution. If it were,

there would be no suspense of action. Nor is it thus that the

objects are desired of which he is still aware as having attrac-

tions for him after he has made up his mind to pursue another

incompatible object. If it were, he would not be pursuing the

other.

139. There are two familiar ways of dealing with the distinc-

tion here pointed out. It may be said {a) that the difference

between the sense in which a man desires sundry incompatible

objects, when he cannot make up his mind between them, and

the sense in which he finally desires the object of his ultimate

preference, is merely that in the latter case one of the competing

desires has become stronger than all the rest. The man may be

supposed still to continue to desire any of the objects which he

does not pursue, just in the same way as he desires the object

which he does prefer and pursue at the very time that he prefers

the latter. The difference may be held to lie merely in the

strength of the several desires ; the satisfaction of the strongest,

when the incompatibility of their several objects has become

apparent, being that which is finally pursued. It may be said

{b) that the difference pointed out is just that between desire and

will. The desires between which we have supposed a man to be

siispendedj it may be argued^ are desires properly so called, while
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the ' desire ' with which he pursues the object to which his pre-

ference is finally given, is not properly desire but will. Thus

any of the objects which he desired in the state of irresolution

he may continue to desire when his mind is made up, thoug-h his

will is otherwise directed.

14D. Neither of these views can be quite accepted. If we are

to admit that the man, suspended for the time between de-

sires of which he knows the several satisfactions to be incom-

patible, desires incompatible objects, instead of rather saying

that for the time he desii-es no object at all, since he does not

seek to realise the idea of any object ; at any rate the inward

relation of the man towards the incompatible objects, between

which his desires are divided, is wholly different from his rela-

tion towards that which he finally prefers. His relation towards

the latter, again, is wholly different from his relation towards

that which he is supposed still to desire though not to pursue.

And this difference is not appropriately described as one between

different degrees of strength of desire.

We will suppose a man divided between hatred of a rival whom
he has opportunity of injuring, and some sense of duty (howevei"""^ I

that is to be explained), or fear of consequences, which inclines I

him to do to his rival as he would be done by. Here is a conflict /

of passions or emotions by which the man, so far as any action /

towards his rival goes, is for the time paralysed. Hatred of his

rival stirs him, the idea of doing the magnanimous thing attracts

him, fear of discredit deters him, but the total effect of these

influences is not such that any definite object of desire presents

itself to him of which he seeks the realisation. We will suppose

that some fresh provocation intensifies the hatred, that he finally

gives way to it and does the wrong from which he had previously

abstained ; or, on the other hand, that by some bright example or

some warning voice the counter influences are strengthened, and

that he does a service, or at least an act of justice, to the rival.

In neither case is the result truly described by saying that the

desire which the action represents is simply the continuation, in

greater relative strength, of one among several which were pre-

viously competing in the man. It differs in kind from the

competing influences. It is what none of them were while com-

peting, what none of them are, so far as any of them survive

L
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along- with it. It implies, as did none of them, the presentation

of an object with which the man for the time identifies himself

or his good, and a consequent effort to realise this object. How-
ever connected with an intensification of one of the previously

competing- passions, it is a distinctly new motive, arising out of

a changed relation of the man himself to the competing passions.

He now, as he did not before, consciously directs himself to the

realisation of a desired object. If he desired before, it is at any

rate in another way that he desires now.

141. This is equally the case, whether the object for which he

acts is that sviggested by his hatred or that suggested by his

conscience. When it is the pure desire to do the nobler thing,

or this as reinforced by fear of discredit, that governs the man's

final conduct, the improjariety of treating it as a continuation of

one of the previously competing passions, which has finally

gained superior strength, is most apparent. The disturbance of

the inner life, caused by such passion as hatred or love, is so

marked in comparison with such an emotion as a sense of duty

or fear of discredit, that to speak of the latter as prevalent in

virtue of its superior strength as a passion strikes us at once as

unreal. It is accordingly to the example of virtuous resolution,

maintained in spite of some violent passion, that the appeal is

commonly made by those who would distinguish will from

strongest desire. And the distinction is a true one, if it means

that the motive expressed in a man^s action differs in kind, and

not merely in degree of strength, from passions of which the

competition suspends his action or with which he has to struggle

when he finally acts. But the distinction holds good just as

much if, in the case supposed, the man finally acts to gratify his

hatred, to realise the idea of crushing his rival, as if he takes

the opposite course. Between the man^s state of mind while his

hatred is merely a competing passion, and his state of mind

when acting for the gratification of his hatred, the difference

does not lie in the degree of strength attained by the hatred, but

in the fact that in the latter state the gratification of the hatred

has become what it was not in the former, an object which the

man seeks to realise, one which for the time he has made his

good.

143. The distinction, then, between 'desires' of which the
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competition suspends action, and the ' desire ' wliieli expi-esses

itself in a morally imputable action—visible or invisible, overt

or only intended—is not to be understood as lying- in the

greater relative strength of the latter. Rather, if the term

' desire ' is to be employed in both cases, it should be under-

stood that it is used in different senses, for in the one case

the man consciously directs himself to the realisation of an ideal

object (though perhaps not so as to commit an ' overt act '), in the

other he does not so direct himself. On the other hand, if we
say, according to the second view [b) mentioned above, that the

final preference, represented by the actual pursuit of an object

after an interval of suspense between competing passions, is not

a desire but an act of will, we must say the same of the actual

pursuit of an object, even though there has been no previous

suspense or conflict of desires. There is nothing in the fact that

the direction of the man's powers to the realisation of an object

in one case supervenes upon a period of divided mind, and in

another case does not, to justify us in ascribing it to desire in

the latter case if we do not in the former. Yet when a man sets

himself to gain the love of a woman or to save a friend's life,

without another course of action suggesting itself to him as

possible, who would question that he desired the object or that

his action was an expression of desire ? But if the principle of

action is desire in such cases, why should the fact of its being

accompanied by the consciousness of a gratification, otherwise

possible, having been forgone, or the fact that, before it was in

operation as a principle of action, the man was for a time divided

between the attractions of different objects, make it any the less

desire in those cases where it is supposed to be distinctively ' will ' ?

If, however, it is thus difficult to suppose the principle of action

to be a will which is not desire, in the case of an action which

follows upon an interval of divided mind, it is equally difficult

to regard it as a desire which is not a will in the contrasted case,

that of the man who is said to act upon impulse. If in such a

case, being constrained to admit that the action proceeds fi-om

desire, we persist in our opposition between desire and will, we

shall have to say that it is not willed. And it will follow

that, just so far as a man is ' single-minded,' he has no will

;

that the voluptuary who has no scruples, the saint who has no

L 2
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temptations^ the enthusiast who never hesitates, are so far in-

voluntary agents.

143. The reader may here fairly object, with some impatience,

that we have had enough of disputation about the mere usage of

the terms desire and will. We no doubt often use the term

' desire ' for impulses or inward solicitations of which the man is

conscious, but which do not amount to a conscious direction of

himself to the realisation of an object imagined or conceived.

We say that a man desires what his will rejects. But we repre-

sent such a state of the case quite as naturally by saying that,

although such and such objects have attractions for the man, yet

on the whole he does not desire them but only the object for

which he acts. On the other hand, though we now most com-

monly apply the term ' will ' to the direction of the conscious self

to action, as opposed to a mere wish not amounting to such direc-

tion, yet the usage has been by no means uniform. ' My poverty

but not my will consents/ says the seller of poisons in ' Eomeo

and Juliet.^ Here the consent, though said not to be of the will,

might have been enough to hang for. The will is only the

strong competing wish which does not suffice to determine

action. Compare the outburst of St. Paul, as rendered in our

authorised translation,

—

' To will is present with me, but how to

perform that which is good I find not.'' But though we cannot

fix the usage of words, it is clear that the important real dis-

tinction is that between the direction of the self-conscious self to

the realisation of an object, its identification of itself with that

object, on the one side (whether that direction and identification

does or does not supervene upon a j)revious period of indecision,

is or is not accompanied by the consciousness of attraction in an

object other than that pursued), and, on the other side, the mere

solicitations of which a man is conscious, but with none of which

he so identifies himself as to make the soliciting object his

object—the object of his self-seeking—or to direct himself to

its realisation.

144. When it is urged, therefore, that the will often conflicts

with and overcomes a man^s desires—even if it be not necessary

in order to constitute a will, as sometimes seems to be supposed,

that there should be such a conflict with desire—and that an

act of will therefore must be other than a desire, we answer,
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Certainly it is otliov than any such desire as those which it is

said to overcome. But it is not other than desire in that sense

in which desire is ever the principle or motive of an imputable

human action, of an action that has any moral quality, g-ood or

bad, that can properly be rewarded or punished, or is fit matter

for praise or blame. It is not necessary to such an action that

there should be any overt effect, of which other men can take

note. ]\Iorally the action of a man who has made up his mind
to sacrifice himself for his friend or to commit a murder is the

same though he be accidentally disabled before either the good

resolution or the bad one, as the case may be, has taken effect.

The essential thing- morally is the man's direction of himself to

the realisation of a conceived or imagined object, whether cir-

cumstances allow of its issuing" in outivard action, action that

affects the senses of other people, or no.

It would be a forced restriction of the term desire to refuse to

apply it to such direction of the self ; but unless we so restrict it,

there is no ground for holding- that will is other than desire.

The ' desire ' which is motive to the man who barters his heritage

for a mess of pottage, differs no doubt in its object from the ' will
'

of the man who sacrifices his inclinations in adhering to a rule

of abstinence which he has imposed on himself ; but in the same

respect it differs from the ^desire' or 'impulse' of a man who
swims the Hellespont to see his mistress

;
just as, again, the

' will ' described in the above instance differs in object from the

' will ' of the man who, upon cool calculation, sacrifices natural

affection in order to get a better position in the world. In each

of these cases the principle of action is different in respect of its

object, but this is a difference to which, as we see, the distinction

in the usage of the terms * desire ' and ' will ' does not correspond

;

and, apart from the difference of object, there is no difference

between the principles of action in the several cases. Where it

is described as will it is equally desire ; where it is described as

desire or impulse it is equally will. But whether described as

desire or as will, it is wholly different in its relation to the sub-

ject—to the man willing or desiring—from such desires as are

said to compete for mastery in the man, or from any desire that

he retains when consciously acting in a way incompatible with

its gratification. It is an expression or utterance of the man, as
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he for the time is. It begins from him, from his self-conscious

self. These other ' desires ' end where it begins^ viz. in this self.

They are influences or tendencies by which the man, the self, is

affected, not a motion proceeding from him. They tend to move

him, but he does not move in them ; and none of them actually

moves him miless the man takes it into himself, identifies him-

self with it, in a way which wholly alters it from what it was as

a mere influence affecting him.

145. The objection to saying that will is merely a strongest

desire is that, as it is aj^t to be understood, it leads to this dif-

ference being ignored. It is taken to imply that the principle

of a man^s action is no more than one of the influences to which

the man in his inner life is susceptible—that one which, under

the conditions of the moment, or upon consideration of the

circumstances, becomes the strongest. In truth it is never any

or all of these, however much it may be affected by them, but a

self-distinguishing and self-realising consciousness, through

which, as a transforming medium, these influences must pass

before they can take effect in a moral action at all. Just as each

of us is constantly having sensations which do not amount to

perceptions, make no lodgment in the cosmos of our experience,

add nothing to our knowledge, because not gathered into the

focus of self-consciousness and through it referred to objects or

determined by relation to each other; so there are impulses

constantly at work in a man—the result of his organisation, of

habits (his own or his ancestors^), of external excitement, &c.

—

of which he is more or less aware according to the degree to

which their antagonism to each other calls attention to them,

but which yet do not amount to principles of imputable action,

or to desires of which it is sought to realise the objects, because

the self-seeking, self-determining person has not identified himself

with any of them. It is such impulses alone that are properly

said to compete for mastery in a man before his determination

to act, and that may survive along with an enacted desire that

represents none of them. The 'strongest desire' or will which

is realised in act is not one of them nor co-ordinate A\dth them,

though apart from them it wovdd not be. It is a new principle

that supervenes upon them through the self-conscious subject's

identification of itself with one of them, just as a perception is
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not a sensation or eono-cries of sensations, but supervenes upon

certain sensations tliroug-h a man's attending to them, i. e. through

his taking- them into self-consciousness and determining them,

as in it, by relation to othei's of its contents.

146. A man, we will suppose, is acted on at once by an im-

pulse to avenge an affront, by a bodily want, by a call of duty,

and by fear of certain results incidental to his avenging the

affront or obeying- the call of duty. We will suppose further

that each passion (to use the most general term) suggests a

different line of action. So long as he is undecided how to act,

all are, in a way, external to him. He presents them to himself

as influences by which he is consciously affected but which are

not he, and with none of which he yet identifies himself ; or, to

vary the expression, as tendencies to different objects, none of

which is yet his object. So long as this state of things con-

tinues, no moral effect ensues. It ensues when the man's relation

to these influences is altered by his identifying himself with one

of them, by his taking the object of one of the tendencies as for

the time his good. This is to will, and is in itself moral action,

though circumstances may prevent its issuing in that sensible

effect which we call an overt act. But in the act of will the

man does not cease to desire. Rather he, the man, for the first

time desires, having not done so while divided between the con-

flicting influences. His willing is not a continuation of any of

those desires, if they are to be so called, that were previously

acting upon him. It is that which none of these had yet

become; a desire in which the man enacts himself, as distinct

from one which acts upon him. Whether its object—the

object to which the moral action is directed—be the attain-

ment of revenge, or the satisfaction of a bodily want, or the

fulfilment of a call of duty, it has equally this character-

istic. The object is one which for the time the man identifies

with himself, so that in being determined by it he is consciously

determined by himself.

147. It is not necessary, however, to that putting forth of the

man or self in desire which constitutes an act of will, that there

should have been beforehand any conscious presentation of com-

peting objects of desire, with consequent deliberation as to which

shoidd be pursued. When a man acts "^ impulsively ' or according
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to a settled habit, without contemplating- the possibility of a

motive that might lead him to another sort of action^ it is still

only through the self-seeking- and self-distinguishing- self that

the inducement, or influence, or tendency, becomes a principle of

action. In such a case the man makes the object, which the

passion or habit suggests, his own, and sets himself to realise it,

just as much as in the case where he contemplates alternatives.

The evidence of this is his self-imputation of the act upon reflec-

tion. He may make excuses for it, should there be occasion to

do so, on the ground of the strength of the inducement, but

these very excuses witness that he is conscious of himself as other

than the inducements and influences of which he pleads the

streng-th, and conscious that it is not from them, but from him-

self as affected by them, that the action proceeds. When the

case is otherwise, when he is conscious of having- really been but

an instrument in doing what he did, he does not make excuses

but explains the fact.

So much for the opposition, sometimes alleged, between will

and desire. It must be admitted that an act of \\nll is never

mere desire, never a desire which has been in conflict with other

co-ordinate desires and has come out the strongest, if in speaking

of such desire we suppose abstraction to be made of the action

of a self-determining self upon and within it. But in this there

lies no difference between will and any other principle of moral

or human or imputable, as distinct from merely animal, action;

for mere desire, of that kind to which will can properly be

opposed, never amounts to such a principle. The true distinc-

tion lies between passions as influences affecting a man—among
which we may include ' mere desires,' if we please—and the man
as desiring, or putting himself forth in desire for the realisation

of some object present to him in idea, which is the same thing

as willing.

148. The recognised opposition between Will and Intellect

stands on a different footing. We have already pointed out that,

though a man in desiring (in the sense of consciously du-eeting

himself to the realisation of objects) necessarily exercises intellect,

and in exercising intellect desires, yet such desire and such

speculative thought are differently directed activities of the self-
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conscious subject. It is to be remembered further tliat the

iinderstandin^f employed in the exercise of desire relates to the

desired object and to the conditions of its realisation, wliile the

desire involved in a process of thinking- has for its object the

completion of that process. It is therefore not to the purpose

to insist on the obvious fact that a man morally excellent, in the

sense that his desires are habitually directed to good practical

objects, may be ' stupid/ unskilled, and uninterested in the ex-

ercise of intellect on all matters of literature, science, and art,

as well as lacking in power of expression upon the matters in

which he is interested; or conversely, that a man whose thoughts

are habitually occupied, and occupied to great effect, in the

region of literature, science, and art, may be deficient in moral

interests. From a certain point of view, no doubt, this apparent

discrepancy between moral interests or objects, and those of the

artist and the man of science or letters, presents a serious diffi-

culty. If we were forming a theory of the universe, or trying

to regard the facts of human nature and history as the realisa-

tion of one idea (and the effort thoroughly to understand them

doubtless implies such an attempt), then it would be a necessary

problem to show that these seemingly discrepant interests and

objects have some ultimate point of meeting. Our present con-

cern, however, is with the individual consciousness and its

objects—the objects of this or that man, as he is actually con-

scious of them, not as they may be combined with other objects

in an idea which is not consciously his though it may be

operative in him.

For the consciousness of the individual the direction of himself

to such objects as, e.g., the settlement of a vexed question in

philology, or the perfect rendering of certain atmospheric effects

in landscape painting, has nothing in common with the direction

of himself to such objects as, e.g.^ the discipline of his own tongue,

or the promotion of sobriety among his neighbours. It is easy

indeed to see that, even within the experience and sphere of

action of the individual, interests of the one kind are not without

a bearing—at any rate in the result—on interests of the other

kind. The effect of ' moral ' interests appears in habits without

which the scholar or artist is not properly free for his work, nor

exempt from the temptation to be showy instead of thorough in
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it. Conversely, the effect of scientific and artistic interests may-

be to neutralise to some extent the attractions which compete

most actively with reverence for moral law and devotion to the

service of men. There is also snch a thing- as a consciousness of

the ultimate unity of all pursuits that contribute to the perfec-

tion of man, which may import a certain enthusiasm of humanity

into the devotion with which the scholar or artist applies himself

to his immediate object, and which may keep the practical mind

open to interests in literature and art. Still the immediate dif-

ference, for the consciousness of the individual, between the

kinds of object distinguished is such that the employment of

thought upon objects of a non-practical kind, though it neces-

sarily carries with it a direction of desire to the realisation of the

intellectual ideal, may very well go along with an absence of

desire for the realisation of any moral ideal ; while, on the other

hand, the direction of desire to the latter object, though it

necessarily implies an exercise of intellect in the conception of

the moral object and of the conditions of its attainment, may
very well go along with a want of inclination to think, and of

ability to think well, about other things.

149. It is clear then that a particular act of will does not, on

the part of the person willing, involve thought except about the

object of the act of will—such thought as is imj)lied in the con-

ception of self, of an object present to the self in idea as desired,

of a world in which that object awaits realisation, of conditions

under which it is to be realised. Now when we oppose thinking

and willing, we may have in view the distinction between the

speculative and the practical employment of the human spirit,

the distinction betw-een its work as directed to that discovery of

relations between existing things which enables it to regard

them as one, and its work as bringing conceived or imagined

objects into real existence. This is a valid distinction, though

it must be borne in mind, as previously pointed out, that the

speculative employment is necessarily accompanied by willing

—

for we only find unity in the world because we have an idea that

it is there, an idea which we direct our powers to realise—and

that throughout any practical process ideas operate and are

operated upon (to use the most general expression) in a manner
which we should describe as thought, if the term had not come
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to be specially associated with the speculative exercise of thought.

But if this is the distinction that we have in view when we

oppose thinking' and willing, it is improper to say that mere

thinking is not willing, or that willing is more than thinking.

Speculation and moral action are co-ordinate employments of

the same self-conscious soul, and of the same powers of that soul,

only differently directed. Specidative thinking is not an element

of moral action, requiring the addition of something else to con-

stitute moral action. But when we say that mere thinking is

not willing, we imply that the thinking of which we speak does

stand in this relation to moral action—that some complementary

element needs to be added to it in order to constitute moral

action. And of the si^eculative exercise of thought this is not

true.

150. If then the proposition in question is to be to the

purpose at all^ it must relate to such thinking as is involved in

or presupposed by an act of will. If we say, e, g., that the act of

willing to pay a debt is more than mere thinking, what we wish

to point out is certainly not that thinking about a mathematical

theorem is not equivalent to willing to pay the debt. We
probably mean to say that the mere thinking about paying the

debt falls short of willing to pay it. But here our rejoinder will

be that this depends on what we m'can by the thinking. If

thinking about payment of the debt means merely an otiose con-

templation of a possible event, the proposition may be true but

is little to the purpose. Such thought does not amount to either

of those activities of the thinking self which have been described

above. Just as sensuous impressions a,re constantly occurring to us

which tell us nothing, suggest nothing, because they do not fit into

any context of ideas, so ideas are constantly, as we say, passing

through our minds without forming part of any process of thought

speculative or practical, as defined by reference to an end. The

possibility of paying his debts may thus pass through the mind

of the debtor without really amounting to an object of thought

at all, either in the sense in which a fact that I am trying to

understand, or that I am applying to other facts in order to

understand them, is an object of thought, or in the sense in

which an undertaking that interests me is so. At any rate the

object thought of in such thinking, such otiose contemplation.
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is not the object willed in the will to pay the debt. The object

thoug-ht of is a possible occurrence—an object of speculative

thought, if of thought at all. The man presents to himself the

payment of his debt as an event that may happen, with its

various incidents. But it is not such a possible event that a

man loilU in willing to pay the debt. To will an event, as

distinguished from an act, is a contradiction. The object willed

is the realisation of an idea—an idea of relief from annoyance,

of satisfying one^s neighbours^ expectations, of what self-respect

requires, or of a good in which all these ends are included.

151. Thus, though such an object of thought as the possible

event of the debt being paid is not the object willed, the object

willed is yet an object of thought. There is always thinking

in willing. A thoughtless will would be no wiU. Without

the thought of self and a world as mutually determined, of an

object present to the self in a desire felt by it, but awaiting

realisation in the world, there would be no will but only blind

impulse. Even in cases where the will is said to be governed by

animal appetite, it is still the realisation of an idea that is the

object willed. The pleasure incidental to the gratification of the

appetite exists ideally or in anticipation for me, and what I will

is the realisation of this idea. Otherwise it would be no longer

/ that did the act, but an appetite dwelling in me. The act

would not be mine ; I should not impute it to myself, any more

than, e.g., an operation which I find the animal system has per-

formed while I have been asleep. But if in all cases of willing

the object willed is the realisation of an idea, the object of will

is also an object of thought. It is only for a subject which

thinks, and so far as thinking, that it can exist.

The question accordingly arises whether thinking, of the

kind which is thus essential to willing, can properly be regarded

as merely a part of, or an element in, willing, to which something

must be added in order to constitute an act of will. Unless this

is so, the proposition that mere thinking is not willing, that

willing is more than thinking, conveys a false impression. And

it would seem not to be so. The act of willing is not In part one

of thinking. It is an act of thought, though not of thought

speculatively directed, wholly and throughout. There is no

factor or element in it separable (except verbally) from thought,
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and of wliicli the addition to thoug-ht makes up the whole called

an act of wiD. Is it not, we may perhaps ask, the addition of

desire to thought that constitutes will ? But the answer must

be, No, will is not thought plus desire. Desire of the kind which

enters into willing involves thought ; thought of the kind which

enters into willing involves desire ; for the desire is the direction

of a self-conscious subject to the realisation of an idea, while the

thought is the presence of an idea in such a subject impelling

to its own realisation. We cannot say that the thought is separate

from the desire and supervenes upon it, or that the desire is so

related to the thought.

152. The notion of their being separate elements which together

make up an act of will arises from thought and desire being

severally supposed to be something which, as in will, they are

not. We have already seen that when, on the one hand, dif-

ferent desires are said to compete for mastery in a man, or when

it is said that one object is desired but another willed, and w^hen,

on the other hand, a moral action is said to proceed from or

represent some desire, ' desire ' is being used in different senses.

In one sense it means desire as it affects a man, in the other the

desire which proceeds from a man or in which he expresses him-

self. Desire of the one sort ends where the other begins, viz. in

the direction of the man's self to an object. In the one case he

does, in the other he does not, put himself forth to the realisation

of the desired object, as one in the realisation of Avhich he seeks

self-satisfaction. In like manner our thoughts may mean either

thoughts that, as we say, occur to us, or thoughts to the realisa-

tion of which we direct ourselves. It is thought only in the

latter of the two senses distinguished, desire likewise in the

latter of its two senses, that enters into willing.

No doubt, both thought in the other sense and desire in the

other sense are presupposed by willing, as conditions antecedent

;

and in the sense in which they are severally conditions antece-

dent of the act of willing but do not enter into it, they are clearly

separable. There may veiy well be one without the other. I

may, e.g., contemplate payment of a debt as a possible event,

consider how much money would be required for the purpose,

how the creditor would behave when he got his money, and so

on, without being affected by any desire to pay ; and conversely
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I may feel that I should be more at ease if I paid, without my
thoughts running further on the event. But in the sense in

which thought and desire enter into an act of will, each is the

whole act ; and we can only distinguish them by describing one

and the same act of the inner man, which thought and desire

equally constitute, as in respect of desire the direction of a self-

conscious subject to the realisation of an idea, in respect of

thought the action of an idea in such a subject impelling to its

realisation.

153. Will then is equally and indistinguishably desire and

thought—not however mere desire or mere thought, if by that is

meant desire or thought as they might exist in a being that was

not self-distinguishing and self-seeking, or as they may occur to

a man independently of any action of himself; but desire and

thought as they are involved in the direction of a self-distin-

guishing and self-seeking subject to the realisation of an idea^.

If so, it must be a mistake to regard the will as a faculty which

a man possesses along with other faculties—those of desire,

emotion, thought, &c.—and which has the singular privilege of

acting independently of other faculties, so that, given a man^s

character as it at any time results from the direction taken by

those other faculties, the will remains something apart which

may issue in action different from that prompted by the character.

The will is simply the man. Any act of will is the expression

of the man as he at the time is. The motive issuing in his act,

the object of his will, the idea which for the time he sets himself

to realise, are but the same thing in different words. Each is

the reflex of what for the time, as at once feeling, desiring, and

thinking, the man is. In willing he carries with him, so to

speak, his whole self to the realisation of the given idea. All

the time that he so wills, he may feel the pangs of conscience, or

(on the other hand) the annoyance, the sacrifice, implied in

acting conscientiously. He may think that he is doing wrong,

or that it is doubtful whether after all there is really an objection

* It may prevent possible misapprehension, if I say that the term idea is here

and in all similar passages used in the wide sense generally attached to it by

English writers, who have followed the definition of it by Locke as 'the im-

mediate object of the mind in thinking.' In this sense it seems pretty much

equivalent to the German ' Vorstellung,'
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to his acting" as he has resolved to do. He may desire some

one's good opinion which he is throwing away, or some jileasure

which he is sacrificing. But for all that it is only the feeling,

thought, and desire represented by the act of will, that the

man recognises as for the time himself. The feeling, thought,

and desire with which the act conflicts are influences that he is

aware of, influences to which he is susceptible, but they are

not he.
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THE MORAL IDEAL AND MORAL PROGRESS.

CHAPTER I.

GOOD AND MORAL GOOD.

154. We are now iii a position to return to the difficulty

which was raised at the beginning" of the last chapter, and which

led to our attempt to ascertain the nature of Will, in its relation

to desire and thought. That difficulty was as to the ground of

distinction between the good and the bad will; a distinction which

in some form or other—whether we consider the goodness of a

will to be an attribute which it possesses on its own account, or

to be relative to some result to which it contributes beyond the

will itself—must lie at the root of every system of Ethics. What
becomes of this distinction, we supposed an objector to ask, if the

doctrine previously stated is admitted, 'that in all conduct to

which moral predicates are applicable a man is an object to him-

self; that such conduct, equally whether virtuous or vicious,

expresses a motive consisting in an idea of personal good which

the man seeks to realise by action ' (§ 115)? Further considera-

tion has confirmed this statement. If it is a genuine definition

that we want of what is common to all acts of willing, we must

say that such an act is one in which a self-conscious individual

directs himself to the realisation of some idea, as to an object in

which for the time he seeks self-satisfaction. Such being an act

of willing, the will in actuality must be the self-conscious indi-

vidual as so directing himself, while the will in possibility, or as

a faculty, will be the self-conscious individual as capable of so

directing himself.

The above, however, is merely a formal account of willing and
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the will. It docs not tell us the real nature of any act of will,

or of any man as willing, or of any national will—if there be

such a thing as one will operating in or upon the several members

of a nation—or of the human will, if again there be such a

thing as one will operating throughout the history of mankind.

For the real nature of any act of will depends on the particular

nature of the object in which the person willing for the time

seeks self-satisfaction; and the real nature of any man as the

subject of will—his character—depends on the nature of the

objects in which he mainly tends to seek self-satisfaction. Self-

satisfaction is the form of every object willed ; but the filling of

that form, the chai-acter of that in which self-satisfaction is

sought, ranging from sensual pleasure to the fulfilment of a voca-

tion conceived as given by God, makes the object what it really is.

It is on the specific difference of the objects willed under the

general form of self-satisfaction that the quality of the Avill must

depend. It is here therefore that we must seek for the basis of

distinction between goodness and badness of will.

155. The statement that the distinction between the good

and bad will must lie at the basis of any system of Ethics, and

the further statement that this distinction itself must depend on

the nature of the objects willed, would in some sense or other be

accepted by all recognised ^ schools ' of moralists, but they would

be accepted in very different senses. On the one side the

modern Utilitarian would only accept the former statement in

the sense that, unless an action is done intentionally., it is not the

subject of moral predicates. The action, in his view, derives

its moral quality not from the motive or character which it

expresses, but from the effects which it produces. Those effects,

indeed, do not entitle the act to be reckoned morally good

or bad, unless it is one which the agent intends or wills to do ;

but, given the intentional act, it is not on the motive which

leads to its being intended, but on its effects in the way of

pleasure or pain, that its morality depends. This is very plainly

put by J. S. Mill :
' The morality of the action depends entirely

upon the intention—that is, upon what the agent wills to do.

But the motive, that is, the feeling which makes him will so to

do, when it makes no difference in the act, makes none in the

morality : though it makes a great difference in our moral

M
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estimation of the agent, especially i£ it indicates a good or a bad

habitual disposition—a bent of character from which useful or

from which hurtful actions are likely to arise ^Z In other words,

while there are two distinct objects of moral approbation or dis-

approbation, or two objects which admit of the designation

morally good or bad, («•) intentional action, {h) the motive or

character of an agent, the latter is only to be judged relatively

to the former, just as the former is only to be judged relatively

to its effects as producing pleasure or pain. The motive or cha-

racter is morally good, if likely on the whole to issue in inten-

tional actions which are good in the sense of producing on the

whole, one person taken with another and one time with another,

an excess of pleasure over pain.

Clearly, upon this view, our statement that Ethics is founded

on the distinction between the good and bad will could only be

accepted under the proviso that by good and bad will is under-

stood good and bad intentional action, and further that in-

tentional action is understood to be good or bad according to its

relation to an ultimate good and evil, which are constituted not

by any kind of action, intention, or character, but by pleasure

and pain. The other statement that ^the distinction between the

good and bad will must depend on the nature of the objects

willed' would be subjected by the Utihtarian to a similar

qualification. He could accept it if by ^ will ' is understood inten-

tion, and if by Hhe objects willed' are understood the effects of the

intentional act in the way of producing pleasure and pain. If

by ^ will ^ is meant ' habitual disposition,' and by ' objects willed

'

motives, he could only accept the statement on the understanding

that the ' nature of the objects willed ' is itself taken to depend

on the tendency of the motives to issue in actions productive

of a preponderance of pleasure or pain as the case may be.

It is in a precisely opposite sense that the propositions in ques-

tion would have to be imderstood, in order to be approved by a

strict follower of Kant. With him an act of will would never

be understood merely of an intention to do a certain deed, in

abstraction from the motive or object for the sake of which the

deed is done ; and with him again the good will is good, not in

^ Utilitarianism, p. 27, note.
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virtue of any effects extrinsic to it, but in virtue of what it is

in itself, not as a means, but as an absolute end. The first of

the above statements, therefore, he would accept in the sense

which it naturally bears. In the second he might see a loophole

for error. To say that a will is good in virtue of the nature of

the objects willed, does not exclude the notion that it may be

good in virtue of desired effects other than its own goodness, or

as directed to objects which are willed otherwise than for the

reason of their being prescribed by a universal practical law. So

far as the statement in question is understood according to any

such notion as this, Kant—at any rate if interpreted according

to the reiterated letter of his doctrine—would reckon it funda-

mentally erroneous.

156. It is not according to the plan of the present treatise to

examine critically either the moral doctrine of Kant as stated by

himself, or that of Utilitarianism as stated by leading authorities,

until it has been attempted to give the outline of a positive

doctrine in regard to the nature of goodness and of our moral

progress^. This done, the criticism may be undertaken with

less liability to its drift being misunderstood, and without con-

veying the impression that no truth is thought to remain where

some error has been detected. What then are the questions

naturally raised for us by the considerations which we have so

far pursued, and which a positive ethical doctrine should begin

by attempting to answer ? The first of them may perhaps be

stated thus. Granted that, according to our doctrine, in all

willing a self-conscious subject seeks to satisfy itself—seeks that

which for the time it presents to itself as its good—how can

there be any such intrinsic difference between the objects willed

as justifies the distinction which 'moral sense' seems to draw

between good and bad action, between virtue and vice ? And if

there is such a difference, in what does it consist ?

A possible answer to the question would of course be a denial

that there is any such difference at all. By an intrinsic difference

between the objects willed we mean a difference between them

in respect of that wdiich is the motive to the person willing them,

as distinct from a difference constituted by any effects which the

* [See Preface].

M i
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realisation of tlie objects may bring* about, but of wbich the

anticipation does not form the motive. Now according* to all

strictly Hedonistic theories the difference between objects willed

is, according to this sense of the terms^ extrinsic, not intrinsic.

The motive to the persons willing is supposed to be in all cases

the same, viz. desire for some pleasure or aversion from some

pain. The conditions of the pleasures which different men de-

sire, or which the same man desires at different times, are of

course most various ; but it is not the conditions of any pleasure

but the pleasure itself that a man desires, if pleasure is really his

object at all. On the Hedonistic supposition, therefore, every

object willed is on its inner side, or in respect of that which

moves the person willing, the same. It moves him as anticipated

pleasure, or anticipated escape from pain. The difference be-

tween objects willed lies on their oater side, in effects which

follow from them but are not included in them as motives to the

persons willing. Two objects having been equally willed as so

much anticipated pleasure, the realisation of the one does in the

event produce a preponderance of pleasure over pain to the agent

himself or to others, while the realisation of the other produces

a preponderance of pain over pleasure. Thus and thus only,

according to this theory—extrinsically not intrinsically—is the

difference constituted between a good object of will and a

bad one.

157. A detailed criticism of this doctrine would be out of

place till we come to the examination of Utilitarianism. If the

atrioy tov \l/evbovs can be explained, it will not stand seriously in

our way ; for though excellent men have argued themselves into

it, it is a doctrine which, nakedly put, offends the unsophisticated

conscience. Whatever the process may have been, we have

reached a state in which we seem to know that the desires we
think well of in ourselves differ absolutely as desires, or in respect

of the objects desired in them, from those which we despise or

condemn. If asked straight out to admit that all objects of de-

sire, as desired, are alike, since it is pleasure that is equally the

desired thing in them all ; that it is only in the effects of the

actions arising out of them, not in what they are for the desiring

consciousness, that good desires differ from bad ones ; upon first

thoughts we should certainly refuse to do so. Hesitation would
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only ensue if the enliglitened enquirer asked us to reflect,

whether we ever find ourselves desiring" any thing from which

we do not anticipate pleasure of some sort, and whether it is not

this anticipation that makes us desire it. Thus challenged, we
feel ourselves in a difficulty. This account of desire has a plausi-

bility which we do not at once see owx way to explaining. Yet

to accept it seems to involve us logically^ in an admission of the

intrinsic identity of all desires, good and bad, which offends our

moral conviction. If we could explain away the apparent

cogency of the plea that it is some anticipated pleasure, as such,

which we always find ourselves desiring, the conviction of the

difference between good and bad desires, as states of conscious-

ness on the part of the persons desiring, would hold its own

undisturbed.

158. Now, according to the account previously given of desire,

it is not difficult to exjilain the confusion which makes pleasure

seem to be its only object. We saw that, in all such desire as

can form the motive to an imputable act, the individual directs

himself to the realisation of some idea, as to an object in which

he seeks self-satisfaction. It is the consciousness that self-

satisfaction is thus sought in all enacted desire, in all desire that

amounts to ^\'ill, combined with the consciousness that in all self-

satisfaction, if attained, there is pleasure, which leads to the false

notion that pleasure is always the object of desire. Whether in

an}' case it really is so, or no, depends on whether pleasure is the

object AAdth which a man is seeking to satisfy himself. If it is

not, pleasure is not the object of his dominant desire. However

much pleasure there may prove to be in the self-satisfaction, if

any, which the attainment of his object brings with it—and our

common experience is that the objects with which we seek to

satisfy ourselves do not turn out capable of satisfying us—it

cannot be tlm pleasure that is the object which he desires. Its

possibility presupposes the desire and its fulfilment. It cannot

therefore be the exciting cause of the desire, any more than the

pleasure of satisfying hunger can be the exciting cause of hunger.

' TTie attempt to combine the doctrine that pleasure as 8uch is the sole

object of desire, with the assertion of an intrinsic difference between good and

bad desires, on the ground that pleasures differ in quality, will be considered

below.
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Only if the idea which in his desire the man seeks to realise is

the idea of enjoying some pleasure—whether a pleasure of the

kind which we commonly call sensual in a special sense^ i. e. one

incidental to the satisfaction of animal appetite^ or a pleasure of

pure emotion—can we truly say that pleasure is the object of

his desire.

159. When the idea of which the realisation is sought is not that

of enjoying any pleasure, the fact that self-satisfaction is sought

in the effort to realise the idea of the desired object does not make

pleasure the object of the desire. It may very well be that a

man pursues an object in which he seeks self-satisfaction with

the clear consciousness that no enjoyment of pleasure can yield

him satisfaction^ and that there must be such pain in the realisa-

tion of the idea to which he devotes himself as cannot be com-

pensated, in any scale where pleasure and pain alone are weighed,

by any enjoyment of an end achieved^. So it is in the more

heroic forms of self-sacrifice. Self-satisfaction is doubtless sought

in such sacrifice. The man who calmly faces a life of suffering

in the fulfilment of what he conceives to be his mission could

not bear to do otherwise. So to live is his good. If he could

attain the consciousness of having accomphshed his work, if he

could ' count himself to have apprehended '—and probably just

in proportion to the elevation of his character he is unable to do

so—he would find satisfaction in the consciousness, and with it

a certain pleasure. But supposing this pleasure to be attained,

only the exigencies of a theory could suggest the notion that, as

so much pleasure, it makes up for the pleasures forgone and the

pains endured in the life through which it has been reached.

Such a notion can only be founded on the see-saw process which

first assumes that preference in every case is determined by

amount of anticipated pleasure, and then professes to ascertain

the relative amount of pleasure which a given line of action

affords a man by the fact that he prefers so to act.

160. Even if it were the case, however, that self-satisfaction

was more attainable than it is, and that the pleasure of success

1 Cf. Arist. Eth. Nic. III. ix. 5. Oh 5?) Iv atiaaais Tais aperais to ^Seoos fVfpyuv

virapxd, irXijv tcp" offov tov Tf\ovs ((panreTai. 'Thus the rule that the exercise

of virtue is pleasant does not hold of all the virtues, except in so far as the end is

attained.'
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to the man who has ' spurned delights and lived laborious days '

really admitted of being set against the pleasure missed in the

process^ it would none the less be a mere confusion to treat this

pleasure of success as the desired object, in the realisation of

Avhich the man seeks to satisfy himself. A man may seek to

satisfy himself with pleasure, but the pleasure of self-satisfaction

can never be that with which he seeks to satisfy himself. This is

equally true of the voluptuary and of the saint. The voluptuary

must have his ideas of pleasures, unconnected with self-satis-

faction, before he can seek self-satisfaction (where it is not to be

found) in the realisation of those ideas; just as much as the

saint must have ideas, not of pleasures but of services due to

God and man, before he can seek self-satisfaction in their fulfil-

ment. Most men, however, at least in their ordinary conduct,

are neither voluptuaries nor saints; and we are falling into a

false antithesis if, having admitted (as is true) that the quest of

self-satisfaction is the form of all moral activity, we allow no

alternative (as Kant in effect seems to allow none) between

the quest for self-satisfaction in the enjoyment of pleasure, and

the quest for it in the fulfilment of a universal practical law.

Ordinary motives fall neither under the one head nor the other.

They are interests in the attainment of objects, without which it

seems to the man in his actual state that he cannot satisfy him-

self, and in attaining which, because he has desired them, he will

find a certain pleasure, but only because he has previously desired

them, not because pleasures are the objects desired.

161. Such interests, though not mere appetites because con-

ditioned by self-consciousness, correspond to them as not having

pleasure for their object. This point was suflEiciently made out

in the controversy as to the ' disinterestedness ' of benevolence,

carried on during the first part of the eighteenth century. When
philosophers of the ' selfish school ' represented benevolence as

ultimately desire for some pleasure to oneself, Butler and others

met them by showing that this was the same mistake as to

reckon hunger a desire for the pleasure of eating. The appetite

of hunger must precede and condition the pleasure which consists

in its satisfaction. It cannot therefore have that pleasure for its

exciting object. ' It terminates upon its object,' and is not

relative to anything beyond the taking of food ; and in the same
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way benevolent desires terminate upon their objects, upon the

benefits done to others. In the ' termination ' in each ease there

is pleasure, but it is a confusion to represent this as an object

beyond the obtaining- of food or the doing a kindness, to which

the appetite or benevolent desire is really directed. What is

true of benevolence is true of motives which we oppose to it,

as the vicious to the virtuous, e.g. of jealousy or the desire for

revenge. lago does not work upon Othello for the sake of any

pleasure that he expects to experience when his envy is gratified,

but because in his envious state an object of which the realisation

seems necessary to the satisfaction of himself is Othello^s ruin,

just as the consumption of food is necessary to the satisfaction

of hunger. What he desires is to see Othello down, not the

pleasure he will feel when he sees him so—a pleasure which he

could not feel unless he had desired the object independently of

such anticipation.

It is true that any interest or desire for an object may come

to be reinforced by desire for the pleasure which, reflecting

upon past analogous experience, the subject of the interest may

expect as incidental to its satisfaction. In this way ' cool self-

love,-* according to the terminology of the last century, may

combine with ' particular desires or propensions.' If there is to

be any chance, however, of the expected pleasure being really

enjoyed, the ' self-love ' of which pleasure is the object must not

supersede the 'particular propension'' of which pleasure, in the

case of ordinary healthy interests, is not the object. The pleasure

incidental to the satisfaction of an interest cannot be attained

after loss of the interest itself, nor can the interest be revived by

wishing for a renewal of the pleasure incidental to its satis-

faction. Hence just so far as ' cool self-love,^ in the sense of a

calculating pxirsuit of pleasure, becomes dominant and super-

sedes particular interests, the chances of pleasure are really lost

;

which accounts for the restlessness of the pleasure-seeker, and

for the common remark that the right way to get pleasure is

not to seek it.

162. It may seem presumptuous to charge clear-headed

moralists with the mistake of supposing that a desire can be

excited by the anticipation of its own satisfaction. But such a

mistake certainly seems to be accountable for the acceptance of
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the doctrine tliat jjleasure is the sole object of desire by so

powerful a writer as J. S. INIill. He, as is well known, differs

from the older Utilitarians in holding that, althoug-h pleasure

and freedom from pain are the only things desirable as ends,

some kinds of pleasure are more desirable and valuable than

others, not as involving- a greater amount of pleasure, but in

their intrinsic nature \ Every one must feel that the Utilitarian

theory receives a certain exaltation from his treatment of it,

and especially from his assertion of this point. But the

question is wdiether the admissions which he has to make in

order to establish it do not ^^rtually amount to a departure

from the doctrine that pleasure or freedom from pain is the

only object of desire; a departure which he only disgu^ises

from himself and his reader by virtually assuming that a

desire may have for its object the pleasure, or deliverance

from pain, involved in its satisfaction. It wall be useful to

dwell a little longer on this question, not for the sake of

picking holes in a writer from whom we have all learnt much,

but in order to bring out more clearly the distinction between

the quest for self-satisfaction which all moral activity is rightly

held to be, and the quest for pleasure wdiich morally good activity

is not,

163. No one of course can doubt that pleasures admit of

distinction in quality according to the conditions under which

they arise. So Plato and Aristotle distinguished pleasures in-

cidental to the satisfaction of bodily wants from pleasures of sight

and hearing, and these again from the pleasures of pure

intellect. So too we might distinguish pleasures of satisfied

desire from pleasures of pure emotion, and subdivide each sort

according to the various conditions under which desire or emotion

is excited. No one pretends that the pleasures of a sot are not

really different from those of a man of refined taste. The question

is in what sense, upon the principle that pleasure is the ulti-

mate good by relation to which all other good is to be tested,

these differences of kind between pleasures may be taken to

constitute any difference in the degree of their goodness or

desirability. All Utilitarians would hold that on one ground

' Utilitarianism, pp. 10-12.
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or another they might be so taken, but they would not all

agree upon the ground. The strict Benthamites hold that such

differences of kind between pleasures as arise from differences in

their exciting causes only affect their value or the degree of their

goodness, in so far as they affect the amount of pleasure enjoyed

on the whole ; while Mill holds that these differences affect the

value of pleasures independently of the effect they have on their

amount. The estimation of pleasures should not depend on

quantity alone : quality is to be considered as well as quantity ^.

164. For an explanation and defence of this variation from

the doctrine of his master, Mill appeals to the ^ unquestionable

fact that those who are equally acquainted with, and equally

capable of appreciating and enjoying, both, do give a most

marked preference to the manner of existence which employs

their higher faculties,^ as compared with one involving more

sensual pleasures. They do this, ' even though knowing it to be

attended with a greater amount of discontent.' We naturally

accept such an appeal because we cannot help thinking of the

man whose preference Mill describes, as letter in himself than

one more ' sensual,' and of the ' higher faculties ' as intrinsically

of more value; in other words, because we regard the attain-

ment of a certain type of character or some realisation of the

possibilities of man, not pleasure, as the end by relation to which

goodness or value is to be measured. But, on the principle that

pleasure is the only thing good ultimately or in its own right,

we are not justified in so doing. On this principle one man can

be better, one faculty higher than another, only as a more

serviceable instrument for the production of pleasure. On this

ground it is open to the Utilitarian to argue that a man who

devotes himself to the exercise of such * higher faculties ' as Mill

is here thinking of, produces a greater amount of pleasure on

the whole, all circumstances affecting that amount being taken

into account, than does the man who does not trouble himself

about his ' higher faculties.' But it is altogether against Utili-

tarian principles that a pleasure should be of more value because

the man who pursues it is better. They only entitle us to argue

back from the amount of pleasure to the worth of the man who

acts so as to produce it.

* Utilitarianism, pp. 10-12.
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If we rid ourselves then of all presuppositions, illegitimate on

Utilitarian principles, in regard to the superiority of the man or

the faculties exercised in what we call the highest pursuits, and

if we admit that all desire is for pleasure, the strongest desire

for the greatest pleasure, what is proved by the example of the

man who, being ' competently acquainted with both,^ prefers the

life of moral and intellectual effort to one of healthy animal

enjoyment? Simply this, that the life of effort brings more

pleasure to the man in question than he would derive from the

other sort of life. It outweighs for hira any quantity of other

pleasure of which his nature is capalle. The fact that he is

'competently acquainted with both'' sorts of ploasure can give

no significance beyond this to his preference of one above the

other. He may be ^ competently acquainted ' with animal enjoy-

ments ; but it does not follow that the pleasure they afford him

is as intense and unmixed as that which they afford to ^he man
who makes them his principal pursuit. The question of value

then between the two sorts will have to be settled by a calcula-

tion of amount, the intensity of each kind, as experienced by

those to whom it is most intense, being weighed against its

duration and its degree of purity, productiveness, and extent^.

The calculation is certainly very hard to make—whether it can

be made at all is a question to be touched on when we come to

a more detailed examination of Utilitarianism ^—but it is the

only possible way, if pleasure is the sole and ultimate good, of

measuring the comparative worth of pleasures. The example

of a certain man^s preference, imless we have some other standard

of his excellence than such as is relative to pleasure as the ulti-

mate good, proves nothing as to the superiority of the pleasure

which he chooses to another sort of pleasure preferred by some

one else. It only proves that it is more of a pleasure to him

than is that to which he prefers it ; and this it only proves on

supposition that the stronger desire is always for the greater

pleasure.

165. Now it will be found, we think, that with Mill this

supposition really rests on a confusion between the pleasure or

1 Cf. Dumont's version of the Principles of Morals and Legislation (Hildreth's

translation), p. 31.

2 [See Book IV. chap, iii.]
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removal o£ pain which ensues upon the satisfaction of any desire

and the object of that desire. In an eloquent passage he illus-

trates the unwilling-ness of any one acquainted with the = higher^

pleasures to exchange them for any quantity of the lower :

—

' Now it is an unquestionable fact that those who are equally acquainted with,

and equally capable of appreciating and enjoying, both, do give a most marked

preference to the manner of existence which employs their higher faculties. Few

human creatures would consent to be changed into any of the lower animals, for a

promise of the fullest allowance of a beast's pleasures ; no intelligent human being

would consent to be a fool, no instructed person would be an ignoramus, no pei'son

of feeling and conscience would consent to be selfish and base, even though they

should be persuaded that the fool, the dunce, or the rascal is better satisfied with

his lot than they are with theirs. They would not resign what they possess more

than he, for the most complete satisfaction of all the desires which they have in

common with him. If they ever fancy they would, it is only in cases of unhappiness

so extreme, that to escape from it they would exchange their lot for almost any

other, however undesirable in their own eyes. A being of high faculties requires

more to make him happy, is capable probably of more acute suffering, and is cer-

tainly accessible to it at more points, than one of an inferior type ; but in spite of

these liabilities, he can never really wish to sink into what he feels to be a lower

grade of existence. We may give what explanation we please of this imwilling-

ness ; we may attribute it to pride, a name which is given indiscriminately to

some of the most and to some of the least estimable feelings of which mankind

are capable ; we may refer it to the love of liberty and personal independence,

an appeal to which was with the Stoics one of the most effectual means for the

inculcation of it ; to the love of power, or to the love of excitement, both of which

do really enter into and contribute to it : but its most appropriate appellation is a

sense of dignity, which all human beings possess in one form or other, and in some,

though by no means in exact, proportion to their higher faculties ; and which is so

essential a part of the happiness of those in whom it is strong, that nothing which

conflicts with it could be, otherwise than momentarily, an object of desire to them '.'

It appears from this passage that there is a motive, which

has been variously described as ' pride/ ' love of liberty/ ^ love of

power/ ' love of excitement,^ but of which the most appropriate

designation is ^ sense of dignity/ that makes a man of a certain

sort refuse to accept any amount of such pleasure as a fool, or

a dunce, or a rascal might share, in lieu of the exercise of the

higher faculties, however much suffering this may entail. This

refusal is appealed to as showing that the pleasure attending

this exercise is intrinsically preferable to such as may be shared

with a dunce or a rascal. That it is intrinsically preferable those

who are not Utilitarians will readily agree. But unless it is a

greater pleasure on the whole, it is not on Utilitarian principles

' Utilitarianism, pp. 12-13.
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more really desirable or the greater good, and the fact that by

the sort of person in contemplation it is preferred does not show

that it is even for him, much less that it is on the whole, the

greater pleasure, unless his preference is necessarily for what is

to him the greater pleasure.

166. But with what plausibility can the motive described as

a sense of dignity be reckoned a desire for pleasure at all ? Mill

indeed calls it ^an essential part of the happiness of those in

whom it is strong''; but no desire as such, since it must rather be

painful than pleasant, can properly be called a * part of happi-

ness.'' It may be suggested therefore that by the ' sense of

dignity^ spoken of Mill understands an emotion, as distinct

from desire, which he would no doubt be justified in calling a

part of happiness, an ingredient in the sum of a man's pleasures.

In that case we must suppose that it is desire for the pleasure of

this emotion which makes the man, who is capable of the

pleasure attending the exercise of the higher faculties, prefer

this to the pleasure which he might share with the dunce. If

this indeed were the true account of the matter, the strict

Benthamite who will recognise no distinction in quality as

distinct from quantity of pleasure, might say that it was simply

a case of the pleasure preferred being more ^productive.' The

intellectual pleasm-e brings the additional pleasure, consisting in

the emotion called sense of dignity, wdiich the animal pleasure

does not. It is scarcely how^ever a plausible account of the

motive which makes an intelligent person unwilling to be a

fool, a person of feeling and conscience unwilling to be selfish

or base, though persuaded that the change would save him

much discontent, to say that it is desire for the preponderating

pleasure involved in the sense of being a superior person. Nor,

if it were, would there be any ground for holding the man so

actuated to be really happier than the fool or the selfish man,

who, according to his standard of measurement, has as good a

chance of feeling the pleasure of superiority without corresponding

discontent. The truth is that Mill does not really regard this

' sense of dignity ' as an emotion in distinction from desire. He
regards it as a counter motive to desires for animal pleasure,

which mere emotion could not be. Nor does he mean that the

preference determined by it is preference for the pleasure of
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feeling superior to the pleasures shared with average men. The

motive which he has in view is a desire to be worthy, not a

desire to feel the pleasure of being worth more than others ; and

he only regards it as desire for pleasure at all, because he fancies

that a desire, of which the disappointment makes me unhappy,

is therefore a desire for happiness—that a desire is for the

pleasure which ensues upon its satisfaction.

167. The real groimd then of MilFs departure from the stricter

Utilitarian doctrine, that the worth of pleasure depends simply

on its amount, is his virtual surrender of the doctrine that all

desire is for pleasure ; but he does not recognise this surrender,

because he thinks that to call a desired object part of the happi-

ness of the person desiring it is equivalent to saying that the

desire for the object is a desire for pleasure. Yet little reflection

is needed to show that it is not so. The latter proposition can

only mean that a possible action or experience is contemplated

as likely to be pleasant, and is then desired for the sake of the

pleasure. It means that the anticipation of pleasure determines

desire. But the other proposition, that a desired object is part

of the happiness of the person desiring it, rather means that

desire determines the anticipation of pleasure; that, given desire

for an object, however different from pleasure that object may
be, there results pleasure, or at least a removal of pain, in the

satisfaction of the desire ; that the man feeling the desire neces-

sarily looks forward to this result as part of a possible happiness

to come, and cannot be completely happy till the object is at-

tained. This is equivalent to saying, as has been so often

mentioned above, that to desire an object is to seek self-satis-

faction in its attainment, but it does not in the least imply that

pleasure is the object in which self-satisfaction is sought.

168. The same is true of the other forms in which Mill ex-

presses the conception on which he considers the proof of Utili-

tarianism to rest. ' Desiring a thing and finding it pleasant . . .

are two parts of the same phenomenon.' ' To think of an object

as desirable . . . and to think of it as pleasant are one and

the same thing ^.' Both statements are ambiguous. Each

is in a sense true, but not in the sense which would imply that

a pleasure is the only possible object of desire. In the latter

^ Utilitarianism, p. 58.
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statement what is meant by ' thinking of an object as desirable ' ?

Does it mean thinking- of it as one that should he desired ? Thus

understood, the statement would lose all plausibility. No one

wovdd pretend that to think of an object as one which he should

desire is the same thing as thinking of it as pleasant. Rather,

so long as he thinks of it as one in which he finds pleasure, it is

impossible for him to place it in any such relation to himself as

could be represented by saying that he thinks of it as an object

which he should desire. Nor is there any sign that Mill uses

the terms ' desired ' and ' desirable ' except as pretty much equiva-

lent. To ^ think of an object as desirable/ means with him to

reflect on it as one that is desu-ed. Now it is quite true that

I cannot reflect on an object as one that I desire without think-

ing of it as pleasant, in the sense that I cannot reflect on my
desire for it without thinking of the pleasure there would be in

the satisfaction of the desire. But this in no way implies that

the desire is a desire for that or any other pleasure.

As regards the other statement, if the ^phenomenon'' under

consideration is taken to include both the desire for an object

and the satisfaction of that desire in the attainment of its object,

then to desire the object and to find its attainment pleasant are

doubtless parts of that one phenomenon. If, on the other hand,

the phenomenon is held to be confined to the desire, and not to

include its satisfaction, then 'to find a thing pleasant ' is no part

of the phenomenon ; for unsatisfied desire involves no pleasure.

We may suppose, however, that ' to find it pleasant ' is here

hastily written for 'to anticipate pleasure from it.^ Thus in-

terpreted, the statement is indisputable so far as it goes. To desire

an object, and to anticipate pleasure from its attainment, are

certainly parts of one and the same phenomenon. But the ques-

tion remains of the relation in which the two parts of the

phenomenon stand to each other. Is it always the anticipation

of pleasiire from an object that excites the desire for it, or are

there cases in which the anticipation of pleasure in the satis-

faction of desire arises out of an independent desire for an object

which is not pleasure at all ? The former is the view which

Mill beheved himself to hold, and which his ' Proof of Utili-

tarianism^ requires; but the proposition under consideration is

equally compatible with the latter view, and it may be doubted
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whether it would have seemed so self-evident to most readers, or

even to Mill himself, if it were not so.

169. The reason for this doubt as regards ^lill himself is that

he insists upon the reality of desires which, as he describes

them, are only desires for pleasure in the improper and illogical

sense ; which are not determined by an antecedent imagination

of pleasure ; but from which there results pleasure in the attain-

ment of the desired object, pain in its absence. Thus, having

pointed out that the Utilitarian doctrine requires us to consider

happiness, or pleasure, the only thing desirable as an end, he goes

on to say^ that 'it maintains not only that virtue is to be

desired, but that it is to be desired disinterestedly,' i. e., as he

explains, not as a means to ' any end beyond it.'' The mind, he

tells us, is ' not in a right state, not in a state conformable to

Utility,' unless it so desires virtue. But such desire for virtue is

clearly not determined by any antecedent imagination of pleasure.

It is of course open to any one to argue that what is called

desire for virtue is really desire for pleasures that are to be

obtained in a certain way ; but in that case virtue is not an

ultimate object of desire, the desire for it is not disinterested.

That presentation of virtue which determines any disinterested

desire for it, can only be a presentation of a possible state of

character or mode of action as an ideal object which we seek to

realise ; and the object thus presented cannot be identified with

any pleasant feeling or series of feelings, which, having ex-

perienced it, we imagine and desire to experience again. If,

then, the presentation of virtue as an ultimate object, and not

merely as a means, does determine desire, there are desires which

are not excited by the anticipation of pleasure, though in such

cases as much as in any other the desired object, just so far as

desired, is 'part of the happiness' of the person desiring it, in

the sense that, having desired it, he cannot be happy without it.

There are other objects of desire recognised by ]\Iill—money,

power, fame—which he admits are not pleasm-es (though to

power and fame, he thinks ' there is a certain amount of im-

mediate pleasure annexed -
'), but which have yet come to be

desired for their own sake. In regard to them, as in regard to

virtue, he suggests that they were originally desired as means,

^ Utilitarianism, p. 54.
^ Ibid. p. 55.
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as conducive to pleasure or to protection from pain, but he does

not pretend that, by those who desire them most strongly, they

are so desired any longer. 'What was once desired as an instru-

ment for the attainment of happiness has come to be desired for

its own sake/ That the desire for them originated in a desire

for 2^lt-'cistire is, indeed, a view founded on the assumption that

pleasures alone are wished for. To aid in the attainment of our

Avishes, as these things do, is with Mill the same thing as to aid

in the attainment of pleasure. But we may waive this point,

for questions as to the history of any desire do not affect its

present relation to its object. If money, fame, and power are

desired not as a means to pleasure but for their own sake—and

this Mill admits—then there are desires, whatever their history,

which are not desires for pleasure, however essential their gratifi-

cation may be to the happiness of those who so desire.

170. As against the view, therefore, that all desire is for some

pleasure or other, from which it would seem to follow that the

good will cannot differ intrinsically, or as desire, from the bad,

but only in virtue of effects in the way of pleasm-e and pain, we
may adduce the involuntary evidence of the most eminent modern

advocate of that view. We find him explicitly recognising

desires which, as they exist, however they may have originated,

are not desires for pleasure, and which he only brings under his

general theor}^ of desire on the ground that the objects of such

desires are desired by us as part of our happiness. But this, as

we have seen, is no more than saying that they are desired by a

self-conscious subject, who in all desire, or at any rate in all that

amounts to will, is seeking self-satisfaction, and who, so far as

he reflects on any desire, reflects also on the pleasure of its

possible fulfilment. It leaves the question open what the ideal

object is, in the realisation of which self-satisfaction is sought.

It does not exclude the possibility of its being even the endur-

ance of pain, as perhaps, under sterner conditions of society than

ours, or under the influence of fanatical belief, it not unfrequently

has been. The formula is at any rate elastic enough to allow of

the strong assertion by Mill himself, that the attainment of a

certain disposition may be an object of desire in itself, irrespect-

ively of any pleasures that flow from it. We may return then

to examine the question whether there is any bUriusic distinction

N
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between objects willed, on which the difference between a good

and a bad will may rest, without allowing ourselves to be stopped

in limine by a denial o£ the possibility of such distinction and a

reduction of all motives, however various in their effects, to

desire for some pleasure or other on the part of the person

desiring.

171. It will have appeared from the foregoing discussion that

the primary difference between the view here advanced and that

of ' Hedonistic " philosophers relates to the generic definition of

the good—not only of the morally good, but of good in the

wider sense. Whereas with them the good generically is the

pleasant, in this treatise the common characteristic of the good

is that it satisfies some desire. In all satisfaction of desire there

is pleasure, and thus pleasantness in an object is a necessary

incident of its being good. We cannot think of an object as

good, i. e. such as will satisfy desire, without thinking of it as in

consequence such as will yield pleasure; but its pleasantness

depends on its goodness, not its goodness upon the pleasure it

conveys. This pleasure, according to our view, so far as it is a

necessary incident of any good, presupposes desire and results

from its satisfaction, while according to the Hedonistic view

desire presupposes an imagination of pleasure. The importance

of this distinction, which may at first sight seem somewhat

finely drawn, will appear as soon as we consider its bearing on

the question of the distinguishing nature of the -moral good, or

on that other form of the same question—the form in which it

seems to have been first raised by philosophy—in which it is

enquired, how the true good differs from the merely apparent.

If the generic definition of good is that it is pleasure, the

moral good as distinct from the natural can only be pleasure

obtained in a particular way; either simply pleasure experienced

as a result of intentional action, in distinction from such pleasure

as comes to us in a natiiral course of events which we have not con-

tributed to bring about, or such pleasm'e as, in Locke's language,

' is not the natural product and consequence of the action itself,'

but is attached to it by some positive law, either the law of God,

or civil law, or the law of opinion^. This at any rate is what

* See Locke's Essay, Book II. ch. xxviii. § 5 :
' Good and evil are nothing but
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' moral good ' according- to this view must mean, so long as it is

\inderstood to be the designation of an end. As a designation

of means, it will bo applicable to actions which tend to produce

the pleasure obtainable in the particular manner described. From

the same point of view the apparent good can only be dis-

tinguished from the true as a pleasure of which the enjoyment

in its consequences yields a preponderance of pain over pleasure,

whether to the individual enjoying it or (according to the

Utilitarian view) to the majority of persons or of sentient beings.

On the other hand, regarding the good generically as that

which satisfies desii-e, but considering the objects we desire to be

by no means necessarily pleasures, we shall naturally distinguish

the moral good as that which satisfies the desire of a moral

agent, or that in which a moral agent can find the satisfaction

of himself which he necessarily seeks. The true good we shall

understand in the same way. It is an end in which the effort of

a moral agent can really find rest.

172. It will at once be objected that this account of moral

good either tells us nothing at all about it, or only tells us

anything in virtue of some assumption in regard to moral good

involved in om* notion of a moral agent. The objection is in a

certain sense a valid one. The question. What is our moral

nature or capability ?—in other words, What do we mean by

calling ourselves moral agents ?—is one to which a final answer

cannot be given without an answer to the question, What is

moral good ? For the moral good is the realisation of the moral

capability, and we cannot fully know what any capability is till

we know its ultimate realisation. It may be argued therefore

that we either know what the moral good in this sense is, and

accordingly have no need to infer what it is from our moral

nature, or else we do not know what it is, in which case neither

pleasure or pain, or that which occasions or procures pleasure or pain to us.

Moral good and evil, then, is only the conformity or disagreement of our voluntary

actions to some law, whereby good or evil \i. e. pleasure or pain] is drawn on us

by the will and power of the law-maker.' Here it will be seen that the terms

' good and evil,' when qualified as ' moral,' are transferred from end to means.

But, according to the general definition of 'good .nnd evil' as equivalent to plea-

sure and p;iin, we must suppose that Locke considered the 'conformity of our

voluntary actions to some law ' to constitute ' moral good ' only because it brings

about the pleasure which, by one or other of the laws which he recognises, is

attached to such conformity.

N a
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can we know what the moral nature is from which we profess

to infer what the moral good is.

The answer is that from a moral capability which had not

realised itself at all nothing could indeed be inferred as to the

moral good which can only consist in its full realisation ; but

that the moral capability of man is not in this wholly unde-

veloped state. To a certain extent it has shown by actual

achievement what it has in it to become, and by reflection on

the so far developed activity we can form at least some negative

conclusion in regard to its complete realisation. We may con-

vince ourselves that this realisation can only be attained in

certain directions of our activity, not in others. We cannot in-

deed describe any state in which man, having become all that

he is capable of becoming—all that, according to the divine plan

of the world, he is destined to become—would find rest for his

soul. We cannot conceive it under any forms borrowed from

our actual experience, for our only experience of activity is of

such as implies incompleteness. Of a life of completed develop-

ment, of activity with the end attained, we can only speak or

think in negatives, and thus only can we speak or think of that

state of being in which, according to our theory, the ultimate

moral good must consist. Yet the conviction that there must

be such a state of being, merely negative as is our theoretical

apprehension of it, may have supreme influence over conduct, in

moving us to that effort after the Better which, at least as a

conscious effort, implies the conviction of there being a Best.

And when the speculative question is raised as to what this

Best can be, we find that it has not left itself without witness.

The practical struggle after the Better, of which the idea of

there being a Best has been the spring, has taken such effect in

the world of man^s affairs as makes the way by which the Best

is to be more nearly approached plain enough to him that will

see. In the broad result it is not hard to understand how man
has bettered himself through institutions and habits which tend

to make the welfare of all the welfare of each, and through the

arts which make nature, both as used and as contemplated, the

friend of man. And just so far as this is plain, we know enough

of ultimate moral good to guide our conduct ; enough to judge

whether the prevailing interests which make our character are
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or are not in the direction whicli tends further to re disc tlie

capabilities of the human spirit.

173. But here again it may be urged that we arc going too

fast, that we are making huge assumptions. We seem to be

taking for granted that there is some best state of being for man
—best in the sense that in it lies the full realisation of his capa-

bilities, and that in it therefore alone he can satisfy himself,

though as a matter of fact in his efforts after self-satisfaction he

constantly acts in a manner inconsistent with his attaining it.

We seem to be taking for granted, further, that this best state

of man is already present to some divine consciousness, so that it

may properly be said to be the vocation of man to attain it

;

that some unfulfilled and unrealised, but still operative, idea of

there being such a state has been the essential influence in the

process by which man has so far bettered himself ; and that a

continued operation of the same idea in us, with that growing

definiteness which is gathered from reflection on the actions

and iiistitutions in which it has so far manifested itself, is the

condition of character and conduct being morally good in the

proper sense of the words. How are such assumptions to be

justified ?

174. In order to justify them, we must in the first place recall

the conclusions arrived at in an earlier stage of this treatise.

We saw reason to hold that the existence of one connected world,

which is the presuj)position of knowledge, implies the action of

one self-conditioning and self-determining mind; and that, as

our knowledge, so our moral activity was only explicable on sup-

position of a certain reproduction of itself, on the part of this

eternal mind, as the self of man—^a reproduction of itself to

which it makes the processes of animal life organic, and which is

qualified and limited by the nature of those processes, but which

is so far essentially a reproduction of the one supreme subject,

implied in the existence of the woi-ld, that the product carries

with it under all its limitations and qualifications the character-

istic of being an object to itself ''

(§ 99). Proof of such a doctrine,

in the ordinary sense of the word, from the nature of the case

there cannot be. It is not a truth deducible from other estab-

lished or conceded truths. It is not a statement of an event or

matter of fact that can be the object of experiment or observation.
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It represents a conception to which no perceivable or ima-

ginable object can possibly correspond, but one that affords the

only means by which, reflecting on our moral and intellectual

experience conjointly, taking the world and ourselves into

account, we can put the whole thing together and understand

how (not ^oh}J, but lioiv) we are and do what we consciously are and

do. Given this conception, and not without it, we can at any

rate express that which it cannot be denied demands expression,

the nature of man^s reason and man^s will, of human progress

and human short-coming, of the effort after good and the failure

to gain it, of virtue and vice, in their connection and in their

distinction, in their essential opposition and in their no less

essential imity.

175. The reason and will of man have their common ground

in that characteristic of being an object to himself which, as

we have said, belongs to him in so far as the eternal mind,

through the medium of an animal organism and under limita-

tions arising from the employment of such a medium, reproduces

itself in him. It is in virtue of this self-objectifying principle

that he is determined, not simply by natural wants accord-

ing to natural laws, but by the thought of himself as existing

under certain conditions, and as having ends that may be

attained and capabilities that may be realised under those con-

ditions. It is thus that he not merely desires but seeks to

satisfy himself in gaining the objects of his desire
;
presents to

himself a certain possible state of himself, which in the gratifi-

cation of the desire he seeks to reach; in short, wills. It is

thus, again, that he has the impulse to make himself what he

has the possibility of becoming but actually is not, and hence

not merely, like the plant or animal, undergoes a process of

development, but seeks to, and does, develop himself. The

conditions of the animal soul, ' servile to every skiey influence,'

no sooner sated than wanting, are such that the self-determining

spirit cannot be conscious of them as conditions to which it is

subject—and it is so subject and so conscious of its subjection

in the human person—without seeking some satisfaction of

itself, some realisation of its capabilities, that shall be inde-

pendent of those conditions.

176. Hence arises the impulse which becomes the source,
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according to the direction it takes^ both o£ vice and of virtue.

It is the source of vicious self-seeking" and self-assertion, so far

as the spirit which is in man seeks to satisfy itself or to realise its

capabilities in modes in which, according to the law which its

divine origin imposes on it and which is equally the law of the

universe and of human society, its self-satisfaction or self-realisa-

tion is not to be found. Such, for instance—so self-defeating

—

is the quest for self-satisfaction in the life of the voluptuary.

Animals are not voluptuaries ; for, if they seek pleasure at all,

they do so in the sense that they are stimulated to action by the

images of this pleasure and that, as those images recur. They

are not objects to themselves, as men are, and therefore cannot

set themselves, as the voluptuary does, to seek self-satisfaction

in the enjoyment of all the pleasures that are to be had. It is

one and the same principle of his nature—his divine origin, in

the sense explained—which makes it possible for the voluptuary

to seek self-satisfaction, and thus to live for pleasure, at all, and

which according to the law of its being, according to its in-

herent capability, makes it impossible that the self-satisfaction

should be found in any succession of pleasures. So it is again

with the man who seeks to assert himself, to realise himself, to

show what he has in him to be, in achievements which may make
the world wonder, but which in their social effects are such that

the human spirit, according to the law of its being which is a law

of development in society, is not advanced but hindered by them

in the realisation of its capabilities. He is living for ends of

which the divine principle that forms his self alone renders him
capable, but these ends, because in their attainment one is

exalted by the depression of others, are not in the direction in

which that principle can really fulfil the promise and potency

which it contains.

How in particular and in detail that fulfilment is to be

attained, we can only tell in so far as some progress has actually

been made towards its attainment in the knowledge, arts, habits,

and institutions through which man has so far become more at

home in nature, and through which one member of the human
family has become more able and more ^vishful to help another.

But the condition of its further fulfilment is the will in some

form or other to contribute to its fulfilment. And hence the
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differentia of the virtuous life, proceeding as it does from the same

self-objectifying" principle which we have just characterised as

the source of the vicious life, is that it is governed by the

consciousness of there being some perfection which has to be

attained^ some vocation which has to be fulfilled, some law which

has to be obeyed, something absolutely desirable, whatever the

individual may for the time desire j that it is in ministering to

such an end that the agent seeks to satisfy himself. However

meagrely the perfection, the vocation, the law may be conceived,

the consciousness that there is such a thing, so far as it directs

the will, must at least keep the man to the path in which

human progress has so far been made. It must keep him loyal

in the spirit to estabhshed morality, industrious in some work of

recognised utility. What further result it will yield, whether

it will lead to a man's making any original contribution to the

perfecting of life, will depend on his special gifts and circum-

stances. Though these are such, as is the case with most of us,

that he has no chance of leaving the world or even the society

immediately about him observably better than he found it, yet

in ' the root of the matter '—as having done loyally, or ' from

love of his work' (which means under consciousness of an

ideal), or in religious language ' as unto the Lord,' the work that

lay nearest him—he shares the goodness of the man who devotes

a genius to the bettering of human life.

177. It may seem that in the preceding section we have gone

off prematurely into an account of virtue and vice, in respect at

once of the common ground of their possibility and of their

essential difference, without the due preliminary explanation of

the relation between reason and will. A very little reflection,

however, on what has been said will show the way in which this

relation is conceived. By will is understood, as has been ex-

plained, an effort (or capacity for such effort) on the part of a

self-conscious subject to satisfy itself : by reason, in the practical

sense, the capacity on the part of such a subject to conceive

a better state of itself as an end to be attained by action. This

is what will and reason are severally taken to imply in the most

primitive form in which they appear in us. A being without

capacity for such effort or such conception would not, upon our

theory, be considered to have will or reason. In this most
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primitive form they are alike modes of that eternal principle of

self-objectification which we hold to be reproducing itself in man
through the medium of an animal organism, and of which the

action is equally necessary to knowledge and to morality.

There is thus essentially or in principle an identity between

reason and will; and widely as they become divergent in the

actual history of men (in the sense that the objects where good

is actually sought are often not those where reason, even as in

the person seeking them, pronounces that it is to be found), still

the true development of man, the only development in which

the capabilities of his Mieaven-born ^ nature can be actualised,

lies in the direction of union between the developed will and the

developed reason. It consists in so living that the objects in

which self-satisfaction is habitually sought contribute to the

realisation of a tnie idea of what is best for man—such an idea

as our reason would have when it had come to be all which it

has the possibility of becoming, and which, as in God, it is.

178. Such a life, as in vague forecast conceived, has always

been called, according to a usage inherited from the Greek

fathers of moral philosophy, a life according to reason. And
this usage is in harmony with the definition just given of reason

at its lowest potency in us. For any truest idea of what is best

for man that can guide our action is still a realisation of that

capacity for conceiving a better state of himself, which we must

ascribe to every child whom we can regard as 'father of the

man^ capable of morality, to any savage to whom we would

affiliate the moral life that we inherit. Nay, even if we mean
by a ' true idea of what is best for man ' such an adequate and

detailed idea of our perfection as we cannot conceive ourselves

to have—since to have it would imply that the perfection was

already attained, and the conception of ourselves in perfection is

one that we cannot form—still such an idea would be but the

completed expression of that self-realising principle of which the

primary expression is the capacity, distinctive of the 'animal

rationale ' in all its forms, of conceiving itself in a better state

than it is.

On the other hand it must be borne in mind that this same

capacity is the condition, as has been pointed out, no less of the

vicious life than of the virtuous. The self-objectifying principle
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cannot exert itself as will without also exerting itself as reason,

tlioug"h neither as will nor as reason does it, in the vicious life,

exert itself in a direction that leads to the true development of

its capacity. That a man should seek an object as ' part of his

happiness/ or as one without which in his then state he cannot

satisfy himself,—and this is to will—implies that he presents

himself to himself as in a better state with the object

attained than he is without it; and this is to exercise reason.

Every form of vicious self-seeking" is conditioned by such pre-

sentation and, in that sense, by reason. Why then, it may be

asked, should the moralising influence in man, the faculty

through which the paths of virtue are marked out, whether

followed or no, be specially called reason ? We answer : because

it is through the operative consciousness in man of a possible

state of himself better than the actual, though that conscious-

ness is the condition of the possibility of all. that is morally

wrong, that the divine self-reahsing principle in him gradually

fulfils its capability in the production of a higher life. With

this consciousness, directed in the right path, i.e. the path in

which it tends to become what according to the immanent

divine law of its being it has in it to be—and it is as so directed

that we call it ^practical reason'—rests the initiative of all

virtuous habit and action.

179. It is true that, just so far as this consciousness is opera-

tive in the direction supposed, it carries an improvement of the

will ^vith it. Men come to seek their satisfaction, their good,

in objects conceived as desirable because contributing to the

best state or perfection of man ; and this change we describe by

saying that their will becomes conformable to their reason. For

the self-realisation of the divine principle in man this change of

will is just as necessary as the development of practical reason,

and to an intelligence which could view the process as a whole

would appear inseparable from it. But to us who view the

process piecemeal, ourselves representing certain stages in it, it

is natural to treat the development of practical reason, i.e. the

gradual filling up and definition of the idea of human perfection,

as a separate process, upon which the corresponding conforma-

tion of will may or may not ensue. We see that in the individual

the idea of what is good for him in his actual state of passion
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and desire—the idea which in fact he seeks to reahse in action

—

is apt not to correspond to his conviction of what is truly good.

That conviction is the echo in him of the expression which

practical reason has so far given to itself in those institutions,

usag'cs, and judgments of society, which contribute to the per-

fection of life, but his desires and habits are not yet so far con-

formed to it that he can seek his good in obeying it, that he can

Avill as it directs. He knows the better—knows it, in a sense,

even as better for himself, for he can think of himself as desiring

what he does not, but feels that he should, desire—but he prefers

the worse. His will, we say, does not answer to his reason.

It is thus natural for us to treat will and reason as separate

and even as conflicting faculties, though when we reflect on

moral action in its real integrity we see that it involves each

alike, and that it is only some letter reason with which in

vicious action a man's will conflicts, while there is an exercise of

reason by him which is the very condition of his viciousness.

The ' better ' reason is his capacity for conceiving a good of his

own, so far as that capacity is informed by those true judgments

in regard to human good which the action of the eternal spirit

in man has hitherto yielded; while the reason which shows

itself in his actual vice is the same capacity, as taking its object

and content from desires of which the satisfaction is inconsistent

with the real bettering of man. But just because it is this

capacity in a man which, while it alone renders selfishness in all

its forms possible, is the medium through which alone ideas of a

better life than he is living are brought home to him—ideas

themselves arising from the development of this capacity as it

has so far gone in men—we are right, when once we have

allowed ourselves to treat reason and will as separate faculties,

in regarding reason as the one which has the initiative in the

bettering of life. In the same way of thinking we may properly

ascribe to reason—not as gradually unfolding itself in us, but as

in the perfection to which that process tends, and which we must

suppose to be actually attained in the eternal mind—a fully

articulated idea of the best life for man, and accordingly speak

of life according to reason as the goal of om- moral effort. Mean-

while the error which Kes in the treatment of reason and will as

separate faculties we may correct by bearing in mind that it is
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one and the same self of which reason and will are alike capa-

cities ; that in every moral action^ good or bad, each capacity is

exerted as much as the other; and that every step forward in

the self-realisation of the divine principle in man involves a

determination of will no less than of reason, not merely a con-

ception of a possible good for man, but the adoption by some

man or men of that good as his or theirs.



CHAPTER II.

CHAEACTEllISTICS OF THE MORAL IDEAL.

A. The Personal Character of the Moral Ideal.

180. Let us pause here to take stock of the conclusions so far

arrived at. It wall be convenient to state them in dogmatic

fornij beg-ging- the reader to understand that this form is adopted

to save time, and does not betoken undue assurance on the part

of the writer. Through certain media, and under certain con-

sequent limitations, but with the constant characteristic of self-

consciousness and self-objectification, the one divine mind gradu-

ally reproduces itself in the human soul. In virtue of this

principle in him man has definite capabilities, the realisation of

which, since in it alone he can satisfy himself, forms his true

good. They are not realised, however, in any life that can be

observed, in any life that has been, or is, or (as it would

seem) that can be lived by man as we know him; and for

this reason we cannot say with any adequacy what the capa-

bilities are. Yet, because the essence of man's spiritual endow-

ment is the consciousness of having it, the idea of his having

such capabilities, and of ,a possible better state of himself con-

sisting in their further realisation, is a moving influence in hira.

It has been the parent of the institutions and usages, of the

social judgments and aspirations, through which human life has

been so far bettered ; through which man has so far realised his

capabilities and marked out the path that he must follow in

their further realisation. As his true good is or would be ^ their

complete realisation, so his goodness is proportionate to his

1 We say that his true good is this complete realisation when we think of the

realisation as already attained in the eternal mind. We say that it would he

such realisation when we think of the realisation as for ever problematic to man

in the state of which we have experience.
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habitual responsiveness to the idea o£ there being such a true

good, in the various forms of recognised duty and beneficent

work in which that idea has so far taken shape among men.

In other words, it consists in the direction of the will to objects

determined for it by this idea, as operative in the person willing

;

which direction of the will we may, upon the ground stated, fitly

call its determination by reason.

181. Our next step should be to explain further how it is that

the idea in man of a possible better state of himself, consisting in

a further realisation of his capabilities, has been the moralising

agent in human life; how it has yielded our moral standards,

loyalty to which—itself the product of the same idea—is the

condition of goodness in the individual. Before we attempt this

explanation, however, it will be well to clear up an ambiguity

which will probably be thought to lurk in the doctrine already

advanced. We have spoken of a certain 'divine principle'' as

the ground of human will and reason ; as realising itself in man

;

as having capabilities of which the full development would con-

stitute the perfection of human life; of direction to objects

contributory to this perfection as characteristic of a good will.

But what, it will be asked, is to be understood in regard to the

relation of this 'divine principle'' to the will and reason of in-

dividuals ? Does it realise itself in persons, in you and me, or

in some impersonal Humanity? Do the capabilities spoken of

admit of fulfilment in individuals, or is the perfection of human

life some organisation of society in which the individual is a

perfectly adjusted means to an end which he is not in himself ?

Until these questions have been dealt with, a suspicion may
fairly be entertained that we have been playing fast and loose

with the conception of man as in himself an end to himself.

We have been taking advantage, it may be said, of a specula-

tion in regard to the development of the human race, which is

quite a different thing from what is naturally understood by a

moral progress of the individual, to justify a theory which that

speculation, fairly interpreted, tends rather to invalidate. The

theory we want to maintain is one that would found a supposed

duty, and a supposed possible effort, on the part of the individual

to make himself better, upon an ideal in him of a possible moral

perfection, upon a conception actuating him of something that he
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may possibly become as an absolute end in himself. Does not

the belief in a development of the human race, which indi-

viduals indeed xmwittingly promote but perish in promoting,

logically involve the complete negation of such a theory ?

182. It is clearly of the very essence of the doctrine above

advanced that the divine principle, which we suppose to be

realising itself in man, should be supposed to realise itself in

persons, as such. But for reflection on our personality, on our

consciousness of ourselves as objects to ourselves, we could never

dream of there being such a self-realising principle at all,

whether as unplied in the world or in ourselves. It is only be-

cause we are consciously objects to ourselves, that we can con-

ceive a world as an object to a single mind, and thus as a

connected whole. It is the irreducibility of this self-objectifying

consciousness to anything else, the impossibility of accounting

for it as an effect, that compels us to regard it as the presence

in lis of the mind for which the world exists. To admit there-

fore that the self-realisation of the divine principle can take

place otherwise than in a consciousness which is an object to

itself, would be in contradiction of the very ground upon which

we believe that a divine principle does so realise itself in man.

Personality, no doubt, is a term that has often been fought over

without any very precise meaning being attached to it. If we

mean anything else by it than the quality in a subject of being

consciously an object to itself, we are not justified in saying that

it necessarily belongs to God and to any being in whom God in

any measure reproduces or realises himself. But whatever we

mean by personality, and whatever difficulties may attach to the

notion that a divine principle realises itself through a qualifying

medium in the persons of men, it is certain that we shall only

fall into contradictions by substituting for persons, as the sub-

ject in which the divine self-realisation takes place, any entity

to which self-consciousness cannot intelligibly be ascribed. If it

is impossible that the divine self-reahsation should be complete

in such persons as we are or can conceive ourselves coming to

be, on the other hand in the absence of self-objectification, which

is at least the essential thing in personality, it cannot even be

inchoate.

183. This consideration has an important bearing upon certain
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ways of thinking" or speaking in which we are apt to take

refug-e when, having' adopted a theory of the moral hfe as the

fulfilment in the human spirit of some divine idea, we are called

upon to face the difficulty of stating whether and how the ful-

filment is really achieved. Any life which the individual can

possibly live is at best so limited by the necessities of his posi-

tion, that it seems impossible, on supposition that a divine self-

realismg principle is at work in it, that it should be an adequate

expression of such a principle. Granted the most entire devotion

of a man to the attainment of objects contributory to human
perfection, the very condition of his effectually promoting that

end is that the objects in which he is actually interested, and

upon which he really exercises himself, should be of limited

range. The idea, unexpressed and inexpressible, of some abso-

lute and all-embracing end is, no doubt, the source of such de-

votion, but it can only take effect in the fulfilment of some

particular function in which it finds but restricted utterance.

It is in fact only so far as we are members of a society, of which

we can conceive the common good as our own, that the idea has

any practical hold on us at all, and this very membership im-

plies confinement in our individual realisation of the idea. Each

has primarily to fulfil the duties of his station. His capacity for

action beyond the range of those duties is definitely bounded,

and with it is definitely bounded also his sphere of personal

interests, his character, his realised possibility. No one so con-

fined, it would seem, can exhibit all that the Spirit, working

through and in him, properly and potentially is. Yet is not

such confinement the condition of the only personality that we

know? It is the condition of social life, and social life is to

personality what language is to thought. Language presup-

poses thought as a capacity, but in us the capacity of thought is

only actualised in language. So human society presupposes per-

sons in capacity—subjects capable each of conceiving himself

and the bettermg of his life as an end to himself—but it is only

in the intercourse of men, each recognised by each as an end,

not merely a means, and thus as having reciprocal claims, that

the capacity is actualised and that we really live as persons. If

society then (as thus appears) is the condition of all development

of our personality, and if the necessities of social life, as alone
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we know or can conceive it, put limits to our personal develop-

ment, can we suppose it to be in persons that the spirit operative

in men finds its full expression and realisation ?

184. It is from this difficulty that we are apt to seek an

escape Ly speaking" as if the human spirit fulfilled its idea in the

history or development of mankind, as distinct from the persons

whose experiences constitute that history, or who are developed

in that development; whether in the achievements of g-reat

nations at special epochs of their history, or in some prog-ress

towards a perfect organisation of society, of which the windings

and back-currents are too complex for it to be surveyed by us as

a whole. But that we are only disguising the difficulty, not

escaping it, by this manner of speech, we shall see upon re-

flecting that there can be nothing in a nation however exalted

its mission, or in a society however perfectly organised, which is

not in the persons composing the nation or the society. Our
ultimate standard of worth is an ideal of personal worth. All

other values are relative to value for, of, or in a person. To

speak of any progress or improvement or development of a

nation or society or mankind, except as relative to some greater

worth of persons, is to use words without meaning. The saying

that ' a nation is merely an aggregate of individuals ' is indeed

fallacious, but mainly on account of the introduction of the

emphatic ' merely.' The fallacy lies in the implication that the

individuals could be what they are, could have their moral and

spiritual qualities, independently of their existence in a nation.

The notion is conveyed that they bring those qualities with

them ready-made into the national existence, which thereupon

results from their combination; while the truth is that, what-

ever moral capacity must be presupposed, it is only actualised

through the habits, institutions, and laws, in virtue of which

the individuals form a nation. But it is none the less true that

the life of the nation has no real existence except as the life of

the individuals composing the nation, a life determined by their

intercourse with each other, and deriving its peculiar features

from the conditions of that intercourse.

Nor, unless we allow ourselves to play fast and loose with the

terms ^spirit' and 'will/ can we suppose a national spirit and

will to exist except as the spirit and will of individuals, affected
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in a certain way by intercourse with each other and by the

history of the nation. Since it is only through its existence

as our self-consciousness that we know anything of spirit at all,

to hold that a spirit can exist except as a self-conscious subject

is self-contradictory. A ' national spirit ' is not something in

the air ; nor is it a series of phenomena of a particular kind

;

nor yet is it God—the eternal Sj)irit or self-conscious subject

which communicates itself, in measure and under conditions, to

beings which through that communication become spiritual. It

would seem that it could only mean one of two things ; either

{a) some type of personal character, as at any time exhibited by

individuals who are held together and personally modified by

national ties and interests which they recognise as such ; or

(J) such a type of personal character as we may suppose ftJiouId

result, according to the divine idea of the world, from the inter-

course of individuals Avith each other under the influence of the

common institutions which make a particular nation, whether

that type of character is actually attained or no. At any rate,

if a ' national spirit ' is held to be a form in which an eternal

Spirit, in the only sense in which we have reason to think there

is such a thing, realises itself, then it can only have its being in

persons, though in persons, of course, specially modified by the

special conditions of their intercourse with each other. The

degree of perfection, of realisation of their possibilities, attained

by these persons is the measure of the fulfilment which the idea

of the human spirit attains in the particular national spirit. If

the fulfilment of the idea is necessarily incomplete in them, it

can be no more complete in the national spirit, which has no

other existence, as national, than that which it has in them.

185. A like criticism must apply to any supposition that the

spirit which is in man could fulfil its capability—the capability

which belongs to it as a self-realisation of the eternal mind

through the medium of an animal soul—in some history of

mankind or some organisation of society, except in respect of

a state of personal being attained by the individuals who are

siibjects of the history or members of the society. It does not

appear how any idea should express or realise itself in an end-

less series of events, unless the series is relative to something

beyond itself, which abides while it passes; and such a mere
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endless series the history of mankind must be, exeept so far as

its results ai-e gathered into the formation of the character of

abiding persons. At any rate the idea of a spirit cannot realise

itself except in spirits. The human spirit cannot develope itself

according- to its idea except in self-conscious subjects, whose

possession of the qualities—all implying- self-consciousness—that

are proper to such a spirit, in measures gradually approximating

to the realisation of the idea, forms its development. The
spiritual progress of mankind is thus an unmeaning phrase,

unless it means a progress of personal character and to personal

character—a progress of which feeling, thinking, and willing

subjects are the agents and sustainers, and of which each step

is a fuller realisation of the capacities of such subjects. It is

simply iinintelligible unless undei-stood to be in the direction of

more perfect forms of personal life.

There may be reason to hold that there are capacities of the

human spirit not realisable in persons under the conditions of

any society that we know, or can positively conceive, or that

may be capable of existing on the earth. Such a belief may
be warranted by the consideration on the one hand of the

promise which the spirit gives of itself, both in its actual oc-

casional achievement and in the aspirations of which we are

individually conscious, on the other hand of the limitations

which the necessity of confinement to a particular social func-

tion seems to impose on individual attainment. We may in

consequence justify the supposition that the personal life, which

historically or on earth is lived under conditions which thwart

its development, is continued in a society, ^-ith which we have

no means of communication through the senses, but which

shares in and carries further every measure of perfection at-

tained by men under the conditions of life that we know. Or
we may content ourselves with saying that the personal self-

conscious being, which comes from God, is for ever continued

in God. Or we may pronounce the problem suggested by the

constant spectacle of unfulfilled human promise to be simply

insoluble. But meanwhile the negative assurance at any rate

must remain, that a capacity, which is nothing except as personal,

cannot be realised in any impersonal modes of being.

186. It is not, of course, to be denied that the facts of human
O 2
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life and history put abundant difficulties in the way of any

theory whatever of human development, as from the less to the

more perfect kind of life, in distinction from mere generalisations

as to the nature of the changes which society has undergone.

If it were not for certain demands of the spirit which is ourself

,

the notion of human progress could never occur to us. But

these demands, having a common ground with the apprehension

of facts, are not to be suppressed by it. They are an expression

of the same principle of self-objectification without which, as we

have seen, there could be no such thing* as facts for us, for our

consciousness, at all. Their strength is illustrated by the per-

sistency with which, in spite of the rebuff they for ever seem

to be receiving from observations of nature and history, they for

ever reassert themselves. It is the consciousness of possibilities

in ourselves, unrealised but constantly in process of realisation,

that alone enables us to read the idea of development into what

we observe of natural life, and to conceive that there must be

such a thing as a plan of the world. That we can adjust all

that we observe to this idea is plainly not the case. When we

have traced processes of development in particular regions of

organic life, we are scarcely nearer the goal. For, in order to

satisfy the idea which sets us upon the search for development,

we should be able to connect all particular processes of develop-

ment with each other, the lower as subservient to the higher,

and to view the world, including human history, as a whole

throughout which there is a concerted fulfilment of capabilities.

This we cannot do ; but neither our inability to do it, nor the

appearance of positive inconsistency between much that we

observe and any scheme of universal development, can weaken

the authority of the idea, which does not rest on the evidence of

observation but expresses an inward demand for the recognition

of a unity in the world answering to the unity of ourselves—

a

demand involved in that self-consciousness which, as we have

seen, alone enables us to observe facts as such. The important

thing is that we should not, in eagerness to reconcile the idea

of development Avith facts known only bit by bit and not in

tlieir real integrity, lose sight of the essential implications of the

idea itself.

187. Of these implications one is the eternal realisation for,
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or in, the eternal mind of the capacities gradually realised in

time. Another is that the end of the process of development

should be a real fnlfilment of the capacities presupposed by the

process. When we speak of any subject as in process of develop-

ment according" to some law, we must mean, if we so speak

advisedly, that that into which the subject is being developed

already exists for some consciousness. We express the same

thing by saying that the subject is something, in itself or

potentially, which it has not yet in time actually become ; and

this ag*ain implies that in relation to some conscious being it

is eternally that which in some other relation it is in time

coming to be. A state of life or consciousness not yet attained

b}^ a subject capable of it, in relation to that snlject we say

actnally is not; but if there were no consciousness for which

it existed, there would be no sense in saying that in possihilit)/

it ?>, for it would simply be nothing at all. Thus, when we
speak of the human spirit being in itself, or in possibility,

something which is not yet realised in human experience, we
mean that there is a consciousness for and in which this some-

thing really exists, though, on the other hand, for the con-

sciousness which constitutes human experience it exists only in

possibility.

It would not be enough to say ' a consciousness for which it

really exists.^ That might merely mean that this undeveloped

caj^ability of the human spirit existed as an object of conscious-

ness to the eternal mind, in the same way in which facts that

I contemj)late exist for me. Such a statement would suffice,

were the subject of development merely a natural organism.

But when that which is being developed is itself a self-con-

scious subject, the end of its becoming must really exist not

merely for, but in or «•«, a self-conscious subject. There must

be eternally such a subject which is all that the self-conscious

subject, as developed in time, has the possibility of becoming ; in

which the idea of the human spirit, or all that it has in itself to

become, is completely realised. This consideration may suggest

the true notion of the spiritual relation in which we stand to

God ; that He is not merely a Being who has made us, in the

sense that we exist as an object of the divine consciousness in

the same way in which we must suppose the system of nature
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so to exist, but that He is a Being in whom we exist; with

whom we are in principle one; with whom the human spirit

is identical, in the sense that He h all which the human spirit

is capable of becoming-.

188. In regard to the other principle which we have noticed

as implied in the idea of development—that the end of the

process of development should be a real fulfilment of the capa-

cities pre-supposed by the process—it may be argued that, how-

ever indisputable, it can afford us little guidance in judging of

the ultimate end to which any process of development is tending.

In cases where end or function are matter of observation, and

capacity or faculty are inferred from them, it has no application
;

and if it is to be available in other cases, we must have some

means of ascertaining the nature of capacities, independently of

observation of the ends to which they are relative. But have

we any such means ? And in their absence, since the ultimate

end of human progress must be beyond the reach of observation,

are not our conclusions as to capacities of men which must be

fulfilled in the course of human development mere arbitrary

guess-work? May it not turn out that what we have been

regarding as permanent capacities of men, from which something

might be inferred as to the end of human development, on the

ground that this end must be such as really to fulfil them, are

temporary phases of some unknown force, working in we know

not what direction, and that their end may be simply to dis-

appear, having borne their part in the generation of an unknow-

able future ?

189. To such questions we should reply as follows. We must

be on our guard against lapsing into the notion that a process

ad wjiniUm, a process not relative to an end, can be a process of

development at all. If the history of mankind were simply a

history of events, of which each determines the next following,

and so on in endless series, there would be no progress or de-

velopment in it. As we cannot sum an infinite series, there

would be nothing in the history of mankind, so conceived, to

satisfy that demand for unity of the manifold in relation to an

end, which alone leads us to read the idea of development into

the course of human affairs. If there is a progress in the

history of men it must be towards an end consisting in a state
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of bein*^ which is not itself a series in time, but is both compre-

hended eternally in the eternal mind and is intrinsically, or iu

itself, eternal. Further : althoug-h any other capacity may be of

a kind which, having- done its w ork in contributing- to the attain-

ment of such a state of being, passes away in the process of its

attainment—as the particular capacities of myriads of animals,

their function fulfilled, pass away every hour—yet a capacity

consisting in a self-conscious personality cannot be supposed so

to pass away. It partakes of the nature of the eternal. It is

not itself a series in time; for the series of time exists for it.

We cannot believe in there being a real fulfilment of such a

capacity in an end which should involve its extinction, because

the conviction of there being an end in which our capacities are

fulfilled is founded on our self-conscious personality—on the idea

of an absolute value in a spirit which we ourselves are. And for

the same reason we cannot believe that the capacities of men

—

capacities illustrated to us by the actual institutions of society,

though they could not be so illustrated if we had not an in-

dependent idea of them—can be really fulfilled in a state of

things in which any rational man should be treated merely as a

means, and not as in himself an end. On the whole, our conclu-

sion must be that, great as are the difficulties which beset the

idea of human development when applied to the facts of life, we

do not escape them but empty the idea of any real meaning, if

we suppose the end of the development to be one in the attain-

ment of which persons—agents who are ends to themselves—are

extinguished, or one which is other than a state of self-conscious

being, or one in which that reconciliation of the claims of persons,

as each at once a means to the good of the other and an end to

himself, already partially achieved in the higher forms of human

society, is otherwise than completed.

190. Meanwhile, as must constantly be borne in mind, iu

saying that the human spirit can only realise itself, that the

divine idea of man can only be fulfilled, in and through persons,

we are not denying but affirming that the realisation and fulfil-

ment can only take place in and through society. Without

society, no persons : this is as true as that without persons,

without self-objectifying agents, there could be no such society

as we know. Such society is founded on the recognition by
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persons of eacli otlier, and tlieir interest in each other, as persons,

i. e. as beings who are ends to themselves, who are consciously-

determined to action by the conception of themselves, as that for

the sake of which they act. They are interested in each other

as persons in so far as each, being aware that another presents his

own self-satisfaction to himself as an object, finds satisfaction for

himself in procuring or witnessing the self-satisfaction of the other.

Society is founded on such mutual interest, in the sense that

unless it were operative, however incapable of expressing itself

in abstract formulae, there would be nothing to lead to that

treatment by one human being of another as an end, not merely

a means, on which society even in its narrowest and most primi-

tive forms must rest. There would be nothing to countervail

the tendency, inherent in the self-asserting and self-seeking

subject, to make every object he deals with, even an object of

natural affection, a means to his own gratification. The combi-

nation of men as to-ot kox ojuotoi for common ends would be im-

possible. Thus except as between persons, each recognising the

other as an end in himself and having the will to treat him as

such, there can be no society.

But the converse is equally true, that only through society, in

the sense explained, is personality actualised. Only through

society is any one enabled to give that effect to the idea of

himself as the object of his actions, to the idea of a possible

better state of himself, without which the idea would remain

like that of space to a man who had not the senses either of

sight or touch. Some practical recognition of personality by

another, of an 'I^ by a ' Thou' and a ' Thou-* by an 'I,' is neces-

sary to any practical consciousness of it, to any such conscious-

ness of it as can express itself in act. On the origin of such

recognition in the past we speculate in vain. To whatever

primitive groupings, as a matter of history or of imagination,

we can trace our actual society, these must already imply it.

But we know that we, who are born under an established system

of family ties, and of reciprocal rights and obligations sanctioned

by the state, learn to regard ourselves as persons among other

persons because we are treated as such. From the dawn of

intelligence we are treated, in one way or another, as entitled

to have a will of our own, to make ourselves the objects of our
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actions, on condition of our practically recog-nising- the same

title in others. All education goes on the principle that we are,

or are to become, persons in this sense. And just as it is

through the action of society that the individual comes at once

practically to conceive his personality—his nature as an object

to himself—and to conceive the same personality as belonging

to others, so it is society that supplies all the higher content to

this conception, all those objects of a man's personal interest, in

living for ^\•hich he lives for his own satisfaction, except such as

are derived from the merely animal natm-e.

191. Thus it is equally true that the human spirit can only

realise itself, or fulfil its idea, in persons, and that it can only do

so through society, since society is the condition of the develop-

ment of a personality. But the function of society being the

development of persons, the realisation of the human spirit in

societ}^ can only be attained according to the measure in which

that function is fulfilled. It does not follow from this that all

persons must be developed in the same way. The very existence

of mankind presupposes the distinction between the sexes ; and

as there is a necessary difference between their functions, there

must be a corresponding difference between the modes in which

the personality of men and w^omen is developed. Again, though

we must avoid following the example of philosophers who have

shoAvn an a priori necessity for those class-distinctions of their

time which after ages have dispensed with, it would certainly

seem as if distinctions of social position and power were neces-

sarily incidental to the development of human personality.

There cannot be this development without a recognised power

of appropriating material things. This appropriation must vary

in its effects according to talent and opportunity, and from that

variation again must result differences in the form which person-

ality takes in different men. Nor does it appear how those

reciprocal services which elicit the feeling of mutual dependence,

and thus promote the recognition by one man of another as an

'alter ego,' would be possible without different limitations of

function and ability, which determine the range within which

each man's personality developes, in other w^ords, the scope of

his personal interests.

Thus, under any conditions possible, so far as can be seen, for
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human society, one man who was the best that his position

allowed, would be very different from another who was the best

that 1m position allowed. But, in order that either may be good

at all in the moral sense, i.e. intrinsically and not merely as

a means—in order that the idea of the human spirit may be in

any sense fulfilled in him—the fulfilment of that idea in some

form or other, the contribution to human perfection in some way
or other, must be the object in which he seeks self-satisfaction,

the object for w^hich he lives in living for himself. And it is

only so far as this development and direction of personality is

obtained for all who are capable of it (as presumably every one

who says ' I ' is capable), that human society, either in its widest

comprehension or in any of its particular groups, can be held to

fulfil its function, to realise its idea as it is in God.

B. The Formal Character of the Moral Ideal or Lavj.

192. Having thus endeavoured to explain the relation in

which the development of the human race must stand to the

personal perfection of individuals, we return to the problem

which was postponed to make way for that explanation. We
have seen how there is a real identity between the end for which

the good man consciously lives—the end of fulfilling in some

way his rational capacity, or the idea of a best that is in him

—

and the end to which human development, if there is such a

thing, must be eternally relative in the eternal mind. It may
be no more than such an identity as there is between the mere

consciousness that there is an object and the consciousness what

the object is. More precisely, it may be no more than the

identity between the idea that a man has, in virtue of his

rational capacity, of something, he knows not what, which he

may and should become, and the idea, perfectly articulated and

defined in the divine consciousness, of a state of being in which

the capacities of all men are fully realised. But the idea as it is

in the individual man, however indefinite and unfilled, is a com-

;iiunication in germ or principle of the idea as it is in God, and

the communication is the medium through which the idea as in

God determines the progressive development of human capacities

in time. Alike as in God, as communicated in principle to men.
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and as realising itself by means of that communication in a

certain development of human capacities, the idea can have its

being- only in a personal, i.e. a self-objectifying, consciousness.

From the mere idea in a man, however, ' of something, he knows

not what, which he may and should become,' to the actual prac-

tice which is counted morally good, it may naturally seem a long

step. We have therefore to explain in further detail how such

an idea, gradually taking form and definiteness, has been the

moralising agent in human life, yielding our moral standards

and inducing obedience to them.

193. Supposing such an idea to be operative in man, what

must be the manner of its operation ? It will keep before him

an object, which he presents to himself as absolutely desirable,

but which is other than any particular object of desire. Of this

object it can never be possible for him to give a sufficient ac-

count, because it consists in the realisation of capabilities which

can only be fully known in their ultimate realisation. At the

same time, because it is the fulfilment of himself, of that which

he has in him to be, it wall excite an interest in him like no

other interest, different in kind from any of his desires and aver-

sions except such as are derived from it. It will be an interest

as in an object conceived to be of unconditional value; one of

which the value does not depend on any desire that the in-

dividual may at any time feel for it or for anything- else, or on

any pleasure that, either in its pursuit or in its attainment or as

its result, he may experience. The conception of its desirableness

will not arise, like the conception of the desirableness of any

pleasure, from previous enjoyment of it or from reflection on the

desire for it. On the contrary, the desire for the object will be

founded on a conception of its desirableness as a fulfilment of the

capabilities of which a man is conscious in being conscious of

himself.

In such men and at such times as a desire for it does actually

arise—a desire in that sense which implies that the man puts

himself forth for the realisation of the desired object— it will

express itself in their imposition on themselves of rules requiring

something to be done irrespectively of any inclination to do it,

irrespectively of any desired end to which it is a means, other

illan this end, which is desired because conceived as alsolufely
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desirable. With tlie men in whom, and at the times when,

there is no such desire, the consciousness of there being some-

thing absolutely desirable will still be a qualifying element in

life. It will yield a recognition of those unconditional rules of

conduct to which, from the prevalence of unconformable passions,

it fails to produce actual obedience. It will give meaning to

the demand, without which there is no morality and in which all

morality is virtually involved, that ' something be done merely

for the sake of its being done ^/ because it is a consciousness of

the possibility of an action in which no desire shall be gratified

but the desire excited by the idea of the act itself, as of some-

thing absolutely desirable in the sense that in it the man does

the best that he has in him to do.

194. But, granted the conception of an unconditional good

for man, with unconditional rules of conduct which it suggests,

what in particular will those rules enjoin ? We have said that

man can never give a sufficient account of what his unconditional

good is, because he cannot know what his capabilities are till

they are realised. This is the exj)lanation of the infirmity that

has always been found to attach to attempted definitions of the

moral ideal. They are always open to the charge that there is

employed in the definition, openly or disguisedly, the very notion

which profession is made of defining. If, on being asked for an

account of the unconditional good, we answer either that it is

the good will or that to which the good will is directed, we are

naturally asked further, what then is the good will ? And if in

answer to this question we can only say that it is the will for

the unconditional good, we are no less naturally charged with

' moving in a circle.^ We do but slightly disguise the circular

process without escaping from it if, instead of saying directly

that the good will is the will for the unconditional good, we say

that it is the will to conform to a universal law for its own sake

or because it is conceived as a universal law ; for the recognition

of the authority of such a universal law must be founded on the

conception of its relation to an vmconditional good.

* * So gewiss der Mensch ein Mensch ist, so gewiss iiussert sich in ihm eine

Zunothigung, einiges ganz unabhangig von ausseren Zwecken zu thun lediglich

damit es geschehe, und andres eben so zu unterlassen lediglich damit es unter-

bleibe.'—J. G. Fichte.
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It is one of the attractions of Hedonistic Utilitarianism that it

seems to avoid this logical embarrassment. If we say that the

unconditional good is pleasure, and that the good will is that

which in its ejffects turns out to produce most pleasure on the

whole, we are certainly not chargeable with assuming in either

definition the idea to be defined. We are not at once explaining

the unconditional good by reference to the good will, and the

good will by reference to the unconditional good. But we only

avoid doing so by taking the good will to be relative to some-

thing external to itself ; to have its value only as a means to an

end wholly alien to, and different from, goodness itself. Upon
this view the perfect man would not be an end in himself ; a

perfect society of men would not be an end in itself. Man or

society would alike be only perfect in relation to the production

of feelings which are felt, with whatever differences of quantity,

by good men and bad, by man and brute, indifferently. By
such a theory we do not avoid the logical embarrassment aitend-

ing the clejiniiwn of a moral ideal ; for it is not a moral ideal, in

the sense naturally attached to that phrase, that w^e are defining

at all. By a moral ideal we mean some type of man or character

or personal activity, considered as an end in itself. But, ac-

cording to the theory of Hedonistic Utilitarianism, no such type

of man or character or personal activity is an end in itself at all.

195. It may not follow that the theory is false on this account.

That is a point which would have to be considered in a full

critical discussion of Hedonism. What has to be noticed here

is that such a theory is not available for our purpose. It affords

no help when once we have convinced ourselves that man can

only be an end to himself ; that consequently it is only in him-

self as he may become, in a complete realisation of what he has

it in him to be, in his perfect character, that he can find satis-

faction ; that in this therefore alone can lie his unconditional

good. When we are seeking for a definition of the moral ideal

in accordance with this view, we should be aware what we are

about. It is as well to confess at once that, when we are giving

an account of an agent whose development is governed by an

ideal of his own perfection, we cannot avoid speaking of one and

the same condition of will alternately as means and as end. The

goodness of the will or man as a means must be described as
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lying in direction to that same goodness as an end. For the

end is that full self-conscious realisation of capabilities to which

the means lies in the self-conscious exercise of the same capa-

bilities—an exercise of them in imperfect realisation^ but under

the governing idea of the desirability of their fuller realisation.

If we had knowledge of what their fuller realisation would be,

w^e might so describe it as to distinguish it from that exercise of

them in less complete development which is the means to that

full realisation. We might thus distinguish the perfection of

man as end from his goodness as means to the end, though the

perfection would be in principle identical with the goodness,,

differing from it only as the complete from the incomplete.

But we have no such knowledge of the full realisation. We
know it only according to the measure of what we have so far

done or are doing for its attainment. And this is to say that we

have no knowledge of the perfection of man as the unconditional

good, but that which we have of his goodness or the good will,

in the form which it has assumed as a means to, or in the effort

after, the unconditional good ; a good which is not an object of

speculative knowledge to man, but of which the idea—the con-

viction of there being such a thing—is the influence through

which his life is directed to its attainment.

196. It is therefore not an illogical procedure, because it is

the only procedure suited to the matter in hand, to say that the

goodness of man lies in devotion to the ideal of humanity, and

then that the ideal of humanity consists in the goodness of man.

It means that such an ideal, not yet realised but operating as a

motive, already constitutes in man an inchoate form of that life,

that perfect development of himself, of which the completion

would be the realised ideal itself. Now in relation to a nature

such as ours, having other impulses than those which draw to

the ideal, this ideal becomes, in Kant's language, an imperative,

and a categorical imperative. It will command something to be

done universally and unconditionally, irrespectively of whether

there is in any one, at any time, an inclination to do it. But

when we ask ourselves wdiat it is that this imperative commands

to be done, we are met with just the same difficulty as when

asked to define the moral ideal or the unconditional good. We
can only say that the categorical imperative commands us to
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oLcy the categorical imperative, and to obey it for its own sake.

If—not merely for practical purposes but as a matter of specula-

tive certainty—we identify its injunction with any particular

dutv, circumstances will be found upon which the binding-ness

of that duty is conting-ent, and the too hasty identification of

the categorical imperative with it will issue in a suspicion that,

after all, there is no categorical imperative, no absolute duty, at

all. After the explanations just given, however, w^e need not shrink

from asserting as the basis of morality an unconditional duty,

which yet is not a duty to do anything unconditionally except

to fulfil that unconditional duty. It is the duty of realising

an ideal which cannot be adequately defined till it is realised,

and which, when realised, would no longer present itself as a

source of duties, because the .should be would be exchanged for

the is. This is the imconditional ground of those particular

duties to do or to forbear doing, which in the effort of the social

man to realise his ideal have so far come to be recognised as

binding, but which are each in some w^ay or other conditional,

because relative to particular circumstances, however wide the

range of circumstances may be to which they are relative.

197. At the same time, then, that the categorical imperative

can enjoin nothing witJiout lialiUiy to exception but disinterested

obedience to itself, it will have no lack of definite content. The

particular duties which it enjoins will at least be all those in the

practice of which, according to the hitherto experience of men,

some progress is made towards the fulfilment of man's capa-

bilities, or some condition necessary to that progress is satisfied.

We say it will enjoin these at least, because j)articular duties

must be constantly arising out of it for the individual, for which

no formula can be found before they arise, and which are thus

extraneous to the recognised code. Every one, however, of the

duties which the law of the state or the law of opinion recognises

must in some way be relative to circumstances. The rule there-

fore in which it is conveyed, though stated in the most general

terms compatible with real significance, must still admit of

exceptions. Yet is there a true sense in which the whole system

of such duties is unconditionally binding. It is so as an ex-

pression of the absolute imperative to seek the absolutely de-

sirable, the ideal of humanity, the fulfilment of man's vocation.
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Because an expression (though an incomplete one) of this abso-

lute imperative^ because a product of the effort after such an

unconditional good, the requirements of conventional morality,

however liable they may be to exceptions, arising out of circum-

stances other than those to which they are properly applicable,

are at least liable to no exception for the sake of the indivi-

duaFs pleasure. As against any desire but some form or other

of that desire for the best in conduct, which will, no doubt,

from time to time suggest new duties in seeming conflict with

the old—against any desire for this or that pleasure, or any

aversion from this or that pain—they are unconditionally

binding.

198. Upon this view, so far from the Categorical Imperative

having no particular content, it may rather seem to have too

much. It enjoins observance of the whole complex of established

duties, as a means to that perfection of man of which it uncon-

ditionally enjoins the pursuit. And it enjoins this observance as

unconditionally as it enjoins the pursuit of the end to which this

observance is a means, so long as it is such a means. It will only

allow such a departure from it in the interest of a fuller attain-

ment of the unconditional end, not in the interest of any one's

pleasure. The question indeed is sure to suggest itself, what

available criterion such a doctrine affords us, either for distin-

guishing the essential from the unessential in the requirements

of law and custom, or for the discernment of duty in cases to

which no recognised rule is applicable. So far as it can be

translated into practice at all, must not its effect be either a

dead conformity to the code of customary morality, anywhere

and at any time established, without effort to reform or expand

it, or else unlimited license in departing from it at the prompt-

ing of any impulse which the individual may be pleased to con-

sider a higher law ? These questions shall be considered in due

course ^ ; but before we enquire into the practical bearings of our

doctrine as to the relation between the system of duties any-

where recognised and the unconditional ground of all duties

—

before we ask how it affects our criteria of what in particular we

should do or not do—we have further to make good the doctrine

1 [See Book IV.]
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itself. We have to revert to the question, still left unanswered,

how the mere idea of something- absolutely desirable—an idea

which, we confess, does not primarily enable us to say anytiling-

of its object but that there must be such a thing—should have

gradually defined itself, should have taken body and content, in

the establishment of recognised duties, in the formation of actual

virtues, amone: men.



CHAPTER III.

The Oeigin and Development of the Moral Ideal.

A. Beason as Source of the Idea of a Common Good.

199. That an idea of something absolutely desirable, which we

cannot identify with any particular object of desire without soon

discovering" our mistake in the dissatisfaction which ensues upon

the attainment of the particular object—that such an idea of a

supreme good, which is no good thing in particular, should

express itself in a system of social requirements and expectations,

of which each would seem to have reference to a definite social

need, may naturally at first be thought an extravagant supposi-

tion. Fm'ther consideration, however, may change our view.

The idea of the absolutely desirable, as we have seen, arises out

of, or rather is identical with, man^s consciousness of himself as

an end to himself. It is the forecast, proper to a subject con-

scious at once of himself as an absolute end, and of a life of

becoming, of constant transition from possibility to realisation,

and from this again to a new possibility—a forecast of a well-

being that shall consist in the complete fulfilment of himself.

Now the self of which a man thus forecasts the fulfilment, is not

an abstract or empty self. It is a self already affected in the

most primitive forms of human life by manifold interests, among

which are interests in other persons. These are not merely

interests dependent on other persons for the means to their

gratification, but interests in the good of those other persons,

interests which cannot be satisfied without the consciousness

that those other persons are satisfied. The man cannot contem-

plate himself as in a better state, or on the way to the best,

without contemplating others, not merely as a means to that

better state, but as sharing it with him.

200. It may seem unphilosophical now-a-days to accept this
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distinctive social interest on our part as a primary faot^ without

attempting- to account for it by any process of evolution. Any
history indeed that might be offered of it, which should enable

us to connect its more complex with its simpler forms, would be

much to be welcomed. But the same could not be said for a

history which should seem to account for it by ignoring" its

distinctive character, and by deriving it from forms of animal

sj'mpathy from w^hich, because they have no element of identity

with it, it cannot in the proper sense have been developed.

What the real nature may be of the sympathy of the higher

animals with each other, we have probably no means of knowing.

If it is merely an excitement of pleasure or pain in one animal,

upon sign of pleasure or pain being given by another ; if it is

merely an impulse on the part of one animal to act so as to give

pleasure to another, with whose pleasure its own is thus asso-

ciated ; then what we know as the social interest of men is more

and other than a development of it. For it is characteristic of

this interest that, to the man who is the subject of it, those who

are its objects are ends, in the same sense in which he is an end

to himself. Or, more properly, they are included in the end for

which he lives in living for himself. The feeling of pleasure or

pain in response to manifested pleasure or pain on the part of

another sentient being does not contain the germ of such an

interest, unless the subject of the feeling is conscious of himself

as other than the feeling which he experiences, and of the agent

occasioning it as an 'alter ego.' O^^ly on that condition can

desire for a renewal of the pleasure become, or give place to,

desire for a good, to be shared by the person desiring it with

another whose good is as his own.

However dependent therefore the social interest, as we know
it, may be upon feelings of animal origin, such as sexual feelings,

or feelings of want in the offspring which only the parent can

supply, it is not a product of those feelings, not evolved from

them. In order to issue in it they must have taken a new
character, as feelings of one who can and does present to himself

a good of himself as an end in distinction from any particular

pleasure, and a like good of another or others as included in that

end. To ignore the distinctive character which our sympathies

thus derive, and must have derived in any being to whom we

p 2
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can reasonably affiliate ourselves^ from the action of a self-

objectifying" consciousness, is as misleading an abstraction from

the reality of human nature as it would be^ on the other hand, to

separate that consciousness from those sympathies and interests,

without which the formal idea in a man of a possible better

state of himself would have no actual filling.

201. We may take it, then, as an ultimate fact of human

history—a fact without which there would not be such a history,

and which is not in turn deducible from any other history—that

out of sympathies of animal origin, through their presence in a

self-conscious soul, there arise interests as of a person in persons.

Out of processes common to man^s life with the life of animals

there arise for man, as there do not apparently arise for animals,

'Kelations dear and all the charities

Of father, son, and brother '

:

and of those relations and charities self-consciousness on the part of

all concerned in them is the condition. At the risk of provoking

a charge of pedantry, this point must be insisted on. It is not

any mere sympathy with pleasure and pain that can by itself

yield the affections and recognised obligations of the family.

The man for whom they are to be possible must be able, through

consciousness of himself as an end to himself, to enter into a like

consciousness as belonging to others, whose expression of it cor-

responds to his own. He must have practical understanding of

what is meant for them, as for himself, by saying ' 1.' Having

found his pleasures and pains dependent on the pleasures and

pains of others, he must be able in the contemplation of a possible

satisfaction of himself to include the satisfaction of those others,

and that a satisfaction of them as ends to themselves and not as

means to his pleasure. He must, in short, be capable of con-

ceiving and seeking a permanent well-being in which the perma-

nent well-being of others is included.

202. Some sort of community, founded on such unity of self-

consciousness, on such capacity for a common idea of permanent

good, must be presupposed in any groupings of men from which

the society that we know can have been developed. To the man
living under its influence the idea of the absolutely desirable,

the effort to better himself, must from the first express itself in

some form of social requirement. So far as he is set on making
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his way to some fui-tlier fulfilment of himself, he must seek to

cany those in whom he is interested with him in the process.

That ' better reason ' ^ which, in antagonism to the inclinations

of the moment, presents itself to him as a law for himself, will

present itself to him as equally a law for them; and as a law for

them on the same ground and in the same sense as it is a law

for him, viz. as prescribing- means to the fulfilment of an idea of

absolute good, common to him with them—an idea indefinable

indeed in imagination, but gradually defining itself in act.

The conception of a moral law, in its strict philosophical form,

is no doubt an analogical adaptation of the notion of law in the

more primary sense—the notion of it as a command enforced by

a political superior, or by some power to which obedience is

habitually rendered by those to whom the command is addressed.

But there is an idea which equally underlies the conception both

of moral duty and of legal right ; which is prior, so to speak, to

the distinction between them; which must have been at work in

the minds of men before they could be capable of recognising

any kind of action as one that ought to be done, whether because

it is enjoined by law or authoritative custom, or because, though

not thus enjoined, a man owes it to himself or to his neighbour

or to God. This is the idea of an absolute and a common good

;

a good common to the person conceiving it with others, and

good for him and them, whether at any moment it answers their

likings or no. As affected by such an idea, a man^s attitude to

his likes and dislikes will be one of which, in his inward con-

verse, the 'Thou shalt-* or 'Thou must^ of command is the

natural expression, though of law, in the sense either of the

command of a political superior or of a self-imposed rule of life,

he may as yet have no definite conception.

And so affected by it he must be, before the authority either

of custom or of law can have any meaning for him. Simple fear

cannot constitute the sense of such authority nor by any process

of development, properly so called, become it. It can only spring

from a conviction, on the part of those recognising the authority,

that a good which is really their good, though in constant

conflict with their inclinations, is really served by the power

in which they recognise authority. Whatever force may be

' See above, § 179.
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employed in maintaining' custom or law, however ' the interest of

the stronger/ whether an individual or the few or the majority of

some group of people, may be concerned in maintaining it, only

some persuasion of its contribution to a recognised common good

can yield that sort of obedience to it which, equally in the simpler

and the more complex stages of societ}'', forms the social bond.

203. The idea, then, of a possible well-being of himself, that

shall not pass away with this, that, or the other pleasure; and

relation to some group of persons whose well-being he takes to

be as his own, and in whom he is interested in being interested

in himself—these two things must condition the life of any one

who is to be a creator or sustainer either of law or of that prior

authoritative custom out of which law arises. Without them

there might be instruments of law and custom ; intelligent co-

operating subjects of law and custom there could not be. They

are conditions at once of might being so exercised that it can be

recognised as having right, and of that recognition itself. It is

in this sense that the old language is justified, which speaks of

Reason as the parent of Law. Reason is the self-objectifying

consciousness. It constitutes, as we have seen, the capability in

man of seeking an absolute good and of conceiving this good as

common to others with himself : and it is this capability which

alone renders him a possible author and a self-submitting sub-

ject of law.

In saying this we are saying nothing for or against any

theory of the conditions under which, as a matter of history,

laws may have been first established. It is easy, and for certain

purposes may be advisable, to define a sense of the term in

which ' laws ' do not exist till an advanced stage of civilisation,

when sovereignties of ascertained range and scope have been

established, and when the will of the sovereign has come to be

expressed in general and permanent forms. In proportion as we

thus restrict our usage of the term ' law ' we shall have to ex-

tend our view of the effect upon human life of social require-

ments, which are not 'laws,' but to which the good citizen

renders an obedience the same in principle as that which he

renders to ' laws ' ; an obedience at once willing and constrained

—willing, because recognised as the condition of a social good,

which is his own highest good; constrained, in so far as it
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prevents him from doing- what he would otherwise like to do.

It is with the g-round of this obedience that the moralist is con-

cerned, as having been rendered when as yet ' law ' in the re-

stricted sense was not, and as still rendered equally by the good

citizen to the law which the state enforces, and to that of which

the sanction is a social sentiment shared by him.

204. This ground the moralist finds in Reason, according to the

sense explained. He will listen respectfully to any account, for

which historians can claim probability, of the courses of events

by which powers, strong" enoug-h to enforce general obedience,

have been gathered into the hands of individuals or groups of

men ; but he will reflect that, though the exercise of force may
be a necessary incident in the maintenance of government, it

cannot of itself produce the state of mind on which social union

in any of its forms depends. He will listen, further, to all that

the anthropologist can tell him of the earliest forms in which

such union can be traced; but here again he will reflect that,

when the phenomena of some primitive usage have been duly

established, the interpretation of the state of mind which they

represent is a further question, and one that cannot be answered

without reference to the developed consciousness which is ours.

When the anthropologist has gathered all the results he can

from a collation of the sayings and doings of such uncivilised

people as can now be observed, with records and survivals from

the lives of our ancestors, his clue for the interpretation of his

material will depend in the last resort on his analysis of that

world of feeling, thought, and desire, in which he himself lives.

Unless the fragmentary indications obtainable of the life of

primitive humanity can be interpreted as expressing a conscious-

ness in germ or principle the same as ours, we have no clue to

their inner significance a.t all. They are at best no more to us

than the gestures of animals, from which we may conjecture

that the animal is pleased or pained, but by which no conscious-

ness in its intrinsic nature is conveyed to us, as it is conveyed in

the speech of another man. We may, of course, take this view of

them. We may hold that no inference is possible from them to

any state of mind on the part of primitive man. But we cannot

interpret them as expressing a state of mind without founding

our conception of the state of mind on our own consciousness.
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Even i£ it were possible on any other plan to read a state of

mind in them at all, we certainly could not read in them a con-

sciousness from which our own has been developed, without

assuming- an identity, under whatever variety of modification,

between the less and the more developed consciousness.

Thus, though our information about primitive man were very

different from what it is, it could never be other than a contra-

diction to found upon it a theory of the state of mind under-

lying the earliest forms of social union, which should represent

this state of mind as different in kind from that which, upon fair

analysis of the spiritual life now shared by us, we find to be the

condition of such social union as actually exists. If we are right

in ascribing" to Reason a function of union in the life that we

know; if we are right in holding that thi'ough it we are con-

scious of ourselves, and of others as ourselves,—through it accord-

ingly that we can seek to make the best of ourselves and of others

with ourselves, and that in this sense Reason is the basis of

society, because the som-ce at once of the establishment of equal

practical rules in a common interest, and of self-imposed sub-

jection to those rules ; then we are entitled to hold that Reason

fulfilled a function intrinsically the same in the most primitive

associations of man with man, between which and the actual

institutions of family and commune, of state and nation, there

has been any continuity of development.

205. The foundation of morality, then, in the reason or self-

objectifying consciousness of man, is the same thing as its

foundation in the institutions of a common life—in these as

directed to a common good, and so directed not mechanically but

with consciousness of the good on the part of those subject to

the institutions. Such institutions are, so to speak, the form

and body of reason, as practical in men. Without them the

rational or self-conscious or moral man does not exist, nor with-

out them can any being have existed from whom such a man

could be developed, if any continuity of nature is implied in

development. No development of morality can be conceived, nor

can any history of it be traced (for that would imply such a con-

ception), which does not presuppose some idea of a common

good, expressing itself in some elementary effort after a regula-

tion of life. Without such an idea the development would be
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as impossible as it is impossible that sight should be generated

when there is no optic nerve. With it, however restricted in

range the idea may be, there is given ' in promise and potency '

the ideal of which the realisation would be perfect morality, the

ideal of a society in which every one shall treat every one else as

his neighbour, in which to every rational agent the well-being

or perfection of every other such agent shall be included in that

perfection of himself for which he lives. And as the most ele-

mentary notion in a rational being of a personal good, common

to himself with another who is as himself, is in possibility such

an ideal, so the most primitive institutions for the regulation of

a society with reference to a common good are already a school

for the character which shall be responsive to the moral ideal.

It has become a common-place among us that the moral sus-

ceptibilities Avhich we find in ourselves, would not exist but for

the action of law and authoritative custom on many generations

of our ancestors. The common-place is doubtless perfectly true.

It is only misleading when, we overlook the rational capacities

implied in the origin and maintenance of such law and custom.

The most elementary moralisation of the individual must always

have arisen from his finding himself in the presence of a require-

ment, enforced against his inclinations to pleasure, but in an

interest which he can recognise as being his own, no less than

the interest of those by whom the requirement is enforced. The

recognition of such an interest by the individual is an outcome

of the same reason as that which has led to the maintenance

of the requirement by the society he belongs to. All further

development of morality—all articulation of duties, all educa-

tion of conscience in response to them—presupposes this pri-

mary recognition. Of the principal movements into which the

development may be analysed we shall now go on to speak in

more detail, only premising that the necessity of describing

them separately should not lead us to forget that they are

mutually involved.

B. The Hxtension of the Area of Common Good.

206. The first of the movements into which the development

of morality may be analysed consists in a gradual extension, for
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the mental eye of the moral subject, of the range of persons to

whom the common g-ood is conceived as common ; towards whom
and between whom accordingly obligations are understood to

exist. What may have been the narrowest restrictions on this

range within which the process of moralisation has gone on, we

have no means of saying. We only know that the earliest

ascertainable history exhibits to us communities, relatively very

confined, within any one of which a common good, and in con-

sequence a common duty, is recognised as between the members

of the community, while beyond the particular community the

range of mutual obligation is not understood to extend. Among
ourselves, on the contrary, it is almost an axiom of popular

Ethics that there is at least a potential duty of every man to

every man— a dvity which becomes actual so soon as one comes

to have any dealing with the other. It is true that plenty of

pretexts, some under very philosophical disguise, are always

forthcoming when it is wished to evade the duty; but, when

we are free from private bias, we do not seriously dispute its

validity. Conscience is uneasy at its violation, as it would not

have been, according to all indications, in the case, let us say,

of a Greek who used his slave as a chattel, though according

to his lights the Greek might be as conscientious as any of us.

Yet the language in which we most naturally express our con-

ception of the duty of all men to all men indicates the school

—

that of tribal, or civil, or family obligation—in which we have

been trained to the conception. We convey it in the concrete

by speaking of a human family, of a fraternity of all men, of

the common fatherhood of God; or we suppose a universal

Christian citizenship, as wide as the Humanity for which Christ

died, and in thought we transfer to this, under certain analogical

adaptations, those claims of one citizen upon another which

have been actually enforced in societies united under a single

sovereignty.

207. It is not uncommon indeed with men to whom a little

philosophy has proved a dangerous thing, to make much of the

distinction between an obligation that admits of being enforced

between persons subject to a common sovereign, and what is

alleged to be due from man to man, as such ; to extenuate the

claims of humanity, and even to make merry over the fraternity
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of men and nations. The distinction is easily drawn, and, so

long as there continue to be men who will not observe obliga-

tions unless enforced, it cannot be considered practically unim-

portant. But for the moralist it is more important to observe

the real fusion, in the conscience of those citizens of the modern

world wdio are most responsive to the higher influences of their

time, of duties enforced by legal penalties and those of which

the fulfilment cannot be exacted by citizen of citizen, or by

sovereign of subjects, but is felt to be due from man to man.

It is not more certain that a man would not recognise a duty,

e.g. of educating his poor neighbours or helping to liberate

a slave, unless, generations before him, equal rights had been

enforced among men who could not have understood the wTong

of slavery or the claim of the labourer to a chance of raising

himself, than that there are men now to whom such duties

present themselves with just the same cogency as legal obliga-

tions; men to whom the motive for fulfilling the latter has

been so entirely purged from any fear of penalties, that the

absence of such fear, as a motive to the fulfilment of humani-

tarian duties, makes no difference to the felt necessity of ful-

filling them.

No gradual modification of selfish fear or hope could yield a

disposition of this kind ; and if these were the sole original

motives to civil or tribal or family obedience, it would be unin-

telligible that a state of mind should result, in which a man
imposes duties on himself quite beyond the range of such obedi-

ence. But if at the root of such obedience, as well as of the

institutions to which it has been rendered, there has been an

idea of good, suggested by the consciousness of unfulfilled possi-

bilities of the rational nature common to all men, then it is

intelligible that, as the range of this idea extends itself—as it

(vmies to be understood that no race or religion or status is a

bar to self-determined co-operation in its fulfilment—the sense

of duty which it yields, and which has gained its power over

natural desires and aversions through generations of discipline

in the family and the state, should become a sense of what is

due to man as such, and not merely to the members of a par-

ticular community. The change is not necessarily in the

strength, in the constraining power, of the feeling of duty

—
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perhaps it is never stronger now than it may have been in an

Israehte who would have yet recognised no claim in a Philistine,

or in a Greek who would yet have seen no harm in exposing a

sickly child—but in the conceived range of claims to which

the duty is relative. Persons come to be recognised as having

claims who would once not have been recognised as having any

claim, and the claim of the lo-ot kox o/xotot comes to be admitted

where only the claim of indulged inferiors would have been

allowed before. It is not the sense of duty to a neighbour,

but the practical answer to the question Who is my neighbour ?

that has varied.

208. The extension of this process has indeed often been

looked on with suspicion by practical men. It has been sug-

gested that the friend of man is apt to be the friend of no one

in particular. ' Enthusiasm for humanity ' is thought to inter-

fere with the ties of country and fellow-citizenship, without

putting any influence in their place which can be relied on for

controlling the selfish inclinations of the individual. The sus-

picion is probably groundless. The excuses which selfishness

makes for itself in the mouths of cultivated men will, no doubt,

vary according to the philosophical tendencies of the time ; and

it would be hard to deny that it may take advantage of a cant

of Humanitarianism, as of any other cant that may be in vogue.

But if this illustrates the old lesson—too familiar to need illus-

tration—that there are no intellectual formulae of which the

adoption will serve as a substitute for discipline of character, it

argues nothing against the view that, given the discipline of

character by which alone our selfish or pleasure-seeking ten-

dencies can be controlled or superseded, the practical value of

a man's morality increases with the removal of limitations upon

his view of the kind of humanity which constitutes a claim

equal with his own. If the fundamental readiness to forgo

pleasure for duty cannot be produced merely by a wider view

of the claims which others have on us, it can scarcely suffer

from such a view. Indeed, if habit is strengthened by exei'cise,

it would seem that the habit on which the fulfilment of known

duties depends, once partially formed, must be strengthened

rather than otherwise by that more constant call for the practice

of duty which naturally arises from recognition of a wider range
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of persons to whom duties are due. Self-indulgent tendencies

which often tend to revive, as life goes on, in those who have

mastered themselves enough for 'respectability/ but to whom

the range of duties implied in respectability is a narrow one,

will be more constantly challenged by situations in which un-

familiar duties have to be met. And if the dutiful disposition

must thus gain rather than lose in strength from the enlighten-

ment before which the exclusive dependence of moral claims on

relations of family, status, or citizenship disappears, it would

seem that with this disappearance its effect in furthering the

social realisation of human capabilities must greatly increase.

Faculties which social repression and separation prevent from

development, take new life from the enlarged co-operation which

the recognition of equal claims in all men brings with it. Nor

is it the case, as we are apt to suppose, that the gain in this

respect is confined merely to the majority, while the few favoured

by the system of privileged status and national antagonism pro-

portionately lose. We only imagine this to be the case from a

misleading association of greater capability with more distinc-

tive supremacy. The special qualities of command are, no doubt,

less highly developed as the idea of the brotherhood of men

comes to be more fully carried out in the institutions of the

w^orld, but meanwhile the capabilities implied in social self-

adjustment become what they could not be before. If we ad-

mire these capabilities less than the qualities of command, it is

perhaps because we have not adjusted our admirations to what

we must yet admit to be the divine plan of mane's development.

209. The very possibility, however, of raising the question

whether men are really the better for the acceptance of humani-

tarian ideas, indicates the extent of their actual currency. Their

influence may be traced alike in the positive laws, and institu-

tions maintained by law, of civilised nations; in the law of

opinion, the social sentiments and expectations, prevalent among

them ; and in the formulae by which philosophers have sought

to methodise this law of opinion. It would be superfluous here

to follow in detail the process by which the law of Christendom

has gradually come to conform to the ' Jus naturale ' already

recognised by Ulpian and the Institutes, according to which

'omnes homines aequales sunt.^ Nor is it to the purpose to
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discuss the share which Stoic philosophers^ Roman jurists^ and

Christian teachers may severally have had in g-aining- accept-

ance for the idea of human equality. It is only some spirit of

partisanship that can lead us to put one set of teachers or in-

stitutions into competition with another for the credit of having'

contributed most to what, after all, is but the natural fulfilment

of a capability given in reason itself—a fulfilment which only

special selfish interests can withstand. Given the idea of a

common good and of self-determined participators in it—the

idea implied, as we have seen, in the most primitive human
society—the tendency of the idea in the minds of all capable

of it must be to include, as participators of the good, all who

have dealings with each other and who can communicate as ' I

'

and ^ Thou.^ With growing means of intercourse and the pro-

gress of reflection the theory of a universal human fellowship is

its natural outcome. It is rather the retardation of the accept-

ance of the theory that the historian has to explain ; its re-

tardation by those private interests which have made it incon-

venient for powerful men and classes to act upon it, and have

led them to welcome any counter-theory which might justify

their practice ; such, e.g., as the interests which led some of the

American communities, after claiming their own independence

on the ground that ' all men are born free and equal,' to vindicate

negro slavery for nearly a hundred years and only to relinquish

it after a tremendous war in its defence.

210. However retarded, equality before the law has at length

been secured, at least ostensibly, for all full-grown and sane

human beings throughout Christendom. Under ordinary cii*-

cumstances the right to free movement, and to the free enjoy-

ment and disposal of the fruits of his labour, is guaranteed to

every one, on condition of his respecting the like freedom in

others. Social sentiment not merely responds to the require-

ments of law in this respect and secures their general observance,

but often demands, on the ground of a common humanity, some

positive contribution to the service of others where law can

merely prevent a violation of rights, and some abatement from

the strict exaction of a claim which law sanctions. It would

almost everywhere condemn the refusal of help to a man, how-

ever alien in blood, language and religion, whose life depended
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on the help being given him, or the exaction of a debt legally

due at the cost of the debtor's starvation. The necessities of

war indeed are treated as practically suspending the claims of a

common humanity. The processes by which the general con-

science reconciles itself to their so doing cannot be considered

here ; but the fact that it is only when in conflict with the appa-

rent claims of a common country that the claims of a common

humanity are thought to be superseded, shows what a strong

hold the latter have obtained on social sentiment.

211. For an abstract expression of the notion that there is

something due from every man to every man, simply as men,

we may avail ourselves of the phrase employed in the famous

definition of Justice in the Institutes :

—

' Justitia est constans

et perpetua voluntas suum cuique tribuendi.^ Every man both

by law and common sentiment is recognised as having a ^ svium/

whatever the ' suum ' may be, and is thus effectually distinguished

from the animals (at any rate according to our treatment of

them) and from things. He is deemed capable of having some-

thing of his own, as animals and things are not. He is treated

as an end, not merely as a means. It is obvious indeed that the

notion expressed by the ' suum cuique,'' even when it carries with

it the admission that every man, as such, has a ' suum,' is a most

insufficient guide to conduct till we can answer the question

what the 'suum^ in each case is, and that no such answer is

deducible from the mere principle that every one has a ' suum.'

In fact, of course, this principle is never wrought into law or

general sentiment A^dthout very precise, though perhaps insuf-

ficient and ultimately untenable, determinations of what is due

from one to another in the ordinary intercourse of those habitu-

ally associated. Particular duties to this man and that have

been recognised long before reflection has reached the stage in

which a duty to man as such can be recognised. How far upon

reflection we can find in these particular duties—in the detail

of conventional morality—a permanent and universal basis for

right conduct, is a separate question. For the present we wish

to follow out the effect exerted upon the responsive conscience

by life in a society where a capacity for rights, some claim on

his fellow-men, has come to be ascribed to every man. Given

that readiness to recognise a duty and to act upon the recog-
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nition, which is the proper outcome in the individual of family

and civil discipline as governed by an idea of common good,

what sort of rule of conduct will the individual, upon unbiassed

reflection, obtain for himself from the establishment in law and

general sentiment of the principle that every man can claim

something as his due ? How will it tend to define for him

the absolutely desirable, and the ideal of conduct as directed

thereto ?

212. The great result will be to fix it in his mind, as a con-

dition of such conduct, that it should be alike for the real good

of all men concerned in or affected by it, as estimated on the

same principle. This rule has indeed become so familiarised to

our consciences, however frequently we violate it, that at first

sight it may seem to some too trivial to be worthy a philo-

sopher's attention, while by others it may be remarked that, till

we have decided what the real good of all men is, and have at

least some general knowledge of the effect upon it, imder certain

conditions, of certain lines of conduct, the rule will not tell us

how we ought to act in particular cases. Such a remark would

be plainly true. For the present, however, we are considering

the importance to the conscientious man of this recognition of a

like claim in all men, taken simply by itself, irrespectively of

those criteria of the good and of those convictions as to the

means of arriving at it by which the recognition is in fact

always accompanied. It is the source of the refinement in his

sense of justice. It is that which makes him so over-curious, as

it seems to the ordinary man of the world, in enquiring, as to

any action that may suggest itself to him, whether the benefit

which he might gain by it for himself or for some one in whom
he is interested, would be gained at the expense of any one else,

however indifferent to him personally, however separated from him

in family, status, or nation. It makes the man, in short, who will

be just before he is generous ; who will not merely postpone his

own interest to his friend's, but who, before he gratifies an ' altru-

istic' inclination, will be careful to enquire how in doing so he

would affect others who are not the object of the inclination.

This characteristic of the man who is just in the fidl light of the

idea of human equality is independent of any theory of well-being

on. his part. Whether he has any theory on the matter at all,
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whether he is theoretically an ' Ascetic ' or a ^ Hedonist/ makes

little practical difference. The essential thing is that he applies no

other standard in judging of the well-being of others than in

judging of his own, and that he will not promote his own well-

being or that of one whom he loves or likes, from whom he has

received service or expects it, at the cost of impeding in any way

the well-being of one who is nothing to him but a man, or

whom he involimtarily dislikes ; that he will not do this know-

ingly, and that he is habitually on the look-out to know whether

his actions will have this effect or not.

On supposition that a man has really attained this habit of

practical justice, that it is his constant and uniform state, he

has in him at least the negative principle of all virtue ; a prin-

ciple that will effectually restrain him from doing all that he

ought not, if it does not move him to do all that he ought. We
cannot indeed be sure that it will prevent the possibility of his

doing acts which in the general result yield more pain than

pleasure. The most equitable intentions, most carefully carried

out, will not, for instance, save a man from liability to do some-

thing, in ignorance of its consequences, which will in fact pro-

mote a dangerous disease. If however we do not speak of a

man doing an action which he ought not except in contempla-

tion of his state of mind, as at any rate intending consequences

which he might have known to be mischievous, then the man

who is just in the sense described will be safe from doing what

he ought not.

213. Such a man perhaps would not, even at this day and in

the most Christianised and civilised society, command universal

or very hearty admiration. Moral emotions have not been so far

wrought into accord with that principle of right in man as man,

which has been established in law and recognised (though by no

means in its full application) by social opinion. There may

indeed be a well-founded suspicion that the plea of justice before

generosity is often rather made an excuse for deficient generosity

than a ground for scrupulosity of justice. But, more than this,

the duty of treating all men equally, even to the extent of not

serving a friend or kinsman or countryman in a manner pre-

judicial to any one else, though it would no longer be in words

denied, has yet little hold on the ' hearts ' even of educated and

Q
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respectable men. It has been for this reason, far more than

from its being founded on a Hedonistic psyeholog-y, which in fact

was common to it with nearly all the Moral Philosophy of Eng-

land, that Utilitarianism has encountered so much popular dis-

like. The principle embodied in the formula, that ^ every one

should count for one and no one for more than one '' in the cal-

culation of felicific consequences, has been the source at once of

its real beneficence in the life of modern society and of the

resistance, far more formidable than that of ' Ascetic ' philosophy,

which it has met with. It has been the source of its beneficence

because, quite independently of the identification of the highest

good with a greatest possible sum of pleasures—perhaps indeed,

as we shall see later on, inconsistently with that identification

—

it has practically meant for Utilitarians that every human

person was to be deemed an end of absolute value, as much

entitled as any one else to have his well-being taken account

of in considering the justifiableness of an action by which that

well-being could be affected. And it is precisely this that has

brought the Utilitarian into conflict with every class-prejudice,

with every form of family or national pride, with the inveterate

and well-reputed habit of investing with a divine right the

cause of the friend or the party or the institution which happens

to interest us most, without reference to its bearings on the

welfare of others more remote from our sympathies.

214. For practical purposes the principle that, in the estimate

of the resulting happiness by which the value of an action is to

be judged, ' every one should count for one and no one for more

than one,"" yields very much the same direction as that one of

the foraiulae employed by Kant for the statement of the Cate-

gorical Imperative, which has probably always commended itself

most to readers alive to the best spirit of their time :
—

' Act so

as to treat humanity, whether in your own person or in that of

others, always as an end, never merely as a means.'' We say

for practical purj)Oses, because, as strictly interpreted, the one by

a Benthamite, the other by a Kantist, the significance of the

two formulae is wholly different. The Benthamite would re-

pudiate or pronounce unintelligible the notion of an absolute

value in the individual person. It is not every person, accord-

ing to him, but every pleasure, that is of value in itself ; and in
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accordance with this view he has to qualify the formula we have

been dwelling" on, so as to empty it, if not of all practical signifi-

cance, at an}' rate of the significance which we have ascribed to it,

and Avhich has been the real guide to the reforming Utilitarian.

Upon Hedonistic principles it will only be as ' supposed equal

in degree ' ^ that one person's happiness, i. e. his experience of

pleasure, is to count for as much as another's. Now as the

ascertainment of this equality in degree between the happiness

of one man and that of another is practically impossible, and as

there is every reason to think that different men are susceptible

of pleasure in most different degrees, it is hard to see how the

formula, thus interpreted, can afford any positive groimd for

that treatment of all men's happiness as entitled to equal con-

sideration, for which Utilitarians have in practice been so laud-

ably zealous. The most that could be deduced from it would be

some very general condemnation of those fixed class-distinctions

which, by interfering" with the free pursuit of pleasure on the

part of unprivileged persons, would seem to lessen the aggregate

of pleasure resulting on the whole. Under it a superior race or

order could plead strong justification, not indeed for causing

useless pain to the inferior, but for systematically postponing

the inferior's claims to happiness to its ovm. Certainly no abso-

lute rule could be founded on it, prohibiting all pursuit of

happiness by one man which interferes with the happiness of

another, or what we commonly call the oppression of the weaker

by the stronger ; for, the stronger being presumably capable of

pleasiire in higher degree, there could be nothing to show that

the quantity of pleasure resulting from the gain to the stronger

through the loss to the weaker was not greater than would have

been the quantity resulting if the claims of each had been

treated as ec^ual. Instead of such a rule as that on which Utili-

tarians have been among the forwardest to act—'^We that are

strong ought to bear the infirmities of the weak, and not to

please ourselves'—we should be logically entitled at most to a

counsel of prudence, advising much circumspection on the part

of the strong before he assumes that an addition to his pleasure,

which involves a subtraction from the pleasure of the weak,

would neutralise the subtraction in the hedonistic calculus.

' See Mill's Utilitarianism, p. 93.

q2
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215. There is reason to hold^ then, that Kant^s formula affords

a better expression than does Bentham's, as interpreted accord-

ing- to Bentham^s notion of the good, for the rule on which the

ideally just man seeks to act. That rule, as we have seen, is one

that such a man gathers for himself from the lessons which law

and conventional morality have taught him. It is his iiravopOMixa

vojiov,
fj

e\Aet7rei bta to KaOokov^, his articulation, and application

to the particulars of life, of that principle of an absolute value in

the human person as such, of a like claim to consideration in all

men, which is implied in the law and conventional morality of

Christendom, but of which the application in law is from the

nature of the case merely general and prohibitory, while its

application in conventional morality is in fact partial and incon-

sistent. ' The recognition of the claims of a common humanity *

is a phrase that has become so familiar in modern ears that we

are apt to suspect it of being cant. Yet this very familiarity

is proof of the extent to which the idea represented by it

has affected law and institutions. The phrase is indeed cant in

the mouth of any one in whom there is no conscientious will

giving vitality and application to the idea which, as merely em-

bodied in laws and institutions, would be abortive and dead.

But if it is only the conscience of the individual that brings the

principle of human equality into productive contact with the

particular facts of human life, on the other hand it is from the

embodiment of the principle in laws and institutions and social

requirements that the conscience itself appropriates it. The

mistake of those who deny the a priori character of such ' in-

tuitions ' ^ of the conscience as that represented by Kant's formula,

does not lie in tracing a history of the intuitions, but in ignoring

the immanent operation of ideas of the reason in the process of

social organisation, upon which the intuitions as in the indi-

vidual depend. A short summary of the view which we have

been seeking to oppose to theirs will make this view clearer,

^ I. e. his * rectification of law, where law fails through being general.' Ariet.

Eth. Nic. V. X. 6.

^ I use the term 'intuition' here, in the sense commonly attached to it by

recent English writers on Morals, for a judgment not derived deductively or in-

ductively from other judgments. The reader should be on his guard against

confusing this sense of the term with that in which it is used as an equivalent

for the German ' Anschauung,' or apprehension of an object.
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as it affects the intuition on which the practice of justice is

founded.

216. The indlviduaFs conscience is reason in him as informed

by the work of reason without him in the structure and con-

trolHng sentiments of society. The basis of that structure^ the

source of those sentiments, can only be a self-objectifying- spirit

;

a spirit throug-h the action of which beings such as we are, en-

dowed with certain animal susceptibilities and affected by certain

natural sympathies, become capable of striving after some better-

ing or fulfilment of themselves, which they conceive as an abso-

lute good, and in which they include a like bettering or fulfil-

ment of others. Without such spiritual action, in however

elementary a form, there can be no society, in the proper human
sense, at all ; no community of persons, however small, to whom
the treatment in any respect by each of the other as himself

would be intelligible.

On the other hand, given any community of persons rendered

possible by such a spiritual principle, it is potentially a com-

munity of all men of whom one can communicate with the other

as ' I ' with * Thou.' The recognition of reciprocal claims, es-

tablished as between its own members within each of a multitude

of social groups, admits of establishment between members of

all the groups taken together. There is no necessary limit of

numbers or space beyond which the spiritual principle of social

relation becomes ineffective. The impediments to its action in

bringing about a practical recognition of universal human fel-

lowship, though greater in degree, are the same in kind as

those which interfere with the maintenance of unity in the

family, the tribe, or the urban commonwealth. They are all

reducible to what we may conveniently call the antagonism of

the natural to the spiritual man. The prime impediment, alike

to the maintenance of the narrower and to the formation of

wider fellowships, is selfishness : which we may describe provi-

sionally (pending a more thorough enquiry into the relation

between pleasure and the good) as a preference of private plea-

sure to common good. But the wider, the more universal the

fellowship that is in question, the more serious become those

impediments to it, of which selfishness may and does take ad-

vantage, but which are so far independent of it that they bring
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the most self-devoted members of one tribe or state into what

seems on both sides inevitable hostility with those of another.

Such are ignorance, with the fear that springs from ignorance

;

misapprehension of the physical conditions of well-being, and

consequent suspicion that the gain of one community must be

the loss of another; geographical separations and demarcations,

with the misunderstandings that arise from them. The effect

of these has often been to make it seem a necessary incident of

a mane's obligation to his own tribe or nation that he should

deny obligations towards men of another tribe or nation. And

while higher motives have thus co-operated with mere selfishness

in strengthening national separation and antagonism, it would

be idle to deny a large share, in the process by which such

influences have been partially overcome, to forces

—

e.g. the force

of conquest and, in particular, of Roman conquest—which, though

they have been applied and guided in a manner only possible to

distinctively rational agents, have been very slightly under the

control of any desire for social good on the part of the persons

wielding them.

But where the selfishness of man has proposed, his better

reason has disposed. Whatever the means, the result has been

a gradual removal of obstacles to that recognition of a universal

fellowship which the action of reason in men potentially con-

stitutes. Large masses of men have been brought under the

control each of a single system of law ; and while each system

has carried with it manifold results of selfish violence and seem-

ing accident, each has been essentially an expression of reason,

as embodying an idea of permanent well-being which the indi-

vidual conceives to be common to his nation with himself. Each

has maintained alike, imder whatever differences of form, the

institutions of the family and of property; and there has thus

arisen, along with an order of life which habituates the indi-

vidual to the subordination of his Jikes and dislikes to social

requirements, a sort of common language of right, in which the

idea of universal human fellowship, of claims in man as man

—

itself the outcome of the same reason which has yielded the laws

of particular communities—can find the exj)ression necessary to

its taking hold on the minds of men.

317. In the light of these considerations we may trace a
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liistoiy, if we like to call it so, of the just man's conscience—of

the conscience which dictates to him an equal regard to the

well-being", estimated on the same principle as his own, of all

whom his actions may affect. It is a history, however, which

does not carry ns back to anything beyond reason. It is a

history of which reason is the beginning and the end. It is

reason which renders the individual capable of self-imposed obe-

dience to the law of his family and of his state, while it is to

reason that this law itself owes its existence. It is thus both

teacher and learner of the lesson through which a conscience of

any kind, Avith the habit of conformity to conscience, is first

acquired, and the individual becomes capable of a reverence

which can control inclinations to pleasure. Reason is equally

the medium of that extension of one system of law over many
communities, of like systems over a still wider range, which, in

prophetic souls reflecting on it, first elicits the latent idea of a

fellowship of all, and furnishes them with a mode of expression

through which the idea may be broug-ht home to ordinary men.

When it is so brought home, the personal habits ' which are

needed to give practical effect to it, and which on their part

only needed the leaven of this idea to expand into a wider bene-

ficence, are already there. But they are there through the

action of the same reason, as already yielding social order and

obedience w^ithin narrower forms of community.

Thus in the conscientious citizen of modern Christendom

reason without and reason within, reason as objective and reason

as subjective, reason as the better spirit of the social order in which

he lives, and reason as his loyal recognition and interpretation of

that spirit—these being but different aspects of one and the

same reality, which is the operation of the divine mind in man
—combine to yield both the judgment, and obedience to the

judgment, which we variously express by saying that every

human person has an absolute value; that humanity in the

person of every one is always to be treated as an end, never

merely as a means; that in the estimate of that well-being

which forms the true good every one is to count for one and no

one for more than one ; that every one has a ' suum ' which

every one else is bound to render him.



CHAPTER IV.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MORAL IDEAL (CONTINUED).

C. The Determination of the Idea of Common Good.

218. The development of morality, whieli we have been con-

sidering', has been a development from the primary recognition

of an absolute and common good—a good common as between

some group of persons interested in each other, absolute as that

of which the goodness is conceived to be independent of the

likes and dislikes of individuals ; but we have so far considered

the development only with reference to the extension of the

range of persons between whom the good is conceived to be

common, and who on this ground come to recognise equivalent

duties to each other. The outcome of the process, when treated

in this one-sided way, exhibits itself merely as the intuition of

the educated conscience that the true good must be good for all

men, so that no one should seek to gain by another^s loss, gain

and loss being estimated on the same principle for each. It has

not appeared so far how the conscience is trained in the appre-

hension of what in particular the good is, and in the consequent

imposition on itself of particular duties. We have treated the

precept ' suum cuique ' as if the just man arrived at the idea of

its applicability to all men, and at the corresponding disposition

to apply it, without any such definite enlightenment in regard

to the good proper to every one with whom he may have to do,

as is necessary for his practical guidance. Some such defect of

treatment is unavoidable so long as abstraction of some kind is

the condition of all exposition ; so long as we can only attend to

one aspect of any reality at a time, though quite aware that it is

only one aspect. We have now to make up for the defect

by considering the gradual determination of the idea of good.
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which goes along with the growth of the conviction that it is

good for all men alike, and of the disposition to act accordingly.

219. In doing so we must first recall some conclusions pre-

viously arrived at. The idea of a good, we saw, is the idea of

something that will satisfy a desire. In no case is to think of a

pleasure the same thing as to think of a good. Only if some

pleasure is the object of desire does the anticipation of the satis-

faction of the desire yield the idea of the pleasure as a good.

When, as is constantly the case, the object of strongest desire to

a man—the object to which he is actually directing himself—is

not any pleasm-e, then it is not any pleasure that is thought of

as a good, for it is not any pleasure that is the object with

which the man thinks of satisfying himself. In that case it is

only so far as the man in desiring contemplates the pleasure,

or relief from pain, that will be constituted by satisfaction of the

desire—a pleasure of which the imagination cannot from the

nature of the case have excited the desire—that any idea of

pleasantness enters into the idea of the object as good at all.

Taken by itself, then, if it could be taken by itself, the mere

succession of desires in a man, as reflected on, would yield the

presentation of many different good things, in which the satis-

faction of those desires had been found and was expected to

recur. Many of these would be pleasures, because many objects of

desire are pleasures (though the thought even of these as pleasures

is different from the thought of them as good); but many would

not be pleasures, because there are many objects of desire which

are not imagined pleasures, and which, though pleasure may be

anticipated in their attainment, cannot be desired on account of

that pleasure. That very reflection on desires, however, which

is necessary to the idea of the several objects satisfying them as

good, implies that the subject of the desires distinguishes him-

self from them. Hence there necessarily accompanies or super-

venes upon the idea of manifold good things, in which manifold

satisfactions have been or may be found, the idea of a possible

object which may yield satisfaction of the desiring man or self,

as such, who, as satisfaction of each particular desire is attained,

still finds himself anew dissatisfied and wanting.

220. Such an idea is implied in the most elementary moral

judgments. It must be operative in every one who judges of
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actions or dispositions as virtuous or vicious, and must be sup-

posed by him to be operative in every one to whom he ascribes

virtue or vice. For an agent merely capable of seeking* the

satisfaction of successive desires, without capacity for conceiving*

a satisfaction of himself as other than the satisfaction of any

particular desire, and in consequence without capacity for con-

ceiving anything as good permanently or on the whole, there

could be no possibility of judging that any desire should or

should not be gratified. No such judgment can be formed of

any desire, unless the desire is considered with reference to a

good other than such as passes with the satisfaction of a desire.

Even if the judgment involved no more than a comparison of

the pleasures that had been experienced in the gratification of

different desires, and a decision that one should not be gratified

because interfering* with the gratification of another from which

more pleasure was expected, this very comparison would imply

that the person making it distinguished himself from his desu-es

and was cognisant of something good for himself on the whole

—

though for himself only in respect of his capacity for pleasure

—

to which good he expects the gratification of one desire to con-

tribute more than that of another. Now the capacity for

regarding certain desires as desires which should not be grati-

fied, must be supposed in any one who is either to form moral

judgments or to have them applied to him. This must be

equally admitted whether we consider action or disposition to

be the proper object of moral judgment ; whether we hold it to

be by effects or by motives that actions are rendered morally

good or bad. Unless a man could think of himself as capable

of governing his actions by the consideration that of his desires

some should, while others should not, be gratified, the distinc-

tion of praise-worthy and blame-worthy actions would be un-

meaning to him. He could not apprehend the distinction, nor

could it with any significance be applied to his actions.

221. It will scarcely be disputed, then, that the possibility of

moral judgments implies some idea of a good, other than any

particular pleasure or satisfaction of passing desire, with the

superior value of which the value of any such pleasure or satis-

faction may be compared. But we are apt to look upon the idea

of superior good as formed merely by the combination in thought
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of the many particular pleasures and satisfactions, as an imagined

sum of them. Every one has experience of certain pleasures, of

wliich he retains the memory and desires the recurrence. Their

recurrence in the largest quantity and with the greatest in-

tensity that he can imag-ine, forms for him, it is supposed, when

lie thinks calmly of the matter, that greatest good by reference

to which he can estimate the value of the pleasures which from

time to time he desires, counting them objects of which the

desire should or should not be gratified, according as their en-

joyment is found upon experience to be compatible or other-

wise with the enjoyment of that greatest sum of imaginable

pleasures.

Now the question is whether the practical idea of something

good on the whole, of a true or chief or highest or ultimate good

—the idea implied in the capacity for moral jvidgment—could

even in its earliest stag-es be formed in this way. The process

by wliich on first thoughts we are led to suppose that it can be

and is so formed, would seem to be as follows. The good we

rightly identify with the desired. We at the same time accept

the notion that the object of desire is always some imagined

pleasure—a notion which would not commend itself as it does,

but for the confusion into which we readily fall between the

pleasure, or relief from pain, constituted by the satisfaction of

any desire, and the object exciting the desire. Every particular

good being' thus svipposed to be some pleasure, we infer that

the greatest good for any individual must be the greatest

quantity of pleasure possible for him, and that the greatest good

of which the idea can affect him must be the greatest sum of

pleasures that he can imagine.

It is the latter part of the inference that is here specially in

question. Upon reflection it "wall appear that, from the supposi-

tion that every desire has some imagined pleasure for its object,

it not only is no legitimate inference that a greatest sum of

imaginable pleasures is most desired and therefore presents itself

to the individual as his greatest good ; it rather follows that no

such sum of pleasures can be desired at all. If the supposition

is admitted, we are justified indeed in arguing- that, in one sense

of the term, the greatest pleasure is most desired, but only in

the sense in which the greatest pleasure means the most intense
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particular pleasure that can be remembered or imagined. To

argue from it that a greatest sum of imaginable pleasures is the

object most desired, or one that can be desired at all, is to argue

from desire for a state of feeling to desire for something which is

not a possible state of feeling. There can be no such thing as a

state of feeling made up of a sum of pleasures ; and if the only

possible object of desire is a state of pleasant feeling, as re-

membered or imagined, there can be no such thing as desire

for a sum of pleasures. A sum of pleasures is not a pleasure,

nor is the thought of it a remembrance or imagination of plea-

sure, such as on the supposition excites desire. It can only exist

for the thought of a person considering certain pleasures as

addible quantities, but neither enjoying them nor imagining

their enjoyment. For the feeling of a pleased person, or in re-

lation to his sense of enjoyment, pleasures cannot form a sum.

However numerous the sources of a state of pleasant feeling, it

is one, and is over before another can be enjoyed. It and its

successors can be added together in thought, but not in enjoy-

ment or in imagination of enjoyment. If then desire is only

for pleasure, i.e. for an enjoyment or feeling of pleasure, we are

simply the victims of words when we talk of desire for a sum of

pleasures, much more when we take the greatest imaginable svim

to be the most desired. We are confusing a sum of pleasures as

counted or combined in thought, with a sum of pleasures as felt

or enjoyed, which is a nonentity.

222. In the above it is not intended to deny that there may be

in fact such a thing as desire for a sum or contemplated series of

pleasures, or that a man may be so affected by it as to judge that

some particular desire should not be gratified, if its gratification

would interfere with the attainment of that more desirable ob-

ject. The contention is merely that there could not be such

a desire if desire were solely for pleasure, in the sense of being

always excited by an imagination of some feeling of pleasure.

As there cannot be a feeling of a sum of j)leasures, neither can

there be an imagination of such a feeling. Desire for a sum or

series of pleasures is only possible so far as upon sundry desires,

each excited by imagination of a particular pleasure, there super-

venes in a man a desire not excited by any such imagination

;

a desire for self-satisfaction. The man thinks of himself—he
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cannot be properly said to imag-ine himself—as the permanent

subject of these successive desires and of the successive pleasures

by imagination of which they have been excited ; and a desire

to satisfy himself in their successive enjoyment, unless counter-

acted by a desire to satisfy himself in some other way (whether

with some particular pleasure imagined, or with some object that

is not pleasure at all), may arise in consequence. Thus, in order

to account for the transition from desire for imagined pleasures

to desire for a sum or series of pleasures, we must suppose the

action of a principle wholly different from desire for imagined

pleasures. We must suppose a determination of desire by the

conception of self, its direction to self-satisfaction. The idea of

something good on the whole, even if nothing but a sum of

pleasures entered into the idea as present to the mind of one

whom it renders capable of moral judgment, could yet not result

from the recurrence of images of pleasure or from a combination

of desires each excited by such an image. A desire to satisfy

oneself, then, as distinct from desire for a feeling of pleasure,

being necessary even to desire for a sum of pleasures, the ques-

tion is whether it can be a contemplated possibility of satisfying

oneself loiih pleamres that yields the idea of a true or highest

good, with which particular gratifications of desire may be

contrasted.

2J13. Now it is not in dispute that we may and constantly do

seek self-satisfaction for the moment in some imagined pleasure,

though in our calmer mind we know that the pleasure cannot

afford the self-satisfaction sought. We could not deny this, ac-

cording to the account previously given of the will, without

denying that the will is often directed to the attainment of

pleasure. To deny it would be as untrue as to say of any one

that his object is always a pleasure, even the habitual ' pleasure-

seeker ' being liable to particular propensions excited quite other-

wise than by imaginations of pleasure. But, though self-satis-

faction is constantly being sought in some pleasure or another,

without reflection on the impossibility of its being found there,

it is clear that interest in the attainment of a pleasure cannot

suggest an idea, such as can control action, of something truly

good or good on the whole—an idea of which the import lies in

contrast wath the pleasure of which the attraction is for the
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moment most strong-ly felt, and whieli presupposes some consider-

ation of the question where self-satisfaction is really to be found.

Reflecting on his desires for certain pleasures, a man may, no

doubt, judge one of them to be more of a good than another, on

the ground of its greater present attraction for him ; but such a

judgment neither implies nor could yield the contrast of the

desired with the desirable, of good for the moment with good on

the whole. It does indeed imply in any one so judging a dis-

tinction of himself from his feelings, which, at a further stage of

its action, yields the idea of something good on the whole. This

idea arises from a man^s thought of himself as there to be satisfied

when any feeling, in the enjoyment of which he may have sought

satisfaction, is over. It is the idea of something in which he

may be satisfied, not for this time and turn merely, but at least

more permanently. Could a contemplated succession of pleasures,

then, seem to him to offer this relatively permanent satisfaction ?

Could he, while reflecting on himself so far as to conceive the

need of a lasting good, fail to reflect also on the fleeting nature

of the pleasures of which he contemplates the succession ? Could

he be deluded by his own faculty of summing the stages of a

succession into supposing that a series of pleasures, of which only

one will be in enjoyment at each stage of the series, and none at

all at the end, is the more lasting good of which he is in search,

and for the sake of whichi he calls in question the value of the

pleasure for the time most attractive in imagination ?

224. To answer these questions in the negative may seem un-

warrantable, if for no other reason, in presence of the deliberate

judgment of so many enlightened persons who tell us that their

only conception—the only conception which seems to them pos-

sible—of a true good is just that of a greatest sum of pleasures
;

that when they decide against the pursuit of a particular pleasure

as not good on the whole, they simply mean that its enjoyment

would be incompatible with the attainment of a larger sum of

pleasures which it is open to them to enjoy. Can we doubt that

such persons really form their judgments of the good as they

suppose themselves to do ; and is it not absurd to deny that those

conceptions of the true good, which we inherit and which affect our

consciences, may at any rate have been formed in the same way ?

Now undoubtedly, if we must accept as true the account which
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most persons, under the influence of the cui-rent philosophy, g-ive

of the ultimate moral idea which actuates them; if we are to

admit that well-being- means for them a sum of pleasures, the

highest well-being the largest possible sum of pleasures; it is

useless further to argue the question before us. But there are

reasons for not accepting that account. It rests on a supposition

that all desire is for pleasure. This supposition chiefly commends

itself, as has been previously pointed out, through the confusion

into which we readily fall, in reflecting on any desire, between

the object of which the idea excites the desire, and the pleasure

we anticipate in the fulfilment of the desire—the pleasure, as it

is sometimes called, of success. If an ordinarily unselfish man,

unaccustomed to precise analysis of mental experiences, is ap-

pealed to by a Hedonistic philosopher to say whether in calm

moments of reflection, when exempt from the pressure of appetite

or of any particular passion, the good for which he finds himself

wishing is not always pleasure—not any single pleasure, but a

quantity of pleasures more or less distinctly articulated in thought,

or perhaps simply pleasurable existence—he is apt to assent. He
does so because, being interested in certain objects, and being

aware that, when he reflects on his interests, he often says to

himself ' how pleasant it will be when such or such an object is

attained,' he mistakes the desire to satisfy himself in the attain-

ment of the objects for a desire to satisfy himself with the plea-

sure of the attainment.

No doubt this pleasure of attainment is one which, upon self-

reflection, the man really contemplates himself as enjoying ; there

is really a desire for it which co-operates with his various interests

;

but it could not take the place of the objects of these various

interests without destroying the interests and with them its own
possibility. This however does not prevent men who are in fact

deeply absorbed in the pursuit of objects other than pleasures

from being argued into the belief that, because they are con-

scious of anticipating pleasures of attainment, pleasure is the

object of their pursuit. The further step is then easily taken of

interpreting this pleasure as made up of those several pleasures

to which, through the confusion above noticed, it has come to

be supposed that all desires are directed. Thus we settle down
into the notion that our motive principles are on the one hand
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particular passions^ each excited by imag-ination of some pleasure

or some pain, and on the other a deliberate desire for a good made

up of as many particular desired pleasures as, after deduction for

incidental pains, we deem ourselves capable of obtaining-. This

deliberate desire is taken to be the source of our disapproval of

certain pleasures as not good on the whole, because not com-

patible with the acquisition of that larger sum of pleasures which

is more deliberately desired.

225. As to the mistake of supposing all desires to have some

pleasure or other for their object, enough has perhaps been said.

But writers who have fully recognised this mistake, who have

most strenuously asserted that particular desires terminate upon

their objects, and that those objects in many cases are not plea-

sures, have adhered to the notion that the deliberate desire for

what is good on the whole is equivalent to desire for a greatest

possible quantity of pleasvire. They have indeed generally ex-

pressed this as a desire for happiness, but they have also been

generally ready to accept the identification of happiness with a

sum of pleasures, of greatest happiness with a greatest sum of

pleasures. It might perhaps have been otherwise if the con-

venient ambiguity attaching to the term ' happiness ' did not

tend to hide from us the difficulty of dealing upon this theory

with that desire for the good of others, the genuineness of which

we should be slow to dispute. Clearly a desire for the good of

others, though that greatest good be understood to consist for

them in pleasures, is not a desire for pleasure on the part of the

person who entertains it, unless he desires the production of

pleasure to others, not as an end, but as a means to his own.

Now that benevolence is not to be considered as a desire for any

pleasure to oneself, other than that of doing the benevolent act,

is one of the few points—and it speaks well for the improvement

of our time that it should be so—on which moralists seem to

have come almost to an agreement. But to consider it a desire

for the pleasure of doing the benevolent act is to fall into the

fallacy of supposing a desire to be excited by imagination of its

own satisfaction—a fallacy from which such writers as Butler

and Hutcheson, and in recent years Mr. H. Sidgwick^, have

kept themselves clear.

^ Methods of Ethics, Book I, chap. iv.
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226. A desire for the good of others^ then, though it be a de-

sire to produce pleasure in them, is not a desire for pleasure. We
may, if we like, apply both to it and to the desire for our own

true well-being- the common designation ' desire for happiness ;'

but, if the desire for our own well-being consists in a desire for

a sum of pleasures, we are applying the common designation

to the two kinds of desire in absolutely different senses. We
shall have to take it that there are two co-ordinate prin-

ciples, ' Benevolence ' and ' Reasonable Self-Love,' alike, accord-

ing to the phraseology of the last century, in being calm or

settled or deliberate principles, but wholly different as desires in

respect of the objects to which they are directed, since one is,

while the other is not, a desire for pleasure ; and we shall have

to suppose that these serve indifferently as grounds for moral

approbation and disapprobation, the reason for I'ejecting desired

pleasures as not good on the whole being sometimes that they

are incompatible with the object sought by Benevolence, some-

times that they are incompatible with that sought by Reason-

able Self-Love.

That our pi-actical judgments as to the true good rest on

two such different principles is a conclusion which, once clearly

faced, every enquirer would gladly escape, as repugnant both to

the philosophic craving for unity, and to that ideal of ' singleness

of heart ' which we have been accustomed to associate with the

highest virtue. The method of escaping it generally favoured

by Utilitarians involves the fallacy, already sufficiently noticed,

of supposing benevolent desires to have for their object the

pleasure of their own satisfaction. This fallacy once discerned,

the conclusion can only be avoided either by a bolder denial of

the existence of a delibei-ate and disinterested benevolence than

we are generally prepared for—by a return, in short, to the

position of Hobbes—or by reconsideration of the view that

' Reasonable Self-Love,' desire for one's own true good, is equiva-

lent to desire for a sum of pleasures.

227. Such a reconsideration is forced upon us from a different

quarter so soon as we take account of the fact, already noticed,

that pleasures do not admit of being accumulated in enjoyment.

A man who is enjoying a pleasure for the thousandth time has

no more pleasure, however much more an enumerator might

R
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reckon liim to have had—nay, if novelty adds a charm to

pleasure, he has less—than the man who is enjoying it for the

first time. We may talk, if we like, of a larger sum of pleasures

as more of a good than a less sum, of a largest possible sum as

the greatest or highest good, but in doing so we are bound to

remember, if we would not be misled by words, that we are

talking of ^ goods ' of which, from the nature of the case, there

can be neither possession nor any approach to possession. Now
when any one is deliberately judging what is for his good on

the whole, in the light of the experience presupposed by such a

judgment, it would seem that he can scarcely help being alive to

this state of the case and being affected by it in his judgment.

Reflection upon the perishing nature of pleasures suggests itself

to every one unsophisticated in his ' moralising ' and unbiassed by

philosophical systems. It is traceable in literature as far back

as the literature of reflection extends. It would be far more

reasonable to suppose that it was the source of the deliberate

quest for something good on the whole, than that it could be set

aside in such a quest. And if it cannot be set aside, it must

effectually prevent the man who has practically asked himself

what it is that can satisfy him, from seeking a sum of pleasures,

even ' the greatest possible,' in expectation that it can satisfy or

tend to satisfy him ; in other words, under the persuasion that

it is that truly or ultimately desirable object for the sake of

which a particular desired pleasure should be rejected. He can-

not really look forward to any millionth repetition of a pleasant

feeling as bringing him nearer to the satisfaction of himself than

he was the first time the pleasure was felt. It will not at all

follow that such a person, if challenged by a philosopher to say

what the ultimate good is, of which the idea actuates him, might

not, under pressure of the impossibility of adequately defining

it, be drawn into accepting an account of it as a greatest sum of

pleasures. The action of the idea in him, however, is not de-

pendent on the account he may give of it. The question is

whether the idea, as it really actuates him, can be the idea of a

sum of pleasures, of which he must be aware—and have become

aware before the idea could consciously actuate him—that each

perishes in the enjoyment. To the present writer it seems that

this question, once plainly put, carries a negative answer with it.
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228. ' But why/ it may be objected, ' should the fact that a

greatest sum of pleasures cannot be enjoyed as a sum, i. e. all at

once, prevent a man from wishing to enjoy this greatest sum, as

it may be enjoyed, successively, and from regarding this suc-

cessive enjoyment as the object supremely desirable ? ' Now
undoubtedly, as already admitted, a man may think of himself

as enjoying many pleasures in succession, may desire their suc-

cessive enjo}Tnent and, reflecting on his desire, esteem the en-

joyment a good. But it is not the pleasures as a sum that

attract him. He cannot imagine them as a sum, for the ima-

gination of pleasure must always be of some specific feeling of

pleasure, which must have ceased to possess the imagination

before another can possess it. What affects him is the thought

of himself as capable of a state of continuous enjoyable exist-

ence, and on the contrary as liable to a like continuity of pain.

The consideration how many pleasures there will be in the

course of the enjoyable existence, what their sum will amount

to, does not at all enter into or affect the thought of it as desir-

able. If he judges a pleasure, which now attracts him, to be not

truly a good on the ground of its incompatibility with ulterior

pleasure, it is not because he presents to himself two possible

sums of pleasure—one as the result would be if the pleasure now
attracting him w^ere enjoyed, the other as it would be if that

pleasure were forgone—and pronounces the latter the larger.

It is because he believes the pleasure which he disapproves to

entail an unnecessary breach in the enjoyable existence, which

he wishes for without reference to any sum of pleasures that an

enumerator might find it to contain.

This, we say, is the case if a particular imagined pleasure is

'in a calm hour^ condemned on account of its known incom-

patibility with ulterior pleasure, which must mean not any

imagined pleasure but a conceived succession of pleasures. But

while not denying that an attractive pleasure may be disapproved

on this account, we could not admit that the ordinary reference

of a healthy moral man to his own true happiness, as a reason

for rejecting present pleasure, was to be thus explained. If it

were, it would not have much effect upon conduct. The thought

of oneself as in a state of enjoyable existence, if it were not a

thought of anything else than this, could scarcely countervail

R 2
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the attraction o£ an imagined pleasure, here and now intensely

desired. An imagination of pain mig-ht be effectual for the

purpose, but hardly a thought of pleasure, which is not an

imagination of any pleasure in particular. In truth a man^s

reference to his own true happiness is a reference to the objects

which chiefly interest him, and has its controlling power on that

account. More strictly, it is a reference to an ideal state of

well-being, a state in which he shall be satisfied ; but the objects

of the man^s chief interests supply the filling of that ideal state.

The idea of such a state, indeed, neither is, nor is conceived as

being, fully realisable by us. The objects of which we con-

template the attainment as necessary to its fulfilment are not

contemplated as completely fulfilling it. In our contemplation

of them as truly good the forecast of an indefinable Better is

always present. But in any consideration of true happiness

which is other than the vague discontent of the sated or baffled

voluptuary, the consciousness of objects which we are seeking to

realise, of ideas to which we are trying to give effect, holds the

first place. Just because we wish for the attainment of such

objects, we are unhappy till we attain them ; and thus, owing to

the difficulty of mentally articulating them, we are apt to lump

them in our thoughts as happiness. But they do not consist in

pleasures. The ideas of them, which we are seeking to realise,

are not ideas of pleasures. Though we may look forward to our

life in attaining them, or when they are attained, as a pleasant

one—and certainly we cannot look forward to it as otherwise

—

this anticipation is quite secondary. It is only brought into

distinct consciousness, if at all, during intervals of relaxed

energy or under the pressure of an argumentative Hedonist.

In short, it is the realisation of those objects in which we are

mainly interested, not the succession of enjoyments which we

shall experience in realising them, that forms the definite con-

tent of our idea of true happiness, so far as it has such content

at all.

229. Our conclusion then is that it is a misinterpretation of

consciousness, arising in a manner not inexplicable, to regard

the idea of a truer or higher good, with which the good of any

particular pleasure or the gratification of any particular passion

may be contrasted—an idea necessary to the capacity for moral
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juJg-ment—as equivalent or reducible to the idea of a larger

sum of pleasures enjoyable by the person entertaining' the idea.

In the mind at least of those persons over whom the idea has

any controlling power, its filling is supplied by ideal objects to

which they are seeking to give reality, and of which the realisa-

tion forms their prevailing interest. Such an ideal object^, for

example, is the welfare of a family. In those forms of human

life which we can know, either from the intercourse of present

society or from the record of the past, this object has probably

had the largest share in filling up the idea of true or permanent

good. As a man reflects—perhaps quite inarticulately—on the

transitoriness of the pleasm-es by imagination of which his

desires are from hour to hour excited ; as he asks (practically, if

without formal expression) what can satisfy the self which abides

throughout and sm-vives those desires; the thought of the well-

being of a family, with which he identifies himself and of which

the continuity is as his own, possesses his mind. It is interest

in this well-being which forms the most primitive and universal

countervailing influence, apart from imagination of pain, to the

attraction of imagined pleasures. If not strong enough to

prevent such pursuit of pleasures as has been found incompatible

with the well-being of a family, it at least awakens self-reproach

in the pursuit, a consciousness that it should not be.

Now whatever diflaculty there may be in adequately defining

this interest—as there must be, for it is an interest which,

though fundamentally always the same, is constantly actualising

itself in new ways—there is one thing which it clearly is not.

It is not, directly or indirectly, an interest, on the part of the

person influenced by it, either in winning any particular pleasure,

or in securing an enjoyable existence, or in getting as much

pleasure as he can. Doubtless in looking forward to a well-

being of his family, he thinks of himself as conscious of it and

sharing in it, even though he may expect to be 'laid in the

grave^ before his idea of the family well-being is realised.

Every one thus immortalises himself, who looks forward to the

realisation of ideal objects, with which on the one hand he

identifies himself, and which on the other hand he cannot think

* It will be understood that by an ideal object is meant an object present in

idea but not yet given in reality.
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of as bounded by his earthly hfe^—objects in which he thinks of

himself as still living- when dead. But to suppose^ because a

man looks forward to a satisfaction of his interest in the well-

being of his family and contemplates enjoyment in that satis-

faction, that therefore such enjoyment is the object of the

interest, would be to repeat the mistake of supposing a desire

to be excitable by the idea of its own satisfaction. The fact, if

it be a fact, that the man^s conception of the well-being of his

family is nothing but a conception of it as possessing- the means

to a sustained succession of pleasures, does not aifect the case in

this respect. It remains equally true that his desire for the

family well-being is absolutely different from a desire for

pleasure.

230. There may not be the means of proving that, as a

matter of fact, the form in which true good, or good on the

whole, was first conceived was that of family well-being. The

earliest forms in which the most essential practical ideas have

taken effect must always, from the nature of the case, remain

beyond the reach of historical investigation. We are warranted

however by simple consideration of its nature, in holding that

the idea of true good could only become matter of definite con-

sciousness in view of its possible realisation in an object which

at once excites a strong interest, and can at the same time be

regarded as having the permanence necessary to satisfy the

demand arising from a man^s involuntary contemplation of his

own permanence. The idea of the good, it must be remembered,

like all practical ideas, is primarily a demand. It is not derived

from observation of what exists but from an inward requirement

that something should be ; something that will yield self-satis-

faction of the kind that is sought when we think of ourselves as

surviving each particular desire and its gratification. It is this

requirement or demand that first sets us upon seeking to bring

objects into existence, in which some sort of abiding satisfaction

may be found ; but it is only in contemplation of these objects

as in some measure realised or in process of realisation, that the

demand arrives at any clear consciousness of itself, or that it can

jaeld the idea of something as truly good, in contrast with some-

thing else that is not so.

231. Now among the objects thus brought into existence by
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demand for the satisfaction of an abiding" self^ and of which the

contemplation first supplied some definite content to the idea of

a true good, it would seem that the most primitive and elemen-

tary must have been those that contribute to supply the Avants

of a family—to keep its members alive and comfortably alive.

If it is asked by what Avarrant we carry back the institution of

the family into the life of the most primitive men, we answer

that we carry it back no further than the interest in permanent

good. From beings incapable of such an interest^ even though

connected by acts of generation with ourselves, we cannot in any

intelligible sense have been developed. They cannot have had

any such essential community with ourselves as would be im-

plied in calling them men. But the capacity for such an

interest is also the capacity which renders possible the family

bond. That determination of an animal organism by a self-

conscious principle, which makes a man and is presupposed by

the interest in permanent good, carries with it a certain appro-

priation by the man to himself of the beings with whom he is

connected by natural ties, so that they become to him as himself

and in providing for himself he provides for them. Projecting

himself into the future as a permanent subject of possible well-

being or ill-being—and he must so project himself in seeking

for a permanent good—he associates his kindred with himself.

It is this association that neutralises the effect which the antici-

pation of death must otherwise have on the demand for per-

manent good. At a stage of intellectual development when
any theories of immortality would be unmeaning to them, men
have already, in the thought of a society of which the life is

their own life but which survives them, a medium in which

they carry themselves forward beyond the limits of animal

existence.

232. Thus we conclude that, in the earliest stages of human
consciousness in which the idea of a true or permanent good

could lead any one to call in question the good of an imme-

diately attractive pleasure, it was already an idea of a social

good—of a good not private to the man himself, but good for

him as a member of a community. We conclude that it must

have been so, because it is a man's thought of himself as per-

manent that gives rise to the idea of such a good, and because
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the thought of himself as permanent is inseparable from an

identification of himself with others, in whose continued life he

contemplates himself as living"; and because further, as a con-

sequence of this, the objects which the effort to realise this

thought brings into being, and in contemplation of which the

idea of permanent good passes from the more blindly operative

to the more clearly conscious stage, are arrangements of life, or

habits of action, or applications of the forces and products of

nature, calculated to contribute to a common well-being. Hence

the distinction commonly supposed to exist between considerate

Benevolence and reasonable Self-Love, as co-ordinate principles

on which moral approbation is founded, is a fiction of philo-

sophers.

In saying this we must not be understood either to be deny-

ing that reasonable Self-Love is a source of moral approbation,

or to be seeking to reduce Benevolence in any way to desire for

pleasure to oneself. The meaning is that the distinction of

good for self and good for others has never entered into that idea

of a true good on which moral judgments are founded. It must

have been held to do so, no doubt (except upon the selfish

hypothesis), if the actuating idea of a true good, as for oneself,

had been founded on desire for a sum of pleasures ; since a desire

for pleasure, though it may be balanced by a desire to produce

pleasiire, and though the two desires may suggest in certain cases

the same course of outward action, must always be absolutely

different from it as a motive. But in fact the idea of a true

good as for oneself is not an idea of a series of pleasures to be

enjoyed by oneself. It is ultimately or in principle an idea of

satisfaction for a self that abides and contemj)lates itself as

abiding, but which can only so contemplate itself in identifi-

cation with some sort of society ; which can only look forward

to a satisfaction of itself as permanent, on condition that it shall

also be a satisfaction of those in community with whom alone it

can think of itself as continuing to live. For practical purposes,

or as it ordinarily affects a man, it is an idea of an oi'der of life,

more or less established, but liable to constant interfei'ence from

actions prompted by passion or desire for pleasure ; an order in

the maintenance and advancement of which he conceives his

permanent well-being to consist. This well-being he doubtless
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conceives as his own, but that he sliould conceive it as exchisively

his own—his own in any sense in which it is not equally and co-

incidentally a well-being" of others—would be incompatible with

the fact that it is only as living- in community, as sharing the

life of others, as incorporated in the continuous being- of a family

or nation, of a state or a church, that he can sustain himself in

that tlioug-ht of his own permanence to which the thought of

permanent well-being- is correlative. His own permanent well-

being- he thus necessarily presents to himself as a social well-

being. The rule of action, which a consideration of this

w^ell-being suggests, may sometimes forbid the indulgence of

g-enerous impulses, as it will constantly forbid the pursuit of an

attractive pleasure; but between it and the rule of considerate

Benevolence there can never be a conflict, for they are one and

the same rule, founded on one and the same quest for a self-

satisfaction which shall abide, but which no man can contemplate

as abiding except so far as he identifies himself with a society

whose well-being is to him as his own.

233. After all this argumentation, however, which may
already seem too prolix, we may be sure that the old objection

will here return. This permanent well-being, what is it—what

is it conceived as being by the person who desires it—but a

succession of pleasures, or of states in which pleasure predomi-

nates over pain, Avhether it is of himself or of others that the

man thinks as enjoying this succession? We can best finally

answer this question by gathering into a summary form the

view which it is sought to oppose to that suggested by the

question. But before doing so it will be well also to put in

a final ' caveat ^ against two misapprehensions, which may be

lurking in our minds when we put the question. Though we
answered it in the affirmative, we should be none the nearer to a

reduction of the moral life to an origin in mere succession of feel-

ings. As has abeady been pointed out [§ 222], a desire for one^s

own permanent well-being, though the well-being looked for-

ward to consisted merely in a succession of pleasures, would still

be quite a different thing, would imply a consciousness of quite

a different nature, from desire excited by an imagined pleasure.

Nor, if we answer it in the aflBrmative, will any recognition of

sympathy bring us nearer to an identification of self-regarding
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and ' altruistic ' motives. It is clear that desire for a well-being

as consisting in a succession of pleasures to oneself^ is quite

different from desire for a well-being that consists in a succes-

sion of pleasures to others. The fact that one man may be

pleased or pained by the knowledge of another's pleasure or

pain does not alter the fact that each man's pleasure or pain

is private to himself. Desires are determined by their objects

;

and desire for pleasure, having an absolutely different object, is

an absolutely different desire from desii'e for the production of

pleasure to others. If therefore a man's desire for his own true

well-being is essentially a desire that he may enjoy a succession

of pleasures, and that for the well-being of others a desire to

convey to them a succession of pleasures, the two desires are

opposite, though perhaps reconcilable principles of action, and

we must fall back on the view, which we have been seeking to

set aside, of the co-ordination, as distinct from the identity, of

Benevolence and Reasonable Self-Love.

234. This premised, to the question, What is the well-being

which in a calm hour we desire but a succession of pleasures ?

we reply as follows. The ground of this desire is a demand for

an abiding satisfaction of an abiding self. In a succession of

pleasures there can be no such satisfaction, nor in the longest

prolongation of the succession any nearer approach to it than in

the first pleasure enjoyed. If a man, therefore, under the in-

fluence of the spiritual demand described, were to seek any suc-

cession of pleasures as that which would satisfy the demand, he

would be under a delusion. Such a delusion may be possible,

but we are not to suppose that it takes place because many
persons, through a mistaken analysis of their inner experience,

affirm that they have no idea of well-being but as a succession

of pleasures. The demand for an abiding self-satisfaction has

led to an ordering of life in which some permanent provision is

made, better or worse, for the satisfaction of those interests

which are not interests in the procuring of pleasure, but which

may be described most generally as interests in the development

of our faculties, and in the like development of those for whom
we care.

When a man ^ sits down in a calm hour ' to consider what his

permanent well-being consists in, what it is that in desiring it
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he really desires, it is not indeed to be supposed that he traces

the desire back to its ultimate source in his self-objectifying-

personality, or that he thinks of its object in the abstract form

of that which will satisfy the demand arising from such a

personality. But, if unbiassed either by particular passions or

by philosophical ])ropossessions, he will identify his well-being-

with an order of life which that demand has broug-ht into exist-

ence. The thought of his well-being "vvill be to him the thought

of himself as living in the successful pursuit of various interests

which the order of society—taking the term in its widest sense

—has determined for him ; interests ranging, perhaps, from pro-

vision for his family to the improvement of the public health or

to the production of a system of philosophy. The constituents

of the contemplated well-being will be the objects of those

various interests, objects [e.g. the provision for a family or the

sanitation of a town) in process of realisation, which, when

realised, take their place as permanent contributions to an

abiding social good. In them therefore the man who carries

himself forward in thought along the continued life of a family

or a nation, a state or a church, anticipates a lasting and accu-

mulating possession, as he cannot do in successive enjoyments.

In them he can think of himself as really coming nearer to an

absolute good. Just so far as he is interested in such objects, he

must indeed anticipate pleasure in their realisation, but the

objects, not the pleasure, form the actuating content of his idea

of true well-bemg. A transfer of his interest from the objects to

the pleasure would be its destruction.

235. If this answer is accepted to the question, what it is

that we desire in desiring our own true or permanent well-being,

it would seem that we have already answered the question, what

it is that we desire in desiring the true well-being of others. It

is the same common well-being, the same good of a society

which we also desire as our own. No doubt, there are generous

impulses consisting in desires to convey pleasures, simply as

such, to others, or to lessen their pains. These are as little to be

ignored as they are to be identified with desires for pleasures to

oneself. But the desire for the well-being, whether as of others

or as of oneself, is no more to be identified with such generous

impulses, with which it may very well conflict, than those
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impulses that are excited by the imagination of pleasure. The

objects of which a man anticipates the realisation in looking

forward to such well-being, are objects^ as we have seen, which

he necessarily thinks of as realised for a society no less than for

himself, for himself only as a member of a society. The opposi-

tion of self and others does not enter into the consideration of a

well-being so constituted. Generous impulses and desires for

pleasures may indeed co-operate with the desire for it, though

never equivalent to that desire, and may do so in different

degrees in different cases. The objects most prominent in a man^s

working idea of true well-being will vary, no doubt, according

to circumstances and his idiosyncrasy. To revert to instances

previously given, in one case the sanitation of a town, in another

the composition of a book on an abstruse subject, may hold the

largest place in a man^s mind when he sets himself to enquire

what in particular forms the content of the idea of true well-

being, as he individually is actuated by it. In the former case

it can be understood that the impulse to convey pleasures to

particular persons, or to relieve their pains, might effectually

co-operate with the idea as it actuates the individual, while it

scarcely could do so in the latter case. In both cases, again,

anticipated pleasures of achievement might stimulate the work

which interest in a well-being not constituted by pleasures

initiates and directs, though that they should become the main

objects of interest would be fatal to the work. But however the

idea of a true good may vary in the particular aspect which it

presents to the individual according to the special nature of

his higher interests, and in whatever measm-es impulsive benevo-

lence or any desire for pleasure may respectively further its

operation in him, it remains true that, in its actuation of the

individual, no less than in that ordering of society which at

once is effected through that actuation of individuals and in

turn conditions it, the idea does not admit of the distinction

between good for self and good for others. As the source of

moral action and of moral judgment, it has equally to control,

and in controlling must be equally independent of, the desire for

pleasure and the desire to please.

236. But granting that in a man's idea of well-being as true

or permanent there is such an identification of his own and
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others' well-being", he must still think of it as standing' in some

definite relation to others as to himself. He may think of their

true good as also his and of his as also theirs, but how, it will be

asked, does he conceive of the true g-ood for others, if not as

their happiness, i.e. as the most unbroken succession of pleasures

possible for them ? We answer that the happiness which, under

influence of the idea of permanent good, a man seeks for others

is of the same kind as the happiness which, under influence of

the same idea, he seeks for himself. We have seen that true

happiness, as he conceives it for himself, consists in the realisa-

tion of the objects of various interests by which he is possessed

—interests of which he is only capable through self-identification

with a society. True happiness, as he conceives it for others,

consists in the realisation for them of the same objects. His

own interest in these objects carries with it an ascription of a

like interest to others, and in the realisation of the objects he

anticipates a happiness to them, just as he anticipates it to

himself. Now the interest, as he experiences it in himself, is an

interest, not in pleasure, but in the objects—these not being

pleasures; and what he seeks to procure for others is a satis-

faction of a like interest, which is not an interest in pleasures.

He seeks to help them in attaining objects which he supposes to

be common to them with him, and these objects, not being- plea-

sures in his case, cannot be pleasures in theirs. In the realisation

of the objects there must be pleasure for the others, on supposi-

tion of their interest in the objects, as for himself, and in

anticipating their realisation of the objects he will doubtless also

anticipate the pleasure incidental to it ; but it is primarily the

objects which he seeks to help them in gaining-, the pleasure

only as incidental to the attainment of those particular objects.

Pleasures incidental to the attainment of other objects, though

equally pleasures, he would have no interest in conveying to

them. It is a true happiness which he seeks for them, and the

truth of their happiness depends on the natui-e of the desired

objects, not themselves pleasures, to the realisation of which it is

incidental.

237. By way of illustration, we may ag-ain revert to the

instance of a man supremely interested in the sanitation of a

town. Such a man would naturally be described as devoted to
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the true happiness of his fellow-creatures. No doubt his great

object is to help the men whom he sees about him to live more

happily, and, absorbed in his work, he is not likely to analyse

very accurately what it is that he presents to himself when he

thinks of their living- more happily. It is not at all essential

that he should do so. If in confusion or haste he pronounces

that the happiness he is seeking for them consists merely in a

succession of pleasures, the mistake is probably of little practical

importance. It matters less than if he made the same specula-

tive mistake in regard to the end which he seeks for himself.

A theory that his object for himself was pleasure—the pleasure,

as perhaps he might say, of successful work—might strengthen the

pleasure-seeking tendency, by which such a man, like all the

rest of us, must really be affected, till there might be danger of

its weakening or supplanting the interest which is, in fact, the

condition of his pleasure in his work. A misinterpretation of

the happiness which he seeks for others can have no such mis-

chievous effect. Even if, through the notion that his motive

was desire for the mere pleasure of others, it really became so,

he would not have become a pleasure-seeker. He would have be-

come a practically less wise and useful, but not a selfish man.

None the less, however, such a beneficent person would be

really misinterpreting the object which mainly moves him in so

describing it. It is not pleasure, as such, to be enjoyed by other

persons, that he seeks to bring about, but an improvement of the

persons, of which pleasure is the incident and the sign. He
conceives them, like himself, as having objects which it is their

vocation to realise, which health is the condition of their

realising, and which form part of one great social end, the same

for himself as for them. What this end is he conceives, like the

rest of us, very dimly, though, but for the power which the idea

of there being such an end exercises over him, not only directly

but indirectly through those institutions of society which are

its product, he would not live the life which he does. Pressed

to give an account of it, he readily in his description puts the

pleasure, which is the incident of realisation, in place of that

realisation of worthy objects to which he is in fact seeking to

help his neighbours. He speaks as if that ^ happiness ' of others

which he is seeking to promote were merely pleasure irrespec-
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tivcly of the conditions o£ the pleasure, whereas in truth it is a

fulfilment of capabilities which, ^\nthout clear analysis of what

they are, but on the strength of his owm experience, he assigns

to the others.

238. There are two questions, however, of which the consider-

ation might make him more clearly aware what his mind on the

matter really is ; might convince him that, not pleasm-e as such,

but the attainment of objects other than pleasures though in-

volving pleasure in their attainment, is the end to which he

seeks to help other men. Let him ask himself whether he can

look upon the value of the pleasure, which he supposes himself

to be labouring to produce, as depending simply on its amount

;

whether he does not, for others as for himself, distinguish

between hig*her and lower pleasures according to the nature of

the pursuit out of which they arise, or according to the state of

mind to which they are relative. If he does, it must follow that

it is not pleasure as such, or by itself, that he is seeking to pro-

duce, but pleasure as an incident of a life of which the value or

desirability does not consist in its pleasantness. Let him ask

himself, further, whether the ideal end which he seeks for others

as for himself, though it be an end never realised, is not some-

thing in which a permanent satisfaction can be found ; whether

he himself could find true happiness in a succession of pleasures

of which each, having been enjoyed, leaves him with the

consciousness of being no nearer satisfaction than he was before ;

whether on the contrary he does not count it an essential con-

dition of every contribution to his own true happiness that it

should bring him nearer to the fulfilment of his mission, to a

completion of his capacities, as no enjoyment of pleasure can be

held to do ; and whether his final object in working for the time

happiness of others can be to help them to a succession of plea-

sures, which would be no contribution to a true happiness as he

seeks it for himself.

239. These considerations might make such a man aware

that his interest in true happiness as for himself, and his

interest in it as for others, are not two interests but one

interest, of which the object is not a succession of pleasures but

a fulfilment of itself, a bettering of itself, a realisation of its

capabilities, on the part of the himian soul. These capabilities
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are not distinctively capabilities of pleasure. The pleasure of their

realisation does not differ as pleasure, except perhaps in respect

of its less intensity, from any animal enjoyment. They are

capabilities of certain kinds of life and action, of which (as pre-

viously explained) no adequate account can be g-iven till they are

attained. Of what ultimate well-being* may be, therefore, we

are unable to say anything" but that it must be the complete

fulfilment of our capabilities, even while the idea that there is

such an ultimate well-being may be the guiding idea of our

lives. But of particular forms of life and action we can say that

they are better, or contribute more to true well-being than

others, because in them there is a further fulfilment of man's

capabilities, and therefore a nearer approach to the end in which

alone he can find satisfaction for himself.

That interest in a true g-ood which leads us to reject attractive

pleasures as pleasures which should not be enjoyed, and to endure

repellent pains as pains which should be underg'one, is interest in

the furtherance of such better forms of life and action—in their

furtherance because they are better. The special features of the

object in which the true good is sought will vary in different

ages and with different persons, according" to circumstances and

idiosyncracy. There are circumstances in which it cannot present

itself to the individual as anything- else than the work of keeping

a family comfortably alive, without reference to the well-being

of any wider society in which the family is included, or to any

other form of family well-being than such as consists in the

decent satisfaction of animal wants. From such a form of the

interest in true good to one in which it mainly expresses itself

in the advancement of some branch of knowledge, or the im-

provement of the public health, or the endeavour after ' personal

holiness,' there may seem to be a great step. But in all its forms

the interest has the common characteristic of being directed to

an object which is an object for the individual only so far as

he identifies himself with a society, and seeks neither an imagined

pleasure nor a succession of pleasures, but a bettering of the life

which is at once his and the society's.

240. We have dwelt thus at length on the difference between

the interest in a true good or permanent well-being in all its
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forms, and the desire to experience any succession of pleasures,

even such a succession as an imaginary enumerator mig-ht find

to make up the largest possible sum, in order to avoid misap-

prehension in consideration of the process by which the idea of

a true good defines itself and, in defining itself, gives rise to the

conception of particular duties. This process, we saw, was

really inseparable from that of which the main features have

already been considered ; the extension, namely, of the range of

persons between whom the good is conceived to be common, and

who on this ground recognise equivalent duties to each other.

Following out that extension as if it were a separate process, we
found that its outcome was the intuition of the educated con-

science that the true good must be good for all men, so that no

one should seek to gain by another's loss, gain and loss being

estimated on the same principle for each. But it had not so far

appeared how the conscience is trained in the apprehension of

what in particular the good is, and in the consequent imposition

on itself of particular duties. This defect was to be made up by

considering the gradual determination of the idea of good, which

goes along with the growth of the conviction that it is good for

all men alike.

We committed ourselves a little way back to the familiar

opinion—more likely to find acceptance than many here ad-

vanced—that the idea of a true good first took hold of men in

the form of a consideration of what was needed to keep the

membei-s of a family alive and comfortably alive. Now between

a state of mind in which the idea of good is only operative in

this form, and one which can at least naturally express itself in

the proposition that the only true good is the good will, can

there be anything in common? Is it not idle to attempt to

connect them as phases in the operation of a single spiritual

principle ? It would be so, no doubt, if interest in provision for

the necessities of a family really exhausted the spiritual demand

from which it arises. But this is not the case. It must be

remembered that provision for the wants of a family, of the kind

we are contemplating, cannot have been a merely instinctive

process. It cannot have been so, at least, on supposition that it

was a process of which we can understand the nature from our

own experience, or that it was a stage in the development of

s
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the men that we are and know. It would not have had any-

thing- in common with the family interests by which we are

ourselves influenced, unless it rested not on instinct but on self-

consciousness—on a man's projection of himself in thought into

a future, as a subject of a possibly permanent satisfaction, to be

found in the satisfaction of the wants of the family with which

he identifies himself. Now this power of contemplating' himself

as possibly coming- to be that which he is not, and as so coming-

to be in and through a society in which he lives a permanent

life, is in promise and potency an interest in the bettering- of

mankind, in the realisation of its capabilities or the fulfilment of

its vocation, conceived as an absolutely desirable end.

Between the most primitive and limited form of the interest,

as represented by the effort to provide for the future wants of a

family, and its most highly generalised form, lie the interests of

ordinary good citizens in various elements of a social well-being.

All have a common basis in the demand for abiding self-satis-

faction which, according to the theory we have sought to main-

tain, is yielded by the action of an eternal self-conscious principle

in and upon an animal nature. That demand however only

gradually exhibits what it has in it to require. Until life has

been so organised as to afford some regular relief from the

pressure of animal wants, an interest in what Aristotle calls

TO eS (t)'^, as distinct from to (ijv^, cannot emerge. Yet that

primitive organisation of life through which some such relief is

afforded, being rational not instinctive, would be impossible

without the action of the same self-objectifying principle which

in a later stage exhibits itself in the pursuit of ends to which

life is a means, as distinct from the pursuit of means of living.

The higher interest is latent in the lower, nor would it be

possible to draw a line at which the mere living of the family

ceases to be the sole object and its well-being begins to be

cared for.

241. But, when a supply of the means of living has been

sufficiently secured to allow room for a consideration of the ends

of living, what are those ends taken to be ? Can any such

progress be noted in men's conception of them as could justify

us in speaking of a development of the idea of duty? If the

^ ' Living well,', or ' well-being,' as distinct from merely ' living.'
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idea of g-oocl were simply equivalent to the idea of a maximum

of pleasure, a g-rowth of moral ideas would simply mean a pro-

gressive discovery of means to pleasure. A development of the

idea of duty, in the sense of a process affecting- our conception

of the ends of action, there could not be. If on this hypothesis

we are to speak of a moral development at all, it can only be in

the sense of an increasing enlightenment as to what should be

done, in order to an end of which itself the idea undergoes no

modification. It is otherwise if the idea of the good is an idea

of something which man should become for the sake of becoming

it, or in order to fulfil his capabilities and in so doing to satisfy

himself. The idea of the good, according to this view, is an

idea, if the expression may be allowed, which gradually creates

its own filling. It is not an idea like that of any pleasure,

which a man retains from an experience that he has had and

would like to have again. It is an idea to which nothing that

has happened to us or that we can find in existence corresponds,

but which sets us upon causing certain things to happen, upon

bringing certain things into existence. Acting in us, to begin

with, as a demand which is ignorant of what will satisfy itself,

it only arrives at a more definite consciousness of its own nature

and tendency through reflection on its own creations—on habits

and institutions and modes of life which, as a demand not re-

flected upon, it has brought into being. Moral development

then will not be merely progress in the discovery and practice

of means to an end which throughout remains the same for the

subject of the development. It will imply a progressive deter-

mination of the idea of the end itself, as the subject of it,

through reflection on that which, under influence of the idea

but without adequate reflection upon it, he has done and has

become, comes to be more fully aware of what he has it in him

to do and to become.

242. Of a moral development in this sense we have evidence

in the result ; and we can understand the principle of it ; but

the stages in the process by which the principle thus unfolds

itself remain obscure. As has been already pointed out, such

an end as provision for the maintenance of a family, if pursued

not instinctively but with consciousness of the end pursued,

implies in the person pursuing it a motive quite different from

s 3
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desire either for an imagined pleasure or for relief from want.

It implies the thought of a possibly permanent satisfaction, and

an effort to attain that satisfaction in the satisfaction of others.

Here is already a moral and spiritual, as distinct from an animal

or merely natural, interest—an interest in an object which only

thought constitutes, an interest in bringing about something

that should be, as distinct from desire to feel again a pleasure

already felt. But to be actuated by such an interest does not

necessarily imply any reflection on its nature ; and hence in men
under its influence there need not be any conception of a moral

as other than a material good. Food and drink, warmth and

clothing, may still seem to them to be the only good things

which they desire for themselves or for others.

This may probably still be the case with some wholly savage

tribes ; it may have once been the case with our own ancestors.

If it was, of the process by which they emerged from it we

know nothing, for they have already emerged from it in the

earliest state of mind which has left any record of itself. All

that we can say is that an interest moral and spiritual in the

sense explained—however unaware of its own nature, however

unable to describe itself as directed to other than material objects

—must have been at work to bring about the habits and in-

stitutions, the standards of praise and blame, which we inherit,

even the remotest and most elementary which our investigations

can reach. We know further that z/'that interest, even in the

form of interest in the mere provision for the material support

of a family, were duly reflected upon, those who were influenced

by it must have become aware that they had objects independent

of the gratification of their animal nature ; and, having become

aware of this, they could not fail with more or less distinctness

to conceive that permanent welfare of the family, which it was

their great object to promote, as consisting, at any rate among
other things, in the continuance in others of an interest like

their own ; in other words, as consisting in the propagation of

virtue.

243. When and how and by what degrees this process of

reflection may have taken place, we cannot say. It is reason-

able to suppose that till a certain amount of shelter had been

secured from the pressure of natural wants, it would be im-
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possible. The work of makinj^ provision for the family would

be too absorbing for a man to ask himself what was implied in

his interest in making- it, and thus to become aware of there

being such a thing as a moral nature in himself and others, or

of a moral value as distinct from the value of that which can be

seen and touched and tasted. However strong in him the

interest in the welfare of his society—which, as we have seen,

is essentially a moral interest—until some relief had been w^on

from the constant care of providing for that welfare in material

forms, he would have no time to think of any intrinsic value in

the persons for whom the provision was made, or in the qualities

which enabled it to be made. Somehow or other, however—by
what steps we know not—with all peoples that have a history

the time of reflection has come, and with it the supervention

upon those moral interests that are unconscious of their morality,

of an interest in moral qualities as such. An interest has arisen,

over and above that in keeping the members of a family or tribe

alive, in rendering them persons of a certain kind; in forming

in them certain qualities, not as a means to anything ulterior

which the possession of these qualities might bring about, but

simply for the sake of that possession; in inducing in them

habits of action on account of the intrinsic value of those habits,

as forms of activity in which man achieves what he has it in

him to achieve, and so far satisfies himself. There has arisen, in

short, a conception of good things of the soul, as having a value

distinct from and independent of the good things of the body, if

not as the only things truly good, to which all other goodness is

merely relative.

Already in the earliest stages of the development of the

human soul, of which we have any recorded expression, this

distinction is virtually recognised. Such a foi-mal classification

as that which Aristotle assumes to be familiar, between to. eKTos

ayaOa, to. irepl \j/vxriv, and to. irepl crSifxa ^, is, of course, only the

product of what may be called reflection upon reflection. It is

the achievement of men who have not only learnt to recognise

and value the spiritual qualities to which material things serve

as instruments or means of expression, but have formed the

abstract conception of a universe of values which may be

* External goods, goods of the soul, and goods of the body. Eth. Nic. I. viii. 2.
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exhaustively classified. But independently of such abstract con-

ceptions^ we have evidence in the earliest literature accessible

to us of the conception and appreciation of impalpable virtues

of the character and disposition, standing- in no direct rela-

tion to the senses or to animal wants—courage, wisdom,

fidelity, and the like. The distinction is at least apprehended

between the sensible good things that come to a man, or

belong or attach to him as from without, and the good qualities

of the man. It may be that the latter are chiefly considered

in relation to the former, as qualities contributing to the

material welfare of a society ; but, though there may be as yet

no clear notion of virtue as a pm-e good in itself independently

of anything extraneous that it may obtain, it is understood that

prosperity and the desert of prosperity are different things.

And the recognition of desert is in itself a recognition of a

moral or spiritual good, as distinct from one sensible or material.

It is evidence that the moral nature, implied in the interest in

a social well-being, has so far reflected on itself as to arrive at

moral conceptions.

244. Whenever and wherever, then, the interest in a social

good has come to carry with it any distinct idea of social merit

—of qualities that make the good member of a family, or good

tribesman, or good citizen—we have the beginning of that

education of the conscience of which the end is the conviction

that the only true good is to be good. This process is properly

complementary to that previously analysed, of which the end

was described as the conviction that the true good is good for

all men, and good for them all in virtue of the same nature and

capacity. The one process is complementary to the other, be-

cause the only good in the pm-suit of which there can be no

competition of interests, the only good which is really common
to all who may pursue it, is that which consists in the universal

will to be good—in the settled disposition on each man^s part to

make the most and best of humanity in his own person and in

the persons of others. The conviction of a community of good

for all men can never be really harmonised with our notions of

what is good, so long as anything else than self-devotion to an

ideal of mutual service is the end by reference to which those

notions are formed.
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245. In fact we are very far, in our ordinary estimates of g"oocl,

whether for ourselves or for others, from keeping* such a standard

before i:s, and jnst for that reason the conviction of the com-

munity of good for all men, while retaining- its hold on us as an

abstract principle, has little positive influence over our practical

judgments. It is a source of counsels of perfection which we

do not ' see our way * to carrying- out. It makes itself felt in

certain prohibitions, e.g. of slavery, but it has no such effect on

the ordering" of life as to secure for those whom we admit that

it is wrong to use as chattels much real opportunity of self-

development. They are left to sink or swim in the stream of

unrelenting competition, in which we admit that the weaker

has not a chance. So far as neg-ative rights go—rights to be

let alone—they are admitted to membership of civil society, but

the good things to which the pursuits of society are in fact

directed turn out to be no good things for them. Civil society

may be, and is, founded on the idea of there being a common
good, but that idea in relation to the less favoured members of

society is in effect um-ealised, and it is unrealised because the

good is being sought in objects which admit of being competed

for. They are of such a kind that they cannot be equally at-

tained by all. The success of some in obtaining them is incom-

patible with the success of others. Until the object generally

sought as good comes to be a state of mind or character of

which the attainment, or approach to attainment, by each is

itself a contribution to its attainment by every one else, social

life must continue to be one of war—a war, indeed, in which the

neutral ground is constantly being extended and which is itself

constantly yielding new tendencies to peace, but in which at the

same time new vistas of hostile interests, with new prospects of

failure for the weaker, are as constantly opening.



CHAPTER V.

THE DEVELOPMENT OP THE MORAL IDEAL—CONTINUED.

D. The Greek and the Modern Concejdions of Virtue.

246. OuE, next business will be to consider more in detail bow

tbat gradual spiritualisation or dematerialisation (in tbe sense

explained) of the idea of true good^ through which alone it can

come to answer the inward demand which is its source, ex-

hibits itself in the accepted standards of virtue and in the

duties which the candid conscience recognises. The conception

of virtue is the conception of social merit as founded on a certain

sort of character or habit of will. Every form of virtue arises

from the effort of the individual to satisfy himself with some

good conceived as true or permanent, and it is only as common

to himself with a society that the individual can so conceive

of a good. He must in some way identify himself with others

in order to conceive himself as the subject of a good which can

be opposed to such as passes with his own gratification. Thus

both the practice of virtue and the current standard of virtue,

which on the one hand presupposes the practice and on the other

reacts upon and sustains it, have a history corresponding to

the gradual development and determination of the idea of what

social good consists in.

The virtue which is practised and esteemed with refer-

ence to a common well-being, constituted by such good

things as, according to the distinction above noticed, would fall

under the head of ' external ' or ' bodily goods,^ has indeed an

element of identity with the virtue practised or esteemed with

reference to a well-being of which the virtue itself is an integral

element, but has also an important difference from it. The

identity between the two kinds of virtue consists in the fact that
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the g-ood to which each is relative is a common good and is

desired as such. In both cases the virtue rests upon an interest

which is effectually distinf^^uished from any desire for pleasure,

from any eg-oistic passion, by being- directed to an object which

the individual ])resents to himself as common to him with others

and as desirable on that account. The difference lies in the

degree of truth and adequacy with which the common good is

conceived in one case as compared with the other.

When the end -wdth reference to which social merit is judged of

is merely some form of material well-being, the moral effort is

being directed to an end of merely relative value as if it were of

absolute value. That effort rests, as we have seen, on the inward

demand for a ti-ue or abiding self-satisfaction, and this is not to

be found in the possession of means to a succession of pleasures

any more than in the succession itself, not in the possession of

anything which one man or group of men can possess to the

exclusion of another. A common good conceived as consisting

in such possession is inadequately conceived—conceived in a

manner which must ultimately lead to the self-defeat of the

moral effort—and the virtue directed by the conception, though

it has the root of identity, just pointed ovit, with a higher virtue,

is so far inferior. Considered merely as * self-devotion '' it may
be on a level with the highest virtue. There may be as genuine

self-devotion in the act of the barbarian warrior who gives up

his life that his tribe may win a piece of land from its neigh-

bours, as in that of the missionary who dies in carrying the

gospel to the heathen. But it is a falsely abstract view of

virtue to take no account of the end in pursuit of which the self

is devoted. The real value of the virtue rises with the more full

and clear conception of the end to which it is directed, as a

character not a good fortune, as a fulfilment of human capabilities

from within not an accession of good things from without, as a

function not a possession. The progress of mankind in respect

of the standard and practice of virtue has lain in such a develop-

ment of the conception of its end.

247. We cannot so write without being reminded of the

famous opening of Kant-'s ^Foundation of the Metaphysic of

Morals,'— ' Nothing can be conceived in the world, or even out

of it, which can be called good without qualification, but a Good
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Will/ In describing the development in question, however^ as

a growth of the conviction that the only unconditional good is

a good will, and a consequent'more definite reference of virtue to

this unconditional good as its end, we run a risk of misappre-

hension. Can it be intended, the reader may ask^ that no

action is morally good, or directed as it should be, unless the

object of the doer is to promote goodness or to become good ?

Has this been the object with reference to which, as a matter of

fact, the habits and dispositions ordinarily reputed virtuous have

come to be so reputed ? If the ultimate dictum of the en-

lightened conscience is to be that, just as according to St. Paul

^ whatsoever is not of faith is sin/ so no action is morally good

unless done for the sake of its goodness, shall we not have to

make out some wholly new biaypa(p7] or Hablc'' of the virtues,

incapable of natural adjustment to the actual usage of our terms

of praise and blame ? Is it not more rational to say with Hume
that 'no action can be virtuous, or morally good, unless there

be in human nature some motive to produce it, distinct from the

sense of its morality ' ?
^

The formula quoted from Kant is certainly liable to be under-

stood in a way which challenges these objections. The good

will may be taken to mean a will possessed by some abstract

idea of goodness or of moral law ; and, if such possession were

possible at all, except perhaps during moments of special

spiritual detachment from the actualities of life, it would amount

to a paralysis of the will for all effectual application to great

objects of human interest. It would no longer be the will of the

good workman, the good father, or the good citizen. But it is

not thus that we understand the good will. The principle which

it is here sought to maintain is that the perfection of human
character—a perfection of individuals which is also that of society^

and of society which is also that of individuals—is for man the

^ Treatise on Human Nature, Book III. Part II. § i. The ground for the pro-

position in the text is thus put by Hume in the sequel :
' It is a plain fallacy to

say, that a virtuous motive is requisite to render an action honest, and at the

same time that a regard to the honesty is the motive of the action. We can

never have a regard to the virtue of an action, unless the action be antecedently

virtuous. No action can be virtuous but so far as it proceeds from a virtuous

motive. A virtuous motive therefore must precede the regard to the virtue ; and

'tis impossible that the virtuous motive and the regard to the virtue can be the
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only object of absolute or intrinsic value; that, this perfection

consistint^- in a fulfilment of man's capabilities according to the

divine idea or plan of them, we cannot know or describe in

detail what it is except so far as it has been already attained
;

but that the supreme condition of any progress towards its

attainment is the action in men, under some form or other, of

an interest in its attainment as a governing interest or will
;

and that the same interest—not in abstraction from other

interests, but as an organising influence upon and among them

—must be active in every character which has any share in the

perfection spoken of or makes any approach to it, since this per-

fection, being that of an agent who is properly an object to

himself, cannot lie in any use that is made of him, but only in a

use that he makes of himself.

248. We hold that in fact the estimation of virtue, the

award of praise and blame, has always had reference to man
himself, not to anything adventitioiis to man, as the object

of ultimate value from which the value of any virtue was

derived. In those primitive conditions of society, in which

attention was so necessarily concentrated on the simple main-

tenance of life that there was no room for the virtues of cul-

ture and reflection to develope, we have no reason to doubt

that it was a contemplation of possible persons who should

exist in the family which gave the family interest its real

meaning to those who were actuated by it; just as now, to

the poor j)erson whose waking hours are spent in the struggle to

keep his family respectable, it is not any abstraction of the

family, but the contemplation of sons and daughters, as persons

living decent lives in the future, that is the moving influence.

The primitive vii-tue that meant merely valour in the struggle

for a life of which others were to share the benefit had yet its

animating principle in the idea of something which the valorous

man and the others, in and for themselves, were to become. As
the horizon of man's possibilities expands upon the view, as

new forms of social merit relative to the fulfilment of those

cai)abilities come to be recognised, the conception of virtue

becomes proportionately complex. With an Athenian in the

period of the bloom of Hellas, the term which we can only

render ' virtue ' was apparently used for any eminent faculty
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exercised in any of the regions of human achievement ^—regions

scarcely less wide and various then than now—so that Aristotle

found it necessary to distinguish ^intellectual virtues^ from those

of habit and character. But however discrepant may seem to us

to have been the kinds of excellence or ability that were alike

spoken of as the * virtue ' of men, however little they may have

been affected by any conception of moral law, of any duty owed

by man to God or his neighbour, as such, they were still de-

pendent both for their estimation and for their practice on the

conception of intrinsic value, as lying not in anything that might

happen to a man, in his pleasure or his good fortune, but in what

he might do and might become. Virtue was a hxiva^Ls evepyertK^,

a faculty of beneficence ^. The range of recognised beneficence

was wide, as the range of capabilities of which men were be-

coming conscious was wide. There was a ' virtue^ to be exhibited

in handicraft no less than in the functions of a magistrate or

citizen-soldier or head of a family; but it was some interest in the

achievement by men of what they had it in them to do, in their

becoming the best they had it in them to become, that at once

governed the estimation of virtue in all these eases and inspired

or sustained the practice.

249. There were ages, no doubt, in which this interest,

though active enough, took little account of itself; ages in which

the question was never raised how far the forms of action which

commonly excited praise were really co-operative with each other,

or really contributory to the end which was being pursued with

little reflection on its nature. When and how the period of

reflection is reached, what are the conditions which enable some

nations to reach it while others apparently do not, we do not

know; but when it is reached, there arises a quest for some

definite and consistent conception of the main ends of human

achievement. Is there some one direction, common to all the

forms of activity esteemed as virtuous, which explains and justi-

fies that estimation ? This question, it is to be observed, is in its

effect by no means merely a speculative one. In the process of

bringing into clear and harmonious consciousness the nature of

ends previously pursued under the influence of some idea of value

* Time. I. xxxiii. 2 ; II. xl. 6 (Arnold's note); Arist. Ehet. I. ix. 2.

* Arist. loc. cit.
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which could give no account of itself, the incompatibility of

some of these ends with others becomes apparent, and the possi-

bility sug-gosts itself of so methodising life as to avoid the mis-

direction of activity and keep it to channels in which it may
really contribute to the one end of supreme value, however that

may be conceived. Hence along with the conviction of the unity

of virtue, which finds so clear and strong an expression in the

Gi'eek philosophers, we find an attempt both to reform the

current estimation of the several practices and dispositions

counted virtuous, and to introduce a systematic order of living

for individuals and communities, corresponding to the idea of

the unity of the end.

The habit of derogation from the uses of ' mere philosophy,'

common alike to Christian advocates and the professors of natural

science, has led us too much to ignore the immense practical

service which Socrates and his followers rendered to mankind.

From them in effect comes the connected scheme of virtues and

duties within which the educated conscience of Christendom still

moves, when it is impartially reflecting on what ought to be

done. Religious teachers have no doubt affected the hopes and

fears which actuate us in the pursuit of virtue or rouse us from

its neglect. Religious societies have both strengthened men

in the pei-formance of recognised duties, and taught them to

recognise relations of duty towards those whom they might

otherwise have been content to treat as beyond the pale of

such duties ; but the articulated scheme of what the virtues

and duties are, in their difference and in their unity, remains

for us now in its main outlines what the Greek philosophers

left it.

250. In their Ethical teaching, however, the greatest of the

Greek philosophers—those to whom Christendom owes, not

indeed its highest moral inspiration, but its moral categories,

its forms of practical judgment—never professed to be inventors.

They did not claim to be prophets of new truth, but exponents

of principles on which the good citizen, if he thought the matter

out, would find that he had already been acting. They were

seeking a clearer view of the end or good towards which the

/3tos TToXtrtKos, the citizen-life, was actually directed. And this

conception of their vocation was not less true than, in its
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superiority to personal self-assertion, it was noble. They were

really organs through which reason, as operative in men, be-

came more clearly aware of the work it had been doing in the

creation and maintenance of free social life, and in the activities

of which that life is at once the source and the result. In thus

becoming aware of its work the same reason through them gave

a further reality to itself in human life. The demand for an

abiding satisfaction, for a true or permanent good, in action

upon the wants and fears and social impulses of men, had

yielded the institutions of the family and the state. These

again had brought into play certain spiritual dispositions and

energies, recognised as beneficent and stimulated by the effect

of that recognition on the social man, but not yet guided by

any clear consciousness of the end which gave them their value.

In arriving at that consciousness of itself, as it did specially

through the Greek philosophers, the same spiritual demand

which had given rise to the old virtue yielded a virtue which

was in a certain important sense new ; a character which would

not be satisfied without understanding the law which it obeyed,

without knowing what the true good was, for which the demand

had hitherto been more blindly at work.

251. We speak of the change advisedly as consisting not

merely in a new theory about virtue, but in a higher order of

virtue itself. Socrates and his followers are not rightly re-

garded as the originators of an interesting moral speculation,

such, for instance, as Hume may have started as to the nature

of ' moral sense,^ or the evolutionists as to its hereditary develop-

ment. They represent, though it might be too much to say

that they introduced, a new demand, or at least a fuller ex-

pression of an old demand, of the moral nature. Now though

our actual moral attainment may always be far below what our

conscience requires of us, it does tend to rise in response to a

heightened requirement of conscience, and will not rise without

it. Such a requirement is implied in the conception of the

unity of virtue, as determined by one idea of practical good

which was to be the conscious spring of the perfectly virtuous

life—an idea of it as consisting in some intrinsic excellence,

some full realisation of the capabilities, of the thinking and

willing: soul. Here we have—not indeed in its source, but in
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that first clear expression through which it manifests its life

—

the conviction that every form of real goodness must rest on a

will to be good, which has no object but its own fulfilment.

"When the same conviction came before the world, not in the

form of a philosophy but in the language of religious aspiration

—
' Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God'—and

when there seemed to be a personal human life which could be

contemplated as one in which it had been realised, it appealed

to a much wider range of persons than it had done in the

schools of Greece, and moved the heart with a new power. But

if those affected by it came to ask themselves what it meant

for them—in what the morality resting on purity of heart

consisted—it was mainly in forms derived, knowingly or un-

knowingly, from the Greek philosophers that the answer had

to be given.

252. The pm-ity of the heart can only consist in the nature

of its motives or governing interests. Actions, the same out-

wardly, represent a heart more or less pure, according as the

motive which prompts them is more or less singly or pre-

dominantly an interest in some form or other of that which is

truly good; or—to say the same thing in a manner less liable

to be misunderstood, since motives do not admit of isolation

—

according as the motive belongs to a character more or less

thoroughly governed by such an interest. This distinction of

tnie from seeming virtue, as dependent on the motive of each,

was brought out by Plato and Aristotle with a clearness which

was in fact final. Their account of the true good itself was

indeed but formal and provisional, as, for reasons already indi-

cated, every such account must be ; though, unless mankind has

lived its last two thousand years in vain, the formal and pro-

visional account of the good should mean more for us than it

could mean for the Greeks. But that a conscious direction to

this good—a ' purity of heart ' in this sense—was the condition

of all true virtue and constituted the essential unity between one

form of virtue and another, this they taught with all the con-

sistency and directness which a Christian teacher could desire,

which indeed stands in strong contrast with the appeal to semi-

sensual motives that has been common, and perhaps necessary

for popular practical effect, in the Christian Church. Tov KaXov
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ev€Ka' Koivbv yap tovto rat? aperais ^, is the formula in which

Aristotle sums up the teaching* of himself and his master as to

the basis of goodness. Like every formula^ it may have come to

be used as cant, but in its original significance it conveyed the

great principle that a direction of a man's will to the highest

possible realisation of his faculties is the common ground of

every form of true virtue. This direction of the will, according

to both Aristotle and Plato, was to be founded on habit; but

the habit even in its earliest and least reflective stage was to be

under the direction of reason, as embodied in law or acting

through a personal educator, and through aj)propriate teaching

was in due time to pass into a fully intelligent and appreciative

conformity to the reason which was its source. Given this

direction of the will, uniting intellectual apprehension with

strongest desire, all virtue was given ^
: without it there was, in

the proper sense, none, but at best only such a possibility of

virtue as may be afforded by tendencies and habits, directed

from without to higher ends than the subject has intelligently

made his own.

253. This view of the essential principle of all virtue at once

distinguishes the doctrine of Plato and Aristotle from any form

of Hedonism, or of Utilitarianism so far as Hedonistic. The

condition of virtuous action according to them did not lie in its

production of a certain effect, but in its relation to a certain

object, as rationally desired by the agent ; and this was an

object of which the nature, as desired, was not that which

according to the Hedonist alone excites desire. It was not an

imagined pleasure. But a student of these philosophers will be

apt to remark that, although clearly the quality which, accord-

ing to them, makes an action good is not that which makes it

good according to the Utilitarian, and is relative to some other

end than the pleasure which the Utilitarian deems alone either

desired or desirable, it is not so clear what this other end is.

And this indefiniteness, he will argue, in the conception of the

' ' Desire for what is beautiful or noble ; this is the common characteristic of

all the virtues.' Arist. Eth. Nic. IV. ii. 7.

^ Cf. Arist. Eth. Nic. VI. xiii. 6. "A/^a rri fpovrjaei fiia ovar] iraaai vrrap^ovffiv

(sc. a'l aptrai). ' The single virtue of practical wisdom implies the presence of all

the moral virtues.'
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end, on conscious direction to which virtue is made to depend,

must be just so far an indefmiteness in the conception of virtue

itself. An end, which is not pleasure, is to be desired for its

own sake ; so far ' purity of heart ' is insisted on ; but, unless

we know what the end is, we are still in the dark as to the real

characteristics of the heart purely devoted to it. If from the

Hedonistic point of view ' purity of heart ' can have no meaning

at all, can the Greek philosophers on the other hand, it may be

asked, do more than assure us that there must be such a thing-

and that it is morally all-important, without being able to point

to any real interest corresponding* to this formal idea ? Did not

' purity of heart ' aequii'e a meaning in the Christian Church,

other than it could have borne in the schools of philosophy,

because the Christian revelation supplied this interest ?

Now that there are senses in which a higher moral standard

is possible for the Christian citizen than was possible for the

Greek of Aristotle''s age, will not be disputed. We have already

dwelt on an important difference, arising out of the fact that

a practical conviction of the brotherhood of all men, such as was

impossible to the Greek, brings with it for us a new standard of

justice—not indeed a new conception of what is due towards

those who have claims of right upon us, but a new view of the

range of persons who have such claims. As we proceed we shall

see how the interests of the ^ pure heart ' have become really

more determinate, its demands upon itself fidler, in the Christian

society than they were to the most enlightened and conscientious

Greek. But for the present our concern is rather to point out

the greatness—in a certain sense the completeness and finality

—

of the advance in spiritual development which the Greek philo-

sophers represent. Once for all they conceived and expressed

the conception of a free or pure morality, as resting on what

we may venture to call a disinterested interest in the good ; of

the several virtues as so many applications of that interest to the

main relations of social life ; of the good itself not as anything

external to the capacities virtuously exercised in its pursuit, but

as their full realisation. This idea was one which was to govern

the growth of all the true and vital moral conviction which has

descended to us. It had indeed still to acquire fulness and

determinateness with the formation of habits and institutions
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corresponding' to it, but it was itself the source of that formation.

It was not indeed ever to become such a definitely presentable

rule of life as we often sigh for, but we must bear in mind that,

so far as the shortcomings which we are apt to complain of in

it arise from the impossibility either of envisaging or of ex-

haustively defining the good which it presupposes, they are

inseparable from the very nature of morahty, as an effort not an

attainment, a progressive construction of what should be, not an

enjoyment of what is, governed not by sight but by faith.

They are shortcomings, in fact, to which it is only through

illusions that we can claim superiority.

254. Aristotle, as we know, with all the wisdom of Plato

before him, which he was well able to appropriate, could find no

better definition of the true good for man than the full exercise

or realisation of the souFs faculties in accordance with its proper

excellence, which was an excellence of thought, speculative and

practical. The pure morality then, which we credit him with

having so well conceived, must have meant morality determined

by interest in such a good. But what real import or filling, it

will be asked, can such an interest have? Is not the concep-

tion of morality, as determined by this interest, if it is really no

more than it professes to be, essentially an empty conception ?

To this we answer that it would have been an empty conception,

if there had not already taken place such a realisation of the

souFs faculties as gave a meaning, though not its full and final

meaning, to the definition of the good. In fact, however, as we
have already seen, the same spiritual principle which yielded the

demand for an account of what was good in itself, and the con-

ception of true goodness as determined by interest in that good,

had also yielded a realisation of the soul^s faculties in certain

pursuits and achievements, and in a certain organisation of life.

Already there were arts and sciences, already families and states,

with established rules of what was necessary for their main-

tenance and furtherance. Thus such a definition of the good as

Aristotle gives us was more than explanatory of the meaning of

a name. It was rather the indication of a spiritual problem, of

which some progress had been made in the solution. The

realisation of the soul's faculties had not to wait to begin ; the

desire for, the interest in, such a good had not still to be initi-
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attxl. The philosopher had not to bring before men an abso-

kitely new object of pursuit, but to bring them to consider what

gave its value to an object already pursued.

255. From that very consideration, it is true, the object took

a new character for the consciousness of the person pursuing it.

It began to be for him what it had previously been only in itself,

or in idea, or for some divine spirit working through him but

without his knowledge. The realisation of the soul^s faculties in

the state, for instance, though in one sense it has already been

an object to every one who duly performs his functions as a

citizen, becomes an object in a new sense to one who is conscious

of his citizen's work as contributing in some humble way to an

end which is the bettering of the citizens, and who does it or

seeks to do it, not for incidental pleasure or reward, but for the

sake of that end. To awaken such a consciousness in men, and

thus to enable them to do old work in a spirit that made it new,

was the function of the Socratic philosophers. They had not to

create wisdom, or fortitude, or temperance, or justice. They had

not to direct the habits of action, recognised as laudable under

those names, to any other object than that in relation to which

they had always had their value ; but they had to make it clear

that this object, being a perfection of the rational man, an

unfolding of his capacities in full harmonious activity, was not

one to which the virtuous practices were related as means to an

external end, but itself included their exercise. To do so was to

establish the principle of the conviction that goodness is to be

sought for its o's\ti sake and, as so sought, is itself and alone the

good ; but it was not to leave the conception of goodness with-

out definite content. On the contrary it was to determine it

further, as a conception of the modes of action hitherto counted

virtuous, w4th the added qualification that, in order to be truly

virtuous, they must be brought into harmony with each other

as jointly contributing to a perfection of life, and must each

have their root in a character of which the governing interest

was an intere§t in that perfection.

256. In the development of that reflective morality which

our own consciences inherit, both the fundamental prin-

ciple and the mode of its articulation have retained the form

which they fii'st took in the minds of the Greek philosophers.

T 2
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To whatever alien speculative influences we may have been

subject—and of late no doubt the influences of evolutionary

Hedonism have been strongly alien—we do not get rid of the

conviction that to be good in one of the many forms of

goddness is for the individual the good; that^ inexhaustibly

vai'ious as those forms may be^ each of them must be founded

on a will, of which the good in one or other of these forms is

the object; and that the good for man, in that universal sense

in which it is beyond the reach of the individuaPs realisation^

must yet be of a kind which is related to all forms of individual

goodness as the life of a body to the various vital functions, at

once resulting from them and renderingthem possible. And when

we come to ask ourselves what are the essential forms in which,

however otherwise modified, the will for true good (which is the

will to be good) must appear, our answer follows the outlines of

the Greek classification of the virtues. It is the will to know

what is true, to make what is beautiful; to endure pain and

fear, to resist the allurements of pleasure {I.e. to be brave and

temperate), if not, as the Greek would have said, in the service

of the state, yet in the interest of some form of human society

;

to take for oneself, to give to others, of those things which

admit of being given and taken, not what one is inclined to but

what is due.

257. It was not, of course, by accident that, when reflective

morality first took shape among the Greeks, it became aware of

these main lines through which the good was to be pursued.

As was said above, the effort after a true good had already

worked in these lines and was to continue to work in them, and

it is the continuity of that work as carried on by us—the actual

progressive realisation of human capacities in knowledge, in art,

and in social life—that has been the ground of identity between

the first systematic reflection on the goodness exhibited in those

lines, and all reflection on the same subject that has followed.

And just as it has been the continuity in the actual pursuit of

the true good that has kept those standards of virtue, which

arise in reflection upon the pursuit, the same through succeeding

ages, so it has been in sequence upon variations in the actual

pursuit, which have taken place independently of reflection, that

variations in the standards implying reflection have arisen.
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On llio whole tlie variations in the object pursued as good,

tliouoli tliere have been periods apparently of mere loss and

shrinkage, have consisted in its acquisition of greater fulness

and determinateness. In like manner the differences between

our standards of virtue and those recognised by the Greek philo-

sophers arise from the greater fulness of conditions whicli we

include in our conception of the perfecting of human life. The

realisation of human capacities has, in fact, taken a far wider

range w4th us than in the most advanced of ancient states. As

actually achieved, it is a much more complete thing than it was

two thousand years ago, and every progress achieved opens up

a fui'ther vista of possibilities still imrealised. In consequence the

attainment of true good presents itself to men under new forms.

The bettering of human life, though the principle of it is the

same now^ as in the Socratic age, has to be carried on in new

ways; and the actual pursuit of true good being thus compli-

cated, reflection on what is implied in the pursuit yields standards

of virtue W'hich, though identical in principle with those recog-

nised by Aristotle, are far more comprehensive and wide-reaching

in their demands. This will appear more clearly if we consider

how Aristotle^s account of fortitude and temperance would have

to be modified in order to answer the requirements of the Chris-

tian conscience.

258. If a ' Christian worker ' wdio devotes himself, unnoticed and

unrewarded, at the risk of life and at the sacrifice of every pleasure

but that of his w^ork, to the service of the sick, the ignorant and

the debased, were told that his ideal of virtue was in principle

the same as that of the avbpdos, ' the brave man,^ described by

Aristotle, and if he were induced to read the description, he would

probably seem to himself to find nothing of his ideal in it. Yet

the statement would be true. The principle of self-devotion for

a worthy end in resistance to pain and fear is the same in both

cases. But Aristotle could only conceive the self-devotion in

some form in which it had actually appeared. He knew it in no

higher form than as it appeared in the citizen-soldier, who faced

death calmly in battle for his State. In that further realisation

of the soul's capacities which has taken place in the history of

Christendom, it has appeared in a far greater wealth of forms.
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In Aristotle^'s view tlie yStos TTpaKTiKos—the life of rational self-

determined activity—was only possible for a few among the few.

It presupposed active participation in a civil community. Such

communities could only exist in certain select nations, and, where

they existed, only a few of the people contributing- to their

maintenance and living under their direction were fit to share

in civil functions. These alone had moral claims or capabilities.

The rest were instruments of theu* convenience. In modern

Christendom it is not merely our theories of life but the facts of

life that have changed. ^ Weak things of the world and thuigs

that are despised hath God called." With the recognition of

rights in human beings as such, on which we have previously

dwelt (§ 201 and foil.), there comes a new realisation of human

capacities, not only for the emancipated multitude, but for those

whom Aristotle would have allowed to be previously sharers in

the /3tos TTpaKTLKos. The problems of life become for them far

more difficult indeed, but, just on account of their greater range

and complication, they become of such a kind as to elicit powers

previously unused.

We are apt to speak as if the life of the Greek or Roman
citizen, in the full bloom of municipal civilisation, was much

fuller and richer than that of the modern citizen under a regime

of universal freedom and equal rights. For the many we admit

the modern system may be a gain, but for the few we take it to

be a corresponding loss. Yet this is surely a very superficial

view. The range of faculties called into play in any work of

social direction or improvement must be much wider, when the

material to be dealt with consists no longer of supposed chattels

but of persons asserting recognised rights, whose welfare forms

an integral element in the social good which the directing citizen

has to keep in view. Only if we leave long-suffering, considerate-

ness, the charity which ' beareth all things, believeth all things,

hopeth all things," with all the art of the moral physician, out of

account in our estimate of the realisation of the souFs powers,

can we question the greater fulness of the realisation in the

present life of Christendom, as compared with the highest life of

the ancient world.

259. It is a consequence of this change in the realities of

social life that the conception of moral heroism has greatly
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widened—widened not in the sense of more attenuated abstrac-

tion but of more concrete filling"—so that it requires some

liatienoe of reflection to trace the identity of principle through

all its forms. The Quaker philanthropist can scarcely recognise

a brother in the citizen-soldier, or the soldier a brother in the

])hilanthropist. It is indeed in one sense a new type of virtue

that has come into being* with the recognition of the divine

image, of spiritual fimctions and possibilities, in all forms of

weak and suffering humanity. The secondary motives, which

assist self-devotion in war or in the performance of functions of

recognised utility before the eyes of fellow-citizens, are absent

when neither from the recipients of the service done nor from

any spectators of it can any such praise be forthcoming* as might

confirm in the agent the consciousness of doing- nobly. Yet

every day and all about us pain is being" endured and fear

resisted in rendering" such service. The hopelessly sick are being"

tended; the foolish and ignorant are being treated as rational

persons ; human being"s whom a Greek would have looked on as

chattels, or as a social encumbrance to be got rid of, are having"

pains bestowed on them which only a faith in unapparent possi-

bilities of their nature could justify. In the whole view of life

which this work implies, in the objects which inspire it, as

those whom they influence would describe them, in the qualities

of temper and behaviour which it calls into play, it seems to

present a strong contrast to that which the Greek philosopher

would have looked for from his ideally brave man. It implies

a view of life in which the maintenance of any form of political

society scarcely holds a place ; in which lives that would be con-

temptible and valueless, if estimated with reference to the

purposes of the state, are invested with a value of their own in

virtue of capabilities for some society not seen as yet. Its object,

whether described simply as the service of the suffering" and

ignoble, or as the service of God manifested in suffering" and

ignobility, is one which the philosophic Greek would scarcely

have recognised as a form of the koXov. The qualities of self-

adjustment, of sympathy with inferiors, of tolerance for the weak

and foolish, which are exercised in it, are very different from the

pride of self-sufficing strength which with Aristotle was in-

separable from heroic endurance.
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260. Yet beneath these differences lies a substantial identity.

The willingness to endure even unto complete self-renunciation,

even to the point of forsaking all possibility of pleasure, or, as

Aristotle puts it, of passing the point beyond which there seems

no longer to be either good or evil ^ ; the willingness to do

this in the service of the highest public cause which the agent

can conceive—whether the cause of the state or the cause of the

kingdom of Christ—because it is part of the noble life, of the

'more excellent way,^ so to do; this is common to the ideal of

fortitude equally as conceived by Aristotle and as it has been

pursued in the Christian Church. If we cannot ignore, on the

one hand, the limitations in Aristotle''s view of the conditions

under which his ideal could be realised^—conditions which

would have rendered it wholly unrealisable in the chief occupa-

tions of Christian charity—on the other hand it is only fair to

notice how free it is from debasement by any notion of a

compensation which the brave man is to find in pleasures of

another world for present endurance. The fact, indeed, that

Christian preachers have not been ashamed to dwell upon such

compensation as a motive to self-renunciation, ought not to be

taken to imply that the heroism of charity exhibited in the

Christian Church has really been vitiated by pleasure-seeking

motives. Rehgious rhetoric is apt to be far in arrear of the

motives which it seeks to express, and to strengthen by expres-

sion. 'Unspeakable joys' has been but a phrase to convey the

yearning of the soul for that perfection which is indescribable

except so far as attained. Joys tliat are unspeakable are un-

imaginable, and the desire which really has such joys for its

object is quite different from a desire excited by an imagination

of pleasure.

In short, we are not entitled to say that the Aristotelian ideal

of fortitude has been either more or \&&'s, pure than that which

has been operative in Christendom ; but there is no doubt that

the latter has become far more comprehensive, and it has be-

come so in correspondence with an enhanced fulness in our

conception of the ends of living. Faculties, dispositions, oc-

cupations, persons, of which a Greek citizen would have taken

1 Eih. Nic. III. vi. 6 ; ix. 4, 5.

2 lb. III. vi. 7, and foil.
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no account, or taken account only to despise, are now recog-

nised as having- their place in the realisation of the powers of

the human soul, in the due evolution of the spiritual from the

animal man. It is in consequence of this recognition that the

will to endure even unto death for a worthy end 1ms come to

find worthy ends where the Greek saw nothing- but ugliness and

meanness, and to express itself in obscure labours of love as well

as in the splendid heroism at which a world might wonder.

261. Alongside of ^ fortitude^ in the reflective morality of

Greece was placed 'temperance,^ as that habit of will which

stands to the allurements of pleasure in the same relation as

' fortitude ' to pain and fear. If we wish to compare the

standard of self-denial in respect of pleasures, which the con-

science of Christendom in its highest forms has come to

prescribe, with the standard recognised by the Greek philoso-

phers, it is to the account which the latter give of (rcd(f)po(rvvr]

that we must turn. The first impression of any one who came

to this account, having his mind charged with the highest

lessons of Christian self-denial, would be of its great poverty

—

a poverty more striking, as it will probably appear, in the case

of ' temperance ' than in the case of ' courage.^ He finds ' tem-

perance ' restricted by Aristotle to control over the mere animal

appetites; or, more exactly, to control over desire for the plea-

sures incidental to the satisfaction of those appetites. The

particidar usage of a name, indeed, is of slight importance. If

Aristotle had reasons for limiting a-oocfipoa-vvr] to a certain mean-

ing, and made up elsewhere for what is lacking in his account of

the virtue described under 'h?.t name, no fault could be found.

But (ro)(f)po(nivy] and avhpda between them have to do duty for

the whole of what we understand by self-denial. However little

we may have cleared up the moral demand which we express to

oui-selves as the duty of self-denial, we cannot get rid of the

conviction that it is a demand at any rate of much wider signi-

ficance in regard to indulgence in pleasures than that which

Aristotle describes as actuating the ' temperate ' man, nor do we
find the deficiency made good in any account which he gives of

other forms of virtue.

262. If we look a little closer, however, we shall notice the

identity between the habit of will of which 'temperance,' as
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conceived by Aristotle, is an expression, and that on whicli every

renunciation of pit asures, even the widest and completest, if it is

to be of moral value, must rest. No ^ascetic' moralist, so far

as known, has supposed such renunciation to be possible, or, if

possible, to be of value merely on its own account. It becomes

possible only through the prevalence of desii'e for some object

other than the enjoyment of pleasure. It is this desire alone,

not the renunciation of pleasures except as an incident or sign

of such desire, that can be of moral value
;
just as, on the other

side, it is not desires for pleasure that are in themselves morally

evil, but the occupation of the will by them—the direction of a

man^s self to this or that pleasure as his good—to the exclusion

of those higher interests which cannot possess the man along

with them, and which can only themselves be accounted desires

for pleasure through the fallacy, previously dwelt upon, of sup-

posing a desire to have for its object the pleasure of its own
satisfaction. Perhaps, under a true conviction of the essential

immorality of the pleasure-seeking character, certain moralists

may have sometimes spoken as if there were intrinsic evil in

desires for pleasure apart from their competition with other

desires, and again some intrinsic good in the renunciation of

pleasures apart from interest in the higher object for the sake

of which they are renounced; but this has only been through

unguardedness in expression. With Kant, for instance, what-

ever his rigour in identifying moral badness with selfishness and

this with pleasure-seeking, it was never doubtful that the good-

ness of the good will lay in the prevalence of interest in a

worthy object, badness in such a failure of the worthy interest

as enables the desire for pleasure to prevail. His error consisted

in his too abstract view of the interest on which he held that

true goodness must depend, and which he seems to reduce to

interest in the fulfilment of moral law according to the most

abstract possible conception of it. Of this no more can be said

here. For the present our concern is to point out the agreement

between the motive which the reflective Greek regarded as the

basis of the virtue manifested in control over certain desires for

pleasure, and the source of that self-denial which our own con-

sciences require of us.

263. It must be admitted that, when Aristotle treats most
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metliodieally of cru)(j)po(rvi-q, he does little to specify the particu-

lar form of that interest in the kuXov which he considered to be

the basis of the virtue. He seems more intent on specifying-

the psyehologieal nature of the pleasures, over desire for which

the term a-uxfipocrvvi], as strictly applied, implies due control.

But to a Greek who was told that the virtue of temperance was

a mastery over certain desires, exercised tov KaXov €V€Ka, there

would be no practical doubt what the motive was to be, what

was to be the object in which a prevailing interest was to enable

him to exercise this mastery. In his view it could only be

reverence for the divine order of the state, such a desire to fulfil

his proper function in the community as mig-ht keep under the

body and control the insolence of overweening- lust. The regime

of equal law, the free combination of mutually respecting citizens

in the enactment of a common goocj, was the 'beautiful thing

^

of which the attraction might, through a fitting education,

become so strong as to neutralise every lust that tended to dis-

qualify a man for the effectual rendering of service to his state,

or tempted him to deal wantonly with his neighbour. It was

this character of the motive or interest on which it was under-

stood to rest, that gave to a-cocppoa-vvq an importance in the eyes

of the Greek moralist which, if we looked simply to the very

limited range of pleasures—pleasvu'es of the merely animal

nature—in regard to which Aristotle supposes the ' temperate

man"* to exercise self-restraint, would scarcely be intelligible.

Not the mere sobriety of the appetites, but the foundation of

that sobriety in a truly civil spirit, in the highest kind of

rational loyalty, gave the virtue its value. And hence it was

—

because it was associated with such a basis—that a-Mcppocrvvri

came to be regarded as carrying with it a group of virtues with

which control of the animal impulses might seem to us to have

little to do. As it is put by a writer of the Aristotelian school,

Trape'-jrerai rf] a-oixfjpocrvvr] evra^ta, KOtr/^itorrj?, aiSw?, €vAa/3eta ^.

264. When we compare this conception of 'temperance^ with

the demand for self-denial which the enlightened Christian con-

science makes on itself, we are struck alike with the unity of

principle and the difference of range or comprehension in the

* De virt. et vit. 1250 b. 12. ' With temperance go orderliness, regularity, the

feeling of shame, discreetness.'
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application of the principle. The idea of the subjection in us of

a lower or animal man to a higher appeals to us as it did to the

Greek. We too think of the higher man as the law-abiding,

law-reverencing man. An abstinence or temperance dictated

merely by fear of some painful result of indulgence we do not

count a virtue. The true virtue of self-denial we deem to be

only reached when it is through interest in the performance of

some public duty or other, in the fulfilment of some function or

other which falls to us as members of a community, that we

come practically to forbid ourselves the pursuit of certain plea-

sures, or to reach a state in which the prohibition is unnecessary

because the inclination to them is neutralised by higher inter-

ests. On the other hand, we present to ourselves the objects of

moral loyalty which we should be ashamed to forsake for our

pleasures, in a far greater variety of forms than did the Greek,

and it is a much larger self-denial which loyalty to these objects

demands of us. It is no longer the state alone that repre-

sents to l^s the ' melior natura '' before whose claims our animal

inclinations sink abashed. Other forms of association put

restraints and make demands on us which the Greek knew not.

An indulgence, which a man would otherwise allow himself, he

forgoes in consideration of claims on the part of wife or children,

of men as such or women as such, of fellow-Christians or fellow-

workmen, which could not have been made intelligible in the

ancient world. It is easy, no doubt, in making such com-

parisons to be misled by names. We must not conclude, be-

cause to a Greek all duty was summed up in what he owed to

his TToAt?, that he recognised no duties but such as we should

naturally call duties to the state. The term ' state ' is generally

used by us with a restricted meaning which prevents it from

being a proper equivalent for irokis. But, apart from any

question of names, it is certain that the requirements founded on

ideas of common good, which in our consciences we recognise as

calling for the surrender of our inclinations to pleasure, are more

far-reaching and penetrate life more deej^ly than did such re-

quirements in the ancient world, and that in consequence a more

complete self-denial is demanded of us.

365. Even if we confine our view to ' temperance '' as Aristotle

conceived it, i. e. as a virtue exhibited only in dealing with the
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pleasure r/ ytyerat kv a-iTLOLi kol kv ttotoIs kol toIs a(f)pobt<TLOLS Xcyo-

fievoLs'^—waiving- the consideration of other forms of self-denial

—we shall find that the highest Greek standard, as represented

by the philosophers, falls short of that which a conscience, duly

responsive to the highest claims, wcfuld now require of us. The

principles from which it was derived, so far as they were

practically available and tenable, seem to have been twofold.

One was that all indulg-ence should be avoided which unfitted

a man for the discharge of his duties in peace or war ; the other,

that such a check should be kept on the lusts of the flesh as

mig^ht prevent them from issuing* in what a Greek knew as v^pLS

—a kind of self-assertion, and aggression upon the rig-hts of

others in respect of person and j^rojDerty, for which we have not

an ecpiivalent name, but w^aich was looked upon as the antithesis

of the civil spirit.

We speak of these as the only practically available and tenable

principles that w^ere recognised for the regulation of ' temper-

ance.' There is indeed another notion which is perhaps the

one most constantly and distinctly alleged by the philosophers

as a reason for being ' temperate."" This is the notion that the

kind of pleasure with which temperance has to do is in some way
unworthy of man, because one of which the other animals are

susceptible. It is not very likely, however, to have represented

a conviction of the general conscience, nor does it appear how

any practical standard of temperance could have been derived

from such a notion. The conviction that there is a lower and a

higher—that there are objects less and more worthy of man—is

no doubt one of the most fundamental of our moral nature ; or

rather it is one of the simplest expressions for the demand

which is that nature. This conviction must carry with it a

disapproval of indulgences which interfere with the pm-suit of

the more worthy objects—such, e.(/., as disqualify for efficient

citizenship—but it is a false philosophical gloss on this dis-

approval to treat it as grounded on the fact that these indul-

gences are of a kind w^hich are not distinctive of man, but are

shared by the 'lower animals.^ Just in that respect in which

they are matter of disapproval, in so far, that is to say, as they

^ ' The pleasures of eating, drinking, ivud sexual intercoui'se.' Eth. Nic. III.

X. 10.
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interfere with the fulfilment of some higher human function,

they are not indulgences of a kind in which the animals are

found to partake. The animals do not, so far as we know,

gratify their appetites in a way that interferes with the attain-

ment of any object that they are capable of presenting to them-

selves^. If the gratification of appetites, therefore, called for

our disapproval on the ground of its being common to us with

them, it should be disapproved in itself and altogether, not on

account of any obstruction which it offers to other and higher

ends (for in the case of the animals there is no such obstruc-

tion), but on account of some intrinsic quality belonging to it.

The conclusion would be that we should aim at an entire sup-

pression of animal gratification, which would entail the extinc-

tion of the human race. We should have no measure of excess

in such gratification—for one degree of it is no more ^brutal'

than another—but a reason, practically inoperative, for rejecting

it altogether.

On the other hand, a little consideration would show that the

attraction of pleasures, ' of which the other animals partake,^ has

really little to do with the practices condemned by the philo-

sophers and by our conscience as ' intemperate.'' It is probably

never the pleasure of drinking, strictly so called, that leads a

man to get drunk. The mere pleasures of eating, apart from

the gratification of vanity and undefinable social enjoyments,

have but a slight share in promoting the ' excesses of the table.^

The temptations to sexual immorality would be much less for-

midable than they are, if the attractive pleasure consisted merely

in the satisfaction of sexual appetite. Thus, without including

in our conception of intemperance any other vices than Aristotle

had in view when applying the name, we must still maintain

(i) that these vices are not in fact mainly due to the attraction

of pleasures of which other animals, so far as we know, are

susceptible, and (3) that, if they were, this would afford no

intelligible ground for treating such practices as vices, which

might not equally be urged as a reason for an abstinence incom-

patible with the continuance of our race.

266. Returning, then, to those really tenable principles of

^ So Ai-istotle remarks that temperance and its opposite are not predieable of

brutes. Eth. Nic. VII. vi. 6.
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tempcraneo, Trept cnr'nxiv koL ttotQv koI tu>v a^ipobia-Loov, specified

above, with which the Greek philosopliers supply us, do we iind

tiiat, as a])plied by the j)hilosophers, they afford a standard of

temperance adequate either to the recog-nised ideal, or to the

liig-hest practice, oi: the modern world ? The answer must be

that on the most important point, Trepi twv acfypobia-ictiv, they do

not. The limit which, on the strength of them, the philo-

sophers would have drawn between lawful and lawless love,

would not have been that which our consciences would call on

us to observe. It would not have excluded all indulgence of

the sexual passion except as between man and woman in mono-

gamous married life. The faihu*e, however, was not in the

intrinsic nature of the principles recognised by the philosophers,

for there is no true foundation for the strictest sexual morality

other than that social duty which they asserted. The failure

arose from the structure of existing society, which determined

their application of their principles. As we have more than

once pointed out, while there is one sense in which moral ideas

must precede practice, there is another in which they follow and

depend upon it. The moral judgment at its best in any age or

country

—

i. e. in those persons who are as purely interested in

the perfection of mankind and as keenly alive to the conditions

of that perfection as is then possible—is still limited in many

ways by the degree of progress actually made towards the attain-

ment of that perfection. It was thus the actual condition of

women, the actual existence of slavery, the fact that as yet there

had been no realisation, even the most elementaj-y, of the idea

of there being a single human family with equal rights through-

out—it was this that rendered the Greek philosophers incapable

of such an idea of chastity as any unbrutalised English citizen,

whatever his practice, if he were honest with himself would

acknowledge. To outrage the person of a fellow-citizen, to

violate the sanctity of his family rights, was for the Greek as

much as for us a blamable intemperance. In the eye of the

philosophers it meant a subjection of the higher, or civil, or law-

reverencing, man to that lower man in us which knows not law;

and they were quite aware that not merely the abstinence from

such acts, but the conquest of the lusts which lead to them by

a higher interest, was the condition of true virtue. To the
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spirit of our Lord's re-enaetment of tlie seventh commandment

in the sermon on the Mount^ to the substitution of the rule of

the pure heart for that of mere outward observance; they were

no strangers. What they had still to learn was not that the

duty of chastity, like any other, was to be fulfilled from the

heart and with a pui-e will, but the full extent of that duty.

267. And this they failed to appreciate because the practical

realisation of the possibilities of mankind in society had not

then reached a stage in which the proper and equal sacredness

of all women, as self-determining and self-respecting persons,

could be understood. Society was not in a state in which the

principle that humanity in the person of every one is to be

treated always as an end, never merely as a means, could be

apprehended in its full universality; and it is this principle

alone, however it may be stated, which affords a rational ground

for the obligation to chastity as we understand it. The society

of modern Christendom, it is needless to say, is far enovigh from

acting upon it, but in its conscience it recognises the principle

as it was not recognised in the ancient world. The legal in-

vestment of every one with personal rights makes it impossible

for one whose mind is open to the claims of others to ignore the

wrong of treating a woman as the servant of his pleasures at the

cost of her own degradation. Though the wrong- is still habitu-

ally done, it is done under a rebuke of conscience of which a

Greek of Aristotle^s time, with most women about him in

slavery, and without even the capacity (to judge from the

writings of the philosophers) for an ideal of society in which

this should be otherwise, could not have been sensible. The

sensibility could only arise in sequence upon that change in the

actual structure of society through which the human person, as

such, without distinction of sex, became the subject of rights.

That change was itself, indeed, as has been previously pointed

out in this treatise, the embodiment of a demand which forms

the basis of our moral nature—the demand on the part of the

individual for a good which shall be at once his own and the

good of others. But this demand needed to take effect in laws

and institutions which give every one rights against every one,

before the general conscience could prescribe such a rule of

chastity, founded on the sacredness of the persons of women.
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as we acknowledg-e. And just as it is tliroug-li an actual change

in the structure of society that our ideal in this matter has come

to be more exacting* than that of the Greek philosophers, so it

is only throug-h a further social change that we can expect a

more general conformity to the ideal to be arrived at. Only

as the neg-ative equality before the law, which is already estab-

lished in Christendom, comes to be supplemented by a more

positive equality of conditions and a more real possibility for

women to make their own career in -life, will the rule of

chastity, which our consciences acknowledge, become generally

enforced in practice through the more universal refusal of women

to be parties to its violation.

268. In this matter of chastity, then, there is a serious in-

feriority of the hig-hest Greek ideal to the highest ideal of

Christendom, bvit it is important to notice where the inferiority

lies. We have no right to disparage the Greek ideal on the

ground of any inferiority in the motive which the Greek philo-

sophers would have considered the true basis of this, as of every,

form of temperance. There can be no higher motive to it than

that civil spirit, in the fullest and truest sense, on which they

conceived it to rest. But we may fairly disparage their ideal in

respect of the kind of life which the realisation of this motive

was considered to require. The sexual temperance which they

demanded, they demanded on the true ground, but not in full

enough measure. In that respect their ideal had certain in-

evitable shortcomings—inevitable, because no ideal can go

more than a certain distance, in the detail of conduct which it

requires, beyond the conditions of the given ag*e.

And this comparative poverty of the Greek ideal becomes

more apparent when we reflect that, as has been pointed out

above, the only form in which the virtuous renunciation of

pleasures presents itself to the philosophers is that of temper-

ance Trept (TLTLcov Koi 7T0Tu>v Kol tQ)V a(f)pobLcricov. Temperance, thus

limited, has in their systems to do duty for the whole of what

we should call self-denial. Under no other title than that of

the aut^paiv is the self-denying man described by the philo-

sophers. And it may fairly be argued that, in respect of the

governing principle of the will, the (r(a(f>p(av, as they conceive

him, docs not differ from the highest type of self-denial knov.n

u
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to Christian society. But the range of action which they

looked for from him, as the expression of this principle, was

very limited in comparison with the forms of self-denial with

which we are practically familiar ; and it was so limited because

great part of the objects, by which in the society of modern

Christendom self-denial is in fact elicited, in Greek society was

not there to elicit it.

269. If we consider, in regard to any person whom we credit

with a high degree of habitual self-denial, what are the pleasures

which we suppose him to deny himself, it will appear that those,

in relation to which alone Aristotle supposed ' temperance ' to be

exercised, form a very small part of them. In determining the

province of ' temperance ' Aristotle, following the psychology of

Plato ^, expressly excludes two kinds of pleasure: (i) 'pleasures

of the soul,^ as instances of which he gives the pleasures of

gratified ambition and love of learning; (2) such ^pleasures of

the body* as are received through the senses of hearing, sight,

or smell. It is not such pleasures as these that the temperate

man forgoes. Now, as has been already said, this exclusion

would be a very small matter if it merely concerned the usage

of the name temperance.'' The important point is that the

ancient philosophers seemingly give no place to that type of

virtuous character in which devotion to some form of true good

leads to a renunciation of such pleasures as those included in the

above classes. Yet it is just such pleasures as these of which the

renunciation is involved in that self-denial which in our impartial

and unsophisticated judgment we most admire—that which in

our consciences we set before ourselves as the highest ideal. It

would seem no great thing to us that in the service of mankind

one should confine himself to necessary food and drink, and

should observe the strictest limitations of Christian morality in

the matter of sexual indulgence ; and it is such indulgence alone,

we must remember, not the enjoyments of family life, that would

fall within the class of pleasures in which, according to the

Greek philosophers, temperance is exercised. We have examples

about us of much severer sacrifice. There are men, we know,

who with the keenest sensibility to such pleasures as those of

' gratified ambition and love of learning,' yet deliberately forgo

1 Eth. Nic. III. X. 2, 3; Plato, Philebus, 51.
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them ; who shut themselves out from an abundance of fcsthetic

enjoyments which would be open to them, as well as from those

of family life; and who do this in order to meet the claims

which the work of realising- the possibilities of the human soul

in society—a work a hundred-fold more complex as it presents

itself to us than as it presented itself to Aristotle—seems to

make upon them. Such sacrifices are made now, as they were

not made in the days of the Greek philosophers, and in that

sense a higher t}'])e of living- is known among us ; not because

there are men now more ready to fulfil recognised duties than

there were then, but because with the altered structure of society

men have become alive to claims to which, with the most open

eye and heart, they could not be alive then.

270. To an ancient Greek a society composed of a small

group of freemen, having recognised claims upon each other and

using a much larger body of men vnth no sucb recognised

claims as instniments in their service, seemed the only possible

society. In such an order of things those calls could not be

heard which evoke the sacrifices constantly witnessed in the

nobler lives of Christendom, sacrifices which would be quite

other than they are, if they did not involve the renunciation of

those 'pleasures of the soul'' and 'unmixed pleasures,^ as they

were reckoned in the Platonic psychology, which it did not

occur to the philosophers that there could be any occasion in

the exercise of the highest virtue to forgo. The calls for sueb

sacrifice arise from that enfranchisement of all men which,

though in itself but negative ^ in its nature, carries with it for

the responsive conscience a claim on the part of all men to such

positive help from all men as is needed to make their freedom

real. "Where the Greek saw a supply of possibly serviceable

labour, having no end or function but to be made really service-

able to the privileged few, the Christian citizen sees a multitude

of persons, who in their actual present condition may have no

advantage over the slaves of an ancient state, but who in un-

developed possibility, and in the claims which arise out of that

possibility, are all that he himself is. Seeing this, he finds a

necessity laid upon him. It is no time to enjoy the pleasures of

* Negative, because amounting merely to the denial to any one of a right to

use others as his instruments or property.

U 2
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eye and ear, o£ search for knowledge, of friendly intercourse, of

applauded speech or writing*, while the mass of men whom we
call our brethren, and whom we declare to be meant with us for

eternal destinies, are left without the chance, which only the

help of others can gain for them, of making themselves in act

what in possibility we believe them to be. Interest in the

problem of social deliverance, in one or other of the innumerable

forms in which it presents itself to us, but in which it could not

present itself under such a state of society as that contemplated

by the Greek, forbids a surrender to enjoyments which are not

incidental to that work of deliverance, whatever the value which

they, or the activities to which they belong, might otherwise

have,

271. There thus arise those forms of self-denial which did not

enter within the horizon of the ancient moralists, and in which,

if anywhere, we are entitled to trace the ethical progress of our

own age. Questions whether we are better than our fathers are

idle enough, but it is not so idle—indeed it is a necessity of our

moral nature—to endeavom-, through whatever darkness and

discouragement, to trace 'some increasing purpose through the

ages,"" of which the gradual fulfilment elicits a fuller exertion of

the moral capabilities of individuals. Such a purpose we may
not unreasonably hold to be directed to the development of

society into a state in which all human beings shall be treated

as, actually or in promise, persons—as agents of whom each is

an end equally to himself and to others. The idea of a society

of free and law-abiding persons, each his own master yet each

his brother^s keeper, was first definitely formed among the

Greeks, and its formation was the condition of all subsequent

progress in the direction described ; but with them, as has been

often enough remarked, it was limited in its application to select

groups of men surrounded by populations of aliens and slaves.

In its universality, as capable of application to the whole human
race, an attempt has first been made to act upon it in modern

Christendom. With every advance towards its universal applica-

tion comes a complication of the necessity, under which the con-

scientious man feels himself placed, of sacrificing personal pleasure

in satisfaction of the claims of human brotherhood. On the one

side the freedom of every one to shift for himself—a freedom
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to a g-reat extent really secured—on the other, the responsibility

of every one for every one, acknowledged by the awakened con-

science ; these tog-ether form a moral situation in which the

good citizen has no leisure to think of developing in due pro-

portion his own faculties of enjoyment. The will to be good is

not purer or stronger in him than it must have been in any

Greek who came near to the philosopher's ideal, but the recog-

nition of new social claims compels its exercise in a new and

larger self-denial.

272. An objection, indeed, is pretty sure to be made to the

whole principle upon which we reckon such self-denial as is here

contemplated a higher virtue than entered into the Greek ideal.

' Are we entitled,'' it may be asked, ' to make a virtue out of the

renunciation of anything intrinsically good, and are not the

pleasures which we suppose to be renounced by the self-deny-

ing servant of mankind intrinsically good ? We may indeed,

upon the principles of " universalistic Hedonism,^'' admire the

conduct of such a person, as suited to the times of present

distress. The general capacity for pleasure being so limited by

the faulty conditions of society, we may admit it to be the best

thing in the long rim that there should be men ready to forgo

the most really desirable pleasures for the sake of rendering

others ultimately more capable of them. The public spirit, the

altruistic enthusiasm, of such men is of great value, as a means

to the end which consists in the maximimi of pleasure obtainable

by human (or perhaps all sentient) beings, taken together; and

for that reason it is rightly counted virtuous. But it is not

more virtuous in proportion to the amount and desirability of the

pleasure sacrificed by those under its influence; nor is it any

inferiority of the Greek ideal of virtue to that here put forward

as characteristic of modem Christendom, that it did not imply

any sacrifice of " pm'e '' pleasures, i. e. of such pleasures as carry

no pain in their train. It would be another matter if it could

be alleged against the Greek ideal that it did not imply public

spirit; but this is not pretended. The fault alleged is merely

that public spirit, as the Greek conceived it, involved a less

costly sacrifice on the part of the indi\ddual than do those forms

of alti-uistic enthusiasm to which we are now taught to aspire.
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But if the allegation is true^ so much the better for the Greek

ideal. If the conditions of modern life are such that the com-

pletest fulfilment of social duty does often call for the renuncia-

tion of much pure pleasure on the part of the individual, this

may put difficulties in the way of an optimistic view of human

history, but it cannot make the ideal of virtue as more painful

higher than the ideal of it as more pleasant. The only pleasures

of which a limitation is properly included in the conception of

the highest virtue, are those of which the enjoyment beyond a

certain point either interferes with the individuals health, and

thus with his capacity for other enjoyment, or involves some

aggression upon the rights of others, and thus lessens the possi-

bility of enjoyment on their part. It was just these pleasures of

which a due limitation was taken to be implied in that consti-

tuent of the virtuous character which the ancients call temper-

ance. It was not their defect, but their merit, that they did not

conceive the highest virtue to involve properly a rejection of

normal pleasvires of any other kind.^

273. From the point of view of Hedonistic Utilitarianism such

an objection is inevitable and unanswerable. It is well to allow

full weight to it, were it only for the sake of forcing ourselves to

consider whether the actual admiration of our consciences, which

we can hardly doubt is most fully commanded by the life of the

largest self-denial, is in accord with such Utilitarianism. The

answer which must be given to it, according to the theory

previously set forth in this treatise, can easily be anticipated.

It is not because it involves the renunciation of so much pleasure

that we deem the life of larger self-denial, which the Christian

conscience calls for, a higher life than was conceived of by the

Greek philosophers ; but because it implies a fuller realisation of

the capacities of the human soul. It is not the renunciation, as

such, but the spiritual state which it represents, that constitutes

the value of the life spent in self-devoted service to mankind;

and it represents, we must remember, not merely a certain

system of desires and interests, on the part of the persons who

make the renunciation, but a certain social development in

consequence of which those desires and interests are called into

play.

As we have seen, it is the emancipation of the multitude, and
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the social situations ai'ising out o£ it, that call forth the energies

of the self-denying^ life as we now witness it. When we compare

the realisation of human capabilities implied in that life with

the realisation of thorn implied in the highest type of citizen-

ship contemplated b}^ the ancient philosophers, we must take

account not merely of some tyj^ical representative of Christian

charity on the one side, and of the ideal Greek citizen on the

other, each in his separate individuality, but of the moral and

spiritual conditions of other men, to which these several types of

character are relative. For it is human society as a whole that

we must look upon as the organism in which the capacities of

the human soul are unfolded. Human society indeed is essen-

tially a society of self-determined persons. There can be no

progress of society which is not a development of capacities on

the part of persons composing it, considered as ends in them-

selves. But in estimating the worth of any type of virtue, as

implying or tending to bring about a realisation of mane's

spiritual capacities, we must not confine our view to some par-

ticular group of men exhibiting the virtue. We must consider

also those relations between them and other men, by which the

particular type of virtue is determined. We must enquire

whether any apparent splendour in that virtue is due to a

degradation of human society outside the particular group, or

whether, on the contrary, the virtue of the few takes its character

from their assistance in the struggle upward of the many.

274. Now, when we compare the life of service to mankind,

involving so much sacrifice of pure pleasure, which is lived by
the men whom in our consciences we think best, and which they

reproach themselves for not making one of more complete self-

denial, with the life of free activity in bodily and intellectual

exercises, in friendly converse, in civil debate, in the enjoyment

of beautiful sights and sounds, which we commonly ascribe to

the Greeks, and which their philosophers certainly set before

them as an ideal, we might be apt, on the first view, to think

that, even though measured not merely by the quantity of

pleasure incidental to it but by the fulness of the realisation

of human capabilities implied in it, the latter kind of life was
the higher of the two, Man for man, the Greek who at all

came up to the ideal of the philosophers might seem to be
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intrinsically a nobler being"—one of more fully developed powers

—tlian the self-mortifying Christian^ upon whom the sense of

duty to a suffering world weighs too heavily to allow of his

giving free play to enjoyable activities, of which he would other-

wise be capable. But such a comparison of man with man, in

abstraction from the rest of mankind, is not the way to ascer-

tain the real value of the virtue of either in its relation to the

possibilities of the human soul. If (as would seem to be the

case) the free play of spiritual activity in the life of the Greek

citizen, with its consequent bright enjoyableness, depended partly

on the secliTsion of the Greek communities from the mass of

mankind, partly on their keeping in slavery so much of the mass

as was in necessary contact with them ; if the seclusion and the

slavery were incidental to a state of things in which the powers

of the human soul, considered as the soul of universal human

society, were still in their nonage ; then, whatever value we may

ascribe to the highest type of Greek life, as suggesting an ideal

of ' liberty, equality and fraternity,^ afterwards to be realised on

a wider scale, we cannot regard its exemption from the im-

peding cares, which the intercommunication of manlcind on terms

of recognised equality brings with it, as constituting a real

superiority.

275. Thovigh it is not to be pretended, then, that the life of

the self-denying Christian citizen is morally the better on ac-

count of the bui'den of care and the manifold limitations, which

the acknowledged claims of human brotherhood impose on it,

it must be maintained on the other hand that the life of the

Greek citizen was not morally the better for the freedom from

such burden and limitations which he enjoyed; because this

freedom was correlative to an undeveloped condition on the part

of the rest, of mankind. The title of the modern or Christian

type of virtue to a positive superiority is not to be found in the

burden, unknown to the Greeks, which it bears, but in that

which the presence of this burden implies; the new spiritual

activity, namely, on the part of the multitude, now conscious of

their claims and set free to assert them practically, and the

wider range of interests in human good which in response to

those claims are awakened in the hearts of the virtuous. That

this enhanced activity, these enlarged interests, should involve
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for the virtuous much vohintary curtailment of the innocent

pleasures which, but for such disturbing claims and interests,

would be 0})en to them, is, as regards the attainment of moral

good, a matter of indifference. For the curtailment in itself

they are neither the better nor the worse; but in the actual

order of things, so far as appears, it is a necessary incident of

progress towards that full development of what man has it in

him to be, that satisfaction of the demand of the human soul for

its own perfection, which is for us the good; and for that

reason it is the part of the highest virtue to welcome it.

276. We may speculate, indeed, on the possibility of a state

of things in which the most entire devotion to the service of

mankind shall be compatible with the widest experience of

pleasure on the part of the devoted person. We may argue that

the perfection of the human soul implies its unimpeded activity,

which is pleasure; and that therefore, though in certain stages

of the progress tovv^ards such perfection there may be for certain

persons an abridgment of pleasure, its attainment must be pure

enjo}Tnent. Or again we may comfort ourselves with surmising

that, though to this or that individual citizen his self-devoted-

ness may mean a large sacrifice of pleasm-e, yet to others, who

have the benefit of his devotion T\dthout sharing in it, there is

in consequence such an accession of pleasure that the result is

a large addition to the sum of enjoyment on the whole. All

speculation of this kind, however, provokes much counter-

speculation. By what right, it may be asked, do we assume

that the more developed or perfect state of the human soul is

one in w^hich a larger aggregate of pleasure is enjoyed than in

the less perfect state ? There is pleasm'e, no doubt, in all satis-

faction of desire, there is pleasure in all unimpeded activity. So

far therefore as a man has desired the perfection of the human
soul, there will be pleasure to him in the consciousness of con-

tributing to that perfection, but not necessarily a greater amount

than he has to forgo in order to the contribution. So far as

the perfection is attained, again, there will be less impediment

to the activity directed to its attainment, and therefore more

pleasure in the exercise of the activity. But it would seem at

least possible that, according to the plan of the world, the per-

fection of the human soul may involve the constant presence of
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a lower nature, consisting in certain tendencies, never indeed

dominant, but in conflict with wliicli alone the higher energies

o£ man can emerge. In that case it may very well be that the

desire for human perfection, which is the desire for true good,

though g-radually coming to taste more of the particular pleasure

incidental to its satisfaction and to the free play of the action

which it moves, as it more fully attains its end, may never

be destined to carry men, even in its fullest satisfaction, into

a state of pure enjoyment, or into one in which they will

be exempt from large demands for the rejection of possible

pleasm-e.

277. At any rate, whatever may be the future in store for it,

we should scarcely question the loss of otherwise possible plea-

sure which the dominance of such a desire entails on those who
are possessed by it, were it not for the confusion which leads us

to assume that the satisfaction of a strongest desire must always

convey to the subject of it a pleasure greater than any which

he would otherwise have enjoyed. It is true, of course, that for

any one in whom the desire for goodness or the love of man-

kind, or however else we may describe the impulse to a life of

sacrifice, is really the dominant motive, it would be impossible

really to enjoy those pleasures, however innocent, which inter-

fere with his giving effect to the desire and which he rejects for

that reason. But it does not follow from this that he would

not have had more enjoyment on the whole if the dominant

desire had been different, and if he had been free to take his fill

of the innocent pleasures from which it has withheld him. Ac-

cording to all appearances and any fair interpretation of them,

he certainly would have had more.

Whether the loss of pleasure in the life of such a man through

the distm-bing action of his altruistic enthusiasm is or is not

compensated by a consequent accession of pleasure to others,

who have the benefit of the results of his enthusiasm without

sharing in the disturbance or self-denial, may be more open to

doubt. If our nature were such that the saint or reformer could

set himself to confer happiness on others without seeking to

communicate a character like his own; if we could take ad-

vantage of the services of such an one without admiring and

aspiring in some measure to become like him, the gain to the
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g-encral sum of pleasures as the result of his activity would be

loss tloubtful than it is. But if, as we must hold to be the case,

the character and activity of the altruistic enthusiast, under

ordinary conditions of temperament and circumstance, is not

prei)onderating'ly pleasure-giving to the enthusiast himself; and

if his effect upon others is always in g-reater or less deg-ree to

disturb their acquiescence in the life of ordinary enjoyment;

then the case is at least not clear in favour of the assumption

that the effect of such character and activity is an addition to

the aggregate of human pleasm-e, one man taken with another.

He must be much stiffened in hedonistic theory who could

maintain that the life which ended on the cross was one of more

enjoyment than that which would have been open to the Cruci-

fied but for the pm-pose which led to this end ; and the Crucified

himself foresaw that he came not to send peace on earth but a

sword. It would be unwarrantable indeed to found a general

ethical argument on this example, but it may be fairly used to

bring- home to om* minds that question as to the sufficiency of

the hedonistic justification of the self-denying life, which is all

that it would be to our purpose here to suggest.

278. These considerations have arisen from our noticing that

the practical attitude towards pleasures, which in our con-

sciences we regard as belonging to the highest virtue, is one of

larger renunciation than was contemplated by the Greek philo-

sophers as entering into the ideal of virtue. In this respect we
claim a superiority for the modern or Christian ideal, inde-

pendently of all attempts to show that conduct in accordance

with it is more productive of pleasure in the long run or to

mankind on the whole. The success of such attempts we hold

to be at least very questionable. It is not by their aid that we
seek to show the more self-denpug (or pleasure-renouncing)

type of virtue to be the higher; nor, on the other hand, is this

view founded on any impression that a virtue is more of a virtue

for being painful. We give the advantage to the Christian

type because it implies, directly on the part of those by whom
it is exhibited, a wider range of interest and activity in the

work of perfecting mankind, and indirectly, on the part of the

multitude by whose claims it is elicited, a liberation of their

powers unknown to the ancient world.
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279. This conclusion^ it will be remembered^ bas been arrived

at in the process of comparing- those manifestations of the good

will which the Greek philosophers presented to themselves,

under the names avhpda and croixppocrvvr], as specially related to

the endurance of pain and the rejection of cei'tain pleasures for

worthy objects, with the self-denying- disposition which our con-

sciences acknowledge as the best. In the root of the matter the

Greek concej)tion of these virtues is thoroughly sound. They

are considered genuine only when resting on a pure and g-ood

will, which is a will to be good—a will directed not to anything

external, or anything in respect of which it is passive, but to its

own perfection, to the attainment of what is noblest in human
character and action. In this respect that which we may call,

after its first clear envmciators, the Platonic or Aristotelian con-

ception of virtue_, as has been said above, is final. It marks the

great transition, whenever and however achieved, in the de-

velopment of the idea of true good from the state of mind in

which it is conceived as a well-being more or less independent of

what a man is in himself, to that in which it is conceived as a

well-being constituted by character and action. Its defects, as

compared with the standard which we now acknowledge, arose

from the actual shortcoming in the then achievement of the

human soul—the soul of human society—as compared with that

of which we are ourselves jjartakers.

As has been previously jiointed out, an explicit or reflective

ideaP of the true good, or of virtue as a habit of will directed to

it, can only follow upon a practical pursuit of the good, arising

indeed out of the same spiritual demand which is the source of

the ideal, but not yet consciously regulated by any theoretical

form of it. In this pursuit have arisen institutions and arrange-

ments of life, social requirements and expectations, conventional

awards of praise and blame. It is in reflection upon these—in

the effort to extract some common meaning from them, to reject

what is temporary and accidental in them, while retaining what

is essential—that there is formed such an explicit ideal of the

good and of virtue as we find in the Greek philosophers. Any
one who really conformed to their ideal of virtue would, no

doubt, have lived a better life than any one was actually living,

^ I. e. an ideal whicla the persons affected by it have reflected on.
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because ho would have been pursuing-, sustaincdly and upon a

principle of wliich he was aware, a line of conduct which in fact

the best men were only pursuing- with frequent lapses through

defect either of will or judgment. But in their determinate

conception or filling up of the ideal, and in their consequent

conception of the soi-t of behaviour in which the virtuous will

was to be exhibited, they were necessarily limited by the actual

state of human society. ' Human brotherhood ' had no meaning

for them. They had no adequate notion of the claims in re-

sponse to which the good will should be exercised. In respect

of the institutions and arrangements of life, of the social require-

ments, etc., just spoken of, a great range of new experience has

come into being for us which did not exist for them. The soul

of human society has realised its capacities in new ways. We
know that it can achieve, because it has done so, much of which

the Greek philosophers did not dream,

280. Hence has resulted a change in the ideal of what its full

realisation would be, and consequently a change in the concep-

tion of what is required from the individual as a contribution to

that realisation. In particular the idea has been formed of the

possible inclusion of all men in one society of equals, and much

has been actiially done towards its realisation. For those citizens

of Christendom on whom the idea of Christendom has taken

hold, such a society does actually exist. For them—according

to their conscientious conviction, if not according to their prac-

tice—mankind is a society of which the members owe reciprocal

services to each other, simply as man to man. And the idea of

this social unity has been so far realised that the modern state,

imlike the ancient, secures equality before the law to all persons

living within the territory over which its jurisdiction extends,

and in theory at least treats aliens as no less possessed of rights.

Thiis when we come to interpret that formal definition of the good,

as a realisation of the powers of the human soul or the perfect-

ing of man, which is true for us as for Aristotle, into that detail

in which alone it can afford guidance for the actions of indivi-

duals, the particular injunctions which we derive from it are in

many ways different from any that Aristotle could have thought

of. For us as for him the good for the individual is to be good,

and to be good is to contribute in some way disinterestedly,
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or for the sake of doing it^ to the perfecting of man. But

when we ask ourselves how we should thus contribute, or what

are the particular forms of virtuous life to which we should

aspire, our answer is determined by the consciousness of claims

upon us on the part of other men which, as we now see, must be

satisfied in order to any perfecting of the human soul, but which

were not, and in the then state of society could not be, recog-

nised by the Greek philosophers. It is the consciousness of such

claims that makes the real difference between what our con-

sciences require of us, or our standards of virtue, and the require-

ments or standards which Greek Ethics represent.

281. It must be borne in mind, however, that the social

development, which has given the idea of human brotherhood

a hold on our consciences such as it could not have for the

Greeks, would itself have been impossible but for the action of

that idea of the good and of goodness which first found formal

expression in the Greek philosophers. It implies interest in an

object which is common to all men in the proper sense,—in the

sense, namely, that there can be no competition for its attain-

ment between man and man ; and the only interest that satisfies

this condition is the interest, under some form or other, in the

perfecting of man or the realisation of the powers of the human

soul. It is not to be pretended, indeed, that this in its purity,

or apart from other interests, has been the only influence at

work in maintaining and extending social union. It is obvious,

for instance, that trade has played an important pai-t in bringing

and keeping men together; and trade is the offspring of other

interests than that just described. The force of conquest, again,

such as that which led to the establishment for some centuries of

the ' Pax Romana ' round the basin of the Mediterranean, has

done much to break down estranging demarcations between

different groups of men ; and conquest has generally originated

in selfish passions. But neither trade nor conquest by them-

selves would have helped to widen the comprehension of political

union, to extend the range within which reciprocal claims are

recognised of man on man, and ultimately to familiarise men

with the idea of human brotherhood. For this there must have

been another interest at work, applying the immediate results of

trade and conquest to other ends than those which the trader
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and conqueror had in view; the interest in being- good and

doing good. Apart from this, other interests might tend to

combine certain men for certain purposes and for a time, but

because directed to objects which each desires for himself alone

and not for another—objects which cannot really be attained

in common—they divide in spirit, even when they combine

temporarily in outward effect ; and, sooner or later, the spiritual

division must make its outward sign.

282. It is sometimes supposed, indeed, that desires of which

the object on each man's part is his own pleasure, may gradually

produce a univei-sal harmony and adjustment of claims, as it

comes to be discovered that the means by which each may get

most pleasure for himself are also the means which serve to

yield most pleasure to every one else. The accej)tance of this

view probably arises from a combination of two notions; one,

the notion that in the long run, or on the whole, the greatest

amount of pleasure results to each individual from that order of

life and society which yields most pleasm-e in the long run to

every other individual; the other, the notion that a man^s

desire for pleasure is or may become a desire for pleasure on

the whole, as distinct from any particular pleasure. Putting-

these two notions together, we conclude that men, having no

other motive than desire for pleasm-e, may, after sufficient ex-

perience, be led by their several desires each to act in a way
productive of most pleasure to all the rest.

But while the first of these notions is fairly arguable, the

second is certainly false. To be actuated by a desire for pleasure

is to be actuated by a desire for some specific pleasure to be en-

joyed by oneself. No two or more persons whose desires were

only of this kind could really desire anything in common.

Under the given institutions of society one man^s desii-e for

pleasure may, no doubt, lead to a course of action which will

incidentally produce pleasure to another; as in trade, when A^s

desire for the pleasure to be got by the possession of some article

leads him to give B a price for it, which enables B in turn to

obtain some pleasure that he desires. But even in this case it

is clear not only that the desires of A and B, as desires for

pleasures, are not directed to a common object, but that, if left

to their natural course, they would lead to conflict. A desires
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the pleasure which he obtains by buying- the article of B, but

[qua desiring" pleasure) he does not desire, he has an aversion to,

the loss of means to other pleasures involved in paying a price

for it. He only pays the price, and so adjusts his desire for

pleasure to B's, because under the given social order he can

obtain the article in no other way. The desires, in short, of

different men, so far as directed each to some pleasure, are in

themselves tendencies to conflict between man and man. In

many cases, through the action of society, there has come to be

some established means of compromise between them, such as

that of buying and selling"; but the cases in which no such

settled means of compromise is available, and in which there-

fore A cannot gratify his particular desire for pleasure without

depriving" B of the chance of gratifying" his, occur constantly

enoug-h to show us what is the natural tendency of a desire for

pleasure, if left to itself ^.

283. If we are enquiring", then, for an interest adequate to

account for the existence of an ever-widening social union, in

^ Kant (Werke, ed. Roseiikranz, viii. p. 138) illustrates the fallacy, as he con-

siders it, of supposing that a moral harmony can result from the desire on the

part of each man for his own greatest pleasure, by the story of the pledge given

by King Francis to the Emperor Charles, ' was mein Bruder Karl haben will

(Mailand), das will ich auch haben.' It will naturally be retorted on Kant that

the illustration is inapt, because, while Charles and Francis could not each pos-

sess the duchy of Milan, the pleasures desired by men of well-regulated minds

are such that each can gratify his desire without interfering with the gratification

of the other. On reflection, however, it will appear that this possibility of adjust-

ing the desires for pleasui-e of different men (as in buying and selling) depends on

the presence of controlling agencies which are themselves not the product of

desires for pleasures ; and that on the estranging tendency of these desires, if left

to themselves, Kant is substantially right. There are, no doubt, social pleasures,

pleasures which are like all others in that each man who desires them desires

them for himself alone, but which can only be enjoyed in company, and which

therefore bring men together. But though desires for such pleasures might lead

men to associate temporarily for the purpose of their gratification, the association

would itself tend to bring them into collision with other men associated for a like

purpose, and would be liable to perpetual disruption, as desires for pleasures of a

different kind arose in the persons so associated. There are also pleasures, such

as the enjoyment of the common air and sunshine, of which the sources cannot be

appropriated, and for which therefore, under the simplest conditions of life, the

desire as entertained by different men cannot tend to conflict. Under any other

conditions, however, the opportunity for enjoying such pleasures, though not the

sources of them, would become matter of competition, and thereupon the desire

even for them would become a tendency to conflict.
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Avhic'h the claims of all are acknowledged by the loyal citizen as

the measure of what he may claim for himself, it is not in the

desire for pleasure that we can find it, or in those 'particular

passions/ such as ambition, which are wrong-ly supposed to have

pleasure for their object, but which resemble the desire for

l^leasure in being' directed to some object private in each case

to the person under the influence of the passion. Given a social

authority strong- enough to insist on respect for general con-

venience in the individual's pursuit of his ends, and minded to

do so, then desire for pleasure, aversion from pain, and the

various egoistic passions, may adjust themselves to its require-

ments and even be enlisted in its service; but they cannot be

the source of such an authority. It can have its origin only in

an interest of which the object is a conmion good; a good in

the effort after which there can be no competition between man
and man; of which the pursuit by any individual is an equal

service to others and to himself. Such a good may be pursued in

many different forms by persons quite unconscious of any com-

munity in their pm'suits ; by the craftsman or writer, set upon

making his work as good as he can without reference to his own

glorification; by the father devoted to the education of his

family, or the citizen devoted to the service of his state. , No
one probably can present to himself the manner of its pursuit,

as it must have been pursued in order to the formation of the

most primitive tribal or civil society. If we would find an ex-

pression applicable to it in all its forms, 'the realisation of the

capacities of the human soul,' or ' the perfecting of man," seems

best suited for the purpose. To most men, indeed, engaged in

the pursuit of any common good, this expression might convey

no meaning. Nevertheless it is as part of, or as contributing to,

such a realisation, that the object of their pursuit has its attrac-

tion for them; and it is for the same reason that it has the

characteristic described, of being an object for which there can

be no competition between man and man, and of which the

pursuit is of general service.

284. Of such a good there had, of course, been pursuit ages

before the Greek philosophers began to reflect on it and seek to

define it. A proof of this was the very existence of the com-

munities in which the philosophers lived, and of which they
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themselves only professed to exjilain the true idea. But it is

one thing for men to be actuated by an inward demand for—to

make sj^irifcual effort after—a good which in its intrinsic nature

is universal or common to all men ; another thing- for them to

conceive it in its universality. It was because it helped men to

such a conception of the good in its universality that the teaching

of the philosophers was of so much practical importance in the

social history of man. The Greek citizen who loyally served his

state^ or sought to know the truth for its own sake, was striving

for a good not private to himself but in its own nature universal;

yet he had no notion of there being any identity in the ends of

living, for himself on the one side, and for slaves and barbarians

on the other. The philosophers themselves—such was the prac-

tical limitation of their view by the conditions of life around

them—would not have told him that there was. But when they

told him that the object of his life should be duly to fulfil his

function as a man, or to contribute to a good consisting in a

realisation of the souFs faculties, they were directing him to an

object which in fact was common to him with all men, without

possibility of competition for it, without distinction of Greek or

barbarian, bond or free. Their teaching was thus, in its own

nature, of a kind to yield a social result which they did not

themselves contemplate, and which tended to make good the

practical shortcomings of their teaching itself.

285. It would not be to the purpose here to enter on the

complicated and probably unanswerable question of the share

which different personal influences may have had in gaining

acceptance for the idea of human brotherhood, and in giving

it some practical effect in the organisation of society. We
have no disposition to hold a brief for the Greek philoso-

phers against the founders of the Christian Church, or for the

latter against the former. All that it is sought to maintain is

thisj that the society of which we are consciously members

—

a society founded on the self-subordination of each individual

to the rational claims of others, and potentially all-inclusive

—

could not have come into existence except (i) through the action

in men of a desire of which (unlike the desire for pleasm-e) the

object is in its own nature common to all ; and (2) through the

formation in men^s minds of a conception of Avhat this object is,
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sufficiently full and clear to prevent its being regarded as an

object for any one set of men to the exclusion of another. It

was among the followers of Socrates, so far as we know, that

such a conception was for the first time formed and expressed

—

for the first time, at any rate, in the history of the traceable

antecedents of modern Christendom . Inevitable prejudice, arising

from the condition of society about them, prevented them from

apprehending the social corollaries of their own conception.

But the conception of the perfecting of man as the good for all,

of a habit of will directed to that work in some of its forms as

the good for each, had been definitely formed in certain minds,

and oidy needed opportunity to bear its natural fruit. When
through the establishment of the 'Pax llomana^ round the basin

of tlie ^Mediterranean, or otherwise, the external conditions had

been fulfilled for the initiation of a society aiming at uni-

versality; when a person had appeared charging himself with

the work of establishing a kingdom of God among men, an-

nouncing purity of heart as the sole condition of membership

of that kingdom, and able to inspire his followers with a belief

in the perpetuity of his spiritual presence and work among

them; then the time came for the value of the philosophers'

work to appear.

They had provided men with a definite and, in principle, true

conception of what it is to be good—a conception involving no

conditions but such as it belongs to man as man, without

distinction of race or caste or intellectual gifts, to fulfil. When
the old barriers of nation and caste were being broken down;

when a new society, all-embracing in idea and aspiration, was

forming itself on the basis of the common vocation 'Be ye

perfect as your Father in Heaven is perfect,' there was need of

conceptions, at once definite and free from national or ceremonial

limitations, as to the modes of virtuous living in which that

vocation was to be fulfilled. Without them the universal society

must have remained an idea and aspiration, for there would have

been no intellectual medium through which its members could

communicate and co-operate with each other in furtherance of

the universal object. It was in consequence of Greek philo-

soph)^, or rather of that general reflection upon morality which

Greek philosophy represented, that such conceptions were forth-

X I
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coming. By their means men could arrive at a common under-

standing- of the g-oodness which, as citizens of the kingdom of

God, it was to be their common object to promote in themselves

and others. The reciprocal claim of all upon all to be helped

in the effort after a perfect life could thus be rendered into a

language intelligible to all who had assimilated the moral culture

of the Graeco-Roman world. For them conscious membership

of a society founded on the acknowledgement of this claim

became a definite possibility. And as the possibility was realised,

as conscious membership of such a society became an accom-

plished spiritual fact, men became aware of manifold relations,

unthought of by the philosophers, in which the virtues of

courage, temperance and justice were to be exercised, and from

the recognition of which it resulted that, while the principle of

those virtues remained as the philosophers had conceived it, the

range of action understood to be implied in being thus virtuous

became (as we have seen) so much v/ider.

286. It will be well here to recall the main points to which

our enquiry in its later stages has been directed. Our theory

has been that the development of morality is founded on the

action in man of an idea of true or absolute good, consisting in

the full realisation of the capabilities of the human soul. This

idea, however, according to our view, acts in man, to begin

mth, only as a demand unconscious of the full nature of its

object. The demand is indeed from the outset quite different

from a desire for pleasure. It is at its lowest a demand for

some well-being which shall be common to the individual de-

siring it with others; and only as such does it yield those

institutions of the family, the tribe, and the state, which further

determine the morality of the individual. The formation of

more adequate conceptions of the end to which the demand is

directed we have traced to two influences, separable for purposes

of abstract thought but not in fact : one, the natural development,

under favouring conditions, of the institutions, just mentioned,

to which the demand gives rise ; the other, reflection alike upon

these institutions and upon those well-reputed habits of action

which have been formed in their maintenance and as their effect.

Under these influences there has arisen, through a process of
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which we have endeavoured to trace the oiithne, on the one

hand an ever-widening- conception o£ the range of persons be-

tween whom the common good is common, on the other a

conception of the nature of the common good itself, consistent

with its being the object of a universal society co-extensive with

mankind. The good has come to be conceived with increasing'

clearness, not as anything which one man or set of men can gain

or enjoy to the exclusion of others, but as a spiritual activity in

which all may partake, and in which all must partake, if it is to

amount to a full realisation of the faculties of the human soul.

And the progress of thought in individuals, by which the con-

ception of the good has been thus freed from material limit-

ations, has gone along with a progress in social unification

wliich has made it possible for men practically to conceive a

claim of all upon all for freedom and support in the pursuit of

a common end. Thus the ideal of virtue which om* consciences

acknowledge has come to be the devotion of character and life,

in whatever channel the idiosyncrasy and circumstances of the

individual may determine, to a perfecting of man, which is

itself conceived not as an external end to be attained by good-

ness, but as consisting in such a life of self-devoted activity on

the part of all persons. From the difficulty of presenting to

ourselves in any positive form what a society, perfected in this

sense, wouJd be, we may take refuge in describing the object of

the devotion, which om* consciences demand, as the greatest

happiness of the greatest number ; and until we puzzle ourselves

with analysis, such an account may be sufficient for practical

purposes. But our theory becomes false to the real demand of

conscience, if it interprets this happiness except as including and

dependent upon the unimpeded exercise by the greatest number

of a will, the same in principle with that which conscience calls

upon the individual to aim at in himself.

287. No sooner, however, has such a statement been made in

regard to the end of moral effort than one becomes aware how

liable it is to be understood in an abstract sense, wholly inade-

quate to the meaning which it is intended to convey. It seems to

reduce the life of thoroughly realised spiritual capacity, in which

we must suppose all that is now inchoate in the way of art

and knowledge, no less than of moral efforts, to have reached
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completion, to a level with tliat effort as we know it under

those conditions of impeded activity which alone (as it might

seem) give a meaning- to such phrases as ^self-sacrifice^ or a

' devoted will/ The student of Aristotle will naturally recall his

saying, a(Tyo\ov\i^Oa Iva o-xoAaCco/xcy, kox TroKeixovixev tv dpr]vr]v

ayu)ixev^, and will object to us that, while professing to follow

in principle Aristotle's conception of virtue as directed to the

attainment of a good consisting in a realisation of the soul's

powers, we are forgetting Aristotle's pronounced judgment that

the highest form of this realisation, and with it complete ' hap-

piness,' was to be reached not in the exercise of the ' practical

virtues ' with their attendant pains and unrest, but in the life of

pure contemplation, which, whatever difficulty there may be in

forming any positive conception of it, was certainly understood

as excluding self-denial and all the qualities which we naturally

take to be characteristic of moral goodness. Even those who

may be disposed to think that Aristotle's language about the

blessedness of the contemplative life expresses little more than

a philosopher's conceit ; that, if applied to the pursuit of science

and philosophy as we in fact painfully pursue them, it is quite

untrue ; and that, in any attempt to translate it into an account

of some fi-uition of the Godhead higher than we can yet ex-

perience, we pass at once into a region of unreality—even such

persons may be ready to accept his view in its negative applica-

tion. They may think that he makes out his case unanswerably

against the supposition that moral goodness in any intelligible

sense can be carried on into, or be a determining element in, the

life in which ultimate good is actually attained.

288. In meeting this objection it must be once more admitted

that our view of what the life would be, in w^hich ultimate good

was actually attained, can never be an adequate view. It con-

sists of the idea that such a life must be possible, filled up as

regards particulars, in some inadequate measure, by reflection on

the habits and activities, on the modes of life and character,

which through influence of that idea have been brought into

being. If the idea, as it actuates us, carried with it a full

consciousness of what its final realisation would be, the distinction

* I.e. ' We give up leisure in order to enjoy it, and we make war for the sake

of having peace.' Eth. Nic. X. vii. 6.
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between idea and realisation would be at an end. But while for

this reason it is impossible for us to say what the perfecting- of

man, of which the idea actuates the moral life, in its actual

attainment might be, we can discern certain conditions which,

if it is to satisfy the idea, it must fulfil. It must be a perfecting

of man—not of any human faculty in abstraction, or of any

imaginary individuals in that detachment from social relations

in which they would not be men at all. We are therefore

justified in holding- that it could not be attained in a life of

mere scientific and artistic activity, any more than in one of

'practical'' exertion from which those activities were absent;

in holding further that the life in which it is attained must be a

social life, in which all men freely and consciously co-operate,

since otherwise the possibilities of their nature, as agents who are

ends to themselves, could not be realised in it ; and, as a corollary

of this, that it must be a life determined by one harmonious will

—a will of all which is the will of each—such as we have

previously called, in treating it as the condition of individual

virtue, a devoted will ; i. e. a will having for its object the per-

fection which it alone can maintain.

When we speak of the formation of such a will in all men as

itself constituting that tnie end of moral effort, relation to

which gives the virtues their value, w^e understand it, not as

determined merely by an abstract idea of law, but as implying

(what it must in fact imply) a w^hole world of beneficent social

activities, which it shall sustain and co-ordinate. These activities,

as they may become in a more perfect state of mankind, we can-

not present to ourselves ; but they would not be the activities

of a more perfect mankind, unless they were the expression of

a will w^hich pursues them for their own sake, or as its owti

fulfilment. Such a will therefore we may rightly take to be iu

pnncvple that perfect life, unknown to us except in its prin-

ciple, which is the end of morality ; a like will being the con-

dition of those virtues, known to us not in principle merely

but in some imperfect exercise, w^hich form the means to that

end.

289. This explanation made, we return to our statement that

' the ideal of virtue which our consciences acknowledge has come

to be the devotion of character and life to a perfecting of man.
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which is itself conceived as consisting in a life of self-devoted

activity on the part of all persons/ This statement naturally

sug-g-ests two further lines of objection and enquiry. If we are

to accept it as a true account of the ideal of virtue, what is to be

said, it may be asked, of those activities, those developed facul-

ties, in the pursuit of knowledge and in the practice of art,

which we undoubtedly value and admire, and which the ancient

philosophers for that reason rightly reckoned virtues, but which

would not commonly be thought to have anything to do with

such devotion of character and life to a perfecting of man as

is here made out to be at once the essence and the end of vii'tue,

either in the way of implying it on the part of the man of

science and the artist, or as tending to promote it in others?

That they tend to general pleasure may perhaps be admitted,

but can it be seriously held that they contribute to a true good

consisting in self-devoted activity on the part of all persons?

Must we not either be content to accept the account of true

good as consisting in that general pleasure to which the practice

of the moral virtues and the pursuit of science and art may, at

least with much plausibility, be alike considered means; or, if

we will not accept this account of the end of morality, must we

not admit that the value of the moral virtues on the one side,

and that of intellectual excellence, scientific or artistic, on the

other, cannot be deemed relative to one common good ?

290. To any one who has accepted the reasons given for

rejecting the notion that pleasure is the true good, and who at

the same time recognises the necessity of conceiving some ulti-

mate unity of good, to which all true values are relative, these

questions present a serious difficulty. It shall be dealt with in

the sequel, and is noticed here in order to record the writer's

admission that it cannot be passed over^. But for the present.

I [The question is not discussed in the Frolegomena to Ethics, and from a mark
at this point in the Author's manuscript it is almost certain that he liad abandoned

the idea of dealing with it in the present volume. It has however been thought

best to print the section in its entirety. The reader will probably gather from

Book III a general idea of the way in which the difficulty would have been met,

especially if he remembers that the end has been throughout defined as the realisa-

tion of the possibilities of human nature, and that devotion to such objects as the

well-being of a family, the sanitation of a town, or the composition of a book, has

been described as an unconscious pursuit of this end. In other words, the pursuit
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considering the readiness with which most people acquiesce in

the distinction of moral from other excellence, as if it were

relative to an end of its own with which science and art, as such,

have nothing to do, it may be advisable to give precedence to

another order of objections with which om- doctrine is likely to

be challenged.

Of what avail, it wall be asked, is the theory of the good and

of goodness here stated for the settlement of any of the questions

which a moralist is expected to help us to settle? We want

some available criterion of right and wrong in action. We want

a theory of Duty w-hich, as applied to the circumstances of life,

can be construed into particular duties, so that we may be able

to judge how far om- o\a\. actions and lives (to say nothing of

those of others) are w^hat they should be, and may have some

general guide to the line of conduct we should adopt in circum-

stances where use and wont will either not guide us at all, or

will lead us astray. But the theory advanced above, construed

in the natural way, would seem too severe to admit of practical

use, for it would offer nothing but unrealisable counsels of

perfection; while, constraed in another way, it would seem to

allow of our treating any and every action as having its

measure of good. If it is meant that, in order to be morally

good—in order to satisfy a duly exacting conscience—an action

must have for its motive a desire consciously directed to human

perfection, we shall have a standard of goodness wdiich might

indeed serve the purpose, so far as w-e acknowledged it, of

keeping us in perpetual self-abasement; but, if we were not to

act till we acted from such a motive, should we ever act at all ?

If, on the other hand, our theory of the good practically means

no more than that the morality of actions represents the opera-

tion in human society of an impulse after self-realisation on the

part of some impersonal spirit of mankind, it will yield no

of such objects for their own sakes is considered to have a latent reference to the

whole of which they are parts, a reference which would become conscious if the

whole and the parts were ever opposed to each other ; and this point of view would

no doubt have been worked out with regard to the pursuit of art and science as

ends in themselves (cf. § 370 sub fin.). The question becomes more complicated

when the person who devotes himself to art or science is supposed to have formed

a philosophical conception of the ultimate end ; and on this question the con-

cluding pages of the volume should be consulted.]
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criterion of the good and bad in action ; for we must liold every

distinctively human action, good and bad alike, to be cha-

racterised by the results of such operation. Even if our theory

be correct in regard to the spiritual impulse, other than desire

for pleasure, implied in the formation of morality and the

susceptibility to moral ideals, is it not after all by a calcula-

tion of pleasure-giving consequences that we can alone decide

whether an action which has been done should or should not

have been done, or which of the courses of action open to us

under any given complication of circumstances should or should

not be adopted ?

These questions will be considered in our nest Book.



BOOK IV.

THE APPLICATION OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY TO THE

GUIDANCE OF CONDUCT.

CHAPTER I.

THE PRACTICAL VALUE OF THE MORAL IDEAL.

291. In considering whether our theory of the good and of

goodness can be of use in helping us to decide what ought to be

done and whether we are doing it^ it is important to bear in

mind the two senses—the fuller and the more restricted—in

which the question, What ought to be done ? may be asked. It

may either mean—and this is the narrower sense in which the

question may be ashed—What ought an action to be as deter-

mined in its nature by its effects ? or it- may be asked with the

fuller meaning, What ought the action to be with reference to

the state of mind and character which it represents ? in which

case the simple tC Sei irpaTTeiv, becomes equivalent to ttcS? €x<ov

TTpcLTTei 6 TO beov TrpaTTCtiv ; The former is the sense in which the

question is asked, when it is not one of a self-examining con-

science, but of perplexity between different directions in which

duty seems to call. The latter is the sense in which a man
asks it when he is comparing his practice with his ideal. We
reckon the latter sense the fuller, because a man cannot properly

decide whether, in respect of character and motives, he is act-

ing as he ought, without considering the effects of the course

of action which he is pursuing, as compared with the effects of

other courses of action which it is open to him to pursue ^

;

while he can compare the value of one set of effects with

another without considering the nature of the motives which

* [This statement should be taken in connection with § 304 and foil.]
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might prompt him to the adoption of the several com'ses of

action leading- to the several effects. Thus, whereas the ques-

tion in the latter sense includes the question as asked in the

former sense, the question can be dealt with in the former sense

without raising it in the latter.

292. It is clear, however, that in whichever of these dis-

tinguishable senses we ask the question. What ought to be done ?

the answer to it must be regulated by one and the same con-

ception of the good. If we hold, according to the explanation

previously given, that the one unconditional good is the good

will, this must be the end by reference to which we estimate the

effects of an action. The circumstances in which the question is

raised, whether such or such an action ought to be done, may be

of a kind, as we shall see presently, which prevent any reference

to the character of an agent, and shut us up in our moral judg-

ment of the act to a consideration of its effects ; but the effects

which we look to, according to our theory, must still be effects

bearing on that perfection of human character which we take to

be the good. In like manner the consistent Utilitarian will

answer the question of ' ought or ought not ' in both the dis-

tinguished senses upon one and the same principle. He decides

what ought to be done under any given circumstances by con-

sidering what will be the effects, in the way of producing

pleasure or pain, of the several courses of action possible under

the circumstances; and for the «ame reasons upon which he

decides what the action, as measured by its effects, should be, he

will hold that it should be done—will be of more value, according

to the same standard, if done—in a state of mind which itself

involves pleasure ; cheerfully and ' disinterestedly,^ not under any

kind of constraint. But it will only be indirectly, according to

him, that the question of the motive—of the ultimate object which

the man sets before himself in doing the act—will come into

account. The act will not depend for its goodness or moral

value, for being such an act as ought to be done, upon this motive

or object. For this it depends simply, according to the Utili-

tarian view, upon its pleasure-giving effects. The question

whether the motive from which the act proceeds is good or bad,

a motive which a man ought or ought not to have, is a separate

question, and one to which the answer depends on that given to
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the question whether tlie actions to which such a motive ordin-

arily incites are or are not actions which, on the ground of their

pleasure-giving effects, ought to be done. The motives which

we ought to have, the dispositions which we ought to cultivate

(if indeed the term 'ought,' according to the Utilitarian view,

can be applied in this connection at all), will be so because they

lead to actions productive of preponderating pleasure ^

293. Upon the view of the moral end or good adopted in this

treatise, the question of motive and the question of effects hold

quite a different relative position to that which they hold in the

L^tilitarian system. If the good is a perfection of mankind, of

which the vital bond must be a will on the part of all men, having

some mode of that perfection for its object, it will only be in

relation to a state of will, either as expressing it or as tending to

promote it, or as doing both, that an action can have moral value

at all. The actions which ought to be done, in the fullest sense of

the word, are actions expressive of a good will, in the sense that

they represent a character of which the dominant interest is in

conduct contributory to the perfection of mankind, in doing that

which so contributes for the sake of doing it. We cannot say

with complete truth of any action which has been done, that it

has been what it oug-ht to have been, unless it represents such a

character, or of any action contemplated as possible, that it will

be what it ought to be, except on supposition that it will fulfil

the same condition.

But it is clear that even among past actions it is only of his

o^vn, if of them, that a man has really the means of judging

whether they represent such a character. Of prospective actions

for which we are not personally and immediately responsible, we

^ Cf. Mill's Utilitarianism, p. 26, note. 'The morality of the action depends

entirely upon the intention—that is, upon what the agent icills to do ' (as distinct

from the end which he seeks in doing it). ' But the motive, that is, the feeling

which makes him will so to do, when it makes no difference in the act, makes
none in the morality: though it makes a great difference in our moral estimation

of the agent, especially if it indicates a good or a bad habitual dUiKisiiion—

a

bent of character from which useful or from which hurtful actions are likely to

arise.' 'Useful' of course here means pleasure-giving. 'When it makes no
difference in the act ' means, when it makes no difference in the act as measured

by its outward effects. That the motive should make no difference to an act, in

its true or full nature, we should pronounce, according to the view stated in the

text, to be an impossibility.
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could never say that they are such as ought to be done, if we con-

sidered them to depend for being" so on the disposition of the

agent ; since we cannot foresee what the disposition with which

any agent will do them will be. When we say that restraints

ought to be put upon the liquor-traffic, or that a mistress ought

to look carefully after her servants, or that our neighbour ought

to give his children a better education, we are not making any

reference in thought to any motive or disposition from which we

suppose that the obligatory act will proceed. In such cases, as

in all where we apply the predicates ' ought ' and ' ought not

'

otherwise than in reflection upon our own acts, or in some inter-

pretation of the acts of others founded on an ascription to them

of motives which we think their acts evidence, we are not con-

templating the acts in their full nature. The full nature, for

instance, of a father^s act in providing for the education of his

children depends on the character or state of will which it

represents ; and what this is in any particular case no one can

tell. But the action has a nature, though not its whole nature,

in respect of its effect upon the children, and through them

upon others ; and we can abstract this nature from its nature

in relation to the will of the father, without error resulting

in our judgment as to the former, just as we can judge correctly

of the mechanical relations of a muscular effort without taking

account of the organic processes on which the effort really

depends.

It is an abstraction of tliis kind that we have to make in all

cases where we judge, without reference to ourselves, that a

certain sort of action, not yet done, is one that ought to be done

;

and it might be well if we could make up our minds that we are

not warranted in going further when we judge the actions of

others. Histories, no doubt, would be much shortened, and

would be found much duller, if speculations about the motives

(as distinct from the intentions) of the chief historical agents were

omitted; nor shall we soon cease to criticise the actions of con-

temporaries on the strength of inferences from act to motive.

But in all this we are on very uncertain ground. It is clearly

quite right in judging either of historical or contemporary

actions to take account, so far as possible, of all the circum-

stances—to appreciate the bearings of any act as presented to
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those who were or are concerned in doing it, to consider what the

effects of it, as probably contemplated by them, were or are.

But this is a different thing- from trying to ascertain the state of

character on the part of the agents which the actions represent,

and in ignorance of which the full moral nature of the acts is

not known. It is wiser not to make guesses where we can do

no more than guess, and to confine ourselves, where no qiiestmi of

self-condemnation or self-approval is involved, to measuring the

value of actions by their effects without reference to the character

of the agents ; as we must do (subject to a reservation to be

stated below) w^here the question is whether an action, not yet

done, ought to be done or not.

294. After this statement we shall naturally be called on to

explain in what cases and in what way, according to our theory,

a man should endeavour, w hen it is an action which he has him-

self done, or thinks of doing, that is in question, to consider it

in what we have called its full moral nature, i. e. with reference

not merely to effects which it has had or is likely to have, but to

the state of mind on the part of the agent which it expresses or

would express. Before doing so, however, let us make sm-e that

the reader is under no misaj^prehension as to the points at issue

with the Utilitarians, ^^4th whom we agree in holding that ordinary

judgments upon the moral value of actions must be founded on

consideration of their effects alone. To the Utilitarian the virtu-

ous character is good simply as a means to an end quite different

from itself, namely a maximum of possible pleasure. An action

is good, or has moral value, or is one that ought to be done,

upon the same ground. If two actions, done by different men,

are alike in their production of pleasure, they are alike in moral

value, though the doer of one is of virtuous character and the

doer of the other is not so. In om* view the virtuous character is

good, not as a means to a ' summum bonum ' other than itself,

but as in principle identical with the ' summum bonum ' ; and

accordingly, if two actions could be alike in their moral effects

(as they very well may be in production of pleasure) which

represent, the one a more vu'tuous, the other a less virtuous

character, they would still be quite different in moral value. The
one w^ould be more, the other less, of a good, according to the

kind of character which they severally represent. But it is only

.
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an action done by liimself that a man has the means of estimating-

in relation to the character represented by it. Actions done by

others, if similar outwardly or in effect, can only be referred to

similar states of character^ though the states which they repre-

sent may in fact be most different ; and in regard to actions simply

contemplated as possible the question of the character represented

by them cannot be raised at all. "When from the nature of the

case, however, a consideration of effects can alone enter into the

moral valuation of an act, the effects to be considered^ according

to our view, will be different from those of which the Utilitarian,

according to his principles, would take account. They will be

effects, not in the way of producing pleasure, but in the way of

contributing to that perfection of mankind, of which the essence

is a good will on the part of all persons. These are the effects

which, in our view, an action must in fact tend to j)roduce, if it

is one that ongU to he done, according to the most limited sense

of that phrase; just as these are the effects /or the sake of which

it must be done, if it is done as it ought to be done.

295. For an omniscient being, indeed, the distinction—un-

avoidable for us—between the judgment that an action ought to

be done, and the judgment that an action is done as it ought

to be done, would not exist. It is occasioned by a separation in

the moral judgment of act from motive, only possible for an im-

perfect intelligence. An omniscient being could not contemplate

a future action as merely possible, or apart from the motive

which must really cause it when it comes to be done, any more

than it could fail to know the motive of every act that has been

done. Knowing the state of will from which every futm-e act

will proceed, as well as that from which every past act has pro-

ceeded, it would not regard any act as being what it should be,

unless the character expressed by it were what it should be. It

would trace the effect of any fault on the part of the character

in the actual consequences of the action. For it is only to our

limited vision that there can seem to be such a thing as good

effects from an action that is bad in respect of the will which it

represents, and that in consequence the question becomes possible,

whether the morality of an action is determined by its motive or

by its consequences. There is no real reason to doubt that the

good or evil in the motive of an action is exactly measured by
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the g-ood or evil in its consequences, as rightly estimated

—

estimated, that is, in their bearing on the production of a g-ood

will or the perfecting of mankind. The contrary only appears

to be the case on account of the limited view we take both of

action and consequences. We notice, for instance, that selfish

motives lead an able man to head a movement of political reform

which has beneficent consequences. Here, we say, is an action

bad in itself, according to the morality of the ' good will/ but

which has good effects : is it to be judged according to its motive,

or according to its effects ? But, in fact, if we look a little more

closely, we shall find that the selfish political leader was himself

much more of an instrument than of an originating cause, and

that his action was but a trifling element in the sum or series of

actions which yielded the political movement. The good in the

effect of the movement wall really correspond to the degree of

good will which has been exerted in bringing it about ; and the

effects of any selfishness in its promoters will appear in some

limitation to the good which it brings to society.

It is seldom indeed that the most conspicuous actors on the

world's stage are known to us enough from the inside, or that

the movements in w^hich they take part can be contemplated

with sufficient completeness, to enable us very certainly to verify

this assurance in regard to them. But the more we learn of such

a pei-son, for instance, as Napoleon, and of the w^ork which seemed

to be his, the more clearly does it appear how what was evil in

it arose out of his personal selfishness and that of his contempo-

raries, while what w^as good in it was due to higher and purer

influences of which he and they were but the medium. And
within the more limited range of affairs which each of us can

observe for himself a like lesson is being constantly learnt. If

the ' best motives ' seem sometimes to lead to actions wdiich are

mischievous in results, it is because these ' best motives ' have

not been good enough. If there has been no other taint of selfish-

ness about them, yet they have been acted on inconsiderately

;

which means that the agent has been too selfish to take the

trouble duly to think of what his action brings with it to others.

It is only, in short, the unavoidably abstract nature of our jvidg-

ments upon conduct that leads to distinction between good in

motive and good in effect. We infer a motive from the action
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of another ; but, if tlie inference be correct so far as it goes, we

still do not know the motive in its full reality,—in its relation,

so to speak, to the universe of a character, and to the influences

which have made and are making* that character. The effects of

the action, again, we only contemplate in a like fragmentary

way. With the whole spiritual history of the action before us

on the one side, with the whole sum and series of its effects be-

fore us on the other, we should presumably see that just so far

as a good will, i. e. a will determined by interest in objects con-

tributory to human perfection, has had more or less to do with

bringing the action about, there is more or less good, i. e. more

or less contributioD to human perfection, in its effects.

296. Granting, then, that the moral value of an action really

depends on the motives or character which it represents, the

question remains whether for us the consideration of motives

can be of any avail in deciding whether an action ought to be

done or to have been done. It must be admitted at once that,

in judging of another^s action, we have not enough insight into

motive (as distinct from intention) to be warranted in founding

our moral estimate on anything but the effects of the action.

At the same time we are bound to remember that an estimate so

founded is necessarily imperfect, and to be cautious in our per-

sonal criticism accordingly. Only if the agent himself describes

his motives, as interesting persons are aj^t to do, are we warranted

in judging them, and then o?iIi/ as described hy him. Again,

when the question is whether an action ought to be done, which

we are not ourselves responsible for doing or preventing, a con-

sideration of motives can plainly have no bearing on it. There

remain the cases (i) of reflection on past actions of our own, (2)

of consideration whether an act should be presently done, which

it rests with ourselves to do or not to do. In both these cases

the question of the character or state of will which an action

represents may be raised with a possibility of being answered.

Given an ideal of virtue, such as has been delineated above, a

man may ask himself, Was I, in doing so and so, acting as a

good man should, with a pure heart, with a will set on the objects

on which it should be set ?—or again. Shall I, in doing so and

so, be acting as a good man should, goodness being understood

in the same sense ? The question may be reasonably asked, and
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there is nothing' in the nature of tlie case to prevent a true answer

being" given to it. It remains to be considered, however, whether

it can be raised with advantage ; whether our ideal of virtue can

in this way be practically applied with the result of giving men

either truer views of what in particular they ought to do, or a

better disposition to do it.

297. The habit in a man of raising such questions about him-

self as those just indicated, is what we have mainly in view when

we call him conscientious. Now it must certainly be admitted

that there have been men, great in service to their kind, to

whom we should not naturally apply this epithet ; and again that

although, in most cases where a man is complained of as ' over-

conscientious,' the complaint merely indicates his superiority to

the level of moral practice about him, it may sometimes indicate

a real fault. There is a kind of devotion to great objects or to

public service, which seems to leave a man no leisure and to afford

no occasion for the question about himself, whether he has been

as good as he should have been, whether a better man w^ould not

have acted otherwise than he has done. And again there is a

sense in which to be always fingering one's motives is a sign

rather of an unwholesome jDreoccupation with self than of the

eagerness in disinterested service which helps forward mankind.

A man's approach to the ideal of virtue is by no means to be

measured by the clearness or constancy of his reflection upon the

ideal. A prevalent interest in some work which tends to make

men what they should be may be found in those who seldom

entertain the question whether they are themselves what they

should be, and who in those regions of their life which lie off the

line of the prevailing interest—perhaps also in their choice of

means by which to give effect to that interest—are the worse

for not entertaining it. With all their sins of omission and

commission such men may be nearer the ideal of virtue than

others, who pride themselves on conformity to a standard of

virtue (which cannot be the highest, or they would not credit

themselves with conforming to it), and who so hug their reputa-

tion with themselves for acting conscientiously that in difficult

situations they will not act at all.

298. This admission made, it remains true that the com-

Y 3
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parison of our own practice, as we know it on the inner side in

relation to the motives and character which it expresses, with an

ideal of virtue, is the spring from which morality perpetually

renews its life. It is thus that we ' lift up our hearts, and lift

them up unto the Lord/ It is thvis alone, however insufficient,

however ' dimly charactered and slight,^ the ideal, that the ini-

tiative is given in the individual—and it can be given nowhere

else—to any movement which really contributes to the bettering

of man. It is thus that he is roused from acquiescence in the

standard of mere respectability. No one, indeed, who recognises

in their full extent the results of disinterested spiritual effort on

the part of a forgotten multitude, which the respectability of any

civilised age embodies, or who asks himself what any of us

would be but for a sense of what respectability requires, will be

disposed to depreciate its value. But the standard of respecta-

bility by which any age or country is influenced could never

have been attained, if the temper which acquiesces in it had

been universal—if no one had been lifted above that acquiescence

—in the past. It has been reached through the action of men

who, each in his time and turn, have refused to accept the way

of living which they found about them^ and to which, upon the

principle of seeking the greater pleasure and avoiding the greater

pain, they would naturally have conformed. The conception of

a better way of living may have been on a larger or a smaller

scale. It may have related to some general reformation of

society, or to the change of some particular practice in which

the protesting individual had been concerned. But if it has

taken effect in any actual elevation of morality, it is because

certain men have brought it home to themselves in a contrast

between what they should be and what they are, which has

awakened the sense of a personal responsibility for improvement.

In so doing they may not have raised the question of personal

goodness, in the form in which it presents itself to the self-

examining conscience of one who lives among a highly moralised

society and conforms as a matter of course to its standards.

They may not have asked themselves, Have we, in doing what

was expected of us, been doing it from the right motives ? In

that form the question presupposes the establishment of a definite

standard of conventional morality. In the days when such
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morality was still in making", and in the minds of the forg-otten

enthusiasts to whom we owe it, this would scarcely be the way

in which the contrast between an ideal of virtue and current

practice would present itself. Under such conditions it would

present itself less as a challenge to purify the heart than as

a call to new courses of overt action, the relation of which to

motives and character it would not occur to any one to consider.

But in principle it is the same operation in the individual of an

idea of a perfect life, with which his own is contrasted, whether

it take the form of a consciousness of personal responsibility for

putting an end to some practice which, to a mind awakening to

the claims of the human soul, seems unjust or unworthy, or the

form of self-interrogation as to the pui'ity of the heart from

which a walk and conduct, outwardly correct, proceeds.

299. It may be objected, however, that in thus identifying

the motive power at work in the practical reformer of morality

with that which sets the introspective conscience upon the en-

quiry whether the heart is as pure as it should be, we are

obscuring the real question as to the practical value of the latter.

No one doubts that a man who improves the current morality of

his time must be something of an IdeaHst. He must have an

idea, which moves him to seek its realisation, of a better order

of life than he finds about him. That idea cannot represent any

experienced reality. If it did, the reformer's labour would be

superfluous; the order of life which he seeks to bring about

would be already in existence. It is an idea to which nothing

real as yet corresponds, but which, as actuating the reformer,

tends to bring into being a reality corresponding to itself. It is

in this sense that the reformer must be an Idealist. But the

idea which he seeks to realise is an idea of definite institutions

and arrangements of life, of courses of action, each producing

their outward sensible effects. What real identity is there be-

tween the influence of such an idea—an ideal of virtue, if we

like to call it so—producing a visible alteration in man's life,

and that of an ideal which sets a man upon asking, not what

there is which he ought to do and is not doing, but whether, in

that which he has been doing and will (as he ought) continue to

do, his heart has been sufiiciently pure ?

The identity will appear, when we reflect that it is not a
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' mere idea ' of a better order o£ life tliat ever set any one upon

a work of disinterested moral reform, in that sense of the term

in which one of us might have ' an idea ' of the Lord Mayor^s

shoWj or of a debate in Parliament, without having been present

at them. The idea which moves the reformer is one that he

feels a personal responsibility for realising. This feeling of

personal responsibility for its execution is part and parcel of

the practical idea itself, of the form of consciousness which we

so describe. It is that which distinguishes it as a practical

idea. The reformer cannot bear to think of himself except as

giving effect^ so far as may be^ to his project of reform; and

thus, instead of merely contemplating a possible work, he does

it. He presents himself to himself on the one hand as achieving,

so far as in him lies, the contemplated work, on the other hand

as neglecting it for some less worthy object ; and he turns with

contempt and aversion from the latter presentation. Now it is

because, to the real reformer, the thought of something which

should be done is thus always at the same time the thought of

something which he should be and seeks to be, but would not

be if he did not do the work, that there is a real unity between

the spiritual principle which animates him, and that which

appears in the self-questioning of the man who, vdthout charg-

ing himself with the neglect of any outward duty, without

contemplating any particular good work which he might do

but has not done, still asks himself whether he has been what

he should be in doing what he has done.

300. But, granted the unity of the spiritual principle at

work in the two supposed cases, is there any real miity in the

effects which it produces in the person of the moral reformer

and in the person of the self-questioning ' saint ' ? In the

one case the effect is the recognition and fulfilment of cer-

tain specific duties, previously not recognised or not fulfilled,

by the moral reformer and those whom he influences. He and

they come to deal differently with their fellow-men. But in the

other case, if we enquire what specific performance follows from

the self-questioning as to purity of heart, we find it difficult to

answer. Among the respectable classes of a well-regulated

society there is little in outward walk and conduct to distinguish

the merely respectable from the most anxiously conscientious.
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As a rule, it will only be to a man already pretty thoroughly

moralised by the best social influences that it will occur to re-

proach himself with having" unworthy motives even in irreproach-

able conduct ; aiid, as a rule, when such a man comes thus to

reproach himself in presence of some ideal of a perfect Will, he will

already have been fulfilling-, under the feeling that it is expected

of him, all the particular duties which the consciousness of such

an ideal might otherwise challenge him to fulfil. Unless he

has leisure for philanthropy, or a gift of utterance, there will

be little in outward act to distinguish his converted state—if

we may so describe the state in which he learns to contrast his

personal unworthiness with an ideal of holiness—from that of

moral self-complacency, in which he may have previously been

living, and which is the state of most of the dutiful citizens

about him.

301. If we could watch him closely enough, indeed, even in

outward conduct there would appear to be a difference. Doing

the work expected of him 'not with eye-service, as a man-

pleaser, but in singleness of heart, as unto the Lord,^ he will

rise to a higher standard of doing it. Into the duties which he

is expected to fulfil he will put much more meaning than is put

by those who claim their fulfilment, and will always be on the

look-out for duties which no one would think the worse of him

for not recognising. But in so doing, he probably will not

seem to himself to be acting according to a higher standard than

those about him. And in fact, although in a certain sense he

transcends the ' law of opinion,' of social expectation, he only

does so by interpreting it according to its higher spirit. That

law, being, as we have seen, the result of the past action in

human consciousness of an ideal of conduct, will yield different

rules according as it is or is not interpreted by a consciousness

under the same influence. It speaks w4th many voices accord-

ing as men have ears to hear, and the spirit of the conscientious

man shows itself in catching the purest of them. He is like

a judge who is perpetually making new law in ostensibly inter-

preting the old. He extracts the higher meaning out of the

recognised social code, giving reality to some requirements

which it has hitherto only contained potentially. He feels the

necessity of rules of conduct which, though they necessarily
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arise out of that effort to make human life perfect which has

brought conventional morality into existence, are not yet a

recognised part of that morality, and thus have no authority

with those whose highest motive is a sense of what is expected

of them.

302. This is true; but it is not merely on this account

—

not merely on account of certain effects in outward conduct

which, upon sufficient scrutiny, it might be found to yield

—

that we claim for the temper of genuine self-abasement in

presence of an ideal of holiness an intrinsic value, the same in

kind with that which all would ascribe to a zeal for moral

reform. We claim such a value for it—a value independent of

any that it might possess as a means to a good other than

itself—on the ground that it is a component influence in the

perfect human life ; on the ground that, whatever the universe

of activities in which that life displays itself may prove to be,

the self-abasing, which is also the aspiring or God-seeking,

spirit, must always be their source and spring. The character

exhibited by the moral reformer has a like value, in so far as it

is not merely a means to the perfect life, but a phase of the

same spiritual principle as must govern that life. But whereas

we cannot but suppose that, if the perfect life of mankind were

attained, this spiritual principle must have passed out of the

phase in which it can appear as a reforming zeal—for in that

event there could no longer be wrongs to redress, or indulged

vices to eradicate—on the other hand we cannot suppose that,

while human life remains human life, it can even in its most

perfect form be superior to the call for self-abasement before an

ideal of holiness.

There is no contradiction in the supposition of a human life

purged of vices and with no wrongs left to set right. It is

indeed merely the supposition of human life with all its capacities

realised. In such a life the question of the reformer, What
ought to be done in the way of overt action that is not being

done ? would no longer be significant. But so long as it is the

life of men, i. e. of beings who are born and grow and die ; in

whom an animal nature is the vehicle through which the divine

self-realising spirit works; in whom virtue is not born ready-

made but has to be formed (however unfailing the process may
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come to be) throug-h habit and education in conflict with op-

posing tendencies; so long- the contrast must remain for the

human soul between itself and the infinite spirit, of whom it

nu;st be conscious, as present to itself but other than itself, or

it would not be the human soul. The more complete the real-

isation of its capacities, the clearer will be its apprehension at

once of its ovm. infinity in respect of its consciousness of there

being an infinite spirit—a consciousness which only a self-

communication of that spirit could convey—and of its finiteness

as an outcome of natural conditions ; a finiteness in consequence

of which the infinite spirit is for ever something beyond it, still

longed for, never reached. Towards an infinite spirit, to whom
he is thus related, the attitude of man at his highest and com-

pletest could still be only that which we have described as self-

abasement before an ideal of holiness ; not the attitude of know-

ledg-e, for knowledge is of matters of fact or relations, and the

infinite spirit is neither fact nor relation; not the attitude of

full and conscious union, for that the limitation of human nature

prevents ; but the same attitude of awe and aspiration which

belongs to all the upward stages of the moral life. He must'

think of the infinite spirit as better than the best that he can

himself attain to, but (just for that reason) as having an essen-

tial community with his own best. And, as his own best rests

upon a self-devoted will, so it must be as a will, good not under

the limitation of opposing tendencies but in some more excellent,

though not by us positively conceivable, way, that he will set

before himself the infinite spirit.

303. The spiritual act, then, which in different aspects may
be described either as self-abasement or self-exaltation—the act

in which the heart is lifted up to God, in which the whole inner

man goes forth after an ideal of personal holiness—this act,

while it is in principle one with the whole course of man^s moral

endeavour, may be deemed in a certain sense its most final form,

because, in that rest from the labour of baffled and disappointed

endeavour which a perfectly ordered society might be supposed

to bring, it would still not be superseded. Its value is an in-

trinsic value, not derived from any result beyond itself to which

it contributes. In this respect, indeed, it does not differ from
any other expression of the good Avill. If it differs apparently
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from the more obviously practical expressions of such a will, the

reason is that these, while sharing- its intrinsic value, have also a

further vahie, as means, which it does not seem to possess. They

issue in sensible ameliorations of human society. But these very

ameliorations are relative to that intrinsic good, the perfection

of the human soul, of which the heart at once self-abased and

aspiring is itself a lasting mode. Whether such a heart, in this

person or that, itself issues in outward ' transient ' action of

a noticeably beneficent kind, will depend mainly on the social

surroundings, and on the intellectual and other qualifications of

the particular person. If these in any case are such as to call for

and to favour a large amount of useful social activity, we are apt

under the impression of the outward effect to overlook the

spiritual principle which yields it, and which may be the same

in another person otherwise circumstanced and gifted, by whom
no such apparent effect is produced. We praise the successful

reformer, and forget that he is but what the man of unnoticed

conscientious goodness might be in another situation and with

other opportunities.

If the end by reference to which moral values are to be judged

were anything but the perfect life itself, as resting on a devoted

will, it would be right to depreciate the obscure saint by the side

of the man to whose work we can point in the redress of wrongs

and the purging of social vices. But if the supreme value for

man is what we take it to be—man himself in his perfection

—

then it is idle to contrast the more observably practical type of

goodness with the more self-questioning or consciously God-

seeking type. The value of each is intrinsic and identical ; for

each rests on a heart or character or will which, however

differently it may come to be exhibited as human capacities

come to be more fulfilled, must still be that of the perfect man.

The distinction between them, as looked at from the point of

view from which moral values are properly estimated, is mainly

accidental. It is a distinction of the circumstances under which

the same principle of action is exercised. Under certain conditions

of society, of individual temperament and ability, it takes the

one form, under other conditions the other. In neither form is

it barren of effects ; but in one form its effects are more overt

and ' transient,^ in the other more impalpable and ' immanent.'
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But the one order of effects no less than the other has its value

as a means to that perfect life, to which the obscure saint and

the true social reformer alike are not merely related as a means,

but which each in his own person, under whatever limitations,

represents.

304. From these considerations we return to the enquiry out

of which they have arisen. Having- disting-uished the question,

What ought to be done?—a question to be answered in detail by

examination of the probable effects of contemplated action—from

the question, What should I be ?—a question of motives and

character—we pointed out that the latter question might properly

be raised by a man with reference to his own actions, past or

prospective. In regard to others he cannot fully know what the

motives and character represented by any particular action have

been or will be, and in the absence of such knowledge he cer-

tainly cannot be blamable for declining to guess. But as to

himself any one may ask, Was I what I should have been in

doing so and so ? or, Shall I in doing so and so be what I should

be ? He may ask such a question reasonably, because it does not

depend on the amount of his information, or on his skill in.

analysis, but on his honesty -with himself, whether the answer

shall be virtually a true one. But will he for raising such

questions, and raising them with such an ideal of virtue before

him as has been above indicated, be any the wiser as to what he

ought to do, or any the more disposed to do it ?

305. Now it is obvious that, though he put such questions to

himself with all possible earnestness, he will not for doing so,

directly at any rate, be the better judge of what he should do, so

far as the judgment depends on correct information or inference

as to matters of facts, or on a correct analysis of circumstances.

But a man^s doubts as to his own conduct may be of a kind

which such information and analysis are principally needed to

resolve. He may be asking himself such questions as these

:

AVas I right in relieving that beggar yesterday ? Was I right

in making the declaration required on taking orders ? Was I

right in voting against the Coercion Act last session ? And he

rnaj/ be asking these questions about himself in the same sense

in which he might ask them about the actions of any one else,

or in which they might be discussed by a debating society, with-
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out any reference to the motives or character represented by the

acts in question. The supposition that any one should ask such

questions about his own conduct solely in this sense, is no doubt

an extreme one. He could not really detach himself from the

consideration of the state of mind, better or worse, which led him

to act as he did. In relieving the beggar was he not merely

compounding with his conscience for his self-indulgence in

shirking the trouble which a more judicious exercise of benevo-

lence would have cost him ; or merely giving himself the pleasure

of momentarily pleasing another, or of being applauded for

generosity, at the cost of encouraging a mischievous practice ? In

making the declaration referred to, was his motive a pure desire

to do good and teach the truth, or was he affected by any desire

to lead a comfortable life, combining a maximum of reputation

for usefulness with a minimum of wear and tear ? In voting

against the Coercion Act was he at all influenced by the wish to

please an important fraction of his constituents, or by a pique

against ministers ? It is scarcely possible that any one, at all

honest with himself, should consider his own conduct in the

cases supposed without testing it by some such questions of

motive as these.

But when the fullest and most honest consideration has been

given them, they do not supersede the questions of fact and

circumstance which the supposed cases necessarily involve. The

man could not measure the value of his conduct in almsgiving,

in taking orders, in voting against Coercion, without taking ac-

count of the effect of almsgiving in general and in the particular

case ; of the circumstances on which the usefulness of the Church,

and the relative truth of the declarations required by it, depend

;

of those conditions of social life in general, and in Ireland

specially, which make Coercion a necessity or a political evil.

For though he may do what is good in result without being

good, he cannot have been good unless he has done what is good

in result. The question whether he has done what he ought in

any particular case may be answered in the affirmative without

its following that he has been what he ought to be in doing it

;

but unless it can be so answered he may not assume that he has

been what he ought to be. And in order to answer it in such

cases as we have been supposing, with due reference to circum-
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stances and effects, that sort of kuowledg-e and penetration is

required which the most anxious self-interrog-ation, the most

o-enuine self-abasement, will not directly supply.

306. But, it will be objected, this admission is inconsistent

with the statement just now made, that a true answer to the

([uestion, Was I what I should have been in doing- so and so?

depends not on the amount of a man's information, but on his

honesty with himself. It now appears that a man cannot have

been what he should have been in doing* any action, unless the

action was of a kind to yield good results, and that the correct-

ness of a man's judgment in certain cases on this latter point

depends not on his honesty with himself, but on his knowledge

and powers of analysis. How are the two statements to be

reconciled? An explanation of this point will bring out the

true function and value of the self-questioning conscience.

If the function of the conscience in challenging me with the

question. Was I what I should have been in doing this or that ?

were to arrive at a precise estimate of the worth of my con-

duct in the particular case, the consideration of the effects

of the action coidd be as little dispensed with as that of its

motives. To make my conduct perfectly good, it would be

necessary that the effects of the act should be purely for good,

according to the true standard of good, as well as that my
interest in doing it should be purely an interest in that good. It

is obvious, however, that the exact measure in which my conduct

has fallen short of this unattainable perfection, till we can see

all moral effects in their causes, cannot be speculatively ascer-

tained ; nor is it of practical importance to attempt its ascertain-

ment. What is of importance is that I should keep alive that

kind of sense of shortcoming in my motives and character, which

is the condition of aspiration and progress towards higher good-

ness. And to this end, while the question whether I have been

duly patient and considerate and unbiassed by passion or self-

interest in taking account of the probable consequences of my
act, is an essential question—a question wliich it only needs that

I should be honest with myself, not clever or well informed, to

answer—the question how the action has turned out in respect

of consequences which I had not the requisite knowledge or

ability to foresee, may be left aside without practical harm. If
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indeed the question as to motives and character, honestly dealt

with, could leave me under the impression that in doing- so and

so I was all that I should have been, it would be important for

me to be reminded that the action may have had evil conse-

quences which I did not foresee—perhaps in my dulness and

ignorance could not foresee—but which yet are part of my act.

But just because the question of motives and character, honestly

dealt with, is incompatible with self-complacency in the con-

templation of any piece of past conduct, its moral function is

fully served without supplementary enquiry into unforeseen con-

sequences of the conduct. It is a sufficient spring for the

endeavour after a higher goodness that I should be ashamed of

my selfishness, indolence, or impatience, without being ashamed

also of my ignorance and want of foresight. Without the former

sort of shame, the latter, if it could be engendered, would be

morally barren ; while, given that personal endeavom- after the

highest which is the other side of self-abasement, this will turn

the products of intellectual enlightenment and scientific discovery,

as they come, to account in the way of contribution to human

perfection. It will do this, and nothing else will.

307. If we are called on to say, then, whether a man will be

any the wiser as to what he ought to do, or any the more disposed

to do it, for applying an ideal of virtue to his own conduct in

the form of the question. Was I in this or that piece of conduct

what I should be ? we must point out that this question itself

expresses the source of all wisdom as to what we ought to do.

It expresses the aspiration, the effort, in man to be the best that

he has it in him to be, from which is ultimately derived the

thought that there is something which ought to be done, and

the enquiry what in particular it is. It represents the quest for

right conduct, as carried on by the individual under that sense

of personal responsibility for doing the best, for attaining the

highest, which can alone make him a reformer of his own

practice or of the practice of others. It is true indeed that no

recognition of an ideal of virtvie, however pui^e and high, no such

incitement to the reform of oneself and one^s neighbour as a

comparison of the ideal with current practice can afford, will

enlighten us as to the effect of different kinds of action upon

the welfare of society, whether that welfare be estimated with
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reference to a maximum of possible pleasure, or to an end which

the realisation of a good will itself constitutes. As it stands

before the mind of any particular person, the ideal will not

directly yield an injunction to do anything- in particular which

is not in his mind already associated with g-ood results, nor to

abstain from anything which is not already associated with evil

results. But while it will not immediately instruct him as to

the physical or social consequences of action, and through such

instruction yield new commands, it will keep him on the look-

out for it, will open his mind to it, will make him ready, as soon

as it comes, to interpret the instruction into a personal duty.

The agents in imparting the instruction may be analysts and

experimenters, to whom the ideal of virtue is of little apparent

concern—who seldom trouble themselves with the question

whether they are wdiat they should be—though, unless in their

intellectual employment they were controlled by an ideal of

perfect work, they would not prove the instructors of mankind.

But when the instruction has been conveyed, the self-imposed

imperative to turn it to account for the bettering of life remains

to be given ; and it is only from a conscience responsive to an

ideal of virtue that it can proceed. The lesson, for instance, of

the mischief done by indiscriminate almsgiving, or by the sale of

spirits, may have been most plainly taught by social or physical

analysis, but it would be practicall}^ barren unless certain persons,

each under a consciousness of responsibility for making the best

of himself as a social being, charged themselves with the task of

getting the lesson put into practice by society.

308. The notion that an ideal of virtue must be barren in the

suggestion of particular duties previously unrecognised, has

probably arisen from the necessity of expressing it verbally in

the form of a definition or of a general proposition. From such

a proposition as ' the true good for man is the realisation of his

capabilities, or the perfecting of human life,^ or ' the good will is

a will which has such perfection for its object,^—or, again, from

a definition of any particular form of the good will, of any specific

virtue—we may be fairly challenged to deduce any particular

obligation but such as is already included in the notions repi-e-

sented by the terras which stand as the subjects of these several

propositions. From a knowledge that the true good, the good
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will, the specific virtues, are as defined^ no one will come to be

aware of any particular duties o£ which he was not aware before

he arrived at the definitions. The most that can be said (of

which more below) will be that such definitions may put him on

his guard against self-sophistications, which might otherwise

obscure to him the clearness of admitted duties. If the practical

consciousness, which we name an ideal of virtue, were no more

than the speculative judgment embodied in a definition of the

ideal, or than speculative reflection upon the ideal, the same

admission would have to be made in regard to it. But it is

much more than this ; or, rather, it does not primarily involve

any such speculative judgment at all, but only comes to involve

such a judgment as a secondary result of that aspiration in men
after a possible best of life and character, which primarily consti-

tutes the consciousness of the ideal. Before a definition of the

ideal can he possible, this aspiration must have taken effect in

the ordering of life; and it is reflection on the product which

it has thus yielded that suggests general statements as to the

various virtues, and as to some supreme virtue; ultimately, as

intellectual needs increase, formal definitions of virtue and the

virtues.

But the acquaintance of educated men with such definitions,

the employment of the analytical intellect upon them, is very

different from what we mean by the practical consciousness of

the moral ideal. This implies the continued action in the

individual of the same spiritual principle that has yielded those

forms of life and character which form the subject of our moral

definitions ; its continued action as at once compelling dissatis-

faction with the imperfection of those forms, and creating a

sensibility to the suggestions of a further perfecting of life

which they contain. A definition of virtue, a theory of the

good, is quite a different thing, in presence of such a living

inward interpreter, from what it would be as an abstract propo-

sition. A proposition of geometry, from which by mere analysis

no truth could be derived which was not already contained in it,

becomes fertile of new truth wherr applied by the geometer to a

new construction. A rule of law, barren to mere analysis, yields

new rules when interpreted by the judge in application to new

cases. And thus a general ethical proposition, which by itself is
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merely a record of past moral judgments, and from which by mere

analysis no rules of conduct could be derived but such as have

been already accepted and embodied in it, becomes a source of new
practical direction when applied by a conscience, working- under a

felt necessity of seeking the best, to circumstances previously not

existent or not considered, or to some new lesson of experience.

309. Our conclusion, then, is that the state of mind which is

now most natm-ally expressed by the unspoken questions, Have
I been what I should be, shall I be what I should be, in

doing so and so ? is that in which all moral progress originates.

It must have preceded the formation of definite ideals of cha-

racter, as well as any articulation of the distinction between

outward action and its motives. It is no other than the sense

of personal responsibility for making the best of themselves in the

family, the tribe, or the state, which must have actuated certain

persons, many or few, in order to the establishment and recogni-

tion of any moral standards whatever. Given such standards, it

is the spirit which at once demands from the individual a loyal

conformity to them, and disposes him, upon their suggestion, to

construct for himself an ideal of virtue, of personal goodness,

higher than they explicitly contain. The action of such an

ideal, in those stages of moral develoj)ment with which we are

now familiar, is the essential condition of all further bettering of

human life. Its action is of course partial in various degrees of

partiality. It may appear as a zeal for public service on the

part of some one not careful enough about the correctness of his

own life, or on the other hand in the absorbed religious devotion

of the saintly recluse. In the average citizen it may appear

only as the influence which makes him conscientious in the

discharge of work which he would not suffer except in conscience

for neglecting, or as the voice, fitfully heard within, which g-ives

meaning to the announcement of a perfect life lived for him and

somehow to be made his own. Taking human society together,

its action in one mode supplements its action in another, and the

whole sum of its action forms the motive power of true moral

development ; which means the apprehension on our part, ever

widening and ever filling and ever more fully responded to in

practice, of our possibilities as men and of the reciprocal claims

and duties which those possibilities imply.



CHAPTER II.

THE PRACTICAL VALUE OF A THEORY OF THE MORAL IDEAL.

310. Supposing the considerations with which the last chapter

ended to be admitted, we have still only convinced ourselves of

the supreme value which belong-s to an ideal of personal good-

ness, as a principle of action. The value of a certain theory of

the ideal, of such a doctrine of the good and of goodness as has

been previously sketched in this treatise, is a different question.

It was this that we undertook to consider, and this we have so

far not directly touched. Having taken the ideal to be a devo-

tion of character and life in some form or other to the perfecting

of man ; having insisted that this perfection is to be understood

as itself consisting in a life of such self-devoted activity on the

part of all persons ; we undertook to enquire what available

criterion of right and wrong such a theory could afford ; how,

applied to the circumstances of life, it could be construed into

particular duties, so as to give us some general guide to the line

of conduct we should adopt where conventional morality fails

us. This enquiry, it may be fairly said, is not met by dwelling

on the effect of a moral ideal, which need not be, and generally is

not, accompanied by any clear theory of itself, in awakening the

individual to a recognition of new duties, as new situations arise

and new experience is acquired. The most genuine devotion to

the highest ideal of goodness will not save a man from occasional

perplexity as to the right line of action for him to take. If it

seems to do so, it will only be because, not being the highest

kind of devotion, it makes him confident in merely traditional or

inconsiderate judgments. If the perplexity were one which

admitted of being put in the form. Shall I be acting according

to my ideal of virtue, or as a good man should, in doing so and
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so? a true devotion to the ideal mig-ht guide him thi-ough it.

But in that ease, it may be argued, the practical action of the

ideal itself is enough. A theory about it, a philosophy of the

true good, is superfluous. But if, on the other hand, the

conscientious man's perplexity arises either from a conflict be-

tween two authorities which seem to have equal claims on his

obedience, or from doubt as to the effect of different courses of

contemplated action, while mere devotion to the ideal will not

clear his path before him, of what avail will be any instruction

that we could give him in accordance with our theory of the

good and of goodness ?

311. The discussion of this question has been advisedly post-

poned till we had considered the practical effect of an ideal of

goodness, as possessing- a man who may as yet be unacquainted

with any philosophical theories about it. Any value which a

true moral theory may have for the direction, of conduct depends

on its being applied and interpreted by a mind which the ideal,

as a practical principle, already actuates. And it will be as well

at once to admit that the value must in any case be rather

negative than positive ; rather in the way of deliverance from the

moral anarchy which an apparent conflict between duties equally

imperative may bring about, or of providing a safeguard against

the pretext which in a speculative age some inadequate and mis-

applied theory may afford to our selfishness, than in the way of

pointing out duties previously ignored. This latter service must

always be rendered by the application of a mind, which the ideal

possesses, to new situations, to experience newly acquired or

newly analysed, rather than by reflection on any theory of the

ideal. Whether a mind so possessed and applied is philoso-

phically instructed or no, is in most circumstances matter of

indifference. One is sometimes, indeed, tempted to think that

Moral Philosophy is only needed to remedy the evils which it

has itself caused ; that if men were not constrained by a ne-

cessity of their intellectual nature to give abstract expression

to their ideals, the particular misleading suggestions, against

which a tnie philosophy is needed to guard, would not be forth-

coming.

For these suggestions chiefly arise from the inadequacy of the

formulae in which requirements imposed by a really valuable

z 1
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ideal have found intellectual expression. Under influence of such

an ideal institutions and rules of life are formed, essential for

their time and turn, but not fitted to serve as the foundation of

a universally binding- prescription. The g-eneralising intellect,

however, requires their embodiment in universal rules; and

when these are found to conflict with each other, or with some

demand of the self-realising spirit which has not yet found

expression in a recognised rule, the result is an intellectual

perplexity, of which our lower nature is quite ready to take

advantage. Blind passion is enlisted in the cause of the

several rules. Egoistic interests are ready to turn any of them

to account, or to find an excuse for indulgence in what seems to

be their neutralisation of each other. Meanwhile perhaps some

nobler soul takes up that position of self-outlawry which Words-

worth expresses in the words put into Rob Roy^s mouth :

—

' We have a passion—make a law,

Too false to guide us or control

!

And for the law itself we fight

In bitterness of soul.

And, puzzled, blinded thus, we lose

Distinctions that are plain and few

;

These find I graven on my heart;

That tells me what to do.'

For deliverance from this state of moral anarchy, which in

various forms recurs whenever a sufiicient liberation of the in-

tellectual faculties has been attained, there is needed a further

pursuit of the same speculative processes which have brought it

about. As has just been said, no good will come of this, unless

under the direction of a genuine interest in the perfecting of

man ; but, given this interest, it is only through philosophy

that it can be made independent of the conflicting, because in-

adequate, formulae in which duties are presented to it, and saved

from distraction between rival authorities, of which the injunc-

tions seem at once absolute and irreconcilable, because their

origin is not understood.

312. But philosophy itself in its results may yield opportunity

to a self-excusing egoism. The formulae in which it expresses

conceptions of moral ends and virtues must always be liable to

prove misleading, in the absence of that living interest in a

practically true ideal which can alone elicit their higher signi-
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ficance. They are "generated in intellectual antag-onism and

must always probably retain the marks of their orig-in. Those

which have served the purpose of enabling men to see behind

and beyond their own moral prejudices or some absolute authori-

tative assertion of a merely relative duty, have not themselves

conveyed complete and liual truth. If they had done so, it

would still have been a truth that could only be made instructive

for men's guidance in their moral vocation, if applied to the

particulars of life by a mind bent on the highest. But in fact

the best practical philosophy of any age has never been more

than an assertion of partial truths, which had some special pre-

sent function to fulfil in the deliverance or defence of the human

soul. When they have done their work, these truths become

insufficient for the expression of the highest practical convictions

operating in man, while the speculative intellect, if enlisted in

the service of the pleasure-seeking nature, can easily extract

excuses from them for evading the cogency of those convictions.

But the remedy for this evil is still not to be found in the

abandonment of philosophy, but in its further pursuit. The

spring of all moral progress, indeed, can still lie nowhere else

than in the attraction of heart and will by the ideal of human

perfection, and in the practical convictions which arise from it

;

but philosophy will still be needed as the interpreter of practical

conviction, and it can itself alone provide for the adequacy of

the interpretation.

313. This general account of the practical function which a

philosophy of conduct has to serve will probably carry more con-

viction, if we consider some particular forms of perplexity as to

right conduct in which philosophy might be of service, and again

some instances of the opportunity which an inadequate philo-

sophy may offer to egoistic tendencies. A previous reminder,

however, may be needed that a case of perplexity as to right

conduct, if it is to be one in which philosophy can serve a

useful purpose, must be one of lona fide perplexity of conscience.

Now the margin within which such perplexities can arise in a

Christian society is not really very large. The effort after an

ideal of conduct has so far taken effect in the establishment of a

recognised standard of what is due from man to man, that the

articulation of the general imperative, ' Do what is best for man-
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kind ^Z into particular duties is sufficiently clear and full for the

ordinary occasions of life. In fulfilling the duties which would

be recognised as belonging to his station in life by any one who

considered the matter dispassionately^ without bias by personal

inclination—in fulfilling them loyally, without shirking, ' not

with eye-service as men-pleasers/—we can seldom go wrong

;

and when we have done this fully, there will seldom be much

more that we can do. The function of bringing home these

duties to the consciences of men—of helping them to be honest

with themselves in their recognition and interpretation of

them—is rather that of the preacher than of the philosopher.

Speculat'wely there is much for the philosopher to do in examin-

ing how that ordering of life has arisen, to which these duties

are relative j what is the history of their recognition ; what is

the rationale of them ; what is the most correct expression for

the practical ideas which underlie them. And, as we shall see,

there may be circumstances which give this speculative enquiry

a practical value. These circumstances, however, must always

be exceptional. Ordinarily it will be an impertinence for the

philosopher to pretend either to supplement or to supersede those

practical directions of conduct, which are supplied by the duties

of his station to any one who is free from any selfish interest in

ignoring them.

314. Perplexity of conscience, properly so called, seems always

to arise from conflict between different formulae for expressing

the ideal of good in human conduct, or between different insti-

tutions for furthering its realisation, which have alike obtained

authority over men^s minds without being intrinsically entitled

to more than a partial and relative obedience ; or from the in-

compatibility of some such formula or institution, on the one

side, with some moral impulse of the individual on the other,

which is really an impulse towai"ds the attainment of human

perfection, but cannot adjust itself to recognised rules and

established institutions. From the perplexities thus occasioned

we must distinguish those that arise from difficulty in the

analysis of circumstances or in the forecast of the effects of

' I use this as a fair popular equivalent of Kant's formula—'Treat humanity,

whether in your person or in that of another, never merely as a means, always at

the same time as an end.'
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actions. These are to be met, no douLt, by an exercise of the

intellect, but by its exercise rather in the investigation of matters

of fact than by that reflection upon ideas which is i)roperly called

philosophy.

From both kinds of practical perplexity a^^ain are to be dis-

tin<5'uished those self-sophistications which arise from a desire to

find excuses for g-ratifying- unworthy inclinations. Such self-

sophistications, we know, will often dignify themselves with the

title of cases of conscience ; and the disrepute which has fallen

upon ' casuistr}'- ' has been partly due to its having often been

employed in their service. A man will pretend to be perplexed

with a case of conscience, when really he is wishing to make out

that some general rule of conduct does not apply to him, because

its fulfilment would cause him trouble, or because it conflicts with

some passion which he wishes to indulge. Most cases in which

we argue that circumstances modify for us the obligation to

veracity are of this kind. When such is the source of the ' per-

plexity,' it is not the most perfect philosophy, the completest

possible theory of the moral ideal, that will be of avail for

deliverance from it. Just so far as the character is formed to

disinterested loyalty to the moral law, however imperfectly the

law may be conceived, it will brush aside the fictitious embar-

rassment. As Kant puts it, that emotion which on one side is

' Achtung ' for the moral law, on the other is ' Verachtung * for

one's selfish inclinations. Such an emotion may not save a man
from many concessions to his own weakness, but it will make

him refuse with contempt to resort to casuistry for their justifi-

cation. He may be enlightened enough to appreciate the rela-

tivity of most general rules of conduct, to understand that they

admit of exceptions according to circumstances, but he will

despise the suggestion of an exception to them in his own favour

—an exception in order to save himself pain or gain himself

pleasure. This sort of self-contempt affords a short method of

settling questions to which the speculative intellect, if once

it so far enlists itself in the service of passion as to treat them

seriously, will ' find no end, in wandering mazes lost.'

315. There may be cases, however, in which the difficulty felt

in adhering to a general rule, such as that of veracity, arises

from an impulse entitled in itself to as much respect as the
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conscientious injunction to adhere to the rule. A famous example

is the temptation of Jeannie Deans to give false evidence on a

single point for the sake of saving her sister, of whose substantial

innocence she is assured. In such a case would Moral Philosophy,

if it could gain a hearing, have any direction to give to the

perplexed person ? He is asking himself, Shall I in this case be

acting as I ought, as a good man should, in adhering to the

strict rule of veracity, or in departing from it to save the be-

loved person from a punishment which I know to be undeserved ?

Whatever the principle of our Moral Philosophy, can it help in

answering the question ? The Utilitarian theory, which is apt

to take credit to itself for special practical availability, can here

have no counsel to give. For by what possible calculus could

the excess, on the whole, of pleasure over pain or of pain over

pleasure, to be expected from adherence to the rule of veracity,

be balanced against the excess of pleasure over pain or of pain

over pleasure, to be expected in the particular case from its

violation? But if we suppose the question to be dealt with

according to the principles advocated in this treatise, we do not

escape embarrassment. How shall the perplexed person say

whether the motive which suggests adherence to the ride of

veracity, or that which suggests departure from it, is the worthier

of the two ? A true Moral Philosophy does not recognise any

value in conformity to a universal rule, simply as such, but only

in that which ordinarily issues in such conformity, viz. the readi-

ness to sacrifice every lower inclination in the desire to do right

for the sake of doing it. But in the case supposed, may not the

desire to save the beloved person, known to be substantially

innocent, claim to be a disinterested desire to do right equally

with a determination to adhere to the strict rule of veracity ?

316. If the moral philosopher were called on to answer this

question as a matter of general speculation, not for the guidance

of a particular person in a particular case, he would have to say

that it did not admit of being answered with a simple ' yes ' or

^ no.' For purposes of moral valuation neither the desire to save

the life of the beloved person, nor the determination at any cost

to adhere to the rule of strict veracity, can be detached from the

relation which it bears to the whole history of a life, to the uni-

verse of a character ; and this relation is not in any ease ascertain-
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able by us. Of two men, placed in precisely similar perplexities,

one mio'bt adbere to tlic rule of veracity at the cost of sacrificing

the life of a beloved and innocent person, the other mig-ht save

the person at the cost of violating* the rule of veracity, and it

would be impossible for the moral philosopher to say which action

were the better or the worse of the two ; because he would not

know in regard to either that spiritual history upon which its

moral value depends.

If on the other hand (an unlikely supposition) he had to assist

the perplexed conscience^ in deciding between the alternative

actions in such a case as that supposed, he would have to press

the question whether it is not at bottom some personal weakness

which sug-gests the departure from the ordinary moral rule;

whether it is really a greater devotion to the beloved person that

suggests a falsehood for her sake, and not perhaps a backward-

ness to serve her in some more difficult and dangerous way, in

which she might still be served though she had to bear the con-

sequence of the truth being told. If that consequence should

prove to be her painful and undeserved death, 'What are you/

the doubter must be asked, ' what is the victim whom your un-

truth might save, that the suffering of either should be set against

the duty of adherence to a rule, of which the universal observance

is a prime condition of the perfect ordering of social life, and

therefore morally necessary? Each of you, no doubt, has an

absolute value which no rule, as such, can have. Rules are made

for man, not man for rules. But the question is not really be-

tween the value of either of you and the value of a rule, but

between the importance to be attached on the one hand to your

pain or deliverance from pain, and that to be attached on the other

to the moral life of society which every lie must injure, and to

the integrity of your character as a person self-subordinated to

the requirements of social good. Let the worst come from your

truth-speaking; still it is not that which is of absolute value,

either in you or in the victim of the law, which will suffer loss.

Your devotion to the beloved person is indeed truly a good ; but

that devotion is not set aside by, but carried on into, the larger

devotion which includes it, and which forbids your departure

1 [The expression ' perplexed conscience ' would probably have been modified on

revision, in accordance with the distinctions laid down in § 321.]
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from the rule o£ veracity. As to the beloved person herself, the

question is more dark, for she is passive in the matter ; it is not

any action to he done by her that is under consideration, and

no one can gain directly in intrinsic worth by the action of

another. But it is certain that her deliverance from suffering

through your wrong-doing could not be really for her good ; it

would not make her heart purer, or direct her will to higher

objects ; and you may trust on the other hand (though unable to

foresee how such a result should come about) that in taking that

consequence of her conduct, which only your wrong-doing could

avert, she will gain in that spiritual capability which is alone to

her a source of abiding good.^

317. The suggestion of such counsel being offered to any one

under such trial as we have supposed, inevitably strikes us as in-

appropriate. We know that in fact imder such circumstances

the soul would not be at leisure for philosophical reflection. Its

conduct must be determined by influences that act more swiftly

and decisively ; if in the severe path for which we have supposed

the philosopher to be arguing, by an inbred horror of falsehood,

which does not wait to give an account of itself, or by sense of

the presence of a divine onlooker, whose disapproval, not for fear of

penal consequences but for very shame, cannot be faced. Accord-

ing to the distinction previously drawn, it is the action of an

ideal of virtue itself, not any theory about the ideal, that can

alone be efficient in such a case. Though not in the emergency

itself, however, yet in preparing the soul for it, a true philosophy

may have an important service to render. It will be a service,

indeed, rather of the defensive and negative than of the actively

inciting kind—a service which in a speculative and dialectical

age needs to be rendered, lest the hold of the highest moral ideas

on the mind should be weakened from apparent lack of intel-

lectual justification.

Those ideas, as we have often pointed out, are not abstract

conceptions. They actuate men independently of the operations

of the discursive intellect. They rather direct those operations

than are their result. The idea, in its various forms, of some-

thing that human life should be, of a perfect being for whom
this ' should be ' already ' is,^ cannot proceed from observation of

matters of fact or from inference founded on such observation.
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thoii^yli in various ways (on which we cannot here dwell) it

reg-ulatos that observation and inference. Such ideas or principles

of action, at work before they are understood, not only give rise

to institutions and modes of life, but also express themselves in

forms of the imagination. In complication with effects of passion

and force, they produce the laws, whether enforced by opinion

or by the magistrate, which form the essential and permanent

element in the fabric of social obligation; and they also yield

the imagination of a supreme invisible but all-seeing ruler, to

whom service is due, from whom commands proceed as from an

earthly superior—the head of a family or the sovereign of a

state—and who punishes the violation of those commands. It is

in the form of this imagination that, in the case at least of all

ordinary good people, the idea of an absolute duty is so brought

to bear on the soul as to yield an awe superior to any personal

inclination. In sudden calls upon the will, when the sustaining

force of habit is of no avail, when no rewards or penalties, either

imder the law of the state or the law of opinion, are to be looked

for, whatever the course of action adopted, can any of us be sure

that, except under the impression of the ^ great task-master's

eye'' upon him, he would do the work which upon reflection he

would admit should be done ?

318. It is a necessity, however, of our rational nature that

these forms of imagination, in which our highest practical ideas

have fomid expression, should be subject to criticism. Is there

really a divine ruler, who issues commands which we can obey or

disobey ; who somehow sees and hears us, though not through

eye or ear ; whom it is possible for us to please or offend ? Now
there is undoubtedly a sense in which these questions, once

asked, can only be answered in the negative. The most con-

vinced Theist must adm.it that God is as unimaginable as He is

unperceivable,—unimaginable because unperceivable, for that

which we imagine (in the proper sense of the term) has the

necessary finiteness of that which we perceive; that state-

ments, therefore, which in any strict sense could only be ap-

plied to an imaginable finite agent, cannot in any such sense

be applied to God. As applied to Him, they must at any

rate not be reasoned from as we reason from statements about

matters of fact. The practice of treating them as if they were
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such statements, with the confusions and contradictions to which

it inevitably leads, only enhances doubt as to the reality of the

divine Spirit; of which we must confess that it is inexpressible

in its nature by us, though operative in us through those

practical ideas of a possible perfect life, of a being for whom
this perfect life is already actual, which, actmg upon imagina-

tion, yield the language of ordinary religion.

319. Now when criticism comes to do its inevitable work

upon the language of imagination in which our fundamental

moral ideas have found expression, a counter-work is called for

from philosophy, which has an important bearing upon conduct.

It has to disentangle the operative ideas from their necessarily

imperfect expression, and to explain that the validity of the ideas

themselves, as principles of action, is not affected by the dis-

covery that the language, in which men under their influence

naturally express themselves, has not the sort of truth which

belongs to a correct statement of matters of fact. It has to show

when and how—these ideas not being matters of fact or obtained

by abstraction from matters of fact—the figures of speech em-

ployed in expressing the aspirations and endeavours to which

they give rise, being derived by metaphor from sensible matters

of fact, are liable to mislead us if we argue from them as though

they conveyed literal truth. It has to point out what is the

sense in which alone the question as to the truth of such

language can be properly asked or answered. If the question

is asked, for instance, whether there is truth in the language,

habitual to the religious conscience, in which Grod is represented

as giving us certain commands and seeing whether we perform

them or no, the philosopher will remind us that to enquire

whether such language is true, in the same sense in which it

might be true that I ordered my servant to do certain things

this morning" and took notice whether he did them, is as inap-

propriate as it would be to enquire (according to an example

employed by Locke in another connection) whether sleep is

swift or virtue square. It can only be reasonably asked whether

it is true in the sense that it naturally expresses, in terms of

imagination, an emotion arising from consciousness of a relation

which really subsists between the human soul and God. If the

infinite Spirit so communicates itself to the soul of man as to
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yield the idea of a possible perfect life, and that consequent

sense of personal responsibility on the part of the individual for

making- the best of himself as a social being- from which the

recognition of particular duties arises, then it is a legitimate ^.^-

prcssion by means of metaphor—the only possible means, except

action, by which the consciousness of spiritual realities can

express itself—to say that our essential duties are commands of

God. If again the self-communication of the infinite Spirit to

the soul of man is such that man is conscious of his relation to

a conscious being, who is in eternal perfection all that man has

it in him to come to be, then it is a legitimate expression of that

conscious relation by means of metaphor to say that God sees

whether His commands are fulfilled by us or no, and an ap-

propriate emotion to feel shame as in His presence for omissions

or violations of duty incognisable by other men.

320. The above must not be taken to mean that it is to be

considered the business of philosophy to justify the language of

religious imagination universally and unconditionally. Even as

that language is current in Christendom, there may be much in

it that a trae moral philosophy will have to condemn as incon-

sistent with the highest kind of moral conviction. Objection

may properly be taken, for instance, to the ordinary representa-

tion of God as a source of rewards and penalties ; as rewarding

goodness with certain pleasures bestowed from without, as

punishing wickedness with pains inflicted from -unthout. The

objection to it, however, is not that it represents God under a

figure which is not a statement of fact (for the same objection

would apply equally to all the language of religion), but that the

figure is one which interferes with the true idea of goodness as

its own reward, of vice as its own punishment. It is an import-

ant function of philosophy to examine the current language

of religious imagination, not with the unreasonable view of

testing its speculative truth, as we might test the truth of

some doctrine about natural phenomena, but in order to satisfy

ourselves whether it worthily expresses the emotions of a soul in

which the highest moral ideas have done their perfect work.

With such an application of philosophy, however, we are not

at present concerned. Our present purpose is merely to point

out the service which philosophy may render to practical
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morality in counteracting the advantage wliich scepticism may-

otherwise give to passion against duty. It is true, of course,

that when the soul is suddenly called upon to face some awful

moment, to which are joined great issues for good or evil in its

moral history, it is not by ' going over the theory of virtue in

one^s mind/ not by any philosophical consideration of the origin

and validity of moral ideas, that the right determination can be

given. A judgment of the sort we call intuitive—a judgment

which in fact represents long courses of habit and imagination

founded on ideas—is all that the occasion admits of. But even

in such cases it may make a great difference to the issue, whether

the inclination to the weaker or less worthy course is or is not

assisted by a suggestion from the intellect that the counter-

injunction of conscience is illusory. And in such an age as ours

this suggestion is likely to be forthcoming, if scepticism has been

allowed to pull to pieces the imaginative vesture in which our

formative practical ideas have clothed themselves, without a

vindication by philosophy of the ultimate authority of the ideas

themselves, and of so much in the language of religious imagi-

nation as is their pure and (to us) necessary expression.

321. We h^ve still, however, to consider the service which

philosophy may render in what we distinguished above as hona

fide perplexities of conscience ; bofia fide perplexities, as distinct

from those self-sophistications, born of the pleasure-seeking im-

pulse, in dealing with which philosophy would be misapplied;

perplexities of conscience, as distinct from cases like that of

Jeannie Deans, where conscience speaks without ambiguity but

is opposed by an impulse in itself noble and disinterested. In

cases of this latter kind philosophy may, as we have seen, under

special conditions of intellectual culture, have an important

service to render ; but it will not be in the way of setting aside

apparent contradictions in the deliverance of conscience. It will

rather be in the way of vindicating the real authority of that

deliverance against a scepticism which might otherwise take

advantage of the discovery that the forms of imagination, in

which the deliverance is clothed, are not the same as statements

of speculative truth. The kind of practical perplexity which we

have now to consider arises not from any doubt as to the

authority of conscience^ nor from any attempt of selfish inclina-
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tiou to 'dodge' conscience by assuming its disguise, but from

tiie fact that the requirements of conscience seem to be in

conflict with each other. However disposed to do what his

conscience enjoins, the man finds it difficult to decide what its

injunction is.

In the crisis, for instance, through which several European

states have recently passed, such a difficulty might naturally

occur to a good Catholic who was also a loyal subject. His

conscience would seem to enjoin equally obedience to the

law of the State, and obedience to the law of the Church.

But these laws were in conflict. Which then was he to

obey ? It is a form of the same difficulty which in earlier days

must have occurred to Quakers and Anabaptists, to whom
the law derived from Scripture seemed contradictory to that

of the State, and to those early Christians for whom the

law which they disobeyed in refusing to sacrifice retained any

authority. In still earlier times it may have arisen in the form

of that conflict between the law of the family and the law of

the State, presented in the ' Antigone.-* Nor is the case really

different when the modern citizen, in his capacity as an official

or as a soldier, is called upon to help in putting down some

revolutionary movement which yet presents itself to his inmost

conviction as the cause of ' God and the People.' This case

may indeed appear different from those previously noticed, be-

cause, while those w^ere cases of conflict between acknowledged

authorities, this may seem rather to be one of conflict between

private opinion and authority. But if the private opinion is

more than a conceit which it is pleasant to air ; if it is a source

of really conscientious opposition to an authority which equally

appeals to the conscience ; if, in other words, it is an expression

which the ideal of human good gives to itself in the mind of the

man who entertains it; then it too rests on a basis of social

authority. No individual can make a conscience for himself.

He always needs a society to make it for him. A conscientious

' heresy,-" religious or political, always represents some gradually

maturing conviction as to social good, already implicitly in-

volved in the ideas on w^hich the accepted rules of conduct

rest, though it may conflict with the formulae in which those

ideas have been hitherto authoritatively expressed, and may lead
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to the overthrow of institutions which have previously contri-

buted to their realisation.

322. In preparation for the times when conscience is thus

liable to be divided against itself, much practical service may be

rendered by a philosophy which, without depreciating the au-

thority of conscience as such, can explain the orig-in of its

conflicting deliverances, and, without pronouncing uncondition-

ally for either, can direct the soul to the true end to which each

in some qualified way is relative. In order to illustrate this in

more detail, we will suppose a philosopher, holding the doctrines

previously stated in this treatise, to be called upon for counsel

in difficulties of the kind just noticed. It will of course occur to

every one that the counsel given goes too far back in its reasons,

and in its conclusions is of too neutral a kind, to command atten-

tion in times of social or religious conflict and revolution. But,

though this is so, it might have its effect upon the few who lead

the many, in preparing the mind through years of meditation

for the days when prompt practical decision is required.

The philosopher, then, will begin by considering how the

seeming contradiction in the deliverances of conscience comes

about. He will point out that, though there would be no such

thing as conscience at all but for the consciousness on the part

of the individual that there is an unconditional good which,

while independent of his likes and dislikes, is yet his good

—though this consciousness is as irremovable as morality

—

yet it does not follow that all the judgments which arise

out of this consciousness are unconditionally valid. The several

dicta of conscience have had their history. Passing beyond

the stage of mere conformity to custom, of mere obedience

to persons and powers that be—a conformity and obedience

which themselves arise out of an operative, though inarticulate,

idea of common good—men have formed more or less general

notions of the customs and powers, as entitled to their conformity

and obedience. Certain formulae, expressing the nature of the

authorities to which obedience is due, and their most familiar

requirements, have become part of ' the a priori furniture * of

men^s minds, in the sense that they are accepted as valid in-

dependently of those lessons of experience which men are con-

scious of acquiring for themselves. Such are what are commonly
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called the ' dicta of conscience.' Certain injunctions of family

duty, of obedience to the law of the State, of conformity to a

law of honour or opinion, have assumed this character. So too

in Christendom have certain ordinances of the Church, notwith-

standing much variety of opinion as to what constitutes the

Church.

323. Now in all such deliverances of conscience the content

of the obligation is blended with some conception or imagina-

tion of an authority imposing the obligation, in a combination

which only the trained analytical intellect can disentangle.

Just as to children the duty of speaking the truth seems in-

sepai-able.from the parental command to do so, so to many a

simple Catholic, for instance, the fact that the Church com-

mands him to live cleanly and honestly seems the source of the

obligation so to live. To give just measure and to go to Mass

are to him homogeneous duties
;
just as to unenlightened per-

sons in a differently ordered religious community to give just

measure and to observe the Sabbath may be so. An abrogation

of the authority which imposes the ceremonial obligation would

seem to imply a disappearance of the moral obligation as well

;

because this too in the mind of the individual has become as-

sociated with the imagination of an imponent authority, the

same as that which enjoins the ceremonial observance. This

does not arise from the existence of a Church as a co-ordinate

institution with the State. Were there no Church, the dif-

ference would only be that, as in the Grseco-Roman world, the

State would gather to itself the sentiments of which, as it is,

the Church seems the more natural object. Moral duties would

still be associated with the imagination of an imponent au-

thority, whose injunctions they would be supposed to be, though

the authority might be single instead of twofold.

Nor would any considerate member of modern society, even

the most enlightened, venture to say that his sense of moral

duty was independent of some such imagination of an imponent,

however resolutely he might refuse to recognise either the

Church or any particular personage as the imponent. If he

has ceased to describe himself naturally as a good Catholic or

good Churchman, he may still attach significance to the descrip-

tion of himself as a good Christian ; and this probably implies
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to him the recognition of an imponent of obHg-ation in the

founder of the Christian society or the author of a Christian

revelation. Or if he has ceased to recognise such an imponent,

he probably still calls himself a loyal subject ; and in so doing-

expresses the fact that he presents to himself some personal

external source—some source other than a spirit working in him

—of the law which he obeys ; and that he obeys the law, not

from fear of pains and penalties, but from reverence for the

authority from which he believes it to proceed—as much, there-

fore, when he might evade it with impunity as when he runs

the risk of punishment. Perhaps there may be no ostensible

person, no emperor or king, whom he regards as the author of

the law which he obeys, and he may accordingly prefer to de-

scribe himself as a loyal citizen rather than as a loyal subject,

but he is very exceptional if he does not still think of some

association of persons, a ' sovereign people,^ as the authority

from which law proceeds. If he ceased to present such an

authority to himself, having previously discarded the imagina-

tion of Church or King or Divine Lawgiver as imponents of

duty, he would be apt to find the obligation, not only of what

is local and temporary in positive law, but of what is essential

in the moral law, slipping away from him.

324. This imagination of an external imponent, however, is

not intrinsically necessary to the consciousness of what we call

metaphorically^ moral law, while it is the source of apparent

conflict between different injunctions of conscience. It is the

very essence of moral duty to be imposed by a man on himself.

The moral duty to obey a positive law, whether a law of the

State or of the Church, is imposed not by the author or enforcer

of the positive law, but by that spirit of man—not less divine

because the spirit of man—which sets before him the ideal of

a perfect life, and pronounces obedience to the positive law to

be necessary to its realisation. This actual imposition, however,

of duties by man upon himself precedes and is independent of a

* I say ' metaphorically,' because what we primai'ily understand by ' law ' is

some sort of command, given by a superior in power to one whom he is able to

punish for disobedience ; whereas it is the essence of moral ' law ' that it is a rule

which a man imposes on himself, and from another motive than the fear of punish-

ment.
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time conception of what duty is. Men who are really a law^ to

themselves, in the sense that it is their idea of an ahsolute

' should be/ of some perfection to be realised in and by them,

that is the source of the g-eneral rule of life which they observe,

are yet unable to present that rule to themselves as anything

else than the injunction of some external authority. It is this

state of mind that renders them liable to the perplexities of con-

science described, in which duties appear to conflict with each

other.

There is no such thing really as a conflict of duties. A man's

duty under any particular set of circumstances is always one,

though the conditions of the case may be so complicated and

obscure as to make it difiieult to decide what the duty really is.

That which we are apt to call a conflict of duties is really a com-

petition of reverences for imagined imponents of duty, whose

injunctions, actual or supposed, do not agree. A woman perhaps

finds herself directed to act in one way by her father, in another

by her confessor. A citizen may find himself similarly dis-

tracted between the law of the State and that of the Church

;

or between the ordinance of an ostensible sovereign and that of

a revolutionary committee, claiming to act in the name of God

and the People. In such cases, if the conscience were clear of

prepossession in favour of this authority or that, and were simply

prepared to recognise as duty the course which contributes most

to the perfect life, it might yet be difficult enough to ascertain

what this course of action would be, though there would be no

doubt that the one duty was to pursue that course of action

when ascertained. But the actual perplexity of conscience in

such cases commonly arises not from this difficulty, but from

the habit of identifying duty with injunctions given by external

authorities, and from the fact that in the supposed case the in-

junctions so given are inconsistent with each other.

325. Now the task of the moral philosopher in regard to such

cases would be a comparatively easy one, if it simply consisted

in trying to rid a man of his illusions of conscience ; if he had

merely to point out the work of imagination in ascribing the

essential duties which conscience enjoins to an external impo-

nent, and to show that the apparent conflict of duties is in fact

merely a conflict between certain external authorities which are
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wrongly supposed to impose duties, whereas all that a purely

external authority can impose is a command enforced by fear.

If the philosopher aims at no more than this^ he may succeed in

his work^ but its value will be doubtful. It may prove easier to

convince men that duties, in the moral sense, cannot be imposed

from without than, when this has been shown, to maintain the

conviction that they exist at all. If the result of the philoso-

pher's work is to popularise the notion that the authorities to

which men have chiefly looked as imponents of duties, are merely

powers able to induce obedience to their commands by threat of

punishment for disobedience, without substitution of any new

reverence for that which must be withdrawn from the authori-

ties so regarded, we shall have nothing to thank him for. In

truth the phrase ' external authority,'' as applied to the imagined

imponents of duty, involves something of a contradiction. If

they were merely external, they would not be authorities, for an

authority implies, on the part of the man to whom it is an

authority, a conception of its having a claim upon his obedience

;

and this again implies that his obedience to it is a self-imposed

obedience—an obedience which commends itself to his reason as

good, irrespectively of penalties attached to disobedience. The

authority, in being recognised as an authority, has ceased to be

a mere source of commands, enforced by fear of punishment for

their violation, and in that sense to be merely external. Its

injunctions now commend themselves to the subject of them,

not indeed as proceeding from a spirit which is his own or him-

self, but as directed to the attainment of an end in which the

subject is interested on his own account ; which is, and is known

by him to be, his true good. How the several injunctions in

detail contribute to such an end he does not see ; but he trusts

the authority from which they proceed to have it more com-

pletely in view than he can himself. It is thus that the Church

is an authority to the good Catholic, the State to the good

citizen, the Bible to the orthodox Protestant. In each case

the acknowledgment of the authority has become one and the

same thing with the individuals presentation to himself of a

true good, at once his own and the good of others, which it is

his business to pursue.

326. Now it vvoidd be a blundering and reckless procedure on
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tlie part of the moral pliilosoplier^ if he were first to construe too

literally the langiiag-e in which these authorities are described,

so to speak, from without for rhetorical or logical purposes,

—

to take it as if it represented their true spiritual import for those

M'lio acknowledge them—and then, in his hurry to assert the

truth that a moral obligation cannot be imposed from without,

were to seek to dethrone them from their place in the moral

imagination, and to substitute for them an improvised conscience

that should make its own laws de novo from within. It must

rather be his object, without setting aside any of the established

authorities which have acquired a hold on the conscience, to

awaken such an understanding of the impulse after an ideal of

conduct wdiich, without being understood, lias expressed itself in

these authorities, as may gradually render men independent of

the mode of its authoritative expression. One who has learnt

this lesson will have a rationale of the various duties presented

to him in the name of Caesar or of God, which will heli) him to

distinguish what is essential in the duties from the form of their

imposition, and to guide himself by looking to the common end

to which they are alike relative. Should an occasion arise when

the duties seem to conflict, he will be prepared for the discovery

that the conflict is not really between duties, but between

powers invested by the imagination with the character of im-

ponents of duty. He will be able to stand this discovery with-

out moral deterioration, because he has learnt to fix his eye on

the moral end or function—the function in the way of furthering

perfection of conduct—served by the autliorities wdiich he has

been bred to acknowledge. He can thus find in that end, or

in the Spirit whose self-communication renders him capable of

seeking it, a fit object for all the reverences claimed by those

autliorities, and which he now discovers to be due to them only

by a derived and limited title.

327. It may thus fall to the moral philosopher, under certain

conditions of society and of intellectual movement, to render an

important practical service. But he will render it simply by

fulfilling with the utmost possible completeness his proper work

of analysis. As a moral philosopher he analyses human conduct

;

the motives which it expresses, the spiritual endowments im-

plied in it, the history of thought, habits and institutions throug-h
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which it has come to be what it is. He does not understand his

business as a philosopher, if he claims to do more than this.

He will not take it for a reproach to be reminded that no philo-

sopher can supj)ly a ' moral dynamic/ The pretension to do so

he would regard as a great impertinence. He finds moral

dynamic enough in the actual spiritual nature of man, when

that nature is regarded, as it is his business to regard it, not

merely in its hitherto performance, but in its intrinsic possi-

bilities. If he cannot help wishing for more, that is an incident

of the very aspiration after perfection of conduct which consti-

tutes the dynamic. His immediate business as a philosopher is

not to strengthen or heighten this aspiration, much less to bring

it into existence, but to understand it. As a man and a citizen,

indeed, it is his function to serve as its organ ; to give effect to

it in his own conduct, to assist in communicating it to others.

And since in being a philosopher he does not cease to be a man

and a citizen, he will rejoice that the analysis, which alone forms

his employment as a philosopher, should incidentally serve a

purpose subordinate to the ^ moral dynamic '—that it should help

to remove any obstacle to the effort of the human soul after a

perfect life.

The distraction of conscience caused, as we have seen, by

competition of reverences for authorities whose injunctions come

into conflict with each other, may form such an obstacle. Its

outward effect may sometimes be a paralysis of action ; some-

times, on the other hand, hasty and embittered action in opposi-

tion to one of the causes or authorities between the claims of

which conscience is perplexed—action hasty and embittered for

the very reason that the agent is afraid to face the consequence

of dispassionate enquiry into the validity of the claims to which

he blindly submits. So far as the impediment to the highest

living, to the free development of human capabilities, is of this

kind, the philosopher by mere thoroughness and completeness of

ethical analysis may help to remove it. By giving the most

adequate account possible of the moral ideal ; by considering the

process through which the institutions and rules of life, of which

we acknowledge the authority, have arisen oiit of the effort,

however blindly directed, after such an ideal, and have in their

several measures contributed to its realisation ; by showing that
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conscience in the individual, while owing its education to those

institutions and rules, is not properly the mere organ of any or

all of them, but may freely and in its own right apprehend the

ideal of which they are more or less inadequate expressions ; by
thus doing his proper work as a philosopher of morals, he may
help the soul to rise above the region of distraction between

competing authorities, or between authorities and an inner law,

to a region in which it can harmonise all the authorities by
looking to the end to which they, or whatever is really authori'-

tative in them, no less than the inner law, are alike relative.

328. That the soul, however, should derive any such benefit

from philosophy implies a previous discij)line, which cannot be

derived from philosophy, but only from conduct regulated by

the authorities which philosophy teaches it to understand. It

is a complaint as old as the time of Plato that, in learning to

seek for the rationale of the rules which they are trained to

obey—to enqu^ire what is the ideal of human good, which these

rules serve and are justified by serving—men come to find ex-

cuses for disregarding them. And, no doubt, as Plato saw, till

the character is set in the direction of the ideal, a theory of the

ideal can be of no value for the improvement of conduct in any

sense. It may be doubted, indeed, whether the apparent mischief,

which arises in a speculative age from the habit of asking a

reason why for the rules of respectability, does more than affect

the excuses made for acts of self-indulgence of which men, inno-

cent of criticism or speculation, would equally be guilty. But,

however this may be, it remains true that the value of the

Dialectic which asks and gives such an account of ideal good as

at once justifies and limits obedience to practical authorities, is

conditional upon its finding in the individual a well-formed

habitual morality.

When it does so, it may influence life for good, by enlisting

in the real service of mankind the zeal which would otherwise

become a mis-directed loyalty or a spirit of unprofitable re-

bellion. It will teach a man to question the absoluteness of

the authorities which speak in the name of Caesar and of God

—

not with a view to shirking the precepts of either in the in-

terest of his own pleasures, but in order that he may not be led

by either into a 'conscientious' opposition to the other, ob-
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structive to the work of which the promotion in different ways

is the true function of each. When he finds that the require-

ments of Church or State^ the observances of conventional

moraHty or conventional religion^ are in conflict with what

some plead as their conscientious convictions, it will make him

watchful to ascertain whether these new convictions may not

represent a truer effort after the highest ideal than that

embodied in the authorities which seek to suppress them. On
the other hand, when he finds some conviction of his own in

conflict with authority, it will teach him not indeed to conceal it

for fear of inconvenient consequences, but to suppress all pride

in it as if it were an achievement of his own; to regard it as

proceeding*, so far as it is good for anything, from the opera-

tion of the same practical reason in society which' has given rise

to the authorities with which his conviction brings him into

collision. So regarding it, he will be respectfvd of the preju-

dices which he offends by expressing it; careful to eschew sup-

port which might be due not to an appreciation of what is

good in the new conviction, but to mere aversion from the

check put upon self-will by the authorities impugned; patient

of opposition, and, in case of failure, ready to admit that there

is more wisdom than he understood in the conventions which

have been too strong for him.



CHAPTER III.

THE PRACTICAL VALUE OF A HEDONISTIC MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

329. The chief theory of conduct which in Modern Europe

has afforded the conscientious citizen a vantage-ground for

judging- of the competing claims on his obedience, and enabled

him to substitute a critical and intelligent for a blind and un-

questioning conformity, has no doubt been the Utilitarian. What
we are now considering, it must be borne in mind, is the practical

value of theories in regard to the moral ideal, as distinct from

the possession of the character by the ideal itself. It is not to

the purpose, therefore, to notice the work of religious reformers.

It is probable indeed that every movement of religious reform

has originated in some clearer conception of the ideal of human

conduct, arrived at by some person or persons; a conception,

perhaps, towards which many men have been silently working,

but which finally finds in some one individual the character

which can give decisive practical expression to it. But in the

initiation of religious reforms the new theory of the ideal, as a

theory, always holds a secondary place. It is not absent, but it

is, so to speak, absorbed in a character—a character to which

the speculative completeness of the theory is of little interest

—

and it is this character which g*ives the new conception of the

ideal its power in the world. The influence exercised by Utili-

tarianism, on the other hand, has been specially the influence of

a theory. Whatever the errors arising from its Hedonistic

psychology, no other theory has been available for the social or

political reformer, combining so much truth with such ready

applicability. No other has offered so commanding a point of

view from which to criticise the precepts and institutions pre-

sented as authoritative. When laws of the Church, or of the
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State, or o£ ' opinion/ have become antagonistic to each other

;

when any of them, again, has been found to conflict with one of

those convictions of tender consciences, or of enthusiasts for

humanity, which are a 'law of opinion" in the making, UtiH-

tarianism furnishes a test by which the competing claims of the

different laws, or those of law on one side and individual convic-

tion on the other, may be put to the test.

330. All persons having a private interest in the maintenance

of the law or custom which the Utilitarian theory calls in

question ; all who shrink from the trouble of having to examine

established rules of conduct; others who are rightly persuaded

that the service rendered to mankind by rules that have become

sacred is not to be measured by any account of their usefulness

which the most enlightened observer can make out—these with-

stand Utilitarian criticism in the name of principle against

expediency. Generally, however—at any rate when the question

is one, not of conduct in private relations, but of laws or institu-

tions, or of political conduct—that view of the right course to

take which pleads 'principle," as against suggestions said to be

founded on 'expediency," really only differs from the latter in

respect of the more limited range of consequences which it takes

into account. The ' principle " alleged has originally derived its

authority from reference to some social good which it has been

found to serve. The ' expediency," for the sake of which a

departure from the established rule is pressed for, is equally

founded on a conception of social good, but on the conception of

a good in which a wider range of persons is contemplated as

partaking.

The ill-repute which attaches to considerations of expediency,

so far as it is well founded, is chiefly due to the fact that, when

the question of conduct at issue is one which the person debating

it has a private interest in deciding one way or the other—when

he himself will gain pleasure or avoid pain by either decision

—

the admission of expediency as the ground of decision is apt to

give him an excuse for deciding in his own favour. And, even

when this personal bias is not operative, the man who looks to

' expediency " may be apt to trust to some limited view of conse-

quences, which is all that his own vision can command, while if

he had ' stuck to principle " he would really have been guided by
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a more complete view, g-athered from the wisdom of ag-es. Neither

of these mischiefs, however, arises from the Utilitarian principle

of practical judg-ment, as fairly applied, Imt from tliat mis-

application of it by interested or hasty individuals to which all

principles are liable. Nor must it be forgotten that, when

private interest affords a motive for deciding- a practical ques-

tion in a particular way, 'principle^ will sometimes furnish a

more convenient excuse than 'expediency.' Slaveholders, for

instance, have never found any difficulty in justifying slavery

' on principle.'

331. On the whole there is no doubt that the theory of an

ideal good, consisting in the g-reatest happiness of the greatest

number, as the end by reference to which the claim of all laws

and powers and rules of action on our obedience is to be tested,

has tended to improve human conduct and character. This

admission may be made quite as readily by those who consider

such conduct and character an end in itself, as by those who

hold that its improvement can only be measm-ed by reference to

an extraneous end, consisting in the quantity of pleasure pro-

duced by it; perhaps, when due account has been taken of the

difficulty of deciding whether quantity of pleasure is really

increased by ' social progress,' more readily by the former than

by the latter. It is not indeed to be supposed that the Utili-

tarian theory, any more than any other theory of morals, has

broug-ht about the recog-nition or practice of any virtues that

were not recognised and practised independently of it; or that

any one, for being a theoretic Utilitarian, has been a better man
— i.e. one more habitually governed by desire for human per-

fection in some of its forms—than he otherwise would have been.

But it has helped men, acting under the influence of ideals of

conduct and rules of virtuous living, to fill up those ideals and

apply those rules in a manner beneficial to a wider range of

persons—beneficial to them in the sense of tending to remove

certain obstacles to good living in their favour. It has not

given men a more lively sense of their duty to others—no theory

can do that—but it has led those in whom that sense has al-

ready been awakened to be less partial in judging who the

'others' are, to consider all men as the 'others,' and, on the

ground of the claim of all men to an equal chance of ' happiness/
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to secure their political and promote their social equality. To do

this is not indeed directly to advance the highest living among

men^ but it is to remove obstacles to such living, which in the

name of principle and authority have often been maintained.

332. The practical service, however, thus rendered by Utili-

tarianism has been independent of its analysis of well-being or

good. It has been by insisting that it is ' the greatest number '

whose highest good is to be taken into account, not by identi-

fying that highest good with a greatest nett quantity of pleasure,

that it has improved the organisation of human life. It is thus

that it has given a wider and more impartial range to public

spirit, to the desire to do good. It is thus that it has made men
watchful of customary morality, lest its rules should be con-

ceived in the interest of some particular class of persons, who

—

probably without being fully aware of it—have been concerned

in establishing and maintaining them. It is thus that it has

afforded men ground for enquiring, when laws, alike pleading

the highest authority, were found to make conflicting claims

on their obedience, whether either claim represented the real

good of society, and which rej)resented the good of the largest

body of persons.

Very often this question may be sufficiently answered without

any thorough analysis of what the good of society consists in, and

thus the truth of the answer is independent of the truth of the

theory which measures good by the quantity of pleasure ex-

perienced on the whole. In none of the great struggles between

privileged and unprivileged classes, through which modern so-

ciety has passed, would a man have been helped to a sounder

judgment as to the part which he should take by a more correct

definition of the good. The essential thing for his right guid-

ance has been that, whatever might be the definition of good

which he would accept, he should admit the equal title of all

men to it in the same sense; that account should be taken of

the widest possible range of society that can be brought into

view, and that whatever is deemed good for any class or indi-

viduals in the society should be deemed good for all its members.

In the struggle, for instance, through which the United States

of America lately passed, a conscientious Virginian, divided in

his mind between alleg-iance to his State and allegiance to the
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Union, could have found no useful direction in the truest possible

analysis of the nature of ultimate g'ood. The kind of well-bein<>'

ostensibly served by the laws of his State for those who had the

benefit of the laws, was not a different kind from that served by

the maintenance of the Union. The question was whether

secession or maintenance of the Union would promote that well-

being most impartially, and for the widest range of society.

Again, in most cases where a man has to decide how he may

best promote the greatest good of others, it makes little practical

difference in regard to the line of action to be taken, whether he

considers then- greatest good to lie in the possession of a certain

character, as an end not a means, or in the enjoyment of the

most pleasure of which they are capable. No one can convey a

good character to another. Every one must make his character

for himself. All that one man can do to make another better is

to remove obstacles, and supply conditions favourable to the

formation of a good character. Now, in a general way and up

to a certain point, the line of action directed to this removal of

obstacles and supply of conditions favourable to goodness, will

also tend to make existence more pleasant for those whose good

is being sought. For instance, healthy houses and food, sound

elementary education, the removal of temptations to drink,

which are needed in order to supply conditions favourable to

good character, tend also to make life more pleasant on the

whole. The question at issue between Hedonistic Utilitarians

and their opponents as to the nature of ultimate good cannot

affect their importance.

333. So far we have seen how a philosophy of morals may
prevent the perplexity of conscience, and consequent paralysis or

misdirection of spiritual energy, arising from a conflict between

authorities which have alike some sacredness for the imagination,

or between such an authority and some unauthorised conviction

of the individual ; how it may do this by directing the devotion,

hitherto supposed to be due to certain imponents of duty, ex-

plicitly to the end from reference to which all true authority,

without distinction, must be derived; how the form of philo-

sophy which in the modern world has most conspicuously ren-

dered this service has been the Utilitarian, because it has most

definitely announced the interest of humanity, without distinction
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of persons or classes, as the end by reference to which all claims

upon obedience are ultimately to be measured. We may pay

this homag-e to Utilitarianism without admitting- that Hedonistic

interpretation of the interest of humanity which has in fact

generally been adopted by Utilitarians, especially by those who

count themselves scientific. Impartiality of reference to human

well-being has been the great lesson which the Utilitarian has

had to teach. That ' unscientific ' interpretation of well-being

which the men most receptive of the lesson, on the strength of

their own unselfish wishes and aspirations, have been ready to

supply, has made them practically independent of any further

analysis of it, when once the equality of claim to it had been

thoroughly recognised. We may give Utilitarianism, therefore,

full credit for the work it has done in rationalising the order of

social and political life, while holding at the same time that its

Hedonistic interpretation of well-being, if logically carried out,

would deprive it of any practical influence for good ; and that,

as this interpretation in a speculative age comes to be more

dwelt upon by the individual, it may itself induce practical evils,

from which deliverance must be sought in a truer analysis of

the ultimate good for man. It remains for us then to consider,

whether there is any practical service—any service in the way

of a direction of conduct—to be rendered in particular by such

a theory of the good, of the moral ideal, as has been set forth

above in opposition to the Hedonistic view. Are there any

questions in regard to the right line to be taken in life, upon

which men are liable to bona fide perplexity ^, and upon which

this theory might offer a guidance that Utilitarianism, as a

theory, could not supply ? And, again, can it claim any useful

office, simply in vii-tue of its being a philosophy of morals more

adequate to the moral capability of man, as a counteracting in-

fluence to that weakening of conduct and lowering of aims,

which in a speculative age a less adequate, and therefore mis-

leading, philosophy may bring abovit ?

334. Hitherto the practical effects of Utilitarianism, as a

generally accepted theory, have been chiefly seen in its applica-

tion to public policy rather than to private conduct. It has

• * 'Bona fide perplexity,' as having its origin really in intellectual difficulties,

not in any selfish interest.
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been the question, Oug-ht such and such laws or institutions to

be maintained or altered ? rather than the question, Ought I to

do this or that ? which it has in fact g-enerally been employed to

settle. Philosophic Utilitarians, of course^ have always held

that the \iltimate criterion of right and wrong in the actions

of individuals, as much as in laws and institutions, is to be

sought in the balance of resulting pleasure or pain, but they

have not generally been forward to press the application of this

criterion by individuals to their own actions. They have seldom,

indeed, taken the same line as Mr. Henry Sidgwick, who, while

he holds that no other scientific test of right conduct is possible

than that derived from calculating the quantity of pleasure pro-

duced by any course of action to all sentient beings capable of

being affected by it, yet explicitly rejects the doctrine that

pleasure is the sole object of desire ; and who, even when he

has thus cleared the Utilitarian motive from the liability to be

identified with the pleasure of the person moved by it, still ad-

mits that the moral sentiments are in fact independent of it, and

expressly guards himself against being supposed to mean that

the desire of producing the utmost possible pleasure is the only

right or best motive of action ^. Such Utilitarianism has more

of Butler and Hutcheson in it than of Bentham and Mill. But

there are probably few even among the more strictly Hedonistic

Utilitarians who hold that our ordinary judgments of actions,

as right or wrong, are formed upon any estimate by the indi-

vidual of the effects of the actions in the way of producing

pleasure or pain, or who would wish them to be so formed.

Even when, as is commonly the case, they retain the psycho-

logical doctrine that pleasure—which must mean pleasure to

oneself—is the sole object of desire, pain the sole object of aver-

sion, they would deny that in his best actions the individual was

actually influenced by what we naturally describe as interested

motives, or by a calculation of pleasure-yielding consequences.

They would admit that such actions are done from interest in

others, or from a feeling that they ought to be done ; and they

would reconcile this admission with their doctrine as to pleasure

being the sole object of desire, by supposing that it is aversion

from some specific pain of shame, desire for some specific pleasure

» Methods of Ethics, Bk. I. Chap, iv, and Bk. IV. Chap. i.
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in doing- nobly or in contemplating* the pleasure of others—by
whatever process of evolution these sensibilities may have arisen

—that form the motives to such actions. And, just as they

would thus qualify their view of the kind of desire for pleasure

which is the motive to an admirable action, so they would admit

that in most cases the question, whether an action was right or

wrong, was most likely to be correctly decided by the individual

on the strength of judgments which we call intuitive, which may
perhaps represent prolonged observation by his ancestors of the

pleasure-giving and pain-giving effects of actions, but are inde-

pendent of any such observation on his own part.

335. It is not to be expected, however, in an age of intellectual

emancipation, when a scientific test of right action has been an-

nounced which is in itself easily intelligible (whatever upon

thorough enquiry may turn out to be the difficulties of its appli-

cation), that educated men will fail to employ it in their judgments

of what they individually should do and should not do. Having

got to the water, the ducklings will swim. The habit of calling

authorities in question cannot be limited to philosophers ; and,

having once learned to call them in question, men will not stop

short with the authorities that have regulated their civil and

political relations. They will seek a rationale of their most inti-

mate moral obligations; and when the Utilitarian philosopher

offers them a scientific test of right and wrong, they will not be

slow to apply it to the question which interests them most—the

question how they may best conduct their own lives. In the

European nations a constantly increasing number of persons find

themselves in circumstances, in which a large option is allowed

them as to the plan on which they will conduct their lives.

The necessities of providing for a family, or of fulfilling the

requirements of some employment without which they could not

live, no longer determine the whole course of their existence.

They can ' please themselves ' in regard to a large part of their

action; and they are naturally interested in finding a theory

which, though it will probably have much less influence than

they ascribe to it in really directing even their more optional

conduct, will always give them a basis for arguing with them-

selves and others, whether that conduct is justifiable or other-
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How prevalent such argument has become, at least in ' culti-

vated circles/ need not be said. Hedonism has become not only

a serious topic in the study, but often the babble o£ the drawing-

room, (jrood people, of the sort who fifty years ago would have

found in the law of their neighbours' opinion, or in the require-

ments of their church or sect, or in the precepts of Scripture as

interpreted by church or sect, sufficient direction for so much of

their walk and conduct as it would have occurred to them to

think in need of any direction, may now be heard arguing

whether this occupation or that, this or that habit of action,

this or that way of spending their time, conveys the greater

amount of pleasm-e and is therefore the more to be approved.

That they attach serious importance to the question, that they

suppose its decision to go for a great deal in the actual guidance

of their lives, may be inferred from the surprise and displeasure

with which they would receive a suggestion that, after all, their

action is pretty much independent of it. They may not be very

clear whether it is pleasure to themselves or to others that they

have in view ; they may not have appreciated the distinction

between ' egoistic ' and ' universalistic ' Hedonism ; but there can

be no doubt of two things : (i) that to an extent unknown in

previous generations they are seeking a theoretical direction for

individual conduct, and seeking it in a consideration of the

natural consequences of conduct, as causing pleasure or pain
;

and (2) that they seem to themselves to be largely influenced in

conduct by this theoretical direction.

336. Those who are glad of a topic for denunciation may, if

they like, treat the prevalence of such opinions among educated

men as encouraging the tendency to vicious self-indulgence in

practice. No such unfairness will here be committed. There is

no good reason to apprehend that there is relatively more—we

may even hope that there is less—of such self-indulgence than

in previous generations ; though, for reasons just indicated, it

has a wider scope for itself, talks more of itself and is more

talked about, than at times when men were more tied down by

the necessities of their position. "We are no more justified in

treating what we take to be untrue theories of morals as positive

promoters of vice, than in treatmg what we deem truer theories as

positive promoters of virtue. Only those in whom the tendencies

Bb
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to vicious self-indulgence have been so far overcome as to allow

the aspiration after perfection of life to take effect, are in a

state to be affected either for better or for worse by theories of

the good. The worst that can truly be objected against the

prevalence of Hedonistic theory, just noticed, is that it may
retard and mislead those who are already good, according to the

ordinary sense of goodness as equivalent to immunity from vice,

in their effort to be better ; and the most that can be claimed

for the theory which we deem truer, is that it keeps the way
clearer of speculative impediments to the operation of motives,

which it seeks to interpret but does not pretend to supply. The

grounds for this objection and this claim are what we have now

to consider.

337. We have already explained the reasons to which we

ascribe the general acceptance of Hedonistic theory by persons

who are themselves by no means habitual pleasure-seekers.

They seem to be chiefly two. One is the confused notion that

the pleasure incidental to the satisfaction of desire, or to the

consciousness of work done, is itself the object of the desire, or

the end to which the work is directed. Simply for want of

thorough reflective analysis, men whose main interest is in the

achievement of objects quite different from any enjoyment of

pleasure, are ready to admit that their object is always some

pleasure or other, because they are conscious of always antici-

pating pleasure in the achievement of their objects. The other

reason is the impossibility of adequately defining an end that

consists in the realisation of human capabilities, until the real-

isation is accomplished. When we say that the 'summum
bonum,^ by reference to which the value of men's actions is to

be measured, is the perfection of human life, as consisting in the

full realisation of human capabilities, some more detailed accomit

of this realisation, and of the perfection which it constitutes, is

naturally asked for. But such an account cannot be given in a

way that is likely at first to satisfy the questioner. We can

point indeed to a great realisation of human capabilities, which

has actually been achieved. Men have been in large measure

civilised and moralised ; nature has been largely subdued to their

use; they have learnt to express themselves in the fine arts.

The ordinary activity of men, regulated by law and custom, has
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its value as contributing' to this realisation. But it is not for

this ordinary activity, so reg-ulated, that those who are seeking

practical direction in a theory of the good need any g-uidance.

It does not occm- to them that they have any option in regard

to it. They play their part in it as a matter of course. It is an

aspiration after some further perfection than that already at-

tained in those actual arrangements of life, which they have no

choice but to accept and help to maintain, that makes them

enquire into the ends of living. If the philosopher can only tell

them to try to be better and to make others better; to seek a

more complete fulfilment of the capabilities of human nature in

themselves and in others ; to make this the object of their lives

and the end by reference to which they measure the value 'of

actions; if he cannot at the same time tell them what this

greater perfection will positively mean for themselves and others

;

they will be apt to think that he has told them nothing', and to

contrast the emptiness of the end to which he professes to direct

them, with the definite intelligibility of that which is explained

to consist in a greatest possible quantity of pleasure for all

sentient beings. For does not every one know what pleasure is

and desire it, and cannot every one compare a greater with a

less quantity of it ?

338. For the moment we will suppose this contrast between

the two ways of conceiving the chief good—between the definite-

ness of the one and the vagueness of the other—to be valid, as

it is, no doubt, generally accepted. We will suppose the view

that the ' summum bonum ' is the greatest possible nett quantity

of pleasure to be adopted by some one, who has no inducement

to find in it excuses for self-indu.lgence of that kind which, as we

have seen, though it may find excuses for itself in theoretical

Hedonism, is never really occasioned by it. We will svippose it

to be disinterestedly applied by such an one to the direction of

his life, in those respects in which he is likely to feel the need of

direction. We have previously explained the grounds on which,

as a matter of speculation, we reject this view, and need not here

repeat them. The question now to be discussed is whether it is

likely to have any effects which may make a reconsideration of

it, and a more thorough insight into the truth of the view

opposed to it, practically desirable. Is not its intrinsic unavail-

B b 2
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ability for supplying motive or guidance to a man who wishes to

make his life better, likely to induce a practical scepticism in

reflecting persons who have adopted it, which tends to paralyse

the effort after a better life ?

To speak of it as thus intrinsically unavailable is a statement

which will probably be thought to need prompt vindication. It

will be remembered that we are supposing a man to be in search

of some guidance of conduct which mere conformity to established

usage, and the fulfilment of the duties of his station according to

what is expected of him, will not afford. As regards duties

recognised by the law of opinion—those of common veracity and

fair dealing, and of beneficence in its more obvious forms, family

di>ties and those imposed by State or Church—it is easy to show

that an overbalance of pain would on the whole result from their

neglect to those capable of being affected by it, whether or no

we consider this to constitute the reason why they should be

fulfilled. We cannot doubt that a general desire to avoid pain

has had much to do with the establishment of such duties,

though we may think that alone it could not suffice for their

establishment. And it is certain that any disturbance of the

established order, simply as disturbance, must cause much pain.

On the other hand, there is no considerable balance of pleasure

to one who violates such duties, or to other exceptional persons

to whom his act may be an occasion of pleasure, to be set against

the general pain caused by it. From the nature of the case the

pangs of fear and shame must go far to neutralise any access of

pleasure to such persons. In such cases, therefore, if the test of

felicific consequences is to be applied, there is no doubt as to the

result that it will yield. But then these are not the cases in

which the application of such a test is ever likely to be called

for. It is for direction in cases where the rules of conventional

morality fail them, or in the attempt to remedy the defects of

that morality, that enlightened and conscientious persons look to

their theory of the good. A man wishes to satisfy himself, for

instance, whether he is justified in spending so much of his time,

without neglect of any recognised duty, in the gratification of

his taste for music, or of his curiosity in literature ; in conform-

ing to the expectation of his class by accepting a challenge to

a duel, or by running race-horses, or by being a party to the
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purchase of votes at an election; whether he ought not, in

consideration of the state of society, to give up his habit of

moderate drinking, or apply less of his wealth to private enjoy-

ments and more to public purposes. Or perhaps he finds him-

self in some situation, such as that which we illustrated from

the ' Heart of ]\Iidlothian/ in which, for the sake of others as

well as himself, there seems to be strong reason for departing

from some ordinary rule of morality, and in which, having

emancipated himself from those influences of imagination which

might govern the conduct of less enlightened persons, he re-

quires some rale of reason to direct him. When the problem

is of this kind, how far will the Hedonistic theory really help

to its solution?

339. In the first order of instances just suggested, the question

before the individual, speaking generally, is whether he should

depart from the course of action to which custom or inclination,

or the sense of what the opinion of his class requires of him,

would naturally lead him, with a view to some higher good;

and this, on the principles of Hedonistic Utilitarianism, must

mean, with a view to the production of a quantity of j)leasure

greater on the whole than that to be expected from the course

of action which, but for the sake of this higher good, he would

naturally follow. We will suppose the Hedonistic calculation,

then, to be undertaken by an enlightened and dispassionate

person in order to the settlement of this question. How is he

to assure himself that the proposed immediate and undoubted

sacrifice on his own part will be compensated by an addition to

the sum of human enjoyments on the whole? We say /^mw^w

enjoyments, in order not to complicate the question at the outset

by recognising the necessity of taking the pleasures of all sentient

beings into account, though it is difficult to see how upon

Hedonistic principles that necessity can be ignored ; for if it is

pleasure, as such, and not the person enjoying it, that has

intrinsic value, all pleasures alike, by whatever beings enjoyed,

must be considered in making up the main account. Though

confining his view, however, to the pains and pleasures of men,

our enquirer, if he refuses to be put off with answers which

really imply non-Hedonistic suppositions, will find it difficult to

assure himself that, by any interference with usage or resistance
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to his own inclination^ he can make the balance of human

pleasures as against human pains greater than it is.

340. And in the process of dealing- with this difficulty he is

likely to find himself in the presence of one still more formidable^

because more closely affecting- the springs of his own conduct.

He will have to face the question whether, upon the principles

which have generally been taken as the foundation of philosophic

Utilitarianism, the supposition that it is possible for him to do

anything else than follow his pleasure-seeking impulses can be

other than an illusion. In the first place he will be likely to

call in question the common assumption that the aggregate of

pleasures at any time enjoyed might, under the circumstances, be

greater than it is. He will see that this assumption conflicts

with the principles on which ' the proof of Utilitarianism "" has

been generally founded. These principles are that every one

acts from what is for the time his strongest desire or aversion,

and that the object of a man^s strongest desire is always that

which for the time he imagines as his greatest pleasure, the

object of his strongest aversion that which for the time he

imagines as his greatest pain. Now we have clearly no title to

say that any one is mistaken in such imagination; that anything

else would be a greater pleasure or pain to him at the time than

that which, being what he is and under the given circumstances,

he looks forward to as a greatest pleasure or pain. Of his

present capacity for pleasure we have, on the hypothesis, no test

but his desire, and of his desire no test but his action.

It will be objected, perhaps, that a man is really capable of

other pleasure than that which at any time he imagines as his

greatest and consequently desires, since his imagination of plea-

sure is founded on past experience of pleasure, and this is not

the measure of what he is capable of receiving. Now of course

the pleasure which has been is not exactly that which shall be.

A more intense pleasure may from time to time come in a man^s

way than any he has before experienced; and this may affect

his imagination, and consequent desire, of pleasure for the future.

But it does not follow from this that any one at any given time,

possessed by imagination of a particular pleasure and by desire

for it, is capable of any other pleasure than that. He may come

to be so capable, but for the present he is not. The pleasure
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may turn out to be much loss in enjoyment than in imag-ination
;

it may in the sequel lead to the most intense pain ; but it re-

mains true that for the time, if it is the pleasure which the man
imag-ines as then for him the greatest, and which by inevitable

consequence (on the given hypothesis) he most strongly desires,

it is in fact the greatest pleasure of which he is capable. And,

mulafis mutandis, the same will be true of pain. Our enquirer

then will conclude that, supposing his principles to be true, the

aggregate balance of pleasures at any time enjoyed by mankind

is as g'reat as it is possible for it to be, the persons and the

circumstances being what they are ; and that, since in each of

his actions a man obtains the greatest pleasure or avoids the

greatest pain which is at the time possible for him, there is no

ground for saying that in the total result he obtains a less sum of

pleasure than any which it was really possible for him to obtain,

except through some good fortune independent of his own action.

34-1. This conclusion must at least suggest a reconsideration

of the sense in which it is commonly said that such or such an

action ought or ought not to be done. The Utilitarian who does

not probe his Hedonistic principles to the bottom, has no difficulty

in saying of any one that he ought to do what he does not,

because, while he takes for granted that the largest balance of

possible pleasure is the chief good, he does not question that it

is open to the man who ' does what he ought not ' to obtain a

larger quantity of pleasure for himself and for others than he in

fact obtains by acting as he does. But upon Hedonistic prin-

ciples, as we have just seen, it is clearly not possible for a man,

as his desires and aversions at any time stand, to obtain at the

time by his own act more pleasure, or avoid more pain, than he

in fact does. We cannot therefore, consistently with these prin-

ciples, tell the man whom we count vicious that, according to

the common Utilitarian language, he wilfully disregards his own

trae interest and throws away his owm greatest happiness. At

the most we can only tell him that more pleasure on the whole

would have resulted from another course of action than that to

which an inevitable strongest desire for pleasures, from time to

time imagined as the greatest, has in fact led him. But even

this, when the matter is looked into, will not seem so certain.

It is not to be denied, of course, that if some instrument could
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be invented, by which the degrees of intensity of successive

pleasures and pains could be registered, and then the sum added

up, in many cases where a man had led an immoral life the

balance would be found much less on the side of pleasure, or

much more on the side of pain, than would have resulted had

the man led a different life ; though on each occasion, according

to the Hedonistic hypothesis, he must have obtained the most

pleasure of which for the time he was capable. This is plainly

the case where the man's actions have made his life much shorter,

or much more painful in its later period, than it would have

been had he acted differently. But here everything must depend

on the nature of the individual case. For a man with a very

strong constitution a certain course of action will have a different

bearing on his future capacity for enjoyment from that which it

has for a weaker man. On the other hand, if a man has some

germ of disease in his system which must kill him before he is

old, the method of seeking a rapid succession of intense pleasures,

without reference to the effects they may have in later life, will

be the right one for him to adopt with a view to enjoying the

largest sum possible for him on the whole, while it would be the

wrong one for a man who, with care, was sure to live to old age.

342. Even in regard to modes of living, then, which at first

sight seem certain to yield a man more pain and less pleasure on

the whole than he might have had, if he could have lived

differently, we shall find that we have to make an indefinite

number of exceptions. Even in regard to them, so far as the

goodness or badness of a particular course of action is to depend

on its relation to the nett sum of pleasure possible for the indi-

vidual so acting, we shall have to say that it may be good for

one and bad for another, according to physical conditions which

we are not competent to ascertain. In other cases where, looking

on from the outside, we are apt to think that the enjoyment of

certain pleasures, the most intense of which the individual is for

the time capable, diminishes the whole sum possible for him, we
are arguing from our own conditions and susceptibilities. We
argue that the enjoyment of certain pleasures brings a pre-

ponderance of pain in the long run, because it brings poverty or

dishonour or the pangs of conscience, or deprives a man of the

pleasures of friendship or family affection or a cultivated taste.
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Butj as to these pleasures which we suppose to be forg-one, we

have no means of measurin"- their intensity, as enjoyed by one

man, ag-ainst the intensity of pleasures which we count vicious,

as enjoyed by another man. We cannot tell to what degree

they would have been pleasures to the man whom we suppose to

have deprived himself of them. As to the pains, again, which

we suppose the immoral man to incur, their incidence depends

largely on his position, the length of his purse, and a multitude

of circumstances which vary with the individual case. We are

not entitled to hold that, if incurred at all, they are to him what

they would be to a man who had lived differently. The very

pursuit of pleasures of sense may so dull the moral sensibilities

that the pain, which an onlooker associates with those pleasures

as their natural consequence, does not really follow for the person

who has enjoyed them. It woitM thus seem that, thoug-h there

are doubtless many men who by their manner of life make the

balance of pleasures and pains, number and duration being duly

set ag-ainst intensity, less favourable to themselves than it mig-ht

have been if they could have lived differently, yet we cannot

with certainty tell any particular person that he is living such a

life, and are not entitled to identify those in vrhose case the

balance will turn out favourable with those whom we in fact

count virtuous, nor those in whose case it will turn out un-

favourable with those whom we count vicious.

343. It may be objected here perhaps that, although we can-

not say with certainty of any particular course of action, as

pursued by a particular person, that it diminishes the sum of

pleasures open to him, we may be quite sure that action of that

kind has a general tendency to diminish pleasure for the persons

pursuing it. Does this mean, however, that the supposed course

of action would diminish the sum of pleasures if generally

pursued, or that it does so for the majority of those who pursue

it? The former meaning is not to the purpose, when we are

considering the question whether the lives actually lived by men
bring them less pleasure on the whole than the same men would

experience if they lived differently. Supposing a moral obliga-

tion upon the individual to act according to general rules, it will

of course be his duty to consider whether any course of action

which, as adopted by himself, is productive of a preponderance of
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pleasure, would have a like result if generally adopted. But no

such consideration can affect the question whether the line of

action, actually pursued by this man or that, is consistent with

the attainment by those persons of the maximum of pleasure

possible for them. On this question the fact that the same line

of action, if pursued by other people than those who do in fact

pursue it, would diminish the balance of pleasure possible for

those other people, has simply no bearing- at all. In this regard

each particular action or course of action must stand upon its

own merits. If the morality of the action—the question whether

it is morally good or bad—depends on the balance of pleasm'e or

pain that will result from it—not from apparently similar actions

done by other men, but from that particular action as done by

the person who does it, and under the circumstances under which

it is done ; and if we cannot be sure that the particular action

diminishes the balance of pleasures which, given the circum-

stances of the case and the desires and aversions of the agent,

was really possible, as little can we be sure whether that par-

ticular action is morally good or bad, whether it should be done

or should not be done.

344. It may be objected, however, that this uncertainty can

only continue, so long as we confine our consideration to the

consequences of the particular action to the agent himself ; that

it must disappear when we take into account its consequences to

society in general, as on Utilitarian principles we are bound to

do. But is this so ? It must be remembered that we are sup^

posing the principles of Hedonistic Utilitarianism to be strictly

carried out. According to them ultimate value lies in pleasures

as such, not in the persons enjoying them. A pleasure of a

certain intensity, enjoyed by three persons, is of no more value

than a pleasure of threefold intensity enjoyed by one. It must

be remembered also that the question relates to the pleasure-

giving effects of particular actions, not of kinds of action. Now
actions are no doubt sometimes done, in regard to which it

would be idle to doubt that the pain, or loss of pleasure, which

they cause to others far outweighs any pleasure, or relief from

pain, which they bring to those concerned in doing them. But

is this the case with the every-day actions which men of a high

moral standard would condemn, and to which the moral reformer
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would seek to put an end ? Is it really possible to measure the

addition to the pleasure of others, or diminution of their pains,

that would be caused by the ag-ent's abstaining- from any such

an act—which, on the hypothesis, yields him the most intense

pleasure of which for the time he is capable, or it would not be

done—against the loss of pleasure which he would thereby

undergo ? The loss of pleasure would vary indefinitely with

different persons ; it would be different in the same person at

different times, according to the degree of that susceptibility

upon which the intensity of the pleasure which is for the time

most intense for the individual depends. How can we be sure

that, in all or in most cases where such actions are done, the

certain loss of pleasure or increase of pain to each individual,

which, taking- him as he is on occasion of each action, would be

implied in his acting otherwise than he does, would be so over-

balanced by increase of pleasure or decrease of pain to others,

that the total sum of pleasure enjoyed by the aggregate of men,

taking them as they are, would be greater than it is ?

345. If our supposed Hedonistic enquirer follows out these

considerations to their legitimate conclusion, they are likely at

least to have a modifying influence on any zeal which may have

possessed him for reforming current morality in himself and

others. They will at least make him less confident in judging

that men, as they are, should act otherwise than they do, less

confident in any methods of increasing the enjoyments of man-

kind, and in consequence more ready to let things take their

course. ' But after all,^ it may be said, ' this may mean no more

than that they will make him less censorious, more patient of

the failings of mankind, more alive to the slowness of the

process by which alone any amelioration of the human lot can be

achieved. The conclusion supposed to be arrived at amounts to

no more than this, that, if we would increase the sum of enjoy-

ments at any time open to men, we must first change their

desires and their sm-roundings. The enquirer who is in doubt

whether or no he should interfere with some custom, or resist

some inclination of his own, with a view to increasing human
enjoyments, may admit that by so doing he cannot make the

balance of pleasure greater than it at any time happens to be,

so long as men and circumstances remain what at the time they
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are ; but lie may hope that his personal sacrifice, his disturbance

(necessarily painful in itself) of mischievous class conventions,

will so alter men and circumstances as to make the balance of

enjoyments greater in the future than it at present is. This

hope should be enough to induce any one, w^ho does not need to

be attracted by the glory of present recognised success, " to spurn

delights and live laborious days/^
'

Now it is quite true that there is nothing in his acceptance of

the supposed principles, however logically he applies them, to

prevent our enquirer, if he is of sanguine temper, from hoping

for an increase in the nett sum of human enjoyments. The

question is whether they warrant him in believing that by any

self-denial or reforming energy on his part the result can be

affected. The ' vulgar ' Utilitarian notion, of course, is that it

is men^s own fault that they are not happier on the whole than

they are ; that it is open to them by their own action to increase

the sum of their enjoyments ; that they ought to do so ; that

every one is responsible for contributing as much as he can,

according to his lights and powers, to the stock of human

happiness. But our enquirer, following out the principles of

philosophical Utilitarianism, will be apt to doubt the justification

of this belief, whatever he may think of its origin and service-

ableness. ' The course of a man's action,' he will say, 'depends on

the pleasures and pains that have happened to come in his way,

through a chain of events over which he has had no control.

These determine his desires and aversions, Avhich in turn deter-

mine his actions and through them to some extent the pleasures

and pains of his future. No initiative by the individual any-

where occurs. Desires indeed may arise in a man which he has

not felt before, and may lead to action which increases the stock

of human enjoyment; but they can only arise because some

pleasures have fallen to his lot that he had not experienced

before. Clearly then there is no alternative but to let the world

have its way, and my owti inclinations have their way. I may

indulge the hope that the result will be some diminution of the

misery of mankind. There may be observable tendencies which

encourage this hope. New pleasures may arise for men in the

natural course of events, which will so modify their action as in

the future to yield more pleasure on the whole than they have
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bad in the past. The inclinations which I find in myself, and

which arise from pleasures that I have experienced, may contri-

bute to this result. It may turn out that I have a taste which

renders me a medium of increased pleasure to mankind. But,

whether it prove so or no, that I should follow my tastes and

inclinations is the only possibility.'

346. There is no ground for siirmising" that any so distinct

conclusion is consciously arrived at even by the most thorough-

going speculative Hedonists, except under the influence of self-

indulgent habits which are quite independent of their theories,

and may be common to them with men who in theory are ' As-

cetics.-* But if it is the logical issue of their theory, though a

real consciousness of duty, which the theory fails to interpret,

may prevent its distinct avowal even in the most secret dialogue

of the soul with itself, it can scarcely fail to weaken their actual

initiative in good works. In a man of strong speculative interest

a suspicion that his theory does not justify his 'practice cannot go

for nothing. Now that the above conclusion is the logical issue

of the Hedonistic theory is what no one, aw^are of the extent to

which that theory is adopted, and superior to the temptation of

scoring a dialectical victory, would wish to make out if he could

help it. But how is the conclusion to be avoided ? If men at any

given time are getting as much pleasure as under the conditions is

possible for them—and that this is the case seems the necessary

inference from the Hedonistic principles stated—the only way of

increasing the sum will be by altering their possibilities of

pleasure ; by changing the conditions in the way of imagination

and desire, which determine the greatest sum of pleasure possible

for men as they are, in such a way that a larger sum shall be

possible for them in the future. The Hedonist may hope that

such an alteration will come about, either through some benefi-

cence of nature, or through the effort of every man to compass

means of attaining the pleasures which he most desires and

avoiding the pains w4iich he most dislikes. But how, according

to his doctrine, should any one try to change the course of life

to which habit and inclination lead him, in order to produce

such an alteration ? Such an attempt would imply that an

alteration of what pleases or pains him most can be an object

to a man, to whom yet, upon the hypothesis, desire for the
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pleasure which most attracts him, aversion from the pain which

most repels him in imagination, is the only possible motive;

and is not this a contradiction ?

347. If the speculative Hedonist, then, anxious about his duty

in the world, once comes to put to himself the question, why he

should trouble himself about a duty in the world at all, it would

seem that he can logically answer the question in only one way

;

however inconsistent the answer may be with the fact that he

cannot help asking the question. He must conclude that he has

no duty in the world, according to the sense in which he natu-

rally uses the word—no duty other than a necessity of following

the inclination for that which from time to time presents itself

to him as his greatest pleasvire, or the aversion from what pre-

sents itself as his greatest pain. He must explain the seeming

consciousness of duty as best he can, by supposition of its arising

from antagonism between aversion from some apprehended pain

of punishment or shame, and inclination to some anticipated

pleasure. As the vulgar understand the phrases ' should do ' or

' ought to do
'—as he himself understands them in his unphilo-

sophical moments—he must count it absurd to say that anything

ought to be done by himself or any one else, which is not done ;

absurd, that is, if it is taken to imply that any one has any real

option of acting otherwise than as, under imagination of a

greatest pleasure or greatest pain, he in fact does act, or that

there is a happiness actually open to men as they are, which by

their own fault they throw away. The whole phraseology of

obligation, in short, upon Hedonistic principles can best be

explained by a theory which is essentially the same as that of

Hobbes, and which in Plato's time was represented by the dictum

of certain Sophists that ' Justice is the interest of the stronger/

A few words will explain the form in which such a theory would

naturally present itself to one who made the legitimate deduc-

tions from the principles in question.

348. The contemplation of certain actions by the individual, as

actions which he ought to do, implies at once that they can be

done, and that they are such as the individual, if left to his

natural desire for pleasure and aversion from pain, would not do.

But, upon Hedonistic principles, except thi'ough some desire for

pleasure or aversion from pain they could not be done. The
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(listiiu'tion of them, then, must lie in the kind of pleasure or

l):iin which the individual contemplates as his inducement to do

them. It must be a pleasure or pain which he looks for from

the agency of others, who have power to reward or punish him

—

to reward or punish him, if with nothing else, yet with an

approval or disapproval to which he is so sensitive that the

approval may in his imagination outweigh every other pleasure,

the disapproval every other pain. Thus the consciousness 'I

ought to do this or that' must be interpreted as equivalent to

the consciousness that it is expected of me by others, who are

'stronger' than I am in the sense that they have power to

reward or punish me—whether these 'others' are represented

by the civil magistrate or by some public opinion, whether the

rewards and punishments proceeding from them are in the nature

of what we call physical, or what we call mental, pleasure and

pain. It is their interest which is the ultimate foundation of

the judgment, on the part of the individual, that he ought or

ought not. This judgment only represents the interest of the

individual, in so far as that which he presents to himself as his

greatest pleasure or pain has come to depend upon his forecast of

the will or sentiment of the others, who are stronger than he.

The better and worse aiTXS)s, or simply, being equivalent to the

greater pleasvn-e and greater pain simply, the moralhj better and

Avorse are the greater pleasure and pain of those who have power

to reward and punish, and who through that power are able so

to affect the imagination of individuals as to make it seem a

greatest pleasure to please them, a greatest pain to displease

them. So far as in any society this power rests, directly or

indirectly, with the majority, the morally better for any member

of that society will be the greater pleasure of the greater number

;

not how'ever because that greater number is the greater number,

but because it possesses the power described. The action of the

individual will be morally good, according as the greater pleasure

of the individual—which is his only possible motive—corresponds

with the greater pleasure of the stronger, in the sense explained,

and thus leads him to do Avhat is expected of him by the

stronger. He is counted a good man w^hen this is habitually

the case with him. His conscience is that sympathy with the'

feelinjr of the strona-er, in virtue of which an action that would
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displease tlie stronger, and therefore be morally bad, becomes

painful to him on the contemplation. An action which a man
does ' from sense of duty/ irrespectively, as it seems, of antici-

pated pleasure or pain, really represents a sympathetic sense of

what is expected of him, which makes the contemplated pain of

not doing it outweigh any pleasure to be gained by a contrary

course. Perhaps he has no definite notion of any particular

persons who expect it of him
;
perhaps there are no such persons

;

but his feeling about it is the result of a like feeling on the part

of his ancestors, which, as felt by them, was directed to some de-

finite source of hope or fear. Between fear of the sword or stick,

and the sort of conscience which is said neither to fear punishment

nor hope for reward, the gap seems wide, but it may not perhaps

be too wide for evolution and hereditary transmission to fill.

349. Some such account of the ' phenomena of morality ' seems

the most logical which, upon Hedonistic principles, can be

arrived at. If we admit that the only possible motive to action

is desire for some pleasure or aversion from some pain, it offers

the most consistent method of explaining that which all must

admit to be the distinguishing thing in morality—the appear-

ance, namely, of there being another standard of value than

pleasure, of there being actions that proceed from another motive

than desire for pleasure. If the question is asked, how that

which is said to be the moral good and criterion, viz. the greatest

nett sum of pleasures for the greatest number, can be a good or

object of desire to the individual, who on the hypothesis can

only desire his own pleasure, it may be replied that we are not

called upon to consider it such an object of desire to him at all.

On the contrary, in calling an action morally good we imply some

element of repugnance to the desire of the person for whom it is

morally good. It is not good as satisfying any natural desire for

pleasure on his part, i. e, any such desire as he would have if left

to himself. It is as causing pleasure to others, not to him, that it

has come to be reckoned good. His interest in doing it is merely

the result of the relation in which the action stands to others, as

a source of pleasure to them and therefore approved by them. He
does it as a means of gaining the pleasure of their approval, or

of avoiding the pain of punishment or shame—the pleasm-e and

pain to which for the time he happens to be most sensitive.
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Ag-ain, upon this theory, we are saved the embarrassment of

having- to explain how, if the individual always chooses what

pleases him best, he can miss a moral g-ood which consists in or

implies the greatest sum of pleasure possible for him. According

to it, that which is morally best for the individual is not his

g-reatest pleasure, but the g-reatest pleasure for those who can

reward and punish him ; who can make their approval and

disapproval objects of his desii'e and aversion. Thus, though he

always chooses the greatest imagined pleasure, the individual's

acts may conflict with the morally best, unless desire for reward

or approval, aversion from punishment or disapproval, keep his

action in constant correspondence with the interest of those who
make morality. There is no need then to attempt any impossible

' moral arithmetic,' any balance of the extent and durability of

certain pleasures against the intensity of others, Avith a view to

showing that the immoral man misses the greatest sum of

pleasure possible to him. It is not hu greatest pleasure, but the

greatest pleasure of ' the stronger,' which forms the issue in all

questions of morality. No question need be raised between

what 'seems' good and what 'is' good. That which in the

long run seems to those who wield the forces of society most

conducive to their pleasure, is really so, and the strongest force

in society tends to become equivalent, directly or indirectly, to

that of the majority : so that a man's duty—that which he
' ought to do,' or which he feels is expected of him—tends to be

that sort of action which conduces to the greatest happiness of

the greatest number. But as there is no fixedness or finality

either in the ruling influence of society, or in the modes of

action which those who exercise this influence find most for

their pleasure, no final or absolute judgment can be given as to

the morally better or worse. Within certain limits the standard

of morality fluctuates.

350. So much for the course of speculation which a logical

mind, starting from the principles on which Utilitarianism has

generally been founded, is likely to follow. In order to illustrate

more definitely the weakening of moral initiative likely to result

from it, we will suppose our enquirer, having been touched by a

scruple as to his continuance in some practice in which, like

others of his class, he has indulged, and which is not condemned

c c
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either by law or public opinion, to be examining this scruple in

tlie lig'ht of his Hedonistic philosophy. Let the enquirer be

some one so circumstanced as was C. J. Fox, and let gambling be

the practice in question. Let us suppose a dialogue within the

soul, excited by the suggestion that the practice is morally bad

and ought to be given up.

' How can it be morally bad ? I have come to the con-

clusion that the morally bad means that which conflicts with

the will of the stronger, or, as the Utilitarians say, with a

law enforced by some sanction, either the legal sanction or the

popular sanction ; but no such law is broken by the practice in

question.^

' You forget the other sanctions, the religious and the natural,^

' If I forget the religious sanction, this shows that to me it is

not a sanction. It is a purely subjective sanction, consisting in

fear of the pains of another world. As a matter of fact, I do not

find any ostensibly divine prohibition of gambling, sanctioned

by the threat of such pains ; but, if I did, it would not affect

me, for it cannot be proved that such pains will ever be endured,

and I do not happen to be afraid of them.""

'But the natm-al sanction? In gambling you are violating

a law enforced by a natural sanction, as you will find when

the painful consequences of your gambling propensities in due

course of nature come to be felt.'

' Here at any rate we are shifting our ground. The first

suggestion was that the practice was morally bad, and it would

not be so if it were contrary to a law enforced by natural sanc-

tions ; if, in the natural course of things and without the inter-

vention of any social force, it led to an overbalance of pain.

Eut how can it be shown that in gambling I violate a law

enforced by a natural sanction ? There is no doubt about the

intense pleasure I find in gambling, as measured, according to

our principles, by my intense desire to gamble. The pleasures

that I am su2:)posed to forgo by gambling might not be pleasures

to me; and, as for any future pains likely to result from the

practice, they will scarcely be so intense, when my skin is

hardened against many pangs which would be formidable if

inflicted now, as to be compared with the pleasure I now find in

following my bent.^
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'Ah, but think of the long siiccossion of them; how much

they Avill amount to, when all put together/

'But they never will be put together. I may fairly hope

that one will be over, and relieved by some interval of pleasure,

before another begins. Unbroken eontinuance of even slight

pain is, no doubt, awful to anticipate. But there is no

reason to think that the pain consequent on this indulgence

will be unbroken, or that, if there were nothing to relieve it,

I need live to endure it. If I found it becoming unbearable, I

should have the remedy in my own hands.-*

' Perhapswehave been arguing the question uponwrong grounds.

The practice of gambling may not be demonstrably productive

of more pain than pleasure to you individually, but there can be

no doubt that it is so to society generally. It is true that, in

the present state of law and of opinion, it does not violate any

rule enforced by the political or by the popular sanction, and

thus, in the restricted sense of the word, is not morally bad.

But this state of law and opinion is itself in violation of a law

having a natural sanction—the sanction consisting in the excess

of pain above pleasure produced by gambling to society in

general. It is thus bad in the sense of being pernicious, just as

Hobbes admitted that a law, though it could not be unjust,

might be pernicious. It ought to be changed, and you ought

to refuse to conform to it, in deference to a higher law than that

enforced by the state or public opinion, a law having the natural

sanction which belongs to any rule necessary to the greatest

happiness of the greatest number.''

' Here are three propositions, each more doubtful than the

other. It is not veiy easy to show that the practice is pernicious

in that sense of the w^ord which alone, as Hedonists, we can

admit; viz. that more pleasure, after deduction for counter-

balancing pain, would at any time be felt by more persons if the

practice were changed. You cannot dictate to people what their

pleasures shall be. If the practice is so predominantly un-

pleasant in its consequences to the majority as you say, why

have they not found that out and stopped it? But granting

that it is so, what do you mean by saying that it ought to be

changed ? This apparently is an obligation on the part of society,

but to whom is it an obligation ? An obligation on the part of

C c 2
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the several members of the society to each other and to the

whole society is intelligible. But in the absence of any law

either of the state or of opinion against the practice^ it cannot

be said that any such obligation is violated by the practice. An
obligation of society to itself is unintelligible. You say indeed

that society ought to change the practice, because it violates a

law enforced by a natural sanction. But here you are the victim

of a figure of speech. You are personifying '^ nature^ as an

imponent of obligation. Stripped of figures of speech, this

proposition is merely a repetition of that already shown to be

doubtful, that the practice is pernicious—productive of more

pain than pleasure. If it is so, that is a reason for expecting

that society with increasing experience will see fit to refuse to

tolerate it, but none for saying that it ought to do so. Even

less is it a ground for saying that, while the practice continues

to be sanctioned by society, I ought not to indulge in it. My
taste for gambling does not conflict either with positive law or

with what is expected of me by society. To whom then am I

under any obligation to renounce it ? It cannot be held that it

is a duty which I owe to myself ; for, if there is any meaning in

that phrase, it can only mean, according to our principles, that

the practice tends more to my pain than to my pleasure, and

this we have seen there is no reason for holding. If society with

further experience changes its mind on the matter, it may then

make it more painful for me to indulge my taste than to abstain
;

but there is no reason why I should anticipate the result of social

conflict in this or in any other case. Indeed, according to

Hedonistic principles, I could not if I would. For the present

from time to time a strongest desire—strongest because excited

by imagination of what is for the time my most intense pleasure

—moves me to gamble, and I act accordingly. If society will

furnish me with a stronger motive for abstaining, let it do so.

I can only await the change of law or social opinion that will

bring such a deterrent to bear on me.^

351. This sort of Hedonistic fatalism seems to be logically

inherent in all Utilitarian philosophy which founds itself on the

principle that pleasure is the sole object of desire. That this

principle may be rejected by one who yet accepts the Utilitarian

doctrine of ultimate good, we know from the example of Mr.
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Ilonry Sidywick. AVlicther his rejection of it is not really in-

consistent with his view of the ' Summum Bonum ' is a point to

be considered later. What concerns us here is the fact that the

principle stated is taken as the foundation of their Ethical doc-

trine alike by Bentham, J. S. Mill and Mr. H. Spencer, and that,

the more the Utilitarian philosophy is applied to the direction of

private conduct, the more practically important this principle is

likely to become, and the more likely are speculative men to

draw from it those legitimate inferences which we have been

considering-, to the embarrassment of their own higher impulses.

That in the most illustrious spokesmen of Utilitarianism no such

tendency has really appeared, is explained by their pre-occupa-

tion with great projects of political and social amelioration,

which made their theoretical reduction of the good to pleasure

of quite secondary importance. They had the great lesson to

teach, that the value of all laws and institutions, the rectitude

of all conduct, was to be estimated by reference to the well-

being of all men, and that in the estimate of that well-being no

nation or class or individual was to count above another. It

mattered, little for practical purposes that they held the well-

being of society to consist simply of the nett aggregate of

pleasures enjoyed by its members, and that they founded this

view on the principle that some pleasure or other is the sole

object of every desire. The mischief latent in this principle

could only appear if it occurred to them to ask the question,

w^hich their reforming zeal was too strong to allow them to ask,

why they should trouble themselves to alter their tastes and

habits, or those of other people. It is only when this question

has come to be commonly asked by men at once sufficiently free

from the mastery either of the lower or of the higher passions,

and wdtli sufficient command over the circumstances of their

lives, for the answer to have real influence over their conduct,

that the theoretical consequences which we have seen to be in-

volved in the Hedonistic principle become of serious practical

import.

We have then to consider, not so much whether the principle

that pleasm-e is the sole object of desire is itself tenable—on that

enough has been already said in this treatise—as whether the

doctrine which, having rejected this view of desire, professes to
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find the absolutely desirable or ' Summum Bonum ' for man in

some perfection of hmnan life, some realisation of hmnan capa-

cities, is of a kind, not only to save speculative men from that

suspicion of there being- an illusion in their impulses after a

higher life which Hedonism naturally yields, but also to guide

those impulses in cases of honest doubt as to the right line of

action to adopt.



CHAPTER IV.

THE PRACTICAL VALUE OP UTILITARIANISM COMPAUED WITH THAT

OF THE THEORY OF THE GOOD AS HUMAN PERFECTION.

352. According to the doctrine of this treatise, as we have

previously endeavoured to state it, there is a principle of self-

development in man, independent of the excitement of new

desires by those new imaginations, which presuppose new expe-

riences, of pleasure. In virtue of this principle he anticipates

experience. In a certain sense he makes it, instead of merely

waiting to be made by it. He is capable of being moved by an

idea of himself, as becoming that which he has it in him to be

—an idea which does not represent previous experience, but

gradually brings an experience into being, gradually creates a

filling for itself, in the shape of arts, laws, institutions and habits

of living, which, so far as they go, exhibit the capabilities of

man, define the idea of his end, afford a positive answer to the

otherwise unanswerable question, what in particular it is that

man has it in him to become. The action of such an idea in the

individual accounts for two things which, upon the Hedonistic

supposition, are equally unaccountable. It accounts for the pos-

sibility of the cjuestion. Why should I trouble about making

myself or my neighbours other than we are? and, given the

question, it accounts for an answer being rendered to it, in the

shape of a real initiation of effort for the improvement of human
life.

The supposition, therefore, of a free or self-objectifying spiri-

tual agency in human history is one to which a fair analysis of

human history inevitably leads us. But it remains to be asked

by what rule the effort is to be guided, which we suppose the
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idea of a possible human perfection thus to initiate. That idea,

according to our view, is prunarily in man unfilled and un-

realised ; and within the experience of men it is never fully-

realised, never acquires a content adequate to its capacity.

There are arts and institutions and rules of life, in which the

human spirit has so far incompletely realised its idea of a

possible Best; and the individual in whom the idea is at work

will derive from it a general injunction to further these arts, to

maintain and, so far as he can, improve these institutions. It is

when this general injunction has to be translated into particu-

lars that the difficulty arises. How is the essential to be dis-

tinguished from the unessential and obstructive, in the processes

through which an effort after the perfection of man may be

traced ? How are the arts to become a more thorough realisa-

tion of the ideal which has imperfectly expressed itself in them ?

How are the institutions of social life, and the rules of conven-

tional morality, to be cleared of the alien growths which they

owe to the constant co-operation of selfish passions with interest

in common good, and which render them so imperfectly organic

to the development of the human spirit? Above all, how is

this or that individual—circumstanced as he is, and endowed,

physically and mentally, as he is—to take part in the work ?

"When he is called upon to decide between adherence to some

established rule of morality and service to a particular person, or

to face some new combination of circumstances to which recog-

nised rules of conduct do not seem to apply, how is he to find

guidance in an idea which merely moves him to aim at the best

and highest in conduct? In short, as we put the difficulty

after first stating the doctrine which finds the basis of morality

in such an idea (§ 198)— ' So far as it can be translated into

practice at all, must not its effect be either a dead conformity to

the code of customary morality, anywhere and at any time es-

tablished, without effort to reform or expand it, or else unlimited

licence in departing from it at the prompting of any impulse

which the individual may be pleased to consider a higher law ?
'

Unless these questions can be satisfactorily answered, it would

seem that our theory of the basis of morality, though its adop-

tion might save some speculative persons from that distrust of

their own conscience to which Hedonism would naturally lead
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them, can be of no further practical vahie. It may still serve

to dispel the notion that the inclination to take one's ease and

let the world have its Avay is justified by philosophy. It may
still have an important bearing- on that examination by the

individual of his own walk and conduct, in which the question

of motive should hold the first place; for it recognises, as the

one motive which should be supreme, a desire which the Hedonist

must ignore. But it will have no guidance to offer to the im-

pulse which it explains, and of wdiich it asserts the importance.

In those cases in which, as we have previously pointed out, the

question, Ought this or that to be done? has to be answered

irrespectively of motive and with reference merely to the effects

of actions, it will be of no avail. For that purpose we need

some conception of a ' Summum Bonum ' or ultimate good,

definite enough to enable las to enquire whether the effects of a

particular action contribute to that end or no. But if the idea

of a possible perfection of life cannot be translated into any

definite conceptions of what contributes to the attainment of

that life, except such as are derived from existing usage and

law, it cannot afford such a criterion as we want of the value of

possible actions, when we are in doubt which of them should be

done ; for we want a criterion that shall be independent of law

and usage, while at the same time it shall be other than the

casual conviction of the individual.

353. Now, as we have more than once admitted, we can form

no positive conception of what the ultimate perfection of the

human spirit would be; what its life would be when all its

capabilities were fully realised. We can no more do this than

we can form a positive conception of what the nature of God
in itself is. All the notions that we can form of human ex-

cellences or virtues are in some way relative to present imper-

fections. We may say perhaps, with the Apostle, that Faith,

Hoi)e and Charity ' ahide
;

' that they are not merely passing

phases of a life which may come to enter on conditions in which

they would cease to be possible ; and there may be a sense in

w^hich this is true. But when we come to speak of the func-

tions in which those virtues manifest themselves, we find that

we are speaking of functions essentially relative to a state of

society in which it is impossible to suppose that the human
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spirit has reached its full development. ' Charity beareth all

things, believeth all thing's, hopeth all things ;
" but if all men

had come to be what they should be, what would there be for

Charity to bear, to hope, and to believe ?

Though the idea of an absolutely perfect life, however, cannot

be more to us than the idea that there must be such a life, as

distinct from an idea of what it is—and we may admit this

while holding that this idea is in a supreme sense formative and

influential—it does not follow that there is any difficulty in con-

ceiving very definitely a life of the individual and of society

more jDerfect, because more completely fulfilling the vocation of

individvial and society, than any which is being lived. There

may have been a period in the history of our race when the idea

of a possible perfection was a blindly moving influence ; when it

had not yet taken sufficient effect in the ordering of life and the

formation of virtues for reflection on these to enable men to say

what it would be to be more perfect. But we are certainly not

in that state now. We all recognise, and perhaps in some frag-

mentary way practise, virtues which both carry in themselves

unfulfilled possibilities, and at the same time plainly point out

the direction in which their own further development is to be

sought for. It has already been sought in this treatise to trace

the ideal of the cardinal virtues, as recognised by the conscience

of Christendom. In none of these would the man who came

nearest the ideal ' count himself to have attained,'' nor wou.ld he

have any difficulty in defining the path of his further attainment.

No one is eager enough to know what is true or make what is

beautiful ; no one ready enovgli to endure pain and forgo pleasure

in the service of his fellows ; no one impartial enough in treating

the claims of another exactly as his own. Thus to have more

'intellectual excellence;^ to be more brave, temperate and just,

in the sense in which any one capable of enquiring what it is to be

more perfect would now understand these virtues, is a sufficient

object for him to set before himself by way of answer to the

question, so far as it concerns him individually ; while a state of

society in which these virtues shall be more generally attainable

and attained, is a sufficient account of the more perfect life con-

sidered as a social good.

354. It would seem then that, thoug-h statements at once
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positive and instructive as to the absolutely Best life may be

beyond our reach, yet, by help of mere honest reflection on the

evidence of its true vocation which the human spirit has so far

yielded in arts and sciences, in moral and political achievement,

we can know enough of a better life than our own, of a better

social order than any that now is, to have an available criterion

of what is good or bad in law and usage, and in the tendencies of

men^s actions. The working theory of the end, which we derive

from the doctrine that the ultimate good for man must be some

full development of the human spirit in character and conduct,

may be represented by some such question as the following

:

Does this or that law or usage, this or that course of action

—

directly or indirectly, positively or as a preventive of the oj^po-

site—contribute to the better-being of society, as measured by

the more general establishment of conditions favourable to the

attainment of the recognised excellences and virtues, by the

more general attainment of those excellences in some degree, or

by their attainment on the part of some persons in higher de-

gree without detraction from the opportunities of others ? In

order to put this question we must, no doubt, have a definite

notion of the direction in which the ' Summum Bonum ' is to be

soug'ht, but not of what its full attainment would actually be

;

and this, it will be found, is all that we need or can obtain for

our guidance in estimating the value of laws and institutions,

actions and usages, by their effects. It will do nothing indeed

to help us in ascertaining what the effects of any institution or

action really are. No theory whatever of the ' STimmum Bonum,'

Hedonistic or other, can avail for the settlement of this ques-

tion, which requires analysis of facts and circumstances, not con-

sideration of ends. But it will sufficiently direct us in regard

to the kind of effects we should look out for in our analysis, and

to the value we should put upon them when ascertained.

In all cases then in which, according to the distinction pre-

viously explained, the question at issue is not. What ought I to

be ? but, AVhat ought to be done ? the criterion just stated

should be our guide in answering it. As we have seen, the

question, What ought I to be ? includes the question, What
ought to be done? for I am not what I ought to be—my
character and motives are not what they should be—unless my
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actions^ in virtue of their effects, are such as oug-ht to be done.

But, as we have also seen, for that purpose which the question,

Am I what I ought to be ? mainly serves in ethical develop-

ment—the purpose, namely, of self-reproval and consequent in-

citement of the effort to be better—no elaborate enquiry into the

effects of actions done is commonly needed. So far, however, as

such an enquiry is involved in the process of self-examination,

the criterion to be employed in the valuation of effects will be

such as we have described. It will have to be employed, again,

in all cases where we are judging the actions of others, whose

state of character is incognisable by us, or considering whether

outward action of a certain kind, irrespectively of motives, is

good or bad, whether certain institutions or practices of society

should be maintained or given up—these being all questions

solely of effect. It is a criterion, indeed, which will seldom come

to the front, even in the minds of those who are most clearly

aware that it is their criterion, because in all ordinary cases of

disinterested doubt as to the value of institutions and usages,

and of actions in which we are not ourselves concerned, the

question which occupies us is, What under all the conditions of

the case are the effects actually produced? not. What is the

value of the effects ? But it should be, and (as we hold) with

all men who have assimilated the higher moral culture of

Christendom really is, the measure of value which is kept in

view in the effort to ascertain the effects of action, and which is

tacitly applied in the estimate of all ascertained effects that are

susceptible of moral valuation.

355. The Utilitarian, if he can bring himself to attend to

what is here advanced, will probably say that in ordinary cases

and for practical purposes he can accept om' criterion, but that

he cannot regard it as ultimate or scientific, and that it fails us

just in those cases where an ultimate or scientific criterion is

needed, because in them the rules of established morality are

insufficient or inapplicable. He will not object to measure the

better-being of society in an ordinary way ' by the more general

establishment of conditions favourable to the attainment of the

recognised excellences and virtues, by the more general attain-

ment of those excellences in some degree, or by their attainment

on the part of some persons in higher degree without detraction
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from the opportunities of others/ because he will hold that these

recognised virtues and excellences represent an incalculable ac-

cumulation of experience as to the modes in which the largest

balance of pleasure may be obtained. Their exercise according

to him docs not constitute the ' Summum Bonum/ but under

ordinary conditions it is an ascertained means to it. ' Is there

then/ the reader may ask us, ' any practical difference between

the Utilitarian criterion and yours? You say that the effects

of actions, institutions, etc., are to be valued according to their

relation to the production of personal excellence, moral and in-

tellectual. The Utilitarian does not deny this ; but whereas,

according to you, the excellence is itself the ultimate end, ac-

cording to the Utilitarian it has its value only as a means

—

speaking generally, a necessary and unfailing means—to the

production of the largest possible sum of pleasure. Since you

are both agreed, then, that the effects to be looked at in all

ordinary moral valuation are effects that have a bearing on meri-

torious character, whether there be a further end beyond that

character or no, the several criteria come to pretty much the

same thing. It will only be in exceptional cases that any differ-

ence between the two views of the criterion need appear ; in the

estimation, for instance, of some practice (such as vivisection

may perhaps be reckoned) which stands in no ascertained rela-

tion, direct or indirect, to the maintenance, advancement, or

diffusion of meritorious conduct; or in the estimation of some

exceptional act to which the general i-ule, that the nett maxi-

mum of possible pleasure is only to be reached by following the

paths of recognised virtue, is rendered inapplicable by some

peculiarity in the circumstances of the case or in the position of

the agent. Here the Utilitarian must apply his ultimate crite-

rion directly. He must seek to ascertain the balance of pleasure

or pain resulting from the particular practice or action, without

the help of those records of prolonged observation upon pleasure-

giving and pain-giving consequences which the established

rules of morality in effect supply. This is no doubt a difficult

task; but, upon the theory which rejects the Hedonistic cal-

culus as criterion on the groimd that virtuous character and con-

duct is an end in itself, is any criterion in such cases available

at all?'
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356. Now it is satisfactory to acknowledge that the theoiy of

the criterion for which we are arguing does not for practical

purposes differ much from the Utilitarian, so long as the Utili-

tarian view of the criterion is not founded—as it generally has

been, and perhaps logically should be—on the Hedonistic theory

of motives. The doctrine that pleasure is the only possible object

of desire logically excludes the possibility of aspiration for per-

sonal holiness, of effort after goodness for its own sake. According

to it the state of will and character v/hich we have previously

used the phrase ' purity of heart ' to describe, is not only an un-

realisable ideal, but an ideal which cannot excite desire for its

attainment at all. This theory of motives, therefore, is incom-

patible in principle with the whole view of the nature of virtue,

as issuing from a character in which the interest in being good

is dominant, already set forth in this treatise. But if the UtiH-

tarian is committed to no more than a certain doctrine of the

criterion of morality—the doctrine that the value of actions and

institutions is to be measured in the last resort by their effect on

the nett sum of pleasures enjoyable by all human, or perhaps by

all sentient, beings, the difference between him and one who

would substitute for this ' nett sum, etc.^ ' the fulfilment of human

capacities ' may be practically small. A desire for the enjoyment

of pleasure by others—whether in the largest quantity possible,

or in some more positively conceivable form—is so entirely dif-

ferent from desire for a pleasure that, if the Utilitarian considers

his ' Summum Bonum,^ or any limited form of it, to be a possible

object of desire to the individual, he clears himself practically,

even though it be at the sacrifice of consistency, from charge-

ability with any such theory of motives as would exclude the

possibility of a ' pure heart.'

We are brought, then, to this point. The Utilitarian theory

of ultimate good, if founded upon the Hedonistic theory of

motives, we have found to be ' intrinsically unavailable for sup-

plying motive or guidance to a man who wishes to make his life

better,' because that theory of motives, when argued out, appears

to exclude, not indeed the hope on the part of the individual that

his own life and that of mankind may become better, i. e. more

pleasant, but the belief that it can rest with him to exercise any

initiative, whether in the way of resistance to inclination or of
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painful interference with usage, which may affect the result. We
saw reason to think that this logical consequence of the theory

tended to have at least a weakening influence upon life and con-

duct, and that there was accordingly a practical reason for seeking

a substitute in another theory of ultimate good. But the question

now arises whether this substitute shall be sought, according to

the previous argument of this treatise, in a theory which would

place the 'Sunimiun Bonum' in a pei-fection of human life, not

indeed positively definable by us, but having an identity with the

virtuous life actually achieved by the best men, as having for

its principle the same will to be perfect ; or rather in a revision

of the Utilitarian theory, which shall make it independent of

the Hedonistic theory of motives, wdiile retaining the account of

the ' Siimmum Bonum ' as a maximum of possible pleasure. We
will endeavour to consider candidly what the latter alternative

has to recommend it.

357. It is noticeable in the first place that, if the Utilitarian

doctrine of the chief good as criterion—the doctrine that the great-

est possible sum of pleasures is the end by reference to which the

value of actions is to be tested—is dissociated from the Hedonistic

doctrine of motives, though it may be cleai-ed from liability to

bad practical effects, it has also lost what has been in fact its

chief claim to the acceptance of ordinary men. The process of

its acceptance has been commonly this. Because there is pleasure

in all satisfaction of desire, men have come to think that the

object of desire is always some pleasure; that every good is a

pleasure. From this the inference is natural enough that a

greatest possible sum of pleasures is a greatest possible good

—

at any rate till it is pointed out that the possibility of desiring a

sum of pleasures, which never can. be enjoyed as a sum, would

not follow^ from the fact that the object of desire was always

some imagined pleasure. But once drop the notion that pleasure

is the sole thing desired, and the question arises why it should

be deemed that which ' in our calm moments ' is to be counted

the sole thing desirable, so that the value of all which men do or

which concerns them is to be measured simply by its tendency

to produce pleasure. We suppose ourselves now to be arguing

with men who admit the possibility of disinterested motives, who
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value character according as it is habitually actuated by them

;

who neither understand by such motives desires for that kind of

pleasure of which the contemplation of another's pleasure is the

condition, nor allow themselves to suppose that, granting- bene-

volence to be always a desire to produce pleasure, it is there-

fore a desire for {i. e. to enjoy) pleasure. Why, we ask such

persons, do you take that to be the one thing ultimately desirable,

which you not only admit to be not the sole thing desired, but

which you admit is not desired in those actions which you esteem

the most ?

358. It may be surmised that the chief attraction which the

Hedonistic criterion has had for such persons has lain in its

apparent definiteness. The conception of the ' Summum Bonum,'

as consisting in a greatest possible nett sum of pleasures, has

seemed to afford a much more positive and intelligible criterion

than the conception of a full realisation of human capacities,

which we admit to be only definable by reflection on the partial

realisation of those capacities in recognised excellences of cha-

racter and conduct. It promises an escape, too, from the circle

in which, as already observed, we seem to move, when we say

that we ought to do so and so because it is virtuous or noble to do

it, and then have to explain what is virtuous or noble as what

we ought to do. A ' Summum Bonum ' consisting of a greatest

possible sum of pleasures is supposed to be definite and intelligible,

because every one knows what pleasure is. But in what sense

does every one know it ? If only in the sense that every one

can imagine the renewal of some pleasure which he has enjoyed,

it may be pointed out that pleasures, not being enjoyable in a

sum—to say nothing of a greatest possible sum—cannot be

imagined in a sum either. Though this remark, however, might

be to the purpose against a Hedonist who held that desire could

only be excited by imagined pleasure, and yet that a greatest

sum of pleasure was an object of desire, it is not to the purpose

against those who merely look on the greatest sum of pleasures

as the true criterion, without holding that desire is only excited

by imagination of pleasure. They will reply that, though we
may not be able, strictly speaking, to imagine a sum of pleasures,

every one knows what it is. Every one knows the difference

between enjoying a longer succession of pleasures and a shorter
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one, a succession of more intense and a succession of less intense

pleasures, a succession of pleasures less interrupted by pain and

one more interrupted. In this sense every one knows the dif-

ference between enjoying- a larg-er sum of pleasures and enjoying

a smaller sum. He knows the difference also between a larger

number of persons or sentient beings and a smaller one. He
attaches therefore a definite meaning- to the enjoyment of a

greater nett amount of pleasure by a greater number of beings,

and has a definite criterion for distinguishing a better action

from a worse, in the tendency of the one, as compared with the

other, to produce a greater amount of pleasure to a greater

number of persons.

359. The ability, however, to compare a larger sum of pleasure

with a smaller in the sense explained—as we might compare a

longer time with a shorter—is qviite a different thing from

ability to conceive a greatest possible sum of pleasures, or to

attach any meaning to that phrase. It seems, indeed, to be

intrinsically as unmeaning as it would be to speak of a greatest

possible quantity of time or space. The sum of pleasures plainly

admits of indefinite increase, with the continued existence of

sentient beings capable of pleasui'e. It is greater to-day than it

was yesterday, and, unless it has suddenly come to pass that ex-

periences of pain outnumber experiences of pleasure, it ^\all be

greater to-morrow than it is to-day ; but it will never be complete

while sentient beings exist. To say that ultimate good is a greatest

possible sum of pleasures, strictly taken, is to say that it is an

end which for ever recedes ; which is not only unattainable but

from the nature of the case can never be more nearly approached
;

and such an end clearly cannot serve the purpose of a criterion,

by enabling us to distinguish actions which bring men nearer

to it from those that do not. Are we then, since the notion of

a greatest possible sum of pleasures is thus unavailable, to under-

stand that in applying the Utilitarian criterion we merely approve

one action in comparison with another, as tending to yield more

pleasure to more beings capable of pleasure, without reference to

a ' Summum Bonum' or ideal of a perfect state of existence at

all ? But without such reference is there any meaning in ap-

proval or disapproval at all ? It is intelligible that without such

reference the larger sum of pleasures should be desired as against

D d
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the less ; on supposition of benevolent impulses, it is intelligible

that the larger sum should be desired by a man for others as

well as for himself. But the desire is one thing, the approval of

it—the judgment ^in a calm hour^ that the desire of the action

moved by it is reasonable—is quite another thing. Without

some ideal—however indeterminate—of a best state of existence,

with the attainment of which the approved motive or action may

be deemed compatible, the approval of it would seem impossible.

Utilitarians have therefore to consider whether they can employ

a criterion of action, as they do employ it, without some idea of

ultimate good ; and, since a greatest possible sum of pleasures is

a phrase to which no idea really corresponds, what is the idea

which really actuates them in the employment of their criterion.

360. When, having duly reflected on these points, we try (if

the expression may be pardoned) to make sense of the Utilitarian

theory—bearing in mind at once its implication of the conception

of a ' Summum Bonum/ and the impossibility that of pleasures,

so long as sentient beings continue to enjoy themselves, there

should be any such greatest sum as can satisfy the conception

—

we cannot avoid the conclusion that the ^ Summum Bonum ' which

the Utilitarian contemplates is not a sum of pleasures, but a

certain state of existence ; a state in which all human beings, or

all beings of whose consciousness he supposes himself able to take

account, shall live as pleasantly as is possible for them, without

one gaining pleasure at the expense of another. The reason why

he approves an action is not tliat he judges it likely to make an

addition to a sum of pleasures which never comes nearer com-

pletion, but that he judges it likely to contribute to this state of

general enjoyable existence. If he says that the right object for

a man is to increase the stock of human enjoyments, it is pre-

sumable that he is not really thinking of an addition to a sum

of pleasant experiences, however large, which might be made and

yet leave those who had had the experiences with no more of the

good in possession than they had before. He does not mean that

a thousand experiences of pleasure constitute more of a good than

nine hundred experiences of the same intensity, or less of a good

than six hundred of a double intensity. He is thinking of a

good consisting in a certain sort of social life, of which he does

not particularise the nature to himself further than by conceiving
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it as a pleasant life to all who share in it, and as one of which

all have the enjoyment, if not equally, yet none at the cost of

others. 13}' increasing- the stock of enjoyments he means enabling

more persons to live pleasantly, or with less interruption from

pain. The good which he has before him is not an aggregate

of pleasures but a pleasant life—a life at all times and for all

persons as pleasant, as little marred by pain, as possible ; but

good, (ina a life in which the persons living are happy or enjoy

themselves, not qua a life into which so many enjoyments are

crowded.

361. Now the objection to this conception of a chief good is

not that, so far as it goes, it is otherwise than true. According

to our view, since there is pleasure in all realisation of capacity,

the life in which human capacities should be fully realised would

necessarily be a pleasant life ^. The objection is that, instead of

having" that definiteness which, because all know what pleasure is,

it seemed at first to promise, it turns out on consideration to be

so abstract and indefinite. It tells us nothing" of that life, to the

attainment of which our actions must contribute if they are to

be what they should be, but merely that it would be as pleasant

as possible for all persons, or for all beings of whose consciousness

we can take account. The question is whether in thinking of an

absolutely desirable life, as the end by reference to which the

effects of our actions are to be valued, our view must be confined

to the mere quality of its universal pleasantness, and whether in

consequence productivity of pleasure is the ultimate ground on

which actions are to be approved. The view for which we plead

is that the quality of the absolutely desirable life, which renders

it such in man^s thoughts, is that it shall be the full realisation

of his capacities ; that, although pleasure must be incidental to

such realisation, it is in no way distinctive of it, being equally

incidental to any unimpeded activity, to the exercise of merely

animal functions no less than to those that are properly human

;

that, although we know not in detail what the final realisation

of man^s capacities would be, we know well enough, from the

evidence they have so far given of themselves, what a fuller de-

velopment of them would be ; and that thus, in the injunction

to make hfe as full a realisation as possible of human capacities,

^ [Cf. however § 276.]

D d 3
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we have a definiteness of direction^ wbicli the injunction to make

life as pleasant as possible does not supply.

362. Such definiteness of direction as is derivable from the

latter injunction really depends on the assumption that^ with a

view to the g-eneral enjoyment of life^ conduct should follow the

paths of recognised virtue. On supposition that the requirements

of conventional morality represent a great mass of experience as

to the social behaviour by which life is rendered more generally

pleasant, we may be sure that as a rule their violation is not the

way to help men on the whole to live more pleasantly. The sup-

position need not be disputed. But how did these requirements,

or what is really beneficent in them, come to be formed ? There

was a time when they did not yet amount to the requirements of

a conventional morality—when a large part of them were as

yet only the convictions of a few peculiar people as to what was

needed in the interest of a better social being. Whence then did

these few derive direction for those efforts to make social life

what it should be, which our present conventional morality was

not there to guide, and which any conventional morality then

current would have discountenanced ? Would not the mere in-

junction to make human life as pleasant as possible, failing the

interpretation which our present conventional moralitymay supply,

but which it was not then there to supply, have had either no

significance for them or a misleading one—a misleading signi-

ficance if taken to be interpreted by the then recognised standards

of meritorious conduct, and otherwise none ? Has not the spirit

in which the better being of society has in fact been promoted

been generally that w^hich Mr. Browning puts into the mouth of

his Rabbi Ben Ezra ?

—

' Then, welcome each rebuff

That turns earth's smoothness rough,

Each sting that bids nor sit nor stand but go !

Be our joys three-parts pain

!

Strive, and hold cheap the strain

;

Learn, nor account the pang ; dare, never grudge the throe !
'
^

^ [The following passage from the Epilogue to * Romola,' which the author in-

tended to quote at some point in this chapter, may be added here ;
' We can only

have the highest happiness, such as goes along with being a great man, by having

wide thoughts, and much feeling for the rest of the world as well as ourselves
;

and this sort of happiness often brings so much pain with it, that we can only tell

it from pain by its being Avhat we would chouse before everything else, because

our souls see it is good.']
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And would this spirit ever have found its inward law in an

injunction to produce as much pleasure as possible—to seek as

its supreme object to obtain that for others which it would

reject for itself? Does not the same spirit still find such an

injunction unmeaning- or repellent, in those cases where it

needs, owing- to the felt insufUciency of the rules of conventional

morality, to resort for direction to some conception of ultimate

g-ood ?

363. It may be retorted, however, that by our own confession

the injunction to realise the capacities, to make the most and

best, of the hirnian soul, derives its definite content from refer-

ence to the recognised virtues and excellences of life. It is an

injunction to attain these more full}^, to render them more

g-enerally attainable, to g-ive further realisation to the spirit

which has expressed itself in them. If it on the one hand, and

the injunction to make life as pleasant as possible on the other,

have alike need of this reference in order to acquire definite

meaning, what advantage has the former over the latter ? Its

advantage we take to be this. The former injunction does,

while the latter does not, correspond to the inward law by

which men have been governed in the efiiort and aspiration that

have yielded the various excellences in the way of art and know-

ledge, no less than of conduct, which now determine our ideal

of further perfection. Accordingly in those cases—very ex-

ceptional, as we have all along pointed out—where the difference

between the two injunctions would make itself practically ap-

parent, the one would, while the other would not, sngg-est a

manner of life, a standard of achievement in knowledge and art,

higher than that which current expectations call for. A man
who interprets the recognised virtues and excellences as having-

been arrived at with a view to the increase of pleasure, who
holds them to be valuable only as means to that end, has not the

clue to guide him in cases where it is no longer enough to follow

the ' law of opinion ' or social expectation, but where it behoves

him to act in the higher spirit of those virtues and excellences

—

a spirit which he must interpret for himself. The question

whether it would conduce more to general pleasm'e that he

should set up for being better than his neighbours, instead of

swimming with the stream ; that he should follow the severer
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path of duty, where his departure from it would be unknown or

uneondemned, and where it would save himself and those whom
he loves from much suffering- ; that he should seek the hig-hest

beauty in art, the eompletest triith in knowledg-e, rather than

conform to popular taste and opinion—this is a question which

he will find for ever unanswerable; and, in presence of its un-

answerability, the fact that his own pleasure will undoubtedly

be served by deciding* it in the easier way is likely to have

considerable w^eight. If, on the other hand, he were governed

by the conviction that the recognised virtues and excellences are

ends in themselves, because in them the human spirit in some

measure fulfils its divine vocation, attains something of the

perfection which it lies in it to attain, he would find in reflection

on them an indication of the ends to be kept in view, where the

rule of being virtuous according to some established type of

virtue is insufficient, as well as a constant direction to estimate

at its highest the claim on his personal devotion to the further

perfecting of man.

364. Before we attempt finally to illustrate the manner in

which these different conceptions of ultimate good, and the

different injunctions founded on them, would be likely under

certain conditions to affect the practical judgment, it will be

well to remove one more possible misapprehension as to the

distinction between them. They are not to be distinguished as

if according to one the 'Summum Bonum^ were a state of de-

sirable consciousness, while according to the other it was not.

It is agreed that in presenting a '^Summum Bonum'to ourselves

we present it as a state of desirable consciousness. Except as

some sort of conscious life it can be to us nothing ; and to say

that we think of it as desirable is the same thing as to say that

we think of it as good. The question is whether we think of it

as good or desirable because we anticipate pleasure in it, or

because and so far as we already desire it, knowing that there

must be pleasure in the satisfaction of a desire, though pleasure

be not the object of the desire. Utilitarians, however—even

such Utilitarians as Mr. Henry Sidgwick '—are apt to argue as

if to hold that the ultimate standard of moral valuation is some-

' Methods of Ethics, Book III. chap. xiv. § 2. pp. 36S-370 (2nd Edition).
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thing" else tlian the productivity of pleasure, was to hold that it

is something else than productivity of desirable consciousness.

So to argue is quite consistent in those who take pleasure to be

the sole object of desire ; for with them, if any kind of conscious

life admits of being desired—and unless it admits of being

desired, it cannot be desirable—it must be on the ground of the

pleasure anticipated in it. But if this view is rejected, as it is

rejected by ]\Ir. Sidgwick, it does not appear why a state of

consciousness should not be desired for another reason than for

the sake of the pleasure anticipated in it, or why it should not

be for another reason that ' when we sit down in a calm horn-

'

we deem it desirable.

The i^resent writer holds as strongly as Mr. Sidgwick could

do that it is only in some form of conscious life—more definitely,

of self-conscious life—that we can look for the realisation of our

capacities or the perfection of our being; in other words, for

ultimate good. While regarding Truth, Freedom, Beauty, etc.,

as constituent elements of the highest good, not as means to a

good beyond them, he would understand by them, in INIr. Sidg-

wick's words 1, the 'relations of conscious minds which we call

cognition of Truth, contemplation of Beauty, Independence of

action, etc' He admits further that desire for perfection of

being—the desire of which the operation in us gives meaning

to the statement that the attainment of such perfection is

supremely desirable—carries with it some anticipation of the

pleasure there would be in satisfaction of the desire, an anticipa-

tion which renders the description of the highest state as one of

happiness or bliss natural to us. His contention is that to

suppose pleasure on that account to be the object o'f our desire

for supreme or ultimate good, is to repeat the mistake, to which

Mr. Sidgwick is so thoroughly alive, of confusing the pleasure

which attends the satisfaction of a desire with the object of the

desire, and the anticipation of that pleasure with the desire

itself. It is not because looked forward to as pleasant, that the

' Methods of Ethics, p. 368. Mr. Sidgwick writes, ' the objective relations of

conscious minds).' I have omitted * objective ' from not being quite sure of its

significance in this connection. Nor am I sure that I could accei)t ' Independence

of action ' as an equivalent for * Freedom,' in that sense in which I look upon
' Freedom ' as a constituent of the highest good.
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form of conscious life in wbicli our capacities shall be fully-

realised is an object of desire to us ; it is because, in such self-

conscious beings as we are, a desire for their realisation goes

along with the presence of the capacities^ that the form of

conscious life in which this desire shall be satisfied is looked

forward to as pleasant. And it is because the object of this

desire, when reflected on, from the nature of the case presents

itself to us as absolutely final, not because we anticipate pleasure

in its attainment as we do in that of any and every desired

object, that ' in a calm hour ' we pronounce it supremely desir-

able.

365. Now it would be unfair to convey the impression that

Mr. Sidgwick, in identifying that ' desirable consciousness,' which

he holds that ultimate good must be, simply with pleasure, is

chargeable with confusion between the object of a desire and the

pleasure anticipated in its satisfaction. The result of such a

confusion, unless avoided by a further one, would be * Egoistic

'

Hedonism, not the ' Universalistic ' Hedonism which he himself

adopts. In the common Hedonistic ratiocination—we always an-

ticipate pleasure in the satisfaction of desire, therefore pleasure is

the sole thing desired, therefore the sole thing desirable—pleasure

must throughout mean pleasure for the person supposed to desire it.

Since it is not pretended that it means anything else in the two

former steps of the ratiocination, it must mean it also in the last.

It can be taken to mean the pleasure of others, or of all men,

only through a confusion between desire to enjoy pleasure and

desire to produce it, from which Mr. Sidgwick keej)s quite free.

It is not upon any such ratiocination that he founds his own
conclusion that ^desirable feeling'' (by which he understands

pleasure) ' for the innumerable multitude of living beings, present

and to come '^,' is the one end ' ultimately and intrinsically de-

sirable
;

' but on an appeal to what he calls ' common sense.'

' As rational beings we are manifestly bound to aim at good

generall}'-, not merely at this or that part of it 2,-' and in the last

resort we can give no meaning to good but happiness, which=
desirable consciousness, which = pleasure. Reason therefore bids

us aim at a supreme good, made up of the goods (or happinesses)

of all sentient beings ; at the good of one sentient being equally

^ Methods of Ethics, p. 371. * Ibid. p. 355.
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with another, ' except in so far as it is less, or less certainly

knowable or attainable/

Now in this theory it is clear that an oflice is ascribed to

Reason which in ordinary Utilitarian doctrine, as in the philo-

sophy of Locke and Hume on which that doctrine is founded,

is explicitly denied to it. To say that as rational beings we are

bound to aim at anything whatever in the nature of an ulthnafe

end, would have seemed absurd to Hume and to the original

Utilitarians. To them reason was a faculty not of ends but of

means. As a matter of fact, they held, we all do aim at plea-

sure as our ultimate end ; all that could properly be said to be

reasonable or unreasonable was our selection of means to that

end. They would no more have thought of asking why pleasure

ought to be pursued than of asking why any fact ought to be

a fact. Mr. Sidgwick, however, does ask the question, and

answers that pleasure oug-ht to be pursued because reason pro-

nounces it desii'able ; but that, since reason pronounces pleasure,

if equal in amount, to be equally desirable by whatever being

enjoyed, it is universal pleasure—the pleasure of all sentient

beings—that ovight to be j)ursued. It is not indeed an object

that every one ought at all times to have consciously before

him ^, but it is the ultimate good by reference to which, ' when

we sit down in a calm hour,'' the desirability of every other good

is to be tested.

366. In this procedure Mr. Sidgwick is quite consistent with

himself. His rejection of ' Egoistic^ in favour of ' Universalistic
'

Hedonism rests upon a ground which in Mr. MilPs doctrine it is

impossible to discover. His appeal to reason may be made to

justify the recognition of an obligation to regard the hai:)piness of

all men or all animals equally, which, upon the doctrine that

pleasure is the one thing desirable because the one thing desired,

can only be logically justified by the untenable assumption that

the only way to obtain a maximum of pleasure for oneself is to

have an equal regard for the pleasure of everyone else. But

Mr. Sidgwick's way of justifying his Altruism constrains us to

ask him some further questions. What does he understand

by the ' reason ' to which he ascribes the office of deciding what

the one 'ultimately and intrinsically desirable end^ isj not on

1 Methods of Ethics, p. 381.
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the means to it, but on the nature of the end itself ? In saying

that it is reasonable to pvirsue desirable consciousness, is he not

open to the same charge of moving- in a circle which he brings

against those who say that it is reasonable to live according to

nature, or virtuous to seek perfection, while after all they have no

other account to give of the life according to nature but that it is

reasonable, or of perfection but that it is the highest virtue^ ?

What does he mean by desirable consciousness but the sort of

consciousness which it is reasonable to seek ?

He apparently avoids the circle, no doubt, by describing the

desirable consciousness as pleasure ; but the escape is only appa-

rent. A statement that it is reasonable to seek pleasure would

not itself be chargeable with tautology, but, unless it meant that

it was reasonable to seek pleasure for the sake of some chief good

other than pleasure (in which sense the statement is not likely

to be made), it would be absurd. If we hold pleasure to be

itself the good, because the object of all desire, and if we are

careful about our words, we may call it reasonable to seek certain

means to it, but not to seek pleasure itself. Mr. Sidgwick

himself, as we have seen, is not guilty of this absurdity, because

he carefully distinguishes the desired from the desirable. His

doctrine is not that it is reasonable to seek pleasure in that

sense in which Hedonistic writers take it to be the one thing

desired, i. e. as the pleasure of the person seeking it, but that it

is reasonable to seek to convey pleasure to all sentient beings,

because this universal enjoyment, though it is only in certain

exceptional ' calm hours •" desired, is intrinsically and ultimately

desirable or good. Now does he mean anything else by ' de-

sirable ' in this connection than ' reasonably to be desired ' ? If

not, does not his doctrine come to this, that it is reasonable to

seek as ultimate good that form of conscious life which is reason-

ably to be desired ?

367. It will be understood that, in thus criticising Mr.

Sidgwick's account of ultimate good, our object is not to depre-

ciate it, but to show how much more truth there is in it, from

our point of view, than in the common statement of Utilitarian-

ism. We have previously explained how it comes about that

any true theory of the good will present an appearance of moving
' Methods of Ethics, p. 352.
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in a circle. Tlie rational or self-conscious soul^ we liave seen, con-

stitutes its own end ; is an end at once to and in itself. Its end

is the perfection of itself, the fulfilment of the law of its being-.

The consciousness of there being- such an end expresses itself in

the judgment that something absolutely should be, that there is

something intrinsically and ultimately desirable. This judgment

is^ in this sense, the expression of reason ; and all those who, like

Mr. Sidgwick, recognise the distinction between the absolutely

desirable and the de facto desired, have in effect admitted that

reason g-ives—is the source of there being—a supreme practical

good. If we ask for a reason why we should pursue this end,

there is none to be given but that it is rational to do so, that

reason bids it, that the pursuit is the effort of the self-conscious

or rational soul after its own perfection. It is reasonable to

desire it because it is reasonably to be desired. Those who like

to do so may make merry over the tautology. Those who

understand how it arises—from the fact, namely, that reason

gives its own end, that the self-conscious spirit of man presents

its own perfection to itself as the intrinsically desirable—will not

be moved by the mirth. They will not try to escape the charge

of tautology by taking the desirableness of ultimate good to

consist in anything else than in the thought of it as that which

would satisfy reason—satisfy the demand of the self-conscious

soul for its own perfection. They will not appeal to pleasure, as

being that which in fact we all desire, in order to determine our

notion of what reason bids us desire. They will be aware that

this notion cannot be determined by reference to anything but

what reason has itself done ; by anything but reflection on the

excellences of character and conduct to which the rational effort

after perfection of life has given rise. They will appeal to the

virtues to tell them what is virtuous, to goodness to tell them

what is truly good, to the work of reason in human life to tell

them what is reasonably to be desired ; knowing well what they

are about in so doing, and that it is the only appropriate pro-

cedure, because only in the full attainment of its end could reason

learn fully what that end is, and only in what it has so far

attained of the end can it leaiii what its further attainment

would be.

368. It is perhaps unjustifiable to ascribe to any one a course
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of thought which he would himself disavow ; but we naturally

ask for a reason why Mr. Sidg-wick, having accepted principles,

as it would seem^ so antagonistic to those of the philosophic

Utilitarians, should end by accepting their conclusion. When
we consider on the one hand his implied admission that it is

reason which presents us with the idea of idtimate good, and on

the other his profession of inability to look for that good in any-

thing but the pleasure of all sentient beings, the conjecture

suggests itself that, while really thinking of the ultimately

desirable as consisting in the satisfaction of reason, he shrank

from a statement seemingly so tautological and uninstructive as

that the end which reason bids us seek is the satisfaction or per-

fection of the rational nature itself. He was thus led to cast

about for an account of the svipreme good in terms which should

not imply its essential relation to reason. ' Pleasure of all sen-

tient beings^ does not imply any such relation, for there is

nothing in the enjoyment of pleasure which reason is needed to

constitute; and no one, except under constraint of some ex-

travagant theory, denies that pleasure is good. Thus the state-

ment that universal pleasure is the ultimate good which reason

bids us seek, seems on the one hand to avoid the admitted ab-

surdity of saying that reason bids us seek our own pleasure, and,

on the other, the tautology of saying that reason bids us seek

the satisfaction of reason.

But why does no one deny that pleasure is good ? Because

every one is conscious of desiring pleasure for himself. That is

to say, pleasure is good, not as= the desirable, but as= the de-

sired; and the pleasure which is tlnis good is not universal

pleasure but the pleasure of the subject desiring it, as related to

his desire. Thiis between the proposition that pleasure is good

as= the desired, and the proposition that universal pleasure is good

as= the rationally desirable, the connection (as Mr. Sidgwick is

too acute not to perceive) is merely verbal. The latter can only

be derived from the former on supposition that reason presents

to itself as the desirable—as good in this sense—the enjoyment

by every sentient being of the pleasure which he in fact desires,

and which is good for him in iJiat sense. Even if this supposition

be granted, it will still be the satisfaction of reason that consti-

tutes the good in the sense of the ultimately desirable, though
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reason will be supposed to satisfy itself in tlie contemplation of

the enjoyment Ly every being* of that which is g-ood in the sense

of being desired, viz. pleasure. The question will then be whether

reason can thus satisfy itself. Is it in contemplation of the

enjoyment of unbroken pleasure by all sentient beings that we
are to think of the rational soul as saying to itself that at length

its quest for ultimate good has found its goal ?

369. To this question—which, it will of course be understood,

is not put by Mr. Sidgwick himself, but to which, in our view,

his doctrine leads—his answer seems ambiguous. He holds in-

deed that a maximum of possible pleasure for all sentient beings

is the ultimate g-ood at which reason bids us aim, but he explains

that by pleasure he means ' desirable consciousness.^ Now unless

we are to forget the distinction between the desired and the

desirable which we mig-ht learn from Mr. Sidgwick himself 1,

we cannot sujipose that the rational soul, in presenting a desirable

consciousness on its o^\ti part as involved in ultimate good, pre-

sents it simply as so much pleasure. The very fact that it asks

for a consciousness which is desirable or should be desired, shows

that it cannot satisfy itself with that which every one naturally

desires, but of which for that reason no one can think as what

he should desire. The presentation of an object as one that should

be desired implies that it is not desired as a jdeasure by the person

to whom it so presents itself. A man may speak significantly

of another person's pleasure as desirable, but not of his own. The

desirableness of a pleasure must always express its relation to

some one else than the person desiring the enjoyment of the

pleasure. Thus to suppose a consciousness to be at once desired

as a pleasure, and contemplated as desirable by the same person,

is a contradiction. To the man who ' in a calm hour ' sets before

himself a certain form of conscious life as the object which reason

bids him aim at, though it is not impossible that pleasure should

be the desirable quality in that life as he seeks to bring it about

for other people, it cannot be the desirable quality in it as he

seeks to obtain it for himself. "When we are told, therefore, that

ultimate good is desirable consciousness or pleasure for all sen-

tient beings, we reply that, though it may be sought as pleasure

for all sentient beings, it cannot be sought as his own pleasure

^ Methods of Etliics, p. 361.
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by one who also contemplates it as the consciousness desirable

for himself. The description of viltimate good as pleasure, and

the description of it as desirable (not desired) consciousness,

are incompatible descriptions, so far as they are descriptions of

a state of being which the rational soul seeks as its own.

370. Now, according to the view already stated in this treatise,

the rational soul in seeking an ultimate good necessarily seeks

it as a state of its own being. An ultimate, intrinsic, absolute

good has no meaning for us, except that which it derives from

the effort of the rational soul in us to become all that it is con-

scious of a capacity for becoming. As the rational soul is essen-

tially the principle of self-consciousness, so the idea of ultimate

good on the part of every one capable of it is necessarily the

idea of a perfect self-conscious life for himself. The desirableness

of that life is its desirableness as his own life. But to any one

actuated by it the idea of a perfection, of a state in which he

shall be satisfied, for himself will involve the idea of a perfection

of all other beings, so far as he finds the thought of their being

perfect necessary to his own satisfaction. Moral development,

as has been previously explained more at large, is a progress in

which the individual's conception of the kind of life that would

be implied in his perfection gradvially becomes fuller and more

determinate ; fuller and more determinate both in regard to the

range of persons whose participation in the perfect life is thought

of as necessary to its attainment by any one, and in regard to

the qualities on the part of the individual which it is thought

must be exercised in it. In the most complete determination

within our reach, the conception still does not suffice to enable

any one to say positively what the perfection of his life would

be ; but the determination has reached that stage in which the

educated citizen of Christendom is able to think of the perfect

life as essentially conditioned by the exercise of virtues, resting

on a self-sacrificing will, in which it is open to all men to par-

ticipate, and as fully attainable by one man, only in so far as^

through those virtues it is attained by all. In thinking of ultimate

good he thinks of it indeed necessarily as perfection for himself

;

as a life in which he shall be fully satisfied through having be-

come all that the spirit within him enables him to become. But-

he cannot think of himself as satisfied in any life other than
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a social life, exhibiting the exercise of self-denying- will, and in

which ' the multitude of the redeemed/ which is all men, shall

participate. He has other faculties indeed than those which are

directly exhibited in the specifically moral virtues—faculties

which find their expression not in his dealings with other men,

but in the arts and sciences—and the development of these must

be a necessary constituent in any life which he presents to him-

self as one in which he can find satisfaction. But ' when he sits

down in a calm hour'' it will not be in isolation that the de-

velopment of any of these faculties w^ill assume the character for

him of ultimate good. Intrinsic desirableness, sufiicieney to

satisfy the rational soul, wull be seen to belong to their realisa-

tion only in so far as it is a constituent in a whole of social life,

of which the distinction, as a social life, shall be universality of

disinterested goodness.

371. We should accept the view, then, that to think of ulti-

mate good is to think of an intrinsically desirable form of con-

scious life ; but we should seek further to define it. We should

take it in the sense that to think of such good is to think of

a state of self-conscious Kfe as intrinsically desirable for oneself,

and for that reason is to think of it as something else than

pleasure—the thought of an object as pleasm-e for oneself, and the

thought of it as intrinsically desirable for oneself, being thoughts

which exclude each other. The pleasure anticipated in the life

is not that which renders it desirable ; but so far as desire is ex-

cited by the thought of it as desirable, and so far as that desire

is reflected on, pleasure comes to be anticipated in the satisfaction

of that desire. The thought of the intrinsically desirable life,

then, is the thought of something else than pleasure, but the

thought of what ? The thought, we answer, of the full realisa-

tion of the capacities of the human soul, of the fulfilment of man's

vocation, as of that in which alone he can satisfy himself—

a

thought of which the content is never final and complete, which

is always by its creative energy further determining its own
content, but which for practical purposes, as the mover and guide

of our highest moral effort, may be taken to be the thought of

such a social life as that described in the previous jJaragraph.

The thought of such a life, again, when applied as a criterion

for the valuation of the probable effects of action, may be taken
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to be represented by the question stated in § 354 :
—

' Does this

or that law or usage, this or that course o£ action— directly

or indirectly, positively or as preventive of the opposite—con-

tribute to the better being of society, as measured by the more

general establishment of conditions favourable to the attainment

of the recognised virtues and excellences, by the more general

attainment of those excellences in some degree, or by their attain-

ment on the part of some persons in higher degree without

detraction from the opportunities of others ? ' It remains for us

now finally to consider the availability of the injunctions and

criteria founded on such a theory of ultimate good, as compared

with those derivable from the identification of ultimate good

with a universal enjoyment of pleasure, in those exceptional

cases in which their comparative availability is likely to be put

to the test.

372. As has been already remarked, these cases will be ex-

ceptional owing to the efiiciency of the direction for outward

conduct which conventional morality now commonly affords. The

origin of that morality is not here in question. If there is reason

to hold, as it has been previously sought to show, that the pro-

gressive principle in morality, through which the recognised

standard of virtuous living among us has come to be what it is,

has not been an interest either in the enjoyment or in the pro-

duction of pleasure, there is so far a presumption against general

pleasure being the ultimate good to which we should look for

direction when conventional morality fails us. But the reader

naturally asks for a conclusion more definite than this presump-

tion. He will wish to satisfy himself whether, in the settlement

of real questions of conduct, our theory of iiltimate good has any

advantage over that which Mr. Sidgwick describes as Univer-

salistic Hedonism—whether under any conditions it might afford

other and better guidance. In discussing this point we must sup-

pose the person who resorts to either theory for guidance to have

accepted the direction of conventional morality, so far as it goes

—the one on the ground that it represents a decisive amount of

transmitted experience as to the pleasure-giving or pain-giving

effects, on the whole, of different kinds of action ; the other on

the ground that its observance, unless the contrary can be shown,
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must be taken as at least a condition of the social well-being"

which he would measure by the prevalence of a virtuous will.

We must also keep out of sig'ht difficulties that do not relate

to the valuation of the anticipated effects of actions, but to the

question what effects are to be anticipated from them. In many-

cases the whole practical difficulty of deciding whether a con-

templated action oug-ht or ought not to be done, is the difficulty

of deciding what effects are likely to follow from it; not of

valuing the effects if once they could be ascertained, but of

ascertaining what they will be. No theory of ultimate good has

an advantage over another in dealing with this difficulty, since

none rather than another can claim to give us knowledge of

facts, or to make us clear-sighted and patient in the analysis of

circumstances. Any difference in respect of influence upon the

practical judgment between the two theories in question must

arise from the different value which they severally lead us to put

upon effects ascertained or expected, not from any different

methods which they suggest of ascertaining the effects of action,

nor from any difference in the importance which they lead us to

attach to doing so.

373. In a previous paragraph (§ 338) examples have been

given of the kind of question in regard to personal conduct, in

his answer to which a speculative person might be affected for

the worse by a logical application of the Utilitarian theory of

good, so far as that theory is founded on the principle that

pleasure is the only possible object of desire. We are now sup-

posing this principle to be dropped, but the Utilitarian doctrine

of the chief good to be retained. We are dealing with a theory

in which the action of disinterested motives, in the natural sense

of the words (as desires which have not pleasure directly or in-

directly for their object), is fully recognised, and the identification

of ultimate good with a maximum of universal pleasure is

accepted on the ground of its supposed intrinsic reasonableness.

The question is whether, in cases of the kind supposed, a logical

application of this conception of ultimate good, as a criterion of

what should be done, will be of any avail. The cases are of a

kind in which it has to be decided whether, in words already

used (§ 363), a man 'should set up for being better than his

neighbours or should swim with the stream ; whether he should

E e
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follow the severer path of duty where his departure from it

would be unknown or uncondemned, and where it would save

himself and those whom he loves from much suffering ; whether

he should seek the highest beauty in art, the completest truth in

knowledge, rather than conform to popular taste and opinion/

For the purposes of such a decision our contention is not that of

itself the theory of Universalistic Hedonism would yield a wrong

answer, but that it would yield none at all, and would thus in

effect leave the decision to be made by the enquirer's inclination

to the course of action which is most pleasant or least painful to

him individually.

374. We have already seen how, when the question before the

individual is whether for the sake of some higher good he should

depart from the course of action to which custom or inclination,

or the sense of what the opinion of his class requires of him,

would naturally lead him, the logical tendency of the doctrine

that pleasure is the sole object of desire must be to entangle him

in a Hedonistic fatalism, which would mean paralysis of the

moral initiative. Universalistic Hedonism, as Mr. Sidgwick

conceives it, is not chargeable with this tendency. It justifies

the question. What should I do for the bettering of life ? for it

recognises the possibility of an initiative not determined by

imagination of pleasure or pain. But for doubts of the kind we

are considering, where conventional morality cannot be appealed

to as representing accumulated experience of consequences in the

way of pleasure and pain, it seems to afford no solution. We
have supposed a man in doubt whether, in consideration of the

claims of society, he is justified in spending so much of his time

in the gratification of his taste for music or of his curiosity in

literature, or in continuing a habit of ' moderate drinking.^ Let

such an one translate ' in consideration of the claims of society
*

into ' with a view to producing as much pleasure as possible to

all beings capable of it.' Must it not be apparent to him, just

so far as he really apprehends the nature of the problem which

he professes to set before himself, that it is wholly insoluble ?

What knowledge has he, or from the nature of the case can he

obtain, either of the conditions on which the pleasures of all

other beings, present and to come, depend or will depend, or of

the various degrees to which other men—to say nothing of the
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animals—arc susceptible of pleasure, that he should be able to

judg-e whether the sug-g-ested breach of custom, the suggested

resistance to personal inclination, is likely to contribute to the

' Summum Bonum ' which he adopts as his criterion? Unless he

has really some other conception of ultimate g-ood to fall back

upon, will he not inevitably take refuge in the justification

which the theory of Universalistic Hedonism affords him for

attaching most importance to the most certainly known pleasures,

and let custom and inclination decide him ?

375. In fact, the man who is challenged by doubts of the kind

described, who asks himself whether he is duly responding- to

claims which conventional morality does not recognise, always

has another standard of ultimate good to fall back upon, how-

ever much his Hedonistic philosophy may obscure it to him.

That standard is an ideal of a perfect life for himself and

other men, as attainable for him only through them, for

them only through him; a life that shall be perfect, in the

sense of being the fulfilment of all that the human spirit in

him and them has the real capacity or vocation of becoming,

and which (as is implied in its being such fulfilment) shall rest

on the will to be jierfect. However unable he may be to give

an account of such an ideal, it yet has so much hold on him as

to make the promotion of goodness for its own sake in himself

and others an intelligible end to him. The reader, however, will

be weary of hearing of this ideal, and will be waiting to know

in what particular way it can afford guidance in cases of the

kind supposed, where conventional morality and Utilitarian

theory alike fail to do so. We have argued that no man could

tell whether, by denying himself according to the examples given,

he would in the whole result increase the amount of pleasant

living in the world, present and to come. Can he tell any

better whether he will further that realisation of the ideal just

described, in regard to which we admit the impossibility of

sapng positively what in its completeness it would be ?

376. We answer as follow^s. The whole question of sacrificing

one^s own pleasure assumes a different aspect, when the end for

which it is to be sacrificed is not an addition to a general aggre-

gate of pleasures, but the harmonious exercise of man^s proper

activities in some life resting on a self-sacrificins- will. According
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to the latter view^ the individuals sacrifice of pleasure does not

—

as so much loss of pleasure—come into the reckoning- at all;

nor has any balance to be attempted of i;nascertainable pains

and pleasures spreading over an indefinite rang-e of sentient life.

The good to be sought is not made up of pleasures, nor the evil

to be avoided made up of pains. The end for which the sacrifice

is demanded is one which in the sacrifice itself is in some measure

attained—in some measure only, not fully, yet so that the

sacrifice is related to the complete end, not as a means in itself

valueless, but as a constituent to a whole which it helps to form.

That realisation of the powers of the human spirit, which we

deem the true end, is not to be thought of merely as something

in a remote distance, towards which we may take stej)s now, but

in which there is no present participation. It is continuously

going on, though in varying and progressive deg-rees of com-

pleteness j and the individuaFs sacrifice of an inclination, harm-

less or even in its way laudable, for the sake of a higher good,

is itself already in some measure an attainment of the higher

good.

Thus, whereas according to any Hedonistic doctrine of true

good, though it be ' Universal istic ' Hedonism not ' Egoistic,'' the

certain present loss of pleasure to the individual himself and to

his intimates, involved in sacrifices of the kind we are consider-

ing, is so much deduction from true good, only to be justified by

a larger accession of pleasure in other quarters or at other times

—an accession from the nature of the case less certain to the

man meditating the sacrifice than the loss—upon the other view,

while the loss of pleasure implied in the sacrifice to the person

who makes it, and to any others whom he can induce willingly

to accept any like loss that arises out of it for them, is morally,

or relatively to the true good, matter of indifference, the exercise

of a devoted will in the sacrifice, on the part of all concerned in

it, is an actual and undoubted contribution to true good. The

degree of its value will only be doubtful, so far as there may be

uncertainty in regard to its tendency to yield more or less further

good of the same kind in the sequel. We say ' more or less,^ for

that it tends to yield some further good of the same kind can

never be really doubtful. Self-sacrifice, devotion to worthy

objects, is always self-propagatory. If the question is asked,

—
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' Of love that never found his earthly close,

What sequel '\

'

there is at least the answer,

' But am I not the nobler throu'^'h thy love ?

O, three times less unworthy ' !

'

In like manner, npon the view that of the life which forms tlie

true and full g-ood the self-devoted will must be the principle,

if the question is asked, What comes of any particular act of

self-sacrifice ? there is at least the answer that the act does not

need anything- further to come of it, in order to be in itself in

little the good. But it is only if we falter in that view of the

good, on the strength of which we give this answer, that we can

doubt the beneficent result, in whatever manner or degree, of the

act in itself good. The good will in one man has never failed to

elicit or strengthen such a will in another.

377. But it will be said that we are so far dealing only in

generalities. It may be admitted that an act or habit of self-

sacrifice is a good in itself, but there are many ways in which a

man may sacrifice himself, and he is responsible for choosing the

most useful. It is of little profit to tell him of the intrinsic

nobility of self-sacrifice, unless we can give him some means of

judging for what sort of objects he in particular should be pre-

pared to give up his tastes and inclinations, or to run the gauntlet

of established custom. To revert to one of the examples em-

ployed, no one would think of saying absolutely that there was

merit in sacrificing a taste for music. On the contrary, there

may be a duty to cultivate it. The question whether it should

be sacrificed or cultivated must depend on the position and general

capabilities of the individual, on the circumstances of his time,

on the claims of surrounding society. Some direction therefore

is needed for the individual in making his sacrifices; some

criterion of the ends which he should keep before him in deciding

for this sacrifice rather than for that. How can the view of the

good for which we have been pleading* afford such direction or

criterion ?

The answer lies in a consideration of that unity of the human

spirit throughout its individual manifestations, in virtue of which

^ Tennyson's 'Love and Daty.'
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the realisation of its possibilities, though a personal object to each

man, is at the same time an object fully attainable by one only

in so far as it is attained by the whole human society. The state-

ment that the act of self-sacrifio*^ has its value in itself is not to

be understood as denying that it has its value in its consequences,

but as implying- that those consequences, to be of intrinsic value,

must be of a kind with the act itself, as an exercise of a character

having its dominant interest in some form of human perfection.

The injunction that would be founded on the view of that per-

fection as the end would never be ' Sacrifice inclination ' simply,

but ' Sacrifice inclination in so far as by so doing you may make

men better; ' but the bettering of men would mean their advance

in a goodness the same in principle as that which appears in the

sacrifice enjoined, and this sacrifice itself would be regarded as

already an instalment of the good to be more largely attained in

its consequences. The direction to the individual, in doubt whether

he should deny himself some attractive pursuit or some harmless

indulgence, would be, not that he should make the sacrifice for

the sake of making it, but that he should be ready to make it, if

upon honest consideration it appear that men would be the better

for his doing so.

378. Universalistic Hedonism might give the same direction

;

but in the interpretation of the direction there would be a great

difference—a difference which might very well amount to that

between demanding the sacrifice and allowing the indulgence.

The Hedonist, understanding by the bettering of men an addi-

tion to the pleasures enjoyed by them, present and to come, has

at any rate an obscure computation before him. In such cases

as we are now considering he would not have the presumption,

afforded by a call of conventionally recognised duty, that obe-

dience to it, however painful to the individual, would be felicific

in the general result. The presumption from his point of view

must always be against the ^ reasonableness ' of making the

sacrifice, till the probability of an excess of pleasure from its

idterior consequences over the pain more immediately pro-

duced by it could be clearly made out. Such a probability

must generally be very diSicult to arrive at. It does not at all

follow, as is apt to be assumed, because an observance of con-

ventional morality may be required in the interest of general
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pleasure, that an advance upon conventional morality is so.

Upon the view that the exercise of a virtuous will is an end in

itself, the question about a possible ' too much ' of virtue cannot

arise. But it is otherwise if aivopposite view is taken. If virtue

is of value only as a means to general pleasm-e, it becomes

necessary to enquire what is the degree of it which so contri-

butes—to what extent an increase in the number of self-devoted

persons, and a more intense and constant self-devotion on their

part, is desirable, in order to an increase in the sum of pleasures

for all human, or all sentient, beings. Thus in his forecast of

the ' felicific ' results to be looked for from any advance upon the

'law of opinion * in the w^ay of self-denying virtue, the He-

donistic Utilitarian may not avail himself of the short method

that would be represented by the maxim, ' The more virtue, the

more pleasure.'' He may not assume that, because the suggested

self-denial would tend to increase virtue among men, it would

tend to increase pleasure. The pleasure-increasing tendency

must be made out on its own account ; and, unless the self-denial

in question is one that upon physiological evidence can be proved

likely in its consequences to cause some decisive reduction in

physical suffering, it is not easy to see how this should be done.

When it had been done, the balance between the remoter and

less certain gain and the proximate loss would have still to be

struck. Upon such principles the case against making the

'imcalled for-* sacrifice, even though dispassionately conducted,

would generally be invincibly strong.

379. From the other point of view, even though the precise

nature and strength of the call for the sacrifice could not clearly

be made out, the presumption would still be in favour of its

being made, on the ground of the intrinsic value attaching alike

to the exercise of the self-denying character, and to those results,

of a kind with itself, which through the influence of example

it is sure to produce among men. It is true that this general

presumption wUl not help a man to decide which of many par-

ticular courses of self-denying action, which it is open to him to

pursue but which he would not be thought the worse of for not

pursuing, is the one which it is best for him to pursue. It is his

duty not to waste himself among various efforts, each of which

might be well-intentioned and involve real self-denial, but none
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of them in tlie direction in which he in particular under the

circumstances o£ the case might do most good. For deciding,

however, whether any particular sacrifice is one that he ought

to make, he has much more available guidance, according to our

view, than a computation o£ the total range of pleasures and

pains to be looked for as a consequence of the sacrifice. He has

to ask, according to the terms in which the question has been

above put, whether the suggested sacrifice on his part is one by

which he may best contribute to the well-being of society,

' as measured by the more general establishment of conditions

favourable to the attainment of the recognised virtues and excel-

lences, by the more general attainment of those excellences in

some degree, or by their attainment on the part of some persons

in higher degree without detraction from the opportunities of

others.' It is not to be disguised, of course, that with such an

end before him as this question represents, he may find it difficult

to ascertain, by analysis of circumstances and enquiry into facts,

in what degree the various forms of self-denying activity open

to him are likely to contribute to the end. As has already been

pointed out, such analysis and enquiry are not to be dispensed

with upon one theory of the end any more than upon another.

The question is of the object with reference to which the analysis

and enquiry are to be conducted ; whether in order to ascertain

tendencies to produce a maximum of pleasure over all time to

all beings capable of it, or in order to ascertain tendencies to

produce a perfection of human society, resting on the universal

prevalence of the will to be perfect. When the point at issue

is whether some sacrifice should be made which is uncalled for

by social convention, while its tendency in the former direc-

tion wall generally be found unascertainable, its tendency in

the latter will be within the ken of any dispassionate and con-

siderate man.

380. A man asks himself—to revert once more to that

instance—whether he is justified in giving so much of his time

to the gratification of his taste for music; which must mean,

whether there are not claims upon him for the service of mankind

which cannot be satisfied while he does so. Now it may really

be a difficult question for him to settle whether he cannot serve

mankind more effectually by giving more of his time to music
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rather than less. It is a question for the settlement of which

there may be needed careful analysis of his own faculties, of the

needs of society about him, of his particular opportunities and

powers of meeting- those needs ; and in settling- it the truest

concei)tion of ultimate good will not prevent the mistakes to

which hastiness, prejudice, and self-conceit naturally lead. Still

there is all the difference between approaching- the question with

some definite conception of the claims of mankind, of the good

to be sought for them, and without any such conception. The

Hedonistic theory, as we have tried to show, affords no such

conception. It insists indeed on the claim of every man to have

as much pleasure as is compatible with the attainment of the

greatest possible amount on the whole, but this claim cannot be

translated into a claim to be or to do, or to have the chance of

being or doing, anything in particular. We cannot found upon

it even a claim of every man to be free ; for who can be sure that

the freedom of all men, when the whole range of the possibilities

of pleasure is taken into account, tends to an excess of pleasure

over pain ? Still less can we found upon it a claim of every one

to be helped to be good, according to om- present standard

of goodness. Hedonistic theory can only bid us promote the

received virtues and excellences among men with an if which

makes the injunction of no avail in such a case as we are con-

sidering. They are to be promoted up to the limit at which

their promotion still certainly yields more pleasure than pain to

the universe of human or sentient beings; and it is impossible

to say what this limit is.

It is otherwise when the exercise of the recognised virtues and

excellences, as resting upon a self-devoted will or will to be

perfect, is considered to be an end in itself—to be itself, if not in

completeness yet in principle and essence, the ultimate good for

man. The general nature of the claim of other men upon him
is plain to every one who contemplates it with reference to such

an end. It is a claim for service in the direction of making the

attainment of those virtues and excellences, by some persons and

in some form, more possible. The question for the individual

will still remain, how he in 2:)articular may best render this

service, and it may be one of much difficulty. He may easily

deceive himself in answering it, but he will not have the excuse
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for answering it in favour of his own inclination, wliich is

afforded by reference to a ' Summum Bonum ' of which the

most readily ascertainable constituent must always be his own
pleasure.

381, As to the particular instance we have been considering,

while intrinsic value will not be denied to excellence in music

as having a place in the fulfilment of man^s vocation, it is a

question, so to speak, of spiritual proportion, whether the attain-

ment of such excellence is of importance in any society of men
under the given conditions of that society. For, like all excel-

lence in art, it has its value as an element in a whole of spiritual

life, to which the moral virtues are essential ; which without

them would be no realisation of the capacities of the human soul.

In some Italian principality of the last century, for instance,

with its civil life crushed out and its moral energies debased,

excellence in music could hardly be accounted of actual and

present value at all. Its value would be potential, in so far

as the artistes work might survive to become an element in a

nobler life elsewhere or at a later time. Under such conditions

much occupation with music might imply indifference to claims

of the human soul which must be satisfied in order to the attain-

ment of a life in which the value of music could be actualised.

And under better social conditions there may be claims, arising

from the particular position of an individual, which render the pur-

suit of excellence in music, though it would be the right pursuit

for others qualified as he is, a wrong one for him. In the absence

of such claims the main question will be of his particular talent.

Has he talent to serve mankind—to contribute to the perfection

of the human soul—more as a musician than in any other way ?

Only if he has will he be justified in making music his main

pursuit. If he is not to make it his main pursuit, the question

will remain, to what extent he may be justified in indulging his

taste for it, either as a refreshment of faculties which are to be

mainly used in other pursuits— to be so used, because in them

he may best serve mankind in the sense explained—or as en-

abling him to share in that intrinsically valuable lifting uj) of

the soul which music may afford.

382. Such questions are not to be answered by ^ intuition,' nor

do they arise under conditions under which our guidance in duty
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needs to be intuitive—needs to be derived from convictions

Avliich afford immediate direction independently of any compli-

cated consideration of circumstances. They only arise for per-

sons who have exceptional opportunity of directing* their own

pursuits, and who do not need to be in a hurry in their decisions.

To most people sufficient direction for their pursuits is afforded

by claims so well established in conventional morality that they

are intuitively recognised, and that a conscience merely re-

sponsive to social disapprobation would reproach us for neglecting

them. For all of us it is so in regard to a great part of our

lives. But the cases we have been considering are those in

which some ' counsel of perfection ' is needed, which reference to

such claims does not supply, and which has to be derived from

reference to a theory of ultimate good. In such cases many
questions have to be answered, which intuition cannot answer,

before the issue is arrived at to which the theory of ultimate good

becomes applicable; but then the cases only occur for persons

who have leisure and faculty for dealing with such questions.

For them the essential thing is that their theory of the good

should afford a really available criterion for estimating those

further claims uj)on them which are not enforced by the sanction

of conventional morality, and a criterion which affords no plea

to the self-indulgent impulse. Our point has been to show, in

the instance given, that such a criterion is afforded by the theory

of ultimate good as a perfection of the human spirit resting on

the will to be perfect (which may be called in short the theory

of virtue as an end in itself), but not by the theory of good as

consisting in a maximum of possible pleasure.

THE END.
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